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Abstract 
 

The attention drawn by Blue and Green Infrastructure (BGI) in public discourse 

outmatches the actual scale of its implementation. Research indicates that difficulty in 

accessing land is one of the biggest challenges for BGI implementation. In response, this 

thesis investigates the potential Land Value Capture (LVC) instruments to facilitate the 

implementation of BGI, focusing on one instrument: Active Land Policy. LVC instruments 

mobilize part of the land value increments resulting from public investments, to facilitate 

the financing of such investments. BGI implementation is proven to have a positive 

influence on the residential property market, however there has been little research on 

how to mobilize LVC instruments to facilitate BGI implementation.  

This thesis contributes to addressing this gap in knowledge, through three strands of 

research. First, an examination of the way BGI increments land values by investigating 

how residential property markets react to improved urban quality, flood risk and flood 

events. Second, an appraisal of LVC instruments which can facilitate the implementation 

of BGI. Third, an appraisal of the potential of Active Land Policy to facilitate BGI 

implementation in Nijmegen, Netherlands. Regarding the latter, three case studies were 

examined through the lens of Policy Arrangement Approach and Social Network Analysis. 

A number of interviews with Dutch stakeholders and international experts provided the 

primary source of data, complemented by desk research.  

Findings suggest that improving urban quality, through increased proximity to blue/green 

spaces, improved landscapes and open spaces, positively affect the value of residential 

property. However this is not the case with flood risk alleviation, which affects the 

residential property market in very inconsistent ways, as suggested by the Qualitative 

Meta Synthesis presented in this study. There is scope to improve Hedonic Pricing 

Models which often oversimplify the nature of this relationship. This can be done by 

accounting for the impact that market efficiency and flood risk perception have on the way  

residential property markets react to flood risk and flood events.  
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An important contribution of this research is  an original conceptual framework which 

helps identify the following LVC as most suitable for BGI facilitation: betterment levies/ 

special assessment, property tax, developer exactions and impact fees, tax increment 

financing, transferable development rights/ sale of development rights, land readjustment/ 

land pooling and active land policy. However the potential of these instruments to facilitate 

BGI implementation is largely informed by the land and water policy landscape they are 

embedded in.  

In the case of Active Land Policy in the Netherlands, research on the three case studies 

indicate that the instrument can facilitate the implementation of neighborhood scale BGI, 

but it fails to do so for larger scale BGI. The main reasons for this are a mismatch between 

land and water policy discourse and unbalanced power relationships emerging from 

private public partnerships for land development projects, as Waalsprong and Waalfront 

cases suggest. Policy recommendations contribute expediting a better use of Active Land 

Policy in the realm of BGI implementation. Embedding of findings in the existing 

knowledge highlights avenues for future research.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 

1.1. A snapshot of this research 
 

The year 2007 marked a new milestone in the history of urbanization: the population living 

in urban areas exceeded that living in rural areas. Today, more than 56% of the world 

population lives in urban areas (World Bank, 2020), increasing up to 75 % in Europe, and 

exceeding 80% in North America, Latin America and the Caribbean (Statista, 2020). 

Concurrently the last decade was marked with 1,732 inland flood events globally, 

resulting in more than 550 million affected people and $420 billion damage costs, of which 

only 11% insured damage costs (Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters 

(CRED), 2021). Flood related challenges are about to surge, as urbanization rate 

increases and together with the number of people living in disaster prone areas.  

This research seeks to address challenges arising from increased flood risk by 

considering how land and water policy can be rethought to enable flood risk mitigation by 

mainstreaming the implementation of Blue and Green Infrastructure (BGI). In this context, 

BGI is defined as "strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas with 

other environmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide range of 

ecosystem services" (European Commission, 2013). It contains a green component in 

the form of natural or semi-natural terrestrial environments, and a blue component in the 

form of aquatic networks (Green Infrastructure Working Group (EU Commission), 2015).  

BGI has a broad appeal an adequate tool for handling the complexity of urban 

environments (Hansen and Pauleit, 2014) and also due to its multi-beneficial nature, 

extending to the quality of urban environment, increased public spaces, improved 

ecosystem services and contribution to a better quality of urban life (Kazmierczak and 

Carter, 2010). This can be ultimately reflected in higher land values. Public capturing 

some of the incremented land values, to then utilize for infrastructure and public services 

provision, has often been the solution to expedite the realisation of planning goals at a 

local level. With this backdrop, the potential of land value capture instruments to facilitate 
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the implementation of BGI is scrutinized, with a focus on one particular instrument: Active 

Land Policy. Active Land Policy refers to a land development scheme which is usually 

lead by public authorities (such as the municipality) or a public private partnership. The 

municipality (or a public private partnership) buys raw land, services it with infrastructure, 

retains the land occupied by infrastructure and public spaces, and sells the serviced 

building plots to developers at market prices (Needham, 2016b). By collecting the 

proceedings from the sale of building plots, Active Land Policy allows public authorities 

to capture some of the incremented value resulting from the land development process. 

Through this process Dutch municipalities have managed to effectively achieve their 

planning goals, mostly by facilitating social housing and infrastructure provision 

(Hartmann and Spit, 2015).  

Primarily through an investigation of the role of Active Land Policy in facilitating BGI 

implementation in Nijmegen, Netherlands, the empirical research is based on in-depth 

analysis of three adjacent project sites: one major BGI site (Room for river Waal) and two 

urban development sites where Active Land Policy has been implemented (Waalsprong 

and Waalfront). The juxtaposition of these three cases represents an opportunity to 

investigate the potential of Active Land Policy to mainstream BGI implementation, both at 

a neighbourhood scale and at a larger, regional scale, such as Room for the Waal case. 

This study adopts a Critical Realist perspective to examine the potential of LVC 

instruments, to facilitate the mainstreaming of BGI for flood risk mitigation, principally 

Active Land Policy in the Netherlands. Using a critical realist ontological perspective in 

exploring the stratified reality in which water and land policy unfold, this study seeks to 

unravel the causal mechanisms1, that have hindered a more popular uptake of LVC 

instruments for BGI implementation. In doing so, this study bridges scholarship on 

methods of land value capture, flood risk management, planning policy, institutional and 

network analysis. The next sections elaborate on the challenges of BGI uptake and gives 

 
1 referred to in this thesis as “factors” henceforth for simplicity  
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a more in-depth overview of LVC and Active Land Policy before dwelling further into a 

full-fledged exploration of the content and structure of this study. 

 

1.2. Blue Green Infrastructure: Implementation challenges  
 

During the last century, the main Flood Risk Management Strategies (FRM) relied heavily 

on grey protective infrastructure2, such as higher levees, dams, river channelization and 

other engineered solutions to control water (Brookes, Gregory and Dawson, 1983; 

Wiering and Immink, 2006; Suykens et al., 2019). This approach was based on the flawed 

assumption that historic flood patterns would persist, which has been challenged 

especially under the light of new research on the effect of climate change on precipitation 

patterns (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2021).  

During the last two decades flaws related to the 'battle against water' have been fully 

articulated. Reliance on solely grey infrastructure has created a false sense of security - 

referred to as 'the levee effect' (Bubeck et al., 2017; Di Baldassarre et al., 2018; Haer et 

al., 2020): leading to more intensive development in floodplains (Suykens et al., 2019). 

Once capital is accumulated in floodplains, restricting property rights especially 

development rights which are vested with financial values, becomes difficult (Crabbé and 

Coppens, 2019). As a result, the very existence of these accumulated rights and wealth 

creates pressure for more protection, leading to higher and higher levees and an ongoing 

cycle of risk reproduction. Figure 1 below illustrates this situation.  

 
2 Here grey infrastructure is used to refer to impervious infrastructure used to manage water, usually 
composed of hardscapes  
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Figure 1 Hypothetical urbanization without (left) and with (right) levees. The presence of levees 
often triggers more intense urbanization which increases vulnerability; often referred to as 'levee 
effect' (Source: (Hartmann, 2015)) 

The “making room for water” narrative emerged in the early 2000s as shift in discourse, 

accompanied by a deeper understanding of the interrelation of land use and water 

management, and the importance of harmonizing spatial planning with water 

management. As a result spatial planners are searching for new multi-functional relations 

between water and other types of urban environments (Wiering and Immink, 2006) . 

The attention drawn to BGI in public discourse, however, outmatches the actual scale of 

its implementation (Dyca, Muldoon-Smith and Greenhalgh, 2020). Small scale BGI, such 

as green roofing, impermeable surfacing substitution, multifunctional retention ponds, 

rainwater harvesting have been easier to uptake (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed 

discussion). Yet, initiatives to restore floodplains are still limited to a few forerunners 

(Moss and Monstadt, 2008). Growing research unpicking the challenges of implementing 

BGI highlights that a policy shift from grey to green infrastructure is very challenging 

(Wiering and Arts, 2006; Kaufmann, 2018; Johns, 2019). The majority of constraints 

identified are institutionally embedded, rather than technical. Many of these challenges 

point toward a lack of available land or funding to access land as a main challenges, 

which combined with fragmented responsibilities and legislative and regulatory 

impediments, coalesce to reinforce path-dependent institutional dynamics, making BGI 

implementation stubbornly slow (Brown and Farrelly, 2009; Brown, Ashley and Farrelly, 

2011; Winz, Trowsdale and Brierley, 2014; Kaufmann, 2018).  
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BGI is usually more land intensive than grey infrastructure solutions, and land is often 

owned privately. Hence, public authorities often shy away from BGI, especially when 

interfering with private property rights which can be a source of conflict (Hartmann, 

Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a). To date, the majority of BGI projects have been 

implemented either in public land or in land that has been made public during the process 

through expropriation. With exceptional sui generis cases (Hartmann, Slavikova and 

McCarthy, 2019a), alternative ways of accessing land for BGI are still largely unexplored 

and this is an important limitation, as engagement with private landowners and 

developers is key (Lindholm, 2017).   

In examining the potential of land value capture instruments, and in particular Active Land 

Policy as a facilitator of BGI implementation in urban areas, this study seeks to unpick the 

complex politics, legal frameworks, social networks and resource allocation in land policy 

and water policy. The next section further elaborates on this.  

 

1.3. Active Land Policy: the potential of a land value capture instrument 

to mainstream the implementation of blue and green infrastructure 

 

Policy efforts to address flood risk through integrating BGI as long term sustainable 

measures are often overridden by a friction between the public interest to use land for 

BGI and the private interest to dedicate land to more profitable land uses (Löschner et 

al., 2021). However, there is a growing number of studies indicating that the benefits of 

BGI are often translated to increased land values of beneficiary areas (Jim and Chen, 

2006, 2007; Chiarazzo et al., 2014; D’Acci, 2014, 2019; Grafakos, Tsatsou, Acci, et al., 

2019; Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019). Beneficiary areas in this case are 

considered properties that benefit from increased surface of green spaces and parks 

(Mazzotta, Besedin and Speers, 2014; Noor, Asmawi and Abdullah, 2015; Shukur, 

Othman and Nawawi, 2016), improved landscape and view (Damigos and Anyfantis, 

2011; Chiarazzo et al., 2014) and improved quality of site (Bourassa, Hoesli and Peng, 
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2003; D’Acci, 2014, 2019). From this perspective, the impact of BGI on land values can 

be compared to impact of traditional infrastructure associated with land value capture: 

new roads, rail lines, etc.   

Land Value Capture (LVC) refers to the process of recovery by the public of some or all 

of the (unearned) land value increments created as a result of anything other than the 

landowner's direct investments. This notion seeks to mobilize, for the benefit of public at 

large, land value increments resulting from public investments and decisions, such as 

improvement of infrastructure or administrative changes in land use and regulations, that 

result in higher land values (Smolka, 2013). Despite considerable research and practice 

on LVC, value capture remains a loose term that covers a variety of policies and legal 

instruments that seek to tap into unearned increments, often undiscriminatingly of the 

cause of the value rise. This study covers all main LVC instruments, with a special focus 

on Active Land Policy (ALP).  

Since the end of Second World War, ALP has been implemented as a way to address 

housing needs, as well as to finance the infrastructure and services associated with new 

developments and urban transformation projects (Needham, 2016b). Over the last 

decade Dutch public authorities have strived to find ways to provide more room for water, 

mainly through BGI, in new and existing urban fabric. In this context, the Dutch 

government has pioneered ‘making more room for rivers’ as a main goal in their FRM 

strategy since 1996 (Asselman and Klijn, 2016), which lead to the launch of Room for the 

River program in 2007, which includes 34 regional projects on all four main rivers of the 

country. Access to land has been financed by the central government through direct 

negotiations with the landowners, although this is not considered a sustainable and cost-

efficient way of mainstreaming BGI in the country (Kaufmann et al., 2016). Therefore 

assessing the potential of ALP to facilitate such projects is timely and of high governance 

relevance. 

Room for the River consisted of different blue and green solutions, many of which foresaw 

land being made available to accommodate water temporarily or permanently. Room for 
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the river Waal has been entirely financed by the central government. Its implementation 

has radically improved flood safety as well as the quality of the urban environment in its 

vicinity, where two Active Land Policy projects are being implemented: Waalsprong and 

Waalfront. Figure 2 shows the location of these three projects in Nijmegen: 

 

Figure 2 Three case studies in Nijmegen 
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Figure 3 Interface between Room for the Waal and Waalfront project sites, in Nijmegen (Source: 
Author’s Archive, 2021) 

The relationship between Room for the Waal project on the one hand, in terms of value 

creation through incremented residential property values, and Waalsprong and Waalfront 

in terms of value capture, has not been investigated so far. This research examines how 

land value is created through BGI implementation (Room for the Waal), how it is captured 

through Active Land Policy (Waalsprong and Waalfront) and the extent to which the 

captured value contributes to further financing BGI in Nijmegen. The following section 

further expounds the research objectives and the scope of this study in detail.  

1.4. Research Objectives 
 

Land value capture instruments can create a virtuous cycle (Blanco et al., 2017; Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019), by investing in infrastructure and services which improve 

the quality of urban environments, reflected in higher real estate prices which are 

capitalized into building plot prices (land value). This generates higher public revenues 
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through value capture and more fiscal space to invest in additional public services. This 

virtuous cycle, which is explained at length in Chapter 2, establishes the basis of the 

overarching conceptual framework of the whole thesis. 

 

Figure 4 Overarching conceptual framework of the study  

Figure 4 above outlines the main elements of the virtuous cycle in the case of BGI for 

FRM. The inner circle refers to the financial virtuous circle of value creation through BGI 

and value capture through LVC instruments. The outer circle refers to the policy 

arrangement within which this value is created and captured. The inner circle is 

addressed in Research Objectives 1, 2 and 3, and the outer circle is addressed in 

Research Objectives 4, 5 and 6. 

Regarding the inner circle, this study examines the potential of BGI in creating this 

virtuous cycle by positively influencing the residential property market, as a result of a) 

mitigating flood risk and b) providing social, ecological and economic benefits, which will 

be referred to as improved urban quality (D’Acci, 2019). The first two Research Objectives 

reflect this. 
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Research Objective 1: To identify and examine the factors that affect 1) the way that 

residential property markets react to inland flood risk and flood events globally and 2) the 

accuracy with which empirical studies evaluate this relationship. 

Research Objective 2: To examine how residential property markets are affected by 

improved quality of urban environment through blue and green infrastructure.  

While there is consensus in literature about the positive influence that improved urban 

quality has on residential property markets, research findings on the influence that 

mitigating flood risk has on the residential property markets is mixed. Hence,  this study 

identifies the factors that affect how residential property markets are influenced by flood 

risk and flood events. This is done through a qualitative meta-synthesis study. The first 

two research objectives are important for several reasons: 

1) The land value capture discourse is highly linked to the land value creation 

discourse. Establishing a thorough understanding on how BGI positively influences 

the residential property market constitutes a keystone in the legitimacy discourse 

of utilizing LVC to facilitate the implementation of BGI. 

2) Examining the factors that influence the way the residential property market 

‘recognizes’ flood risk is crucial to a) understand which types of FRM projects will 

result in incremented residential property values and b) contributing to a better 

understanding of how society maintains and reproduces risk (Oulahen, 2021). 

3) With increased flooding occurrences because of global warming, it is becoming 

clear that it is not possible or feasible to protect all locations at risk and that cost-

benefit analyses can help decision making (Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and 

Dumestre, 2018; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018). Nevertheless, there is a 

degree of speculation when evaluating losses in real estate markets. Reviewing 

the main factors that affect the residential property market response to inland flood 

risk will contribute to improved models of estimation and better inform decision 

making. 
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4) The process of implementing climate change adaptation policies, including FRM, 

raises socio-spatial and distributive justice concerns. It is of special relevance, for 

instance, to strike a balance between who pays and who benefits from inland FRM 

interventions. A thorough understanding of the residential property market's 

reaction to flood risk can contribute to unlocking new territorial planning and 

financial instruments to tackle the flooding problem in a more equitable and just 

manner. 

5) Additional research on flood risk is likely to increase flood awareness, which would 

help households make educated decisions when buying a house. 

Having examined the value creation part of the inner circle, the research moves to the 

value capture part:  

Research Objective 3: To present an original conceptual framework for identifying which 

Land Value Capture Instruments can facilitate BGI implementation in the realm of flood 

risk management.  

The next part of this study focuses on the outer circle,  through an in-depth investigation 

of Active Land Policy instrument as a facilitator for BGI implementation in Nijmegen. This 

part of the study examines the institutional context within which value creation and 

capture takes place in the Netherlands:  

Research Objective 4: To identify and examine the factors that facilitate and constrain 

value creation through BGI implementation, focusing on the case of Room for the Waal 

project in Nijmegen 

Research Objective 5: To identify and examine factors that facilitate and constrain land 

value capture through Active Land Policy, focusing on Waalsprong and Waalfront projects 

in Nijmegen  

Research Objective 6: To identify and examine the main factors that facilitate and 

constrain the financing of BGI through captured land value via Active Land Policy focusing 

on Room for the Waal project, Waalsprong and Waalfront in Nijmegen.  
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RO 4 and 5 entail examining of water policy arrangements that facilitate the 

implementation of BGI and land policy arrangements that facilitate the implementation of 

Active Land Policy in Nijmegen, Netherlands. The implementation of the three case 

studies is examined individually as well as in relation to one another, especially in terms 

of understanding the extent to which Active Land Policy can and has facilitated the 

implementation of BGI: bigger scale interventions such as Room for the Waal, as well as 

smaller scale BGI integrated in the urban development projects in Waalfront and 

Waalsprong. The Policy Arrangement Approach adopted for this part of the research 

helps to better comprehend the institutional regime, governance, power relations and 

social networks that endow or constrain the complex delivery of policy goals in water and 

land. Social network analysis is conducted to examine the complexity of the stakeholder 

network engaged in each project individually, and how each stakeholder configuration 

has affected the value creation and capturing. 

Finally, following the critical examination of  ‘policy delivery gaps’ (Moss, 2008), both in 

terms of BGI and Active Land Policy, this study concludes by recommendations: 

Research Objective 7: To examine how constraining factors can be addressed in the 

future, to expedite the better use of Active Land Policy in the realm of BGI and FRM. 

1.5. Knowledge Gaps 

 

Land is considered a scarce resource and it is managed in a competitive environment of 

different, sometimes conflicting, interests. However, Ostrom et al.(1994) explain that 

scarcity is linked to subtractability of a resource, hence it is primarily associated with 

goods and services that are used up through consumption. Scarcity of land is thus the 

result of a political process, which regulates the appropriation and distribution of land to 

achieve different policy goals (Gerber, Hartmann and Hengstermann, 2018). While 

research on mobilising land for various policy goals, such as social housing, road 

infrastructure, social services and so on, is ample, a gap in knowledge remains in terms 

of comprehending how to mobilize land and utilize mechanisms of leveraging land to 
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overcome flood-related conflicts in land use (Löschner et al., 2021). On a European level, 

both the EU Water Framework Directive (2000) and the Flood Directive (2007) draw 

attention to the importance of integration and coherence between land and water 

management, with particular focus given to Blue and Green Infrastructure (BGI)3. In terms 

of land and water management, this study has identified a number of gaps in knowledge 

which it seeks to tackle. 

First, there is a growing body of literature on the potential of land value capture 

instruments to deliver various policy goals, such as road and transport infrastructure 

(Peterson, 2008; Smolka, 2013; Blanco et al., 2017), social housing (Davis and Jacobus, 

2008; Davis, 2014; Thompson, 2015), slum upgrading (Rabé, 2005, 2009; P. E. Rabé, 

2010; Smolka, 2013), historic and environmental preservation, amongst other examples. 

Nevertheless, research on LVC instruments as facilitators for the implementation of BGI 

for flood risk mitigation is limited to a handful of cases and publications (Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Acci, et al., 2019; Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a; Loschner et al., 

2020). This study addresses this gap through Research Objectives 1, 2 and 3. 

Secondly, a small number of practices of facilitating BGI implementation through Active 

Land Policy have taken place in the Netherlands. However, as far as it can be concluded 

from literature, there are no studies that examine the implementation of BGI through 

Active Land Policy. Similarly, while the number of publications on Room for the River 

program is ever increasing, there are no studies that research its interrelation with the 

main Dutch land management instrument, namely Active Land Policy (Needham, 2016a). 

Research Objectives 4, 5 and 6 address this gap in literature. 

Thirdly, the relationship between flood risk management and land markets, especially 

residential property markets, has been the focus of research in numerous research 

projects (Montz and Tobin, 1988, 1990; Tobin and Montz, 1988; Holway and Raymond, 

1990; Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond, 2010; Cupal, 2015; Fan and Davlasheridze, 

 
3 In this study, Blue and Green Infrastructure (BGI) encompasses definitions of Green Infrastructure (GI) 
and are used interchangeably.  
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2016; Belanger and Bourdeau-Brien, 2018; Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and Dumestre, 

2018; Mauroux, 2018; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018, 2019; Miller, Gabe and Sklarz, 

2019; Ismail, Karim and Hasan-Basri, 2019; Haer et al., 2020). The majority of such 

studies calculate the effect of flood risk and/ or flood events on the residential property 

market using regression models, the findings of which vary considerably. Whilst this 

variation can be attributed to the idiosyncrasies of the residential property markets in 

given locations, there are no studies that systematically investigate the factors producing 

such variations. Research Objective 1 and 2 tackle address this contradiction in literature. 

1.6. Research Parameters and Scope 
 

Considering the complexity of the subject, the focus of this study is on BGI for inland 

flooding. Here, inland flooding refers to flooding other than coastal flooding, including 

fluvial, pluvial and hurricane induced flooding in the form of heavy rainfalls charging water 

bodies, such as streams, rivers and lakes, inland (US Federal Emergency Management 

Agency, 2010; US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018). There are 

several reasons for this choice. First, fluvial and pluvial flooding appear to be more 

widespread phenomena in urban areas, the impacts of which are a growing concern of 

land policy (Nkwunonwo, Whitworth and Baily, 2020). Second, it would be difficult to 

explore coastal flooding through the same methodological and conceptual frameworks 

applied for inland flooding, considering their different nature. The third reason has to do 

with publication bias related to studies on residential property markets and coastal 

flooding. Publication bias is recognized as an important issue in empirical research and 

is manifested as biased selection of publications, favouring studies with findings 

consistent with econometric theory, statistically significant results and model selection 

motivated from expected results by authors (Card and Krueger, 1995). Findings from 

Beltrán et al. (2018) meta-analysis indicate that after adjusting for publication bias, coastal 

floodplain properties enjoy a price premium of 36.3%, but there is a bias to publish studies 

with smaller estimates. These findings challenge the reliability of coastal flooding studies. 
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Additionally, the focus of this study is only on residential property markets. This is mainly 

because in non-residential markets price fluctuations are affected by different amenities 

than the ones that affect residential properties. For example, landscape traits like water 

view which is an important attribute for price formation of residential properties, is not as 

relevant for industrial properties. Concurrently, this study does not include 

historic/heritage residential properties because factors that influence price formation in 

heritage sites/ buildings differ from non-heritage properties, i.e. corresponding 

conservation measures, tourist experience (Merciu, Petrişor and Merciu, 2021) and city 

regulations that protect heritage buildings (Bade et al., 2019). Also market on heritage 

buildings is more inelastic, considering the uniqueness of these properties.  

In terms of geographical scope, the study starts at an international scale (RO 1, 2 and 3) 

and scopes down to one country where LVC and BGI can be investigated in conjunction 

with one another (Ro 4, 5 and 6). More specifically,  the inner circle of the conceptual 

framework is investigated on an international scale, while the outer circle is investigated 

through deep dives in three case studies in the Netherlands.  

1.7. Research Originality and Contribution to Literature 
 

1.7.1. Breadth of study 

 

As explained so far, this thesis seeks to advance research on integrated land and water 

management by bridging two areas of research that are typically considered in isolation: 

BGI for flood risk management and land value capture to facilitate the implementation of 

public infrastructure and services. The understudied nature of these two areas of research 

in combination adds to the complexity of this research. Consequently, this research 

expands on the existing knowledge of a variety of subjects throughout different parts of 

this study, as follows: 

• Flood risk, flood events and residential property market are examined (Chapter 2 

and 4) in relation to: 
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This part of the study tackles the discrepancies in literature findings on how residential 

property markets are affected by a) flood risk and b) flood events. The initial investigation 

on the reasons behind these discrepancies in literature point towards three main reasons: 

flood risk awareness and perception, residential property market efficiency and the level 

of accuracy of hedonic pricing models. Therefore, this part of research combines literature 

from different disciplines, such as: social risk reproduction theory, flood risk perception, 

cognitive psychology and residential property values, the epistemology of flood risk in 

relation to residential property market (Hedonic Pricing Models). This is done through a 

comprehensive qualitative meta-synthesis of existing literature, supported by two rounds 

of interviews with an international expert panel. Drawing from this wide array of literature 

is an original contribution to flood risk/events and residential property markets theory and 

practice.  

• Systematization of Land Value Capture Instruments in relation to BGI facilitation 

(Chapter 2): 

This part of the study presents a novel reflection on LVC literature, classifying LVC 

instruments on four main groups: fiscal instruments, property rights management 

instruments, urban development instruments and asset management instruments. Based 

on the types of projects typically financed by such instruments, their in-site or off-site 

value capture potential and the context in which such instruments can be applied, this 

framework highlights a group of LVC instruments that are deemed more adequate for 

BGI. Findings from this part of the research have been published in the special issue 

“Strategic Use of Instruments of Land Policy for Mobilising Private Land for Flood Risk 

Management” of Environment Science and Policy Journal (Dyca, Muldoon-Smith and 

Greenhalgh, 2020). 

• Blue and green infrastructure implementation and Active Land Policy are examined 

in relation to (Chapters 5, 6 and 7): 

Coherences and divergences between Water policy arrangement and land policy 

arrangement in the Netherlands. A Critical Realist (CR) philosophical perspective is 
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applied when identifying factors affecting value creation and value capture. The 

combination of Policy Arrangement Approach  with Social Network Analysis allows for a 

better understanding of network complexity, flows of information and resources and how 

that translates into power and influence in decision-making.  

1.7.2. Theoretical Perspective 

 

Over the last two decades the water management community has adopted a new lexicon 

to discuss water issues, integrating concepts such as ‘room for the river’, ‘resilient water 

systems’, ‘blue and green infrastructure’, ‘nature based solutions’ and the like (Wiering 

and Arts, 2006). These seemingly new concepts have been, to some extent, borrowed 

from older ecosystem based approaches to water management, as discussed at length 

in Chapter 2 – Section 4. Indeed, early 1970s criticism towards over-reliance on grey 

infrastructure for flood risk management pointed towards greener solutions and non-

structural measures, such as land use planning (Brookes, Gregory and Dawson, 1983).  

A new societal momentum in the 1990s has enhanced even more this paradigm shift in 

flood risk management, with integrated water management being the keyword in the EU 

Water Framework Directive (2000) and Flood Directive (2007). However, land and water 

policy integration appears to be more discursive than factual, with few successful 

articulations on how this can be achieved in practice. 

This study embraces Hartmann et al.’s (2019a) definition of the integrated flood risk 

management as being both an ontological and epistemological question. From an 

ontological perspective, this question tackles a real-world phenomenon and seeks to 

address “where, among the wide range of aspects with their interrelations, may we lack 

understanding …” (Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a). This study reflects on 

the ontology of flood risk, water and land management through the lens of critical realism 

(CR). 

CR seeks to interpret the stratified reality in which the social world exists and identify 

underlying factors that explain social events and phenomena (Bhaskar, 1998; Fletcher, 
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2017) (more in Chapter 2). While CR is adopted as an ontological perspective, land and 

water policy are examined through Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA). PAA is an 

analytical framework that helps analyse institutional changes through mapping of 

governance arrangements in terms of discourses, rules (legislation and procedures), 

actors and resources (van Tatenhove, Arts and Leroy, 2000; Arts, Leroy and van 

Tatenhove, 2006; Wiering and Arts, 2006). PAA framework supports a comprehensive 

study of the mechanisms of policy stability and change for both land and water policy 

(Kaufmann, 2017). This study considers the ‘forces of change and stability’ from PAA to 

be what CR literature refers to as ‘the causal mechanisms’ that explain the governance 

coherence and gaps between land policy and water policy, as far as Active Land Policy 

and BGI implementation is concerned. Therefore, it uses CR ontology and PAA 

framework in combination, as an original theoretical approach to unpick the complex 

governance reality in which land and water policy take place. 

Identifying factors that influence the way the residential property markets reacts to flood 

risk/ events is also done through a CR ontological lens. The focus is especially on 

examining those factors that absorb the property blight that should naturally be associated 

with floodplain locations or flood events. This part of the study presents an alternative 

interpretation of why, in some cases, residential property prices are impervious to flood 

risk and flood events and what socio-economic and political mechanisms maintain a level 

of flood risk in urban environments.  

A complementary way of approaching the relationship between residential property 

markets and flood risk/events is through strengthening ‘the methodological ties between 

description and explanation of individual aspects of FRM to better represent 

interdependencies’ (Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a). This approach 

addresses the relationship between residential property markets and flood risk/events 

from an epistemological point of view. More specifically, this study analyses Hedonic 

Pricing Models used to assess the correlation between residential property prices and 

flood risks/ events. The way that this relationship is modelled is scrutinized, examining 
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factors that are often overlooked or misinterpreted which might skew the validity of some 

studies contributing to the state of the art of knowledge on this matter.   

1.7.3. Methodologic originality 

 

One of the main methodological contributions of this study is the application of PAA 

framework for both land and water policy arrangements. Building on the original works of 

van Tatenhove et al. (2000), Arts et al. (2006) and Wiering and Arts (2006), this study has 

applied PAA on two policy areas for the first time and utilized the framework to understand 

the degree of integration/gap between the two. Additionally, this study combines PAA with 

Social Network Analyses, to allow for a more in-depth understanding of the network 

dynamics around the implementation of Room for the Waal, Waalsprong and Waalfront 

case studies. People and organizations involved in a policy arrangement are embedded 

in complex and dynamic networks. Social network analyses allow for concepts such as 

flow, networks and complexity to be understood also from a quantitative perspective, as 

a way of triangulating findings from the qualitative data collected through interviews with 

local stakeholders. Additionally, these findings are discussed with an international expert 

panel (explained in more detail in Chapter 3, Figure 32). 

This study presents the first qualitative meta-synthesis examining studies that focus on 

the relationship between residential property markets and flood risk/events. Efforts to 

tackle the differences in findings of academic research on this subject have been few, 

mostly through meta-analytic studies (Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 2009b; Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2018) which have adopted a quantitative data analyses approach 

seeking to find the most defensible point estimate of the price discount for floodplain 

locations and for flood events. This study seeks to better understand this relationship by 

adopting a qualitative meta-synthesis to systematically identify factors that shape this 

complex relationship, rather than identify a one-size fits all quantitative estimation of this 

relationship. Here as well, findings are triangulated with two rounds of interviews with an 

international expert panel. This study proposes the combination of qualitative meta-

synthesis with expert interviews as a novel way of approaching empirical desk research.  
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1.8. Thesis Structure and Composition 

 

Figure 5 Overview of the thesis structure 
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1.9. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter set out the research motivation, highlighting the theoretical and social 

relevance of this study. It presented the gap in knowledge, research objectives and the 

scope of the research. Furthermore, this chapter introduced the philosophical and 

theoretical framework within which this research is embedded, as well as the chosen 

methodological approach to tackle the research objectives. It then illustrated the 

originality and structure of this thesis. The next chapter will present the theoretical state 

of the art of research on flood risk management and blue and green infrastructure 

implementation and on land value capture instruments, before proposing a conceptual 

framework for understanding how Land Value Capture Instruments can facilitate BGI 

implementation in the realm of FRM. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
 

2.1. Introduction  

 

Chapter 1 defined the research objectives and scope of this study, to tackle an identified 

knowledge gap on the potential of land value capture (LVC) instruments to facilitate the 

implementation of BGI. The purpose of this chapter is to trace the theoretical foundation 

of land value capture and reinterpret the normative implications of property in the realm 

of increased flood risk challenges exacerbated by climate change. As such, this chapter 

combines literature from a variety of disciplines, including urban economics and real 

estate, political ecology, public administration, and governance, cognitive psychology, 

and risk perception, which are typically considered in isolation.  

2.2. Outline of the theoretical approach of the study 
 

The starting point is understanding the nature of flooding as a combination of hydrological 

factors with development patterns and practices that play a role in the vulnerability and 

exposure of people to floods (Meyer, Haase and Scheuer, 2007; IPCC, 2012b; Solín and 

Skubinčan, 2013; UNISDR, 2017). From this anthropocentric perspective on the nature 

of flooding, a theoretical inquiry on the socio-economic and political factors that underline 

the reproduction of flood risk is presented. Watts(1983) argues that unpicking the reasons 

why society willingly accepts decisions in the interest of maintaining and sometimes 

reproducing risk, requires a broader analyses of the political economy of local human-

environment interactions.  

Criticism towards over-reliance on grey infrastructure for flood risk mitigation, emerging 

since the early 1970s in US and Europe (Daniels, 1960; Emerson, 1971), inspired a 

gradual discourse shift from the “rational” urge to tame the rivers to recognizing the need 

to “make people behave” and develop more responsibly, including implementing BGI. 

Considering the variety of measures that fall under the classification of BGI, Elliot et al. 

(2020) identifies BGI measures with the highest impact on water quantity mitigation. Most 
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of the measures identified, such as retention ponds, wetlands, parks and raingardens, 

require land availability for their implementation. Indeed, a number of studies point toward 

land availability, land use policy and property rights as pertinent factors regarding the slow 

uptake of BGI (Clean Water America Alliance, 2012; Tempels and Hartmann, 2014; 

O’Donnell, Lamond and Thorne, 2017; Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a; 

Johns, 2019; Slavikova and Raska, 2019).  

Financing BGI through land value capture instruments is still a relatively unexplored path. 

Transition towards strategies that integrate water and land policies that affect the 

urbanization of catchments is still lagging due to governmental ‘locked-ins’ that favour 

grey infrastructure (Lawrence et al., 2015). Studies analysing path dependency in policy 

making suggest that difficulties in introducing new instruments are linked to deeply held 

assumptions that become part of institutional practice and accepted know-hows (Preston, 

Mustelin and Maloney, 2015), large investments in physical and social infrastructures that 

gain momentum and reinforce lock-ins (Hegger et al., 2014) and more pertinently, power 

structures and political compromises (Sorensen, 2000; Oulahen, 2021). From a Critical 

Realist perspective, these lock-ins can be understood as social structures supported by 

enduring features of the world, that often precede and succeed individual lifetimes. One 

of the main purposes of scientific research and philosophy, as well as of this research 

work, is to challenge this false consciousness and enable social transitions towards a 

healthier future, by identifying and understanding the causal mechanisms (factors) that 

support current social and economic structures that reproduce flood risk.  

Implementing BGI through land value capture requires a good understanding of how land 

markets operate and the role of public infrastructure in creating incremented value. The 

influence that BGI has on residential property markets can be understood in terms of: 1) 

property price changes due to flood damage avoided (Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 

2019) and 2) property price changes due to improved quality of urban environment 

(D’Acci, 2019). The reviewed literature suggests that although there are several studies 

that prove the benefits of BGI through calculating the avoided property damages (Kousky 

and Walls, 2014; Watson et al., 2016; Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019), the 
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residential property market does not always reflect this benefit (Bin and Kruse, 2006). 

Regarding value increase due to improved quality of urban environment, there is a 

growing body of literature that confirms the positive correlation between blue/green 

spaces, improved landscapes, open spaces, on one hand and property market on the 

other (Jim and Chen, 2006, 2007; Chiarazzo et al., 2014; D’Acci, 2014, 2019; Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019). These findings provide grounds for discussion over how 

such incremented values should be shared between society and property owners through 

LVC instruments.  

The debate over how should incremented property values be attributed is presented 

through an exposé of the evolution of property theory, from post American and French 

revolutions, largely influenced by Locke’s Labour Theory of Property (Locke, 1823) and 

Rousseau’s Social Contract (Siroky and Sigwart, 2014), to the relevance that this debate 

has today (Alterman, 2012; Davy, 2012; Jacobs, 2017). To this end, the concept of the 

social function of the property is highly relevant, which rejects the role of the state as a 

mere guardian of private property rights and proposes a more active role towards fulfilling 

the social function of the property.  

The philosophical debates on the role of property constitute the theoretical foundation of 

land value capture. Various rationales behind the implementation of LVC instruments are 

presented here: macro, direct and indirect (Alterman, 2012). A systematization of LVC 

instruments presented later on in this Chapter (in Table 2) supports the identification of 

instruments more adequate for BGI implementation.  

This study selects Active Land Policy for further research. Active Land Policy has been 

used largely by Dutch municipalities to fulfil their planning goals. Recent practice with this 

instrument indicates a shift towards Public Private Partnerships, through different 

partnership models (Needham, 2016b). Initially Active Land Policy was implemented to 

fulfil housing needs, and it evolved into the main instrument municipalities use to 

implement their land use plans. With land use plans increasingly introducing BGI 

solutions, the potential of Active Land Policy to deliver them is under scrutiny. Policy 
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Arrangement Approach framework provides a solid framework to examine the land and 

water policy integration. 

The literature review presented in this chapter concludes with the conceptual framework 

which guides the empirical work presented in the following chapters.  

2.3. The Nature of Flood Risk 

Flooding is understood as the overflowing of the normal confines of a stream or irruption 

and accumulation of a body of water over land in an area that is not usually submerged 

(IPCC, 2012a; Online Cambridge Dictionary, 2021) especially in a way that causes 

problems (Online Cambridge Dictionary, 2021). This often occurs when weather events 

discharge more water through precipitation than can be absorbed or stored in a 

drainage basin (Hirschboeck, 1991).  

Estimations based on high resolution flood hazard and population maps indicate that 

flood is a threat to around 2.2 billion people globally (Rentschler and Salhab, 2020). 

The task of understanding why modern practices of 'taming' water flows have failed in 

the face of new dimensions of climate related uncertainty would be short-sighted if 

approached from a strictly technological and engineering perspective. Floods are 

natural phenomena that help shape landscapes, ecosystems and habitats in 

floodplains. It is only when it affects human life that this natural phenomenon is 

understood as a risk. This very anthropocentric perspective on flood risk necessitates 

an inquiry that goes beyond hydro-technical considerations on how to manage flood 

risk.  

A growing body of literature refers to flood risk as a combination of the risk probability, 

exposure, and vulnerability, particularly in relation to hydrological factors and 

development patterns and practices (Meyer, Haase and Scheuer, 2007; IPCC, 2012a; 

Solín and Skubinčan, 2013; UNISDR, 2017). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) expresses a medium to high confidence level that climate change has 

impacted the hydrological components that trigger flooding, exacerbating both the 
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frequency and intensity of heavy rain events. This is particularly acute in North America 

and Europe due to the increased pace of snowmelt (IPCC, 2012a, 2014). Additionally, 

flooding is a symptom of a wider problem: the exposure of the population to 

unsustainable patterns of development that do not account for climate related change 

(Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000; IPCC, 2012a). Thus, flood risk evaluation is 

concerned with assessing hydrologic hazards as much as the social production of 

vulnerability. The notion of the production of risk stems from a critical realist stance that 

views uneven risk distribution as a dialectic of economic, political, social and 

institutional processes with physical events (Oulahen, 2021), which is also the 

philosophical positioning of this research. 

 

 

Figure 6 The physical climate system, exposure, and vulnerability producing risk (Source: 
(Campos et al., 2014)) 

Although presented as three separate contributors from a strictly flood risk assessment 

perspective, flood probability (hazards), exposure and vulnerability are intertwined, as 
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shown in Figure 6. Indeed, there is growing evidence that urbanization rates and 

patterns, such as land use, building practices, mobility patterns, waste management ad 

food cycles, have an impact on climate change and weather-related disasters (IPCC, 

2012a). The remainder of this section unpicks these layers of flood risk. 

2.3.1. Flooding and flood types 

Floods events are triggered by a wide and often combined range of variables such as 

rainfall, snowmelt, and land surface condition (landscape, soil type, vegetation, slope) 

that affect water runoff (Merz and Blöschl, 2003). Water runoff is the underlying reason 

for most flood events, unless the event is an incident such as an abrupt infrastructural 

failure (e.g. dam failure). Different types of flood events can be divided into two main 

categories based on their triggering factors: Natural and Human Induced Causes and 

Artificial Causes, as presented in detail in Appendix 11 (Green, Parker and Tunstall, 

2000).  

One or a combination of these factors can cause a flood event. Although floods from the 

so-called 'artificial causes' - such as disastrous infrastructural failures do happen, it is 

the prevailing social conditions, including political economic systems and cultural norms 

that contribute incrementally to exacerbating flood risk (Wisner et al., 1994). Flood 

triggering factors that are classified here as 'artificial factors' can also be considered as 

human-induced causes, insofar as technical and financial decision-making around grey 

infrastructure affects their performance and maintenance. Consequently, they are part 

of the scope of the study, as they are part of the larger Flood Risk Management approach 

narrative that this study scrutinizes.  

Depending on the location and the specific causes, floods can also be classified as 

pluvial/fluvial floods, flash floods, semi-permanent floods, groundwater floods and coastal 

floods (Figure 7 summarises the various types of flooding). As discussed in Chapter 1, 

this study focuses only on residential property and inland flooding and it disregards 

coastal flooding. Here inland flooding refers to flooding occurring inland, fluvial, pluvial 

and flash flooding, including also hurricane induced flooding in the form of heavy rainfalls 
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charging water bodies, such as streams, rivers and lakes, inland (US Federal Emergency 

Management Agency, 2010; US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

2018).  

 

Figure 7 Types of flood and main causes (Source: Author based on: (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 
2011), complemented by (US National HurricaneCenter, no date; Green, Parker and Tunstall, 
2000; DEFRA and Environment Agency, 2002; Voigt, Kleindienst and Baumgartner, 2003; 
Brunner, 2014) 

 

2.3.2. How predictable are flood events? 
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Jha et al. (2011) argue that the main aspects to consider when understanding flood risk 

are: 

• The probability of flood events occurring  

• The scale, population and assets exposed to flood risk 

• The vulnerability including the measures for flood protection already in place  

The terminology used when discussing flood probability can be confusing. An "annual 1% 

chance of flooding" or the alternative terminology, the estimated return period, such as “a 

100-year flood”, is often misunderstood to mean that the flood will certainly occur within 

100 years, or that it cannot occur more frequently than that (Kousky, 2010; Jha, Bloch 

and Lamond, 2011). The use of maps for communication of flood hazard has been a 

facilitating decision-making tool. The EU Flood Directive (2007) introduced a standardized 

procedure for fluvial flood risk mapping in Europe (David and Schmalz, 2020). However, 

information provided through such maps does not always facilitate flood risk 

communication to the general public, due to the complexity or unclarity of information 

(Mauroux, 2018). Also, mapping flood risk on a global scale remains challenging for a 

number of reasons: 

• Difficulties in monitoring of river networks in many regions 

• Restricted spatiotemporal coverage of relevant remote sensing data feeding into 

flood extent maps (Sampson et al., 2015)  

• Questionable accuracy of data related to vulnerability and exposure, especially in 

developing countries (Smith et al., 2019)  

• Poor understanding and understudying of urban floods (Smith et al., 2019; 

Nkwunonwo, Whitworth and Baily, 2020)  

When working with future flood risk forecasting, educated assumptions need to be made 

in terms of climate, terrain and geology. Assumptions based on past patterns, hence 

considering systems to be stationary, might fail to depict a realistic picture of the future. 

In terms of urban flooding, two important elements of what is considered non-stationarity, 

must be considered: the rapid urbanization and development of flood prone areas and 
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changes in weather patterns associated with climate change (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 

2011). Future probability of exposure to flood risk raises concerns about an intensification 

of hydrologic cycles (IPCC, 2014; Alfieri et al., 2017) and ever-increasing urbanization 

rates, including in floodplains. Additionally, there is a high confidence that settlement 

patterns and changes in socio-economic conditions have directly contributed to the 

observed impacts of climate and weather-related disasters (IPCC, 2012a). Understanding 

flood risk in urban areas on a global scale is a challenging task although, over the last 

few years, there have been various attempts to develop flood risk models and compute 

the impact that floods are likely to exert on livelihoods and economies globally 

(Pappenberger, F., Dutra, E., Wetterhall, F., Cloke, 2012; Ward et al., 2013; Alfieri et al., 

2014, 2017; Sampson et al., 2015). The inevitable conclusion in terms of flood risk 

predictability is that long-term flood risk forecasts will not be fully accurate, therefore over-

reliance on calculated future probabilities is not appropriate (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 

2011).  

2.3.3. At what scale should flood risk be managed? 

 

One of the main problems encountered while managing natural phenomena, such as 

floods, arise from a mismatch between the scale of management and the scale of the 

resource/phenomenon (Cumming, Cumming and Redman, 2006; Raška, Slavíková and 

Sheehan, 2019). Local, regional, national and international levels of management of 

resources are all interconnected. Understanding these complex cross-scale 

interrelationships is key in comprehending the ripple effects of a disaster event as well as 

to prevent and manage risk (Zevenbergen et al., 2008; Akgungor et al., 2019). In relation 

to flood risk, scale considerations include both space and time, as the changing time 

dimension may alter how things are manifested and organized in the spatial dimension 

(Raška, Slavíková and Sheehan, 2019).  

It is arguable that performance criteria for measuring flood resilience of urban systems 

can be identified and defined through a system-based approach (Zevenbergen et al., 

2008). Cities are made up of components that serve as input-output units, including 
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feedback loops. At a lower level, the city system is composed of interacting subsystems 

such as buildings, infrastructure and supporting socio-economic agents that interact. On 

a higher level, it is part of the supra system, namely the 'catchment'. Flood protective 

infrastructure at the higher level, for instance catchment level, buffers the impact of a flood 

wave on a lower level. In other words, managing flood exposure is a process initiated 

from a spatial top-down perspective (Zevenbergen et al., 2008). Evidently, territorial 

integrity is a crucial premise when tackling flood risk. Nevertheless fragmented policy 

making and institutional composition, land tenure model and property law have resulted 

in land and administrative fragmentation, which pose a challenge to the integrated 

catchment management perspective (Raška, Slavíková and Sheehan, 2019).   

The other scale-related consideration has to do with time. One of the main adaptive 

changes is introducing shorter lifetime cycles of buildings and infrastructure which allow 

more flexibility for adaptation with changing conditions over time. Most buildings in flood-

prone areas in Western countries have a lifecycle of 40 years or more. Redevelopment 

projects provide a window of opportunity to make adjustments, including reconfiguration 

of investment levels and building methods (Zevenbergen et al., 2008). 

The matter of scale is important when considering the production of urban environmental 

injustice. In "Social Justice and the City", Harvey (1973) problematizes the issue of 

equitable distribution and management of resources, though not explicitly focusing on 

scalar issues, as follows: 

"If, in the short run, we simply pursue efficiency and ignore the social cost, then 
those individuals or groups who bear the brunt of that cost are likely to be a source 
of long-run inefficiency. … The same comment can be made about the single-
minded pursuit of social justice. It is counterproductive in the long run to devise a 
socially just distribution if the size of the product to be distributed shrinks markedly 
through the inefficient use of scarce resources." (Harvey, 1973) 

Using Harvey's notion of inefficiency as a backdrop for scrutinizing scalar implications in 

urban forest management, Heynen (2003) indicates that socio-natural injustices at 

particular scales do not necessarily translate into injustices at other scales. Take for 

instance the case of a local-justice-orientated reforestation project through which every 
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resident takes advantage of the benefits provided by trees. However the ecological 

function of the trees becomes much less efficient in the long term due to the limiting scale 

of the project and connectivity to other green areas in an urban setting. This is also the 

case for flood risk management, where interventions stemming from catchment 

management plans are met with local resistance (local ‘injustice’ for the sake of regional 

benefit), or vice versa, developments that address a problem at local scale can contribute 

to higher flood risk on a regional scale (or downstream).  

Here, the distinction between ecological scale and sociological scale is of relevance. In 

ecology, scale encompasses spatial and temporal dimensions of a process (i.e. 100 year 

floodplain, including both spatial and temporal dimensions). Sociological scale, on the 

other hand, refers to the scale of representative social structures, such as organizations 

and social institutions (i.e. rules, laws, policies, administrative institutions, etc). 

Sociological and ecological scales are not always aligned. Cumming et al.(2006) 

summarize the consequences of spatial and temporal scale mismatches in Figure 8:  

                 

Figure 8 Consequences of spatial (left) and temporal (right) scale mismatches (Cumming, 
Cumming and Redman, 2006) 

The top-down perspective necessary to manage water in a catchment scale, adopted by 

many countries, risks reducing the flood problem to only its ecological scale. By 

overlooking the social scale, these flood management practices can result in producing 

social injustices.  
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Fine tuning the social scale with the ecological scale in the case of FRM is a matter of 

integration of policy arrangements in water and land management. Wiering and Arts 

(2006) define a ‘policy arrangement’ as the result of a temporary stabilization of the 

content and organization of a policy domain. The institutionalization of policy 

arrangements is in continuous transition, often due to the dynamic processes of political 

modernization and internationalization. Organizations representing different stakes at 

different scales (such as public authorities, social groups, companies, professionals) 

exchange visions and develop rules of behaviour in line with the dominating discourses 

at a given time. Scrutinizing policy arrangements, in terms of institutions, governance, 

power relations, social and financial network flows is of paramount importance in 

identifying and tackling discrepancies between the ecological scale and the social scale 

in which natural resources, such as water and land, are governed. The following sections 

present a deep dive into the social reproduction of flood risk, before moving into the 

governance implications of living with uncertainty.  

2.3.4. Social power dynamics and flood risk repercussions  

As much as floods have co-existed with human settlements historically, today's scale 

of flood threat is unprecedented globally. 29% of the world's population are under threat 

of some degree of inundation during a 1 in a 100 year flood event, of which 19% of the 

global population (1.87 billion people) are exposed to inundation depths of life 

threatening magnitudes, especially for vulnerable population groups (Rentschler and 

Salhab, 2020). Floods are also the costliest and most frequently occurring natural 

disaster, with an annual global average4 of 153 disasters (Dano et al., 2019) and $36.3 

billion estimated losses (CRED, 2019). In addition to direct impacts of flood events, 

longer term costs such as disruption of schools and economic activity and increased 

 
4 Estimated over 2008-2017 period 
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physical and mental health care expenses are also to be accounted for (Kocornik-Mina 

et al., 2020).  

The urbanization rate in floodplains has been increasing over the last decades, despite 

frequent flooding (Mazzoleni et al., 2020).  There are two ways to explain this 

counterintuitive trend. One is in reference to the historic and current relationship of 

humankind to water. The other, is to view society's relation to flood risk not as a 

reflection of a unanimous societal will, but rather through the lens of social power 

dynamics and their repercussions in terms of risk (re)production. 

The first explanation points to the fact that water is foremost a resource. In spite of 

greater exposure to flood risk, the global distribution of urban centres and economic 

activity is concentrated disproportionally in low-lying areas (Kocornik-Mina et al., 2020).  

In part, this has to do with objective reasons such as the historic role of rivers as 

transportation corridors and the fertility of riparian soils (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013). 

Floodplains are the locations where the first civilizations emerged, going all the way 

back to Mesopotamia, which in Greek means “Between two rivers”, and where many 

cities around the world have accumulated throughout time their wealth, invested their 

resources and human capital. The ecological systems that develop in the wetlands in 

floodplains, however, are amongst the most diverse and important ones on the planet, 

and as they depend on the presence of water. The modification of water regimes due 

to human activities has always resulted in environmental damage (Green, Parker and 

Tunstall, 2000). This symbiotic yet conflictual relationship between water and human 

activity is not a contemporary phenomenon; indeed Hartmann (2011) refers to 

floodplains as contested land.  

In the face of growing flood risk, this conflictual relationship often depicted as one 

between water and human activity, leads to the natural conclusion that society willingly 

accepts decisions in the interest of maintaining this risk rather than eliminating it. 

Unpicking this counter-intuitive argument calls for a shift, from looking at local 

environmental management and natural disasters in isolation, to a broader analyses of 
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the political economy of local human-environment interactions. Oulahen (2021) 

presents an analyses of flood risk from a political economic standpoint, seeking to 

expand the ontology of social reproduction theory to include more explicitly the social 

reproduction of risk. The social production of risk is viewed as part of a social 

marginalization/facilitation construct. Marginalization articulates how disadvantaged 

groups in society are forced by larger structural factors to interact with the environment 

in a way that is damaging. Wisner et al (1994) reiterate the link between risk and 

vulnerability, referring to risk as the product of people's exposure to a biophysical 

hazard and their social vulnerability; the later closely related with socio-economic 

position (assuming this incorporates class, gender, race, age and citizenship status).  

While marginalization can explain the higher exposure to risk of disadvantaged groups 

in some contexts, findings from studies of spatial relationships between indicators of 

marginalization and hazard exposure indicate that this is not always the case (Kates 

and Haarmann, 1992; Oulahen, 2021). The concept of marginalization is underpinned 

by the assumption that environments present risks rather than rewards, and hence its 

considerations are limited. However, an ever growing number of studies show that 

proximity to water presents positive externalities, besides from risks, which are 

monetized through the real estate market (Tobin and Montz, 1994; Lamond, Proverbs 

and Antwi, 2007; Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 2009a; Bin and Landry, 2013; Belanger 

and Bourdeau-Brien, 2018; Miller, Gabe and Sklarz, 2019; Yi and Choi, 2020). Hence 

many people, especially in the Global North, enjoy the amenity value of proximity to 

water although this exposes them to higher flood risks.  

This is commonly facilitated by public policies, by permitting development in risky areas 

and also directing public investments to further reinforce existing flood protections or 

introduce new ones, producing what has been described in literature as the  'control 

paradox'. Thus, another facet of the increasing exposure to flood risk can be explained 

through facilitation: the institutionally mediated processes that enable powerful fractions 
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of society to interact with the environment in ways that benefits them while shifting the 

associated costs or risk to other people, places or times (Collins, 2010; Oulahen, 2021).  

 

2.4. Embracing Uncertainty: Evolving Practices of Flood Risk 

Management 
 

2.4.1. Climate change and the battle against water  

Flood risk management worldwide is not static, and the initial situation, pace and type 

of change is very context dependent. Accounting for this diversity, this section focuses 

on the flood risk management experiences in Europe and USA, highlighting the main 

challenges, historically and the ongoing frictions that have delayed the implementation 

of the necessary adaptation measures. Historically, four main approaches to flood risk 

management have been adopted over time: Indigenous Flood Adaptations, Flood 

Control and Defence, Non-Structural Approaches and Holistic/Integrated Approaches 

(Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000). Communities that have lived in floodplains for 

generations, have developed various flood adaptation techniques which made them 

more resilient towards flood related hazards, such as constructing houses on stilts to 

elevate them from anticipated water level rise during floods or dismantling houses 

during a flood event. Nevertheless, construction of flood embankments was also 

developed as a flood protection mechanism in these communities, mostly with the intent 

of converting wetlands to arable lands (Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000).  

By the end of the 19th century and during most of the 20th century, basic adaptation 

approaches were substituted by the “rational” approach of river management and 

control through engineering measures. The rationale behind was that rivers had to be 

controlled and become efficient in serving the socio-economic development goals. 

During this period, a strong emphasis was on constructing flood embankments, relief 

channels and dams. While these efforts benefited some areas, by mitigating the flood 

risk and generating electricity for rural electrification programmes, they have 
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encouraged further floodplain development under the illusion of permanent safety and 

have resulted in adverse and damaging environmental consequences and perverse 

impacts on downstream areas (Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000).  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, criticism towards heavy reliance on grey infrastructure for 

flood risk management had started as early as the 70s, especially in the U.S. with 

various studies on the effects of river channelization projects that had been 

implemented during the first half of the last century. River channelization is defined by 

Brookes et al. (1983) as the modification of river channels for the purpose of flood 

control, land drainage, navigation and the reduction or prevention of erosion. Studies 

on the externalities of river channelization concluded that such interventions were not 

undesirable per se, but that their adverse effects had been overlooked and lacked 

consideration. Such deleterious effects observed over time comprised sedimentation 

downstream, incision within the channelized parts and also upstream, entrenchment of 

the tributaries and undermining of the existing bridges due to changes in the 

dimensions of the riverbeds (Daniels, 1960; Emerson, 1971). Investigations on  

biodiversity downstream of the regulated rivers indicate that channelization has also 

affected the faunal communities by reducing the number and weight of fish found 

downstream, affecting species diversity and reducing the macro-invertebrate 

population. Additionally, the habitat diversity was also harmed by the removal of tree 

covers and the absence of pools and riffles (Bayless and Smith, 1964). Finally, and 

perhaps most importantly for this research, fast channelling of water downstream does 

not address the flooding issues, but rather shifts it from a locality to another (Watson et 

al., 2016). 

2.4.2. Governance, power relations and social networks 

The non-structural approach emerged as an alternative to the “rational” approach of 

traditional engineering solutions to flooding. Promoting the radical shift from attempting 

to tame rivers to “making people behave” and not settle in the floodplain in the first 

place, the non-structural approach endorsed the philosophy of “living with the river”. 
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This envisioned small-scale interventions, such as flood-proofing of existing or new 

buildings and leaning towards a greater vision of deliberately designing communities 

that can adapt to floods in a variety of ways. The shortcomings of this approach had 

mostly to do with the lack in recognition of its limitations– offered as a replacement for 

the hard engineering approaches. Relying solely on the land use plan to control 

development on flood plains, for example, is insufficient as long as the plan is not 

effectively implemented (Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000).  

These shortcomings called for an integrated and holistic approach to address the basic 

causes of flood. Taking into account the externalities of grey infrastructure and that 

flood defences might fail, this approach seeks to complement traditional flood protection 

with non-structural solutions, such as land-use planning and private flood mitigation 

techniques (Bubeck et al., 2012). In this sense, flood mitigation rather than flood control 

is the main objective, focusing on identifying and tackling the flooding problem at its 

source, combining flood defence solutions with development patterns that seek to 

reduce water run-off, not only in the floodplain but the whole catchment.  

Currently, climate change is one of the most prominent risk factors in disasters, yet 

climate change adaptation and disaster risk management are still widely dealt with as 

two different areas, in terms of policy design, implementation and financing. The 

reproduction of unsustainable development models together with inequitable socio-

economic processes have brought forward new risk factors much faster than what the 

existing ones have been dealt with (UNISDR, 2013b). Increasingly the existing Disaster 

Risk Reduction paradigm is being questioned, as it relies heavily on defence 

infrastructure  and focuses primarily on the aftermath of disaster events, such as 

emergency management, preparedness and compensatory risk management (Lavell 

and Maskrey, 2014). Transition towards a holistic approach that integrates water 

management with land policies that affect the urbanization of catchments is still 

challenged by decision makers that are 'locked-in' past policies that favour engineered 

approaches (Lawrence et al., 2015). Climate and public policy scholars explain 'lock-
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in's through the concept of path dependency, particularly with regards to maladaptation 

(Hegger et al., 2014; Kaufmann et al., 2016; Kaufmann, 2018; Wiering, Liefferink and 

Crabbé, 2018; Parsons et al., 2019).  

"Path dependency is characterised by historical sequences of connected contingent 

events that set into motion institutional patterns that are linked over time and space" 

(Parsons et al., 2019, p. 96). It is a useful concept to explore the production of policies, 

such as governance arrangements, economic and social conditions and in this case 

flood risk management, that are difficult to change. Institutions are path dependent if 

they define the problem in similar terms, use same type of knowledge and analytical 

techniques to address new climate risks, partner with like-minded organizations and 

interest groups and engage in same decision-making processes, while using similar 

metrics to measure success over time (Parsons et al., 2019). Reasons behind the 

difficulty to adopt new practices are linked to deeply held assumptions that become part 

of institutional practice and accepted know-how (Preston, Mustelin and Maloney, 2015), 

large investments in physical and social infrastructures that gain momentum and 

reinforce lock-ins (Hegger et al., 2014), and perhaps most importantly power struggles 

and political compromises (Sorensen, 2000; Oulahen, 2021).  

Examining the evolution of policy arrangements can inform how historical events and 

strategies have influenced and how they carry on constraining present-day practices. 

Specifically it can reveal how the interest of some groups in society influences policies 

over time and how ties to authority raise questions on equity of public policies, including 

those of FRM (Adamson, Hannaford and Rohland, 2018). If we are to acknowledge the 

institutional rules as embodiments of particular power relations wherein only certain 

values, position and knowledge are prevalent (and by extension certain groups), then 

the main way to understand and then tackle unsustainable path dependent FRM 

patterns would be by answering questions such as who supports the continuation of 
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existing unsustainable practices and who benefits from a particular policy and resists 

change that is seen as a disadvantage to them (Parsons et al., 2019).  

One of the most important roles of policy makers is building and managing 

relationships. An underlying assumption behind this normative role of policy makers is 

that relationships amongst organizations are mutually beneficial. Yet, as Kent et 

al.(2015) explain, some network theories maintain that many organizational 

relationships are inefficient. Social network analysis, which is included in the analytical 

framework of this study (more on this in Chapter 3), unpicks the relationships within a 

social structure, identifying how members influence the network and one another 

(Pinheiro, 2012). Complementing policy arrangement approach with social network 

analyses  provides for a more in-depth understanding of the power relations between 

stakeholders that are part of a policy arrangement, and helps identify the structures that 

support path dependency, as well as structures that stir towards change.  

 

2.4.3. Living with water: Blue/ Green infrastructure for FRM 

A number of terms have been used to refer to blue and green infrastructure 

interventions (which are further discussed in detail below), such as ‘nature based 

solutions’ (World Bank Group, 2017; International Union for Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN), 2021), Ecosystem-based Management (The National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 2010) and so on. Often the terms nature-based 

solutions and blue and green infrastructure are used interchangeably (Luedke, 2019). 

This study includes both concepts and uses the term blue and green infrastructure, 

although it refers to literature on nature-based solutions as well, considering the 

similarity between the concepts. In this case, nature-based solutions are defined as:  

"actions which are inspired by, supported by or copied from nature. Some involve using 

and enhancing existing natural solutions to challenges, while others are exploring more 

novel solutions, for example mimicking how non-human organisms and communities 
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cope with environmental extremes. Nature-based solutions use the features and 

complex system processes of nature, such as its ability to store carbon and regulate 

water flow, in order to achieve desired outcomes, such as reduced disaster risk, 

improved human well-being and socially inclusive green growth." (European 

Commission, 2015, p. 5) 

The European Water Framework Directive of 2000 promotes a river-basin approach to 

water management while drawing attention to the importance of the interrelations 

between land and water, in all levels of governance. The 2007 Flood Directive of the 

European Union points towards the need for providing more space for rivers as a 

sustainable flood prevention measure. The European Commission Strategy "Green 

Infrastructure (GI) - Enhancing Europe’s Natural Capital" (2013) further highlights the 

need for mainstreaming green solutions to urban problems, including disaster risk 

management. The term Green Infrastructure was coined in a planning report in 1994 to 

refer to the practice of land conservation through a system of greenways5 to be planned 

and financed similar to traditional infrastructure (Florida Greenways Commission, 

1994). The term has since then been adopted in various ways by planners, engineers, 

scientists, policy makers and designers to describe a network of natural areas as well 

as built areas, such as parks and community gardens (Elliott et al., 2020).  

A commonly agreed definition of Green Infrastructure is "strategically planned network 

of natural and semi-natural areas with other environmental features designed and 

managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services" (European Commission, 2013, 

p. 3). Such solutions can entail, for example, Natural Water Retention Measures 

(NWRM), designing more space for river beds or local scale resilience measures such 

as green roofs and decentralized rainwater management (Hartmann, Slavikova and 

McCarthy, 2019a). Dutch authorities have recognized since 2000 that the current water 

 
5 In this report, greenways are defined as "a corridor of protected open space that is managed for 
conservation and/or recreation. The common characteristic of greenways is that they all go somewhere. 
Greenways follow natural land and water features, like ridges or rivers, or human landscape features like 
abandoned railroad corridors or canals. They link natural reserves, parks, cultural and historic sites with 
each other and in some cases, with populated areas" (Florida Greenways Commission, 1994) 
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management systems relying on technological solutions and grey infrastructure will be 

insufficient to face future coastal and river flooding risks. Similarly in US, the aftermath 

of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 has pressured policy makers in the state of Louisiana and 

the city of New Orleans to think of alternative ways to increase the urban resilience 

towards extreme weather events. Consequently, the New Orleans Masterplan 

emphasises the need for a shift from traditional flood protection infrastructure to more 

natural solutions, including solutions such as wetland conservation (Kazmierczak and 

Carter, 2010).  

The integration of BGI in urban areas provides many advantages in comparison to grey 

infrastructure, from integrating urban green with other urban infrastructures, to 

multifunctionality, serving not only its infrastructural purpose but also an ecological, 

social and economic role. Due to its multifunctional properties, BGI is considered to be 

more efficient in handling complexity in an urban setting in comparison to more 

traditional infrastructure (Hansen and Pauleit, 2014). The multifunctional nature of BGI 

and other benefits associated with it such as increased public spaces, improved image 

of the city and overall contribution to a better quality of urban life are sometimes bigger 

drivers for implementation than their effect in climate change adaptation (Kazmierczak 

and Carter, 2010). Despite these benefits, BGI implementation remains very limited and 

calls for a careful identification and evaluation of the barriers that restrict its 

mainstreaming. 

2.4.4. Examples of Blue/ Green Infrastructure for Flood Risk Management 

 

Local authorities developing extensive BGI programs for flood risk management are 

interested in quantifying the overall stormwater benefits resulting from such interventions 

as a way to measure the impact of each project as well as to meet minimum federal/ state 

water quality standards. Contributing to this, Elliot et al. (2020) published the result of a 

study assessing 14 BGI typologies based on how they score for 22 Ecosystem Services, 

including "Water Quantity Mitigation". Figure 9. illustrates a diverse range of BGI 

typologies, highlighting the ones that score higher in terms of water quantity mitigation, 
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contributing to reduced water runoff and FRM. Next, some real-life examples on BGI 

interventions for FRM are presented.  

 

Figure 9 BGI with highest positive impact on Water Quantity Mitigation (Source: (Elliott et al., 
2020) with highlights from (Dyca, Muldoon-Smith and Greenhalgh, 2020) 

 

2.4.4.1. Conveyance 

 

Conveyance is provision of a route to direct water away from risky areas or urban 

environments (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 2011). This can be done through natural or 

artificial channels. Evidently, natural channels have a direct impact on the land use where 

they are implemented and their surroundings. One such example is the Making Room for 

the Waal project in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. The main objective of the project was to 

reduce the water levels in the river by expanding the floodplain, relocating the dike 350 

m away from the river and digging a second meander, serving as a relief channel 

(UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013). This shift from flood defence to flood risk 

management presented conflicts with the existing spatial structures, provisions of the 

existing land use plan and property rights. Hence, the project involved a wide network of 
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stakeholders, with the Municipality of Nijmegen as one of the main actors in terms of 

adapting the land use plan to accommodate the project. 

 

Figure 10 Room for the Waal project (Source: (Municipality of Nijmegen and i-Lent, 2016)) 

 

2.4.4.2. Flood Storage 

 

Flood storage has the role of reducing the peak of water discharge as a flood preventive 

measure. Water storage is part of the natural water cycle, which can be enhanced by 

additional storage opportunities through flood storage reservoirs and the like (Jha, Bloch 

and Lamond, 2011). In urban settings, it can take the shape of play fields, car parks or 

recreational areas; a function which the land can have during normal river flows. Naturally 

this requires land availability and therefore most of the examples are applied on public 

properties, although some cases of flood storage being implemented in private land, 

either voluntarily or through incentives, have been presented in literature (Hartmann, 

Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019a).  
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Figure 11 Water square Benthemplein in Rotterdam, the Netherlands (Source: (De Urbanisten, 
2013)) 

 

2.4.4.3. Drainage systems, infiltration and permeability in urban areas 

 

Urbanization has a considerable impact on the water flow cycle, which in turn is an 

important factor in urban floods. Impermeable surfaces increase the water runoff during 

a rainfall event, increasing the speed of water to the receiving body in comparison to what 

it would have been when the catchment was in its natural state. This causes more rapid 

build-up of water flows and as a result, increased flood risk (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 

2011). Since urban surface-sealing with impervious materials affects both the volume and 

velocity of water runoff, it can become especially problematic during intense rainfall. 

Urban design in many cities is now seeking to mediate water runoff and introduce more 

permeable materials (Hans-Otto Pörtner, Debra C. Roberts, Valérie Masson-Delmotte, 

2019; Nkwunonwo, Whitworth and Baily, 2020).  
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Figure 12 Effects of urbanization on water runoff (Source:(Butler and Davies, 2010)) 

 

2.4.4.4. Rainwater management through Green Roofing, Retention ponds and 

Rainwater harvesting 

 

Mitigation measures such as retention ponds, green roofing and rainwater harvesting, 

have proved successful in helping alleviate urban flood problems. Amongst these, the 

capacity of green roofs to retain rainwater and reduce peak storm runoff has attracted the 

attention of policy makers in areas that suffer from frequent urban flash floods (Liu, Li and 

Li, 2017). Such solutions tend to affect nearby low-lying areas and downstream regions 

by reducing the drainage pressure that the pipe network is exposed to during heavy 

rainfall and increasing infiltration.  
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Figure 13 Green Roof (left) (Source:(SmartCitiesWorld, 2021)) Retention Pond (right) (Source: 
(Ideasforus, 2020)) 

 

2.4.4.5. Groundwater management 

 

While decreasing water runoff through increased infiltration could be an efficient solution 

to flooding for many cities, it can be problematic in urban areas that are low-lying and 

have water-bearing rock strata, as water might saturate these water-bearing strata and 

cause groundwater flooding (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 2011). This is traditionally 

addressed through engineering solutions such as pumping. However, introducing 

rainwater harvesting solutions in the city through land use and building design guidelines 

has recently proven helpful. Rainwater harvesting systems vary in type and size and 

depending on this they can be placed underground or over ground.  

 

Figure 14 Rainwater harvesting and gardening facility with roof catchment and storage tank 
(Source: (Woltersdorf, Liehr and Döll, 2015) 
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2.4.5. Limitations to providing land for BGI 

A number of factors have been identified as the main barriers for the mainstreaming of 

BGI: Technical and Physical, Legal and Regulatory, Institutional, Financial, Cultural and 

Engagement Barriers (Clean Water America Alliance, 2012; Tempels and Hartmann, 

2014; O’Donnell, Lamond and Thorne, 2017; Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 

2019b; Johns, 2019; Raška, Slavíková and Sheehan, 2019; Slavikova and Raska, 

2019). Technical and Physical Barriers include lack of technical knowledge on BGI and 

its benefits, lack of experience in its implementation, limited empirical information 

regarding its costs and benefits and physical challenges such as availability of land 

(Clean Water America Alliance, 2012; Johns, 2019).  

In terms of Legal and Regulatory Barriers, the most important challenges derive from 

lacking or conflicting local rules and from land use policy and property rights which 

might complicate matters. While it is seemingly easy to understand the importance of 

territorial integrity for BGI implementation, public policies and land tenure models and 

property laws have resulted in extreme land fragmentation, challenging the alignment 

of sociological scale with the ecological one (Raška, Slavíková and Sheehan, 2019). 

Lack of funding and perceived high costs for upfront implementation and maintenance 

are also amongst the most common barriers towards mainstreaming of BGI. The 

multifunctional nature of BGI calls for effective cooperation and partnerships between 

various stakeholders, albeit BGI implementation often suffers from reluctance to 

support novel approaches, lack of knowledge, misconception and education on the 

subject (O’Donnell, Lamond and Thorne, 2017).  

Often, financial constraints regarding BGI implementation are linked to the spatial 

requirements of such projects, which generally demand more land available for their 

implementation than grey infrastructure. For example, traditional systems address 

storm water management through underground pipe networks, whereas a green 

solution might entail systems that allow storm water to infiltrate into the ground, which 

sometimes requires additional land reserved and designed for this purpose. Similarly, 
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“making room for rivers” approach to flood prevention calls for planning of submergible 

land, which can serve other alternative purposes as well but which cannot be built and 

is ultimately reserved to its ecological, social and climate mitigation function. 

Kazmierczak and Carter (2010) argue that while environmental protection and 

economic development are traditionally considered conflicting issues, recent local 

initiatives have provided examples of how the latter can support the implementation of 

BGI. The municipality of Faenza is implementing an incentive program which allows 

developers to take advantage of higher FARs in exchange of providing green roofs, 

green walls, contributing to public green spaces and water retention systems. Similarly, 

South East Dorset local authorities are also deploying developer contributions to 

mitigate adverse effects that developments might exert on Dorset Heathlands. Berlin’s 

Biotope Area Factor is another example in the realm of developer contributions for the 

implementation of climate change mitigation measures (Kazmierczak and Carter, 

2010).  

Notwithstanding various local initiatives in exploring the financial benefits of BGI, 

financing of BGI through capturing part of the value it creates in the land markets is still 

a rather unexplored path. Empirical studies that evaluate the economic benefits of BGI 

have been limited and the implementation of BGI remains largely dependent on public 

funding and on traditional policy-making and institutional structures which have 

approached FRM from limited technocratic perspectives. Public expenditures have 

historically depended upon collective investment by the public sector (state), including 

built environment and social infrastructures which the private sector is unwilling or 

unable to furnish regardless of how beneficial, and sometimes vital, it may be to 

conditions of further accumulation (Collins, 2010).  

2.4.6. Flood Risk, Blue and Green Infrastructure and Residential Property 

Market 

Research on the impact that BGI has on the property market should consider the 

capitalization in property values of the two main types of benefits: 1) flood damage costs 

avoided in the property market (Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019) and 2) 
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improved urban quality (including socio-economic and ecological benefits) (D’Acci, 

2019). Damage Costs Avoided method can be evaluated by assessing either the 

potential damages that properties could incur if no BGI is implemented or the economic 

value that is spent in flood protection on a property level, i.e. insurance premiums for 

natural disasters. Although these values are very context bound, findings from several 

studies point to considerable amounts of property damage costs avoided through BGI, 

i.e. $19 million avoided property damages by a wetland in river Charles, Massachusetts 

(Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019), $7.70 million per year avoided property 

damages from a greenway along the Meramec River in St. Louis County (Kousky and 

Walls, 2014), between $525,900 to $1,800,200 avoided damages in property due to 

conservation of Otter Creek wetlands and flood plains to Middlebury (Watson et al., 

2016).  

 

Figure 15 Meramec River Greenway, St. Louis County, Missouri (Source: (Great Rivers 
Greenway, 2021)) 
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Regardless of the evidence brought about by empirical research, avoided property 

damages is not necessarily reflected on property values. On the other hand, there is an 

almost unanimous consensus of positive results from studies estimating the effect of 

improved urban quality on residential property markets. The sections below further 

elaborate on both these ways in which BGI affects the residential property market, 

highlighting the gaps in literature which are tackled by this study.  

 

2.4.7. Flood Risk Reproduction through the Residential Property Market 

 

Marginalization/Facilitation provide an initial framework for understanding how flood risk 

is reproduced in society. A thorough understanding of why people keep settling in 

hazardous areas, either through expansion of new developments in flood risk areas or by 

sustaining existing neighbourhoods that over time have been increasingly more exposed 

to flood risk hazard, is necessary. Environmental goods are usually not traded in markets, 

making the observation of real estate markets a good opportunity to assess the revealed 

preferences of society for hazard alleviation (Hennighausen and Suter, 2020).  

The impact that flood risk and flood events have on residential property values can be 

understood in terms of the utility derived from a land parcel. A flood will cause damage to 

the land and the structures on it. Hence it will reduce the utility of land which will be 

manifested in lower property prices (Tobin and Montz, 1988). Classical economic theory 

suggests that in an efficient housing market, residential properties exposed to flood risk 

suffer a price discount compared to the ones not affected by this risk, ceteris paribus. A 

rational consumer would be willing to pay an amount (a premium) for a hazard-free 

location or conversely, expect a financial compensation for taking up the risk of locating 

in a hazard area. The willingness to pay (WTP) should be reflected in the residential real 

estate prices and it should be proportional to the hazard risk at any given point in time 

(Macdonald, Murdoch and Harry, 1987).  

Oddly, results of empirical studies investigating the flood risk/event and residential 

property market relationship are far from being consistently reflective of this. Empirical 
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evidence shows that properties in 100-year or 500-year floodplains are subjected to 

anything between -75.5% price discount (Atreya, Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013) to +61% 

price premium (Bin and Kruse, 2006). Efforts to tackle such differences in findings in 

academic research have been few, mostly through meta-analytic studies (Daniel, Florax 

and Rietveld, 2009a; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018). Some studies point towards 

factors related to a lack of risk awareness by the general public and market elasticity as 

factors behind such contradicting results (Harding, Rosenthal and Sirmans, 2003; 

Lamond and Proverbs, 2006a; Becker, Aerts and Huitema, 2014). Tackling this gap in 

knowledge is important for two main reasons: First, a lack of coherence in the way that 

residential markets are affected by floods makes it harder to establish the market value 

created by FRM interventions, including BGI. Secondly, the likelihood of land markets 

responding positively to FRM measures are highest in localities where the factors that 

reproduce risk, such as lack of flood risk awareness, are tackled through public policies. 

As a result, this identified gap is addressed through the Qualitative Meta-Synthesis 

presented in Chapter 4. 

 

2.4.8. Blue-Green Infrastructure and the Residential Property Markets 

 

"Frederick Law Olmsted was among the first to undertake a study showing that parks 
increase property values. In 1856, a year before construction began, Olmsted 
estimated that the three wards surrounding Central Park were valued at $26.4 million. 
After completion of the park in 1873, this same property was worth $236 million. He 
used these numbers to justify the $13.9 million cost of building Central Park which 
greatly exceeded the original $1.5 million budget. In the years ahead, the tax revenues 
generated more than compensated for the cost of building Central Park." (Hine, 2021, 
para. 1) 
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Figure 16 Central Park, New York (Source: (Central Park Conservancy, 2015) 

There is a growing body of literature that reinforces the positive correlation between the 

property markets and the quality of urban environment, improved as a result of BGI  in 

the form of increased blue/green spaces, improved landscapes, open spaces and so on 

(Jim and Chen, 2006, 2007; Chiarazzo et al., 2014; D’Acci, 2014, 2019; Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019). The range of this impact varies depending on the locality, 

the type of BGI, the type of property and other contextual factors. Table 1 below 
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summarizes findings from key literature concerned with assessing the impact of BGI on 

residential property market, including locations from North and South Americas, Europe, 

China, Malaysia and New Zealand. Depending on the size of parks and green spaces 

and the specific context of study, they can have an impact from less than 1% (Mazzotta, 

Besedin and Speers, 2014) up to 60% premium (Fennema, Veeneklaas and Vreke, 

1996). Although all results indicate that proximity to parks and green spaces on residential 

property prices is positive, Troy and Grove (2008) indicate that this is the case only when 

parks are not associated with unsafe areas, in which case proximity to parks results in 

the opposite effect. Hence the 'proximity principle is challenged from results of studies in 

the global South where this pattern is less conclusive, indicating safety as one of the main 

reasons (Combrinck et al., 2020). Additionally, attributes such as aesthetics, nature and 

social activity, are mostly reflective of a positive impact on real estate prices, whereas the 

presence of physical activities, including skate parks, playgrounds and so on, seem to be 

undesirable traits (Lin, Wu and De Sousa, 2013; Czembrowski et al., 2019). Scenic views 

and landscape qualities are also elements of BGI largely appreciated in residential areas. 

Water views result in premiums of more than 10%  (Luttik, 2000; Lange and Schaeffer, 

2001; Jim and Chen, 2006, 2007).  

Some studies approach the subject from a quality of site/ neighbourhood/ urban area 

perspective, integrating various aspects of BGI such as green spaces, aesthetic values, 

improved cycling and pedestrian experience, into one indicator measuring the quality of 

urban environments. D'Acci (2019) points to the quality of urban area when discussing 

factors that are crucial determinants for property prices in contemporary cityscapes. 

These cities are increasingly shifting from the monocentric city model, where the property 

prices are primarily a function of distance to CBD. Measuring the impact that the quality 

of an urban area has on property prices has become a prerequisite to getting sufficient 

political and financial support from public authorities for its provision and protection (Jim 

and Chen, 2007). 

"Everyone knows that in order to achieve a higher quality of life it is better to build beautiful 

cities with nice gardens and parks, efficient and clean public transport systems, 
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pedestrian areas and cycle paths, elegant squares and streets… but we need to translate 

this common sense into economic terms if we want to create a realistic dialogue with 

politicians and town and regional councils, who often struggle because of monetary 

constraints."  (D’Acci, 2019, p. 71). 
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Author/Year Location Type of BGI Result Impact 

area 

(Mazzotta, 

Besedin and 

Speers, 2014) 

USA Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Relatively small benefits arise from increases in small, 

dispersed open spaces (varying from 0.1%-0.5% 

increased annual rental value per home) 

Up to 

500m 

radius 

(Noor, Asmawi 

and Abdullah, 

2015) 

Malaysia Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Results show an increase of 3-12% in house prices based 

on the size of green spaces and proximity. 
4 rings of 

100m 

each 

(Shukur, 

Othman and 

Nawawi, 2016) 

Malaysia Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Positive effects, increasingly depending on the park's 

features (highest rated features: Lighting, Dustbin, 

Children playground, Bench, Jogging path, Trees) 

NA 

(Tajima, 2003) Boston, 

USA 

Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Doubling of distance to the nearest park results in 6% 

property price depreciation. 

NA 
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(Fennema, 

Veeneklaas 

and Vreke, 

1996) 

Netherlands Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Premium up to 60%  400m 

(Troy and 

Grove, 2008) 

Maryland, 

USA 

Parks/ Green 

spaces 

1% increase in distance from the park, there is a 2.2% 

decrease in value (impact on prices lessens with 

increased distance from the park) 

A house that is 1 km away from a park is worth 5% less 

than an identical house adjacent to a park. 

(results only when crime rates are low - between 406 and 

484% of the national average) 

NA 
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(Lin, Wu and 

De Sousa, 

2013) 

Minnesota, 

USA 

Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Green facilities for passive recreation (except gardens) 

with have positive impacts on property values.  

Presence of a water body has a significantly positive 

impact on residential property values (6.4% percent 

increase at the city level, up to 19.8 % increase in some 

areas) 

A quarter 

mile 

radius 

(402m) 

(CABE Space, 

2005) 

UK Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Adds 7% to the total value of properties NA 

(Jim and Chen, 

2007) 

Guangzhou, 

China 

Parks/ Green 

spaces 

Doubling of distance to nearest park leads to a 6.6% price 

depreciation in old towns and a 13.7% price depreciation 

in new towns. 
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(Luttik, 2000) Netherlands Landscape Increase of up to 28% for houses with a garden facing 

water. 

Increase of up to 8±10% for houses overlooking water and 

6±12% for houses overlooking open spaces. 

Attractive landscape creates a premium of 5±12% over 

less attractive environmental settings. 

NA 

(Chiarazzo et 

al., 2014) 

Italy Landscape The estimated models reflect higher real estate property 

prices due to higher environmental quality, showing 

positive signs if the buildings were located near beach 

areas and GI 

NA 

(Damigos and 

Anyfantis, 

2011) 

Greece Landscape View to an urban park attracts a premium of 8-30% (most 

probably about 18%) 

NA 

(Bourassa, 

Hoesli and 

Peng, 2003) 

New 

Zealand 

Landscape Up to 10% premium for water view NA 
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(Lange and 

Schaeffer, 

2001) 

Switzerland Landscape View on lake Zurich or the Alps of central Switzerland 

increases the price of the room up to 12%, as well as the 

occupancy rate 

Hotel 

room 

views 

(Jim and Chen, 

2007) 

Guangzhou, 

China 

Landscape Water body view leads to a 7.3% price appreciation (in old 

towns) and 23.1% price appreciation (in new towns) 

NA 

(Jim and Chen, 

2006) 

Guangzhou, 

China 

Landscape View of green spaces and proximity to water bodies 

created a premium of 7.1% and 13.2% respectively. 

NA 

(Tyrväinen and 

Miettinen, 

2000) 

Finland Forest 1Km increase in distance from the nearest forest 

depreciates the housing prices by 5.9% 

Forrest view leads to a 4.9% premium. 

NA 

(Bourassa, 

Hoesli and 

Peng, 2003) 

New 

Zealand 

Quality of site Good quality neighbourhood leads to a premium of up to 

38% 

NA 

(D’Acci, 2019) Italy Quality of site 0,58% premium for each 1% increase of the quality of the 

site 

NA 
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(D’Acci, 2014, 

2019) 

Italy Quality of site 

(Green rated the 

most important 

attribute) 

Quality of the area can change the property value 

(Positional Value) up to 143 % 

NA 

(Ichihara and 

Cohen, 2011) 

New York, 

USA 

Green Roofs Rents on buildings with green roofs 16% higher NA 

(Wu, Adams 

and Plantinga, 

2004) 

Oregon, 

USA 

Various Willingness to pay more for newer houses located closer 

to areas of open spaces (e.g., near parks, lakes, wetlands) 

and in areas of less dense development. 

Houses with better views (located at higher elevations) 

and further from industrial areas and in areas of less traffic 

congestion, are more highly valued. 

NA 

(Czembrowski 

and 

Kronenberg, 

2016) 

Poland Various Positive impacts on apartment prices related with 

distance, type and size of a BGI + percentage of greenery 

within a 500 m radius (1% of greenery increase leads to 

.9€/m2 increase in property price) 

500m 

radius 
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(Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Luca 

D’, et al., 2019) 

Cali, 

Colombia 

Various Predicted impact of BGI at neighbourhood level is 0%-

6.2%, at block level is 2% - 8.8% property price increase. 

On a neighbourhood scale Trees, Open Space, 

Pedestrian street have a significant positive impact. Bike 

lanes, fluvial flooding and noise exposure do not have a 

considerable impact. On a block scale: Trees, open 

space, pedestrian street, bike lane, fluvial flooding and 

noise exposure show high significance and positive 

impact on land values 

Tree - 

30m 

Bike 

lanes - 

150m 

 

Table 1 Catalogue of studies assessing the impact of BGI on residential property market (Source: Author’s own based on literature 
referenced in the table) 
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Residential property premiums created as a result of proximity to BGI do not necessarily 

tackle monetary constraints in the public sector and, if unregulated, can contribute to 

uneven development patterns and social discrimination. Property premiums are often 

reflected in higher rents, directly affecting lower income groups and furthering the 

gentrification of higher quality of urban environments (Tajima, 2003). It is no 

coincidence that the first eco-neighbourhood projects in Europe targeted upper middle 

classes (Machline, Pearlmutter and Schwartz, 2018). Some authors refer to the process 

as "environmental gentrification" or "greentrification", describing how greening 

initiatives have encouraged an influx of higher income populations, displacing local low-

income groups and small business (Checker, 2011; Machline, Pearlmutter and 

Schwartz, 2018; Ottaviano, 2021).  

Eco-quartier scheme framework adopted in Paris, for example, included aspects of 

social diversity and affordable housing, however most of the 'green' subsidized housing 

were intended to accommodate middle class, although all Parisian eco-quartiers were 

located in low-income areas (Machline, Pearlmutter and Schwartz, 2018). Winners and 

losers of such intervention largely depend on who pays for it and who benefits from the 

windfalls. In mega-projects in the 1950s and 1960s in US, for instance, the losers were 

the urban minorities that lost their residences due to slum clearance operations, whilst 

property owners enjoyed the windfalls through capitalization effects (Tajima, 2003). 

Sustainable cities are attractive and as such, desirable by many but from a social point 

of view most regeneration/ greening projects only benefit a well-off minority, deepening 

thus existing social inequalities. While promoting diversity on paper, many of such 

initiatives end up achieving quite the opposite, or as Machline et al. (2018) puts it, social 

diversity is to be understood as more middle class and less poor people. In 2008 

Harlem, the first site in New York to achieve a silver Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED)-certified townhouse, an advertisement for that 

townhouse reads: "You don’t have to pretend to be environmentally friendly anymore; 

with ownership of this trophy landmark you are entitled. You can now live in decadence 
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and snub your nose to all when you purchase this GREEN Master Piece." (Checker, 

2011).  

Buildings with green amenities commended a 35% increase in price which is a good 

indicator of the rate of gentrification in the area. However, real estate price appreciation 

should not always result in gentrification. The next section explores Instruments of Land 

Policy, focusing on Land Value Capture Instruments, and their potential to facilitate 

mainstreaming of BGI solutions, as a way to make them accessible by a majority of 

people in urban environments. 

 

2.5. Financing through Land: Land Value Capture  
 

2.5.1. The debate Property Rights and reflections on Land Value Capture 

 

Land Value Capture (LVC) refers to the process of recovery by the public of some or all 

of the (unearned) land value increments created as a result of anything other than the 

landowner's direct investments. This notion seeks to mobilize, for the benefit of public at 

large, land value increments generated as a result of public effort such as infrastructure 

investments or administrative changes in land use and regulations that result in higher 

land values (Smolka, 2013). Albeit the considerable research and practice on LVC, the 

idea of "value capture" remains a loose term that covers a variety of policies and legal 

and financial instruments that seek to tap into unearned increments, usually 

undiscriminatingly of the cause of the value rise.  

A broader dissemination of land value capture instruments, together with the main 

principle behind it (that "unearned increment" does not belong with the (property) 

landowner), is often met with controversy and as Smolka (2013) puts it, is sabotaged by 

powerful stakeholders and opinion leaders from both sides of the ideological spectrum, 

due to narrow self-interest or a lack of understanding of the theoretical rationale behind it 
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and the operational aspects of its implementation, or both. "Why is the nexus between 

government regulation and economic value especially contentious when it comes to land? 

After all, government policies may affect the value of non-real property as well. Does the 

public deserve a share in the rise of land values more than other types of private 

property?" (Alterman, 2012, p. 2). The essence of the debate on LVC is the role of real 

property: whether real property is an epitome of private rights or a social good? Evidently, 

the answer is more complex than the dichotomy presented by the question. 

Private property, a social and legal institution that has frustrated the implementation of 

planning decisions for decades, is central to debates on the ways environmental 

resources (including water and land) are managed. Post American and French 

revolutions set the scene for the theory that gives rise to the contemporary property rights 

in the west. It is highly influenced by the works of the political philosophers John Locke 

and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, prominent and influential figures for the American and 

French founders respectively. John Locke's theory of property is the foundation of the 

Labour Theory of Property, based on the premises that man is able to consider property 

as private, excluding other people's use and disposal rights on that very same property, 

by using his labour (Locke, 1823). The foundation of his argument has been summarized 

by Day (1966) in three postulates: Every man has a right to own 1) his person, 2) the 

labour of his person and 3) that which he has mixed the labour of his person with (land, 

property). The social rationale behind is that private property is linked to individual liberty 

and autonomy, and without property the incentive to work would be eroded. Henceforth, 

the primary role of government from a Lockeain perspective is the protection of private 

property (Alterman, 2012).  

Rousseau's theory of property is developed through a more complex, sometimes even 

considered contradictory, perspective. Rousseau argues concurrently that private 

property has been unjustly instituted, on one hand, and that the institution of property is 

the foundation of justice, on the other. The idea that property can be both the foundation 

of justice and injustice relies on the suggestion that the normative implications of property 

are contextual and vary substantially according to the cultural, social and political 
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conditions in which it exists (Siroky and Sigwart, 2014). His conception of property unfolds 

on two plains: "the ideal" constitution of property under favourable conditions of a fully 

legitimate republican government and the "non-ideal", when real-world settings deviate 

from just republican values. Additionally, one of the main principles evoked by Rousseau's 

position on property is the social status of property and the context within which it takes 

place. He suggests that individual property claims are rendered legitimate if they endorse 

the principle of reciprocity, which both implies that private property rights are a 

precondition for individual freedom but at the same time, that there is limits equally 

important to this freedom, which safeguard similar freedoms to be enjoyed by every 

citizen (Siroky and Sigwart, 2014).  

The 18th century discourse about property was associated with principles of participation 

in democracy and citizenship. Nevertheless, the 'founding fathers' of the institution of 

private property were developing their philosophical arguments in a social and political 

context very different from today's: most land was rural and still owned and controlled by 

the aristocracy, which highly influenced their position towards land ownership as political 

and individual freedom (Jacobs, 2017). The form of property that came into being, in 

which property is conceptualized as a bundle of rights, remains a dominant paradigm of 

contemporary property law (Duncan, 2002). The bundle of rights (also referred to as the 

bundle of sticks) signifies that ownership of land does not indicate a title to a physical 

portion of earth but rather power (commonly exclusive) to enforce certain rights on the 

land, such as rights on soil, water, mineral, as well as rights to control access and use, 

lease, sale, transfer and so on (Duncan, 2002; Jacobs, 2017). However, the extent of 

these rights and the degree to which they are shared between the government, the 

community and the private individual, depends on the legal system in place surrounding 

property regulation (Davy, 2012) and are constantly under negotiation due to ever 

changing social, political, technological and economic backdrops in which they operate.  

For instance, the Latin phrase “cuius est solum, eius est usque ad coelum et ad inferos”, 

translated "whoever owns land owns it all the way up to heaven and down to hell”, 

incorporated in the English Property law in the 16th century (Bury v Pope, 1587), has been 
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challenged as a result of changes in technology and social needs through Aviation Acts, 

Mining Acts, Groundwater Protection Acts and so on. Additionally, since the civil rights 

movement a property owner of a commercial unit can no longer deny access based on 

race or ethnicity. Land use plans have limited development rights which are subject of 

constant negotiation between private landowners, the community and the government. 

These rights can also be disaggregated and separated from the bundle, which has 

created opportunities to enact property-based environmental regulations such as 

conservation easements, carbon trading markets and so on.  

Whether a form of property invented in the 18th century which facilitated the creation of 

modern world remains still appropriate to address 21st century challenges is 

questionable. Today most countries provide some degree of constitutional protection to 

property. Concurrently, almost all countries worldwide apply land use and development 

regulations, some form of taxation and other instruments, including land value capture 

instruments, to address the social obligation dimension of property (in some countries the 

constitutional protection of property is combined with explicit acknowledgement of social 

obligations) (Alterman, 2012). The implications of property rights debates on property 

value are still a source of controversy.  

 

The concept of the social function of property has firstly been paradigmatically articulated 

by Leon Durguit in a set of lectures given in Buenos Aires, as an alternative concept to 

the classical liberal conception of property. His juridical-social theory of property relies on 

the idea that property is not a right but a social function. In this sense, the owner cannot 

do what they want with their property but is obliged to make the property productive and 

put it at the service of the community by means of economic transactions. Consequently, 

the role of the state is to protect such property or to encourage its social utilization 

whenever the latter is not being fulfilled. At the core of such a proposition lays a ‘duguitian’ 

understanding of solidarity not as merely a political principle, but as a social fact; an 

extension of the fact that the interdependence between people is the central element of 

social reality (Foster and Bonilla, 2011). In the realm of land policy, land value capture 
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instruments have  often been associated with legal reforms that redefine property rights 

and obligations, to embody notions of the social function of property, or more generally 

the ‘right to the city’ (Smolka, 2013). The following sections dive further into the different 

rationales behind land value capture, giving a more comprehensive picture of the 

theoretical foundation of LVC. 

 

2.5.2. Land Value Capture - Different rationales behind the concept 

 

Land Value Capture is a broad concept, often used interchangeably to mean "cost 

recovery", "capture of betterment", "value capture" and so on, albeit not all of these terms 

mean exactly the same.  Hence, before furthering the arguments on the legitimacy of 

Land Value Capture and its role in mobilising the social obligation dimension of property, 

it is important to clarify these similar, yet different, concepts. Alterman (2012) classifies 

value capture instruments based on the rationale behind them, into three main groups: 

macro, direct and indirect value capture. Macro value capture instruments are embedded 

in some overarching land policy regime, assumed to provide a better environment overall 

for land development than a market regime (i.e. nationalization of land, land banking, land 

readjustment).  

Direct value capture instruments seek to capture the incremented value of real property 

as a legal or moral obligation for landowners to share some of the community-led 

generation of wealth through land development/ upgrading (Smolka and Amborski, 2000). 

The rationale behind such instruments is not a need based one, in the sense that the 

instruments are applied due to funding needs or based on the premises that the value 

captured will be invested for the benefit of the properties involved in this process. The 

rationale of direct value capture instruments stands in its own right (Alterman, 2012). The 

incremented value captured by direct instruments can be a result of general economic 

growth, hence not linked to governmental decisions, referred to as "unearned increment" 

or it can be value created as a result of a governmental decision, such as land use 

regulatory decision, referred to as "development rights-based betterment" or an 
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investment in infrastructure, "infrastructure-based betterment". Examples of direct 

instruments are taxes upon transfer of the property title, annual property tax (Salm, 2017; 

Dye and England, 2019; Muldoon-Smith, 2019), betterment tax (i.e. in the UK until the 

1970's) (Alterman, 2012; Muñoz Gielen and Lenferink, 2018), sale of development rights 

(i.e. UO and CEPACS in Brazil)(Sandroni, 2009, 2011).  

The rationale behind indirect value capture instruments is different from the direct ones, 

as the former does not capture the incremented value of land because it is unearned, but 

rather to generate revenues and/or to cover the costs for the provision of infrastructure. 

Hence, the starting point of such instruments is a much more pragmatic one, albeit in 

practice it can be difficult at times to distinguish between the direct and indirect 

instruments since the difference lies mostly in the presence or lack of an ideological 

positioning rather than in the way they are designed and implemented (although this can 

also be subject to change)(Alterman, 2012). Indirect value capture is often pared with the 

concept of cost recovery, which refers to the recovery of costs incurred for the provision 

of public infrastructure and services through contributions from private developers. Such 

contributions are made in kind, by directly investing in a public park for instance or making 

land available for the public service, or in cash, as a contribution to the local 

authority(Munoz Gielen, 2010). Examples of indirect value capture are Developer 

Exactions/Community Infrastructure Levy, Impact Fees and so on (Peterson, 2008; UK 

House of Commons, 2018).  
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Figure 17 Components of Urban Land Values (Source: Furtado, Biassotto, and Maleronka (2012)  
adapted in (Smolka and Amborski, 2000)) 

Changing of land uses creates windfalls as well as wipe-outs through restriction of 

development rights, in flood prone areas for instance, which often results in financial 

losses. This creates ground for conflict between property owners in areas where 

development is restricted (flood prone areas) and planning agencies and often leads to a 

gap between planning provisions and their implementation. In Flanders, Belgium, for 

example, the regional plans approved in the late 1970s early 1980s provide detailed 

zoning prescription for the whole territory, which was based on an overestimation of 

growth. A sizeable share of the land reserved for development is located in water-prone 

areas not suitable for development. The most common instrument to restrict or reallocate 

these development rights is through rezoning. However, this practice is not popular 

considering the expensive financial compensations it would entail. Although landowners 

need a building permit, this permit cannot be refused without just compensation (Crabbé 

and Coppens, 2019). The natural question that comes to mind from this case is if 

landowners are allowed to keep (most) of the windfalls, then should they also absorb the 
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wipe-outs that occur due to public regulations? A comparative analysis of 13 countries 

concluded that these two sides of the same coin (wipe-outs and windfalls) are not 

symmetric either in law or in practice (Alterman, 2010).  

 

2.5.3. Types of Land Value Capture Instruments  

Land value capture instruments are very diverse. Some of them have been 

implemented for a long time, although not specified as LVC per se, but rather in the 

realm of taxes, fees or land management instruments. As inferred from existing 

literature, so far there have not been any attempts in systematizing land value capture 

instruments seeking to identify and examine the ones that are more adequate to 

facilitate the implementation of blue and green infrastructure. The table below tackles 

this gap in literature, through summarizing and classifying the main LVC instruments 

and mapping their implementation internationally. Given the variety of instruments and 

practices, and their historic implementation, this table is by no means comprehensive, 

but rather an overview of the most common LVC and the documentation of their 

implementation in literature. Nevertheless, Table 2 below constitutes an original 

contribution to knowledge as it systematizes LVC instruments from a BGI 

implementation perspective and it paves the way towards the identification of the most 

adequate LVC for  BGI implementation. This process of systematizing and examining 

LVC instruments is then followed by the elaboration of a conceptual framework for 

understanding how Land Value Capture Instruments can facilitate BGI implementation 

in the realm of flood risk management, which is Research Objective 3 in this study and 

is presented in Figure 18. 
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INSTRUMENTS RATIONALE TYPE 
BRIEF DEFINITION OF 

THE INSTRUMENT 

TYPES OF 

PROJECTS 

FINANCED 

IN/ 

OFF-

SITE 

CONTEXT 
TYPE OF 

SOLUTION 

Betterment levies/ Special 

assessment 

(Harrow, 1929; Peterson, 

2008; Vetter and Marcia, 

2011; Smolka, 2013; 

National Institute of Urban Af, 

2016; Blanco et al., 2017; 

Grafakos, Tsatsou, Luca D’, 

et al., 2019) 

Direct/ 

Indirect Fiscal 

A fee charged on the 

incremented value of a 

property attributable to a 

public investment 
 

Infrastructure 

(mostly 

transport/road 

network) In Site 

Existing urban 

area 

Government 

Based 

Solution 

Property tax 

(Merk et al., 2012; Smolka, 

2013; National Institute of 

Urban Af, 2016; Blanco et al., 

2017; Salm, 2017; Thiel and 

Wenner, 2018; Dye and 

England, 2019) Direct Fiscal 

A tax imposed by local 

government on the 

ownership or occupation of 

property.  

It is usually not 

earmarked (can be 

used for different 

expenditures) Both 

Existing urban 

area 

Government 

Based 

Solution 

Developer exactions and 

Impact Fees Indirect Fiscal 
Developers required to 

install at their own expense 
Infrastructure  Both 

Existing urban 

area 

Government 

Based 

Solution 
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(Peterson, 2008; Smolka, 

2013; Blanco et al., 2017) 

internal/external 

infrastructure 

Tax increment Financing/ 

Business Retention 

Strategy 

(Merk et al., 2012; Muldoon-

Smith and Greenhalgh, 2015; 

National Institute of Urban Af, 

2016; Blanco et al., 2017) Indirect Fiscal 

Using the future flow of 

property tax increases 

generated by a public 

intervention to finance its 

costs 

Urban Upgrading/ 

Transformation Both 

Existing urban 

area 

Government 

Based 

Solution 

Transferable Development 

Rights / Sale of 

Development Rights 

(Stinson, 1996; Kaplowitz, 

Machemer and Pruetz, 2008; 

Nelson, Pruetz and 

Woodruff, 2012; Pruetz, 

2016a; Shahab, Clinch and 

O’Neill, 2018, 2019; 

Skuzinski and Linkous, 2018; 

Fang et al., 2019) 

Direct/ 

Indirect 

Property 

rights 

manageme

nt 

TDR separates the 

development value from 

the property and allows its 

transferring to another 

property. 

Historic and 

Environmental 

Preservation, 

Flood Risk 

Management Both 

Land 

conservation 

Market based 

solution 
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Cooperative Land Banking 

(Lewis and Turnbull, 2011; 

Turnbull, 2017) 

 Macro 

Property 

rights 

manageme

nt 

CLB separates the private 

ownership of buildings from 

land ownership, with all the 

land becoming owned by 

a cooperative controlled by 

its residents.  

Internal 

infrastructure and 

services for 

affordable housing    

Community Land Trusts  

(Davis and Jacobus, 2008; 

Davis, 2014; Thompson, 

2015) 

 Macro 

Property 

rights 

manageme

nt 

A non-profit organization 

formed to hold title to land 

to preserve its long-term 

availability for affordable 

housing and other 

community uses Social Housing    

Land Readjustment/ Land 

pooling 

(Needham and Hong, 2007; 

Smolka, 2013; Blanco et al., 

2017) Macro 

Urban 

developme

nt 

Allows reconfiguration of 

lots in a given area in 

accord with a plan that 

increases their value and 

provides the land 

necessary for public uses 

New developments 

in periphery 

Slum upgrading 

Post-disaster 

recovery In Site 

New urban 

development/ 

Urban 

redevelopment 

Community 

based 

solution 

Active Land Policy 

(Muñoz Gielen, 2010; Wolff 

and Spaans, 2010; 

Needham, 2016a; Valtonen, 
Macro 

Urban 

developme

nt 

Capturing the value created 

from acquiring private land, 

investing in infrastructure 

and selling of the remaining 

land at higher prices  Infrastructure In Site 

New urban 

development/ 

Urban 

redevelopment 

Community 

and 

Government 

based 

solution 
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Falkenbach and van der 

Krabben, 2017) 

Land Sharing 

(Rabé, 2005, 2009; P. Rabé, 

2010; Walters, 2016) Macro 

Urban 

developme

nt 

Urban redevelopment and 

slum upgrading model 

through sharing of land 

between profitable 

developments and social 

housing for informal 

dwellers.  

Social Housing 

Internal 

infrastructure 

inside the land 

sharing area    

Public Land 

Management/Sales 

(Peterson, 2008; Suzuki et 

al., 2015) Macro 

Asset 

manageme

nt 

A special form of capital 

revenue, which can be 

used to help finance 

general capital 

expenditures (usually 

related to new 

infrastructure) 

Major Infrastructure 

projects 

New developments 

Social Housing    

Public land leasing 

(Anderson, 2012; Guelton 

and Le Rouzic, 2018) Macro 

Asset 

manageme

nt 

Revenues generated from 

leasing of public land with 

market prices can be used 

to cover infrastructure 

investment needs 

Transport/Road 

infrastructure    

Table 2 Framework of international practice of LVC instruments and highlights of LVC instruments most adequate for BGI 
implementation (Source: Author’s own) 
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The systematization of LVC instruments in Table 2 narrows down the list of 

instruments more adequate for facilitating land access and funding for BGI. This is 

done following a few steps. First, some of the LVC instruments, such as Cooperative 

Land Banking, Community Land Trusts and Land Sharing, which have a very 

specific scope that does not include BGI, and are mostly tackling affordable housing, 

have been set aside from the main list of instruments adequate for facilitating BGI 

(P. Rabé, 2010; Lewis and Conaty, 2012; Jacobus, 2015). Although BGI can be 

integrated in such projects as well, the main focus of these instruments does not 

comprise BGI. Second, instruments grouped under “Asset management”, which are 

mostly implemented in contexts where public authorities own substantial amounts 

of land or where they have the financial capacity to access land markets, have also 

been set aside from the main list of instruments adequate for facilitating BGI. 

Evidently, accessing land for BGI implementation in such contexts is easier. 

However the scope of this part of the research is to identify land value capture 

instrument that can facilitate the implementation of BGI in countries where land 

tenure is dominated by private ownership or leasehold.  

The remaining land value capture instruments have been identified as instruments 

which can be used to facilitate access to land and finances for BGI implementation.  

Hence, the green part of the table highlights the group of LVC instruments that can 

be considered more adequate as BGI facilitators in property markets dominated by 

private tenure. The instruments identified as potential instruments for facilitating the 

implementation of BGI are fiscal instruments, such as betterment levies, developer 

exactions and so on, transferable development rights, land readjustment and Active 

Land Policy.  

As far as can be inferred by literature, research on the potential of one of these 

instruments to help mainstream the implementation of BGI is limited to a few articles. 

Most of these publications focus on the role of Transferable Development Rights in 

BGI implementation (Pruetz, 2011; Fenton, 2018; Crabbé and Coppens, 2019; 

Dyca, Muldoon-Smith and Greenhalgh, 2020), albeit TDR research has not often 

been linked to BGI for inland flood risk mitigation, but rather to BGI as a green belt 

for growth management (Daniels, 2010), coastal erosion and preservation (Linkous 
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and Chapin, 2014; Sheehan et al., 2018), and so on. Thus assessing these land 

instruments from a BGI implementation angle likely constitutes fertile grounds for 

future research.  

This study focuses on one of these instruments, namely Active Land Policy, for 

reasons which are presented in the following section. Nevertheless, the research 

conducted so far on the instruments presented above has informed some initial 

considerations on factors that affect the degree of adequacy of each instrument for 

BGI implementation. The degree of adequacy of each instrument depends on the 

context and the type of BGI, as well as on some other crucial points of consideration: 

• The nexus between land value creation and value capture (Peterson, 2008; 

Merk et al., 2012; Nelson, Pruetz and Woodruff, 2012; Smolka, 2013): Some 

LVC instruments are designed to capture the incremented value only on-site. 

For instance, land readjustment is an instrument which allows reconfiguration 

of lots in a given area in accord with a plan that increases their value and 

provides the land necessary for public uses, which can also include BGI. 

Typically, this instrument facilitates access to land only for projects that will 

take place within the site where land readjustment is implemented (Blanco et 

al., 2017). This might not be the case for other instruments, such as property 

tax, where the value captured can be used outside of the site where it is 

collected, unless otherwise earmarked (Salm, 2017; Dye and England, 2019). 

This distinction is particularly relevant for BGI projects, which can create value 

both on-site, as a result of improved open spaces, landscape and overall urban 

quality, as well as off-site, as a result of flood risk mitigation. Hence the nexus 

between value creation and value capture is of particular importance when 

selecting the adequate LVC instrument. 

• The context in which the instrument can be used: i.e. in an existing urban area, 

in a new urban development/redevelopment and for land conservation 

purposes (Peterson, 2008; Smolka, 2013; Pruetz, 2016) Needham. The 

implementation of same BGI can be facilitated through different LVC 

instruments depending on the context; for example a raingarden can be 
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financed through fiscal LVC, such as betterment levies, if it is implemented in 

an existing urban area or it can be financed through a land redevelopment or 

Active Land Policy scheme, in a new urban area or urban redevelopment 

project.  

• Stakeholder arrangement: The type of solution presented by the instrument 

can be delivered through a government approach, a market approach or a 

community approach (Crabbé and Coppens, 2019), or a combination of two 

or more approaches, depending on the stakeholder arrangement in the 

specific context. 

Figure 18 combines the identified LVC instruments suitable for BGI implementation, 

with the BGI that have higher impact on water quantity mitigation. Amongst these 

instruments this study focuses on Active Land Policy for two main reasons: First, 

Active Land Policy is a process with great value capture potential, due to value 

increments as a resulting from both land use regulations and infrastructure upgrades. 

As a result, it is widely used in many European countries as an instrument to support 

local infrastructure investment needs, albeit its potential to support BGI is largely 

untapped. Second, of all the other instruments, the land and water nexus is more 

prevalent in Active Land Policy Projects, which facilitates the acceptance of the 

instrument since the value creation and capture happens in the same development 

site.  
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Figure 18 Conceptual framework on LVC instruments for BGI (Source: Author’s own) 

 

2.6. Active Land Policy 

 

2.6.1. An instrument of value capture between the two rationales 

 

Achieving the desired land uses often requires the local authorities to employ functions 

that go beyond passive planning. As Needham (2016b) explains, pro-active planning 

can take many forms, from information provision, exhorting, applying financial stimuli 

and, in the case of Dutch planning agencies, getting directly involved in land 

ownership. The initial scheme saw planning agencies as the main, and often the sole, 

stakeholder of the development. The core of this method was that the municipality 

buys the land which is to be developed, services it with infrastructure and sells the 

building plots to developers, retaining the shared facilities (public spaces and 

infrastructure). In this way, the municipality captures some or all of the incremented 

value of land stemming from servicing of land with infrastructure and delivering 

building plots with development rights.  

 

Considering that the captured value in most cases is used to finance the costs of 

providing infrastructure servicing the development site, Active Land Policy has 
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characteristics of indirect value capture instruments. Nevertheless, the value captured 

through Active Land Policy is not confined to cost recovery only, and is often part of 

negotiation between the municipality and private developers. This is more so recently, 

with Active Land Policy shifting towards different Private Public Partnership 

arrangements. As mentioned above, differentiating between direct and indirect land 

value capture rationales involves understanding the ideology behind the instrument 

(or the lack of), which in the case of Active Land Policy is hard to pin down. 

Nevertheless, it can be noted that this instrument goes beyond the indirect value 

capture rationale, enabling municipalities to capture all of the unearned increment in 

theory. The practice of its implementation, however, reveals a more complex reality, 

as the empirical analyses of two cases of Active Land Policy implementation in 

Nijmegen reveal in Chapters 5 and 6.  

 

2.6.2. The recent practice of Active Land Policy implementation 

 

Over the last two decades, Dutch planning agencies have influenced development 

through different development arrangements, which vary from each other in the way 

cooperation is established with private partners and the degree to which the 

municipality is actively buying land itself (Hartmann and Spit, 2015; Needham, 2016a). 

 

2.6.2.1. The building claim model (bouwclaimmodel) 

In this model, the commercial developer buys raw land and sells it to the municipality 

voluntarily, on the condition that they would be able to buy it back after the land has 

been serviced for an agreed price. In some ways, this model is similar to the initial 

Active Land Policy models when the municipality was the only party responsible for 

servicing the whole plan area. However, in this case the municipality is not free to sell 

the serviced land to another chosen party (highest bidder) and the contents of the plan 

can be highly influenced by the developer’s demands. The municipality is usually able 

to cover the costs of servicing the land and, depending on the initial agreement, it can 

bargain with the developer over sharing potential land development profits (Needham, 

2016a). 
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Figure 19 The building claim model (Source: Author, based on (Needham, 2016a))  

2.6.2.2. The joint-venture model  

One of the main ways in which municipalities actively engage in land assembly and 

development over the last two decades, is by creating a private limited liability 

company with commercial developers (sometimes including housing associations) 

which is then the entity engaged in the land development of a certain area 

(grondexploitatie). Shares in the company are divided based on what each partner 

brings to the company (in terms of assets, usually land), albeit the company also 

engages in buying the remaining land in the project site, which might be owned by 

private landowners who are not part of the company. After land acquisition, 

infrastructure and services are provided and the land is sold for development; usually 

it is sold back to the commercial developers that are part of the company and the 

housing associations, at pre-negotiated prices (Needham, 2016a). The main 

motivation of municipalities to engage in these development schemes is to reduce the 

financial risk, by sharing it with private partners, whereas the main motivation of private 

developers is to secure the exclusive right to buy the building plots and to influence 

the land use plan for the area (Needham, 2016a; Krabben and Lenferink, 2018).  
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Figure 20 Joint venture model (Source: author, based on (Needham, 2016a)) 

2.6.2.3. The concession model  

The concession model is the more passive model, in which the land is acquired, 

serviced and built by a commercial developer. The inclusion of the municipality in 

infrastructure provision varies depending on the agreement Needham 

 

Figure 21 The concession model (Source: author, based on (Needham, 2016a)) 

2.6.3. Unpicking the governance complexity through Policy Arrangement 

Approach  

Bringing Active Land Policy to the front of this research has been motivated by a few 

reasons. First, this instrument has a long-standing history in enabling Dutch 

municipalities to achieve their planning goals. Since the end of Second World War, 

Active Land Policy has been implemented as a way to address the housing need, as 

well as to finance the infrastructure and services associated with such new housing 
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developments Needham (more on this in Appendix 1). Albeit the emphasis not being 

on BGI provision, over the last decade Dutch public authorities have strived to find 

ways to provide more room for water, mainly through blue and green solutions.  

Understanding the new challenges posed to traditional methods of flood risk 

management by climate change, the Dutch government is a pioneer in including 

‘making more room for rivers’ as a main goal in their FRM strategy since 1996 

(Asselman and Klijn, 2016), which lead to the launch of Room for the River program 

in 2007, which includes 34 regional projects on all four main rivers of the country. 

Although access to land has been financed by the central government through direct 

negotiations with the landowners, this is not considered a sustainable and cost-

efficient way of mainstreaming BGI in the country. Therefore assessing the potential 

of Active Land Policy to facilitate such projects, taking into consideration also the 

local governments’ responsibilities in regulating water run-off in urban areas, is timely 

and of high governance relevance.  

Root et al.(2015) suggest that innovative potential of legal rules and innovative 

practice is stirred forward by the dynamics and interplay between the institutional 

platform and governance process. The varying success of implementing of Active 

Land Policy in different local contexts in the Netherlands attests to the importance of 

the right policy arrangement to implement this instrument to its full potential, enabling 

public authorities to achieve their planning goals in an equitable manner. From this 

perspective, the governance process goes beyond its system coordination role that 

exists in isolation from institutional values, assuming normative characteristics in the 

quest of reducing the financial gap associated with climate change (Root, Krabben 

and Spit, 2015). 

Policy Arrangement Approach is a theoretical approach developed to facilitate the 

understanding of dynamism and stability of environmental policy. PAA examines policy 

dynamism and stability based on three concepts: institutionalisation, policy 

arrangements and political modernisation (Arts, Leroy and van Tatenhove, 2006; 

Wiering and Arts, 2006). The first concept, institutionalization, refers to patterns of 

practice, interaction, division of tasks between actors and so on that solidify into 

structures. In this sense, institutionalization represents both stabilisation and change. 
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Policy arrangements refer to the temporary stabilisation of a policy domain, content 

and organisation wise. The institutionalization of policy arrangements is in continuous 

transition, in many cases also amplified by the dynamic processes of 

internationalization, giving environmental policy a multi-level character.  The third 

concept, political modernisation, refers to processes of social change and their impact 

on the political narratives. Political modernisation affects all areas of policy and its 

implications should not be confined only in environmental policy (Arts, Leroy and Van 

Tatenhove, 2006).  

These concepts are operationalized into four key aspects of policy arrangements, as 

shown in the Table 3 below.  

Substance Discourse - "(a) discourses that define reality and reflect 

actors' belief in the truth of certain propositions or the 

applicability of certain ideas (ontological discourses); (b) 

discourses that express desirable situations (normative 

discourses); (c) and discourses that give options for getting to 

the desirable situation(strategic, or `route', discourses)"  

Institutional 

Organization 

Rules of the game - "institutional patterns and visions can be 

laid down in formal rules (for example, procedures, substantive 

norms, divisions of power), but they are not always, and 

sometimes fundamental informal or political `rules of the game' 

are dominant"  

Actors and coalitions - "clusters of actors grouped around 

certain points of view, interests, or policy perspectives."  

Power and resources - "tools with which an actor (or a 

coalition) can exercise influence such as financial resources, 

production and strategic use of knowledge, or mobilisation 

potential by social movements"  

Table 3 Policy Arrangement Approach based on Wiering and Arts(2006), Wiering and 
Immink (2006, p. 425) and Arts et al.(2000) 
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PAA not only covers the key aspects of policy arrangement (actors, resources, rules 

and discourse) but also provides a useful framework through which the relationship 

between these four interwoven dimensions of policy arrangement, and how a change 

in one of them affects the others (Arts, Leroy and van Tatenhove, 2006), across two 

fields of policy, namely Dutch land and water policy. A full understanding of 

stakeholder networks and power relations is imperative in policy analysis. The 

following section presents Social Network Analysis as a framework through which 

social networks can be quantified and visualised to aid the interpretation of the 

complexity of such networks and what that means in terms of land and water policy 

integration.  

2.6.4. Unpicking the stakeholder complexity through Social Network Analysis  

 

People and organizations are interdependent, and they are embedded in complex and 

dynamic networks influenced by their interaction. Concepts such as flow, networks 

and complexity are fundamentally mathematical in nature. Thus an element of 

quantification is necessary to fully achieve interpretative aims on networks 

(Loosemore, 1998). Social Network Analysis studies the interaction pattern between 

actors, which can be individual people, such as citizens in an area, users of a social 

media platform, school children, or collections of people, such as companies 

(McCarthy and Molina, 2014).  

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is based in graph theory, in which a graph is a set of 

points, often referred to as nodes, connected by a set of lines, referred to as edges or 

links. As a representation of Social Networks, points represent people or 

organizations, whereas lines represent relationships between them, which can include 

flows of information, power, agreements, resources, material and so on. (Loosemore, 

1998). Lines can have distinct characteristics: directed to denote the orientation of the 

flow or tie, or nondirected (binary) to denote the reciprocal nature of interaction 

(Bonvecchi and Scartascini, 2002). For example, delegating the implementation of a 

decision from one institution to another would be represented with a directed line, 

directed from the decision-making institution towards the institution in charge of 
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implementing it. However an collaboration agreement between two institutions would 

be represented with an nondirected line.  

 

Figure 22 A simple graph representing a Social Network (Source: Author based on 
(Loosemore, 1998) 

Social Network Analyses facilitates a more realistic representation of complex 

networks, reflecting on both formal and informal interactions. The role of SNA is to 

measure and visualize relationships of flows between different people, groups or 

organizations. By doing so, it complements the understanding of networks by focusing 

on the causes and consequences of relations between organizations rather than just 

on the individual features of the organization (Ruan, 2007).  

SNA measures relations on different levels: dyads, triads, subgroups, groups and 

networks. The smallest unit of analyses is the relation between two actors, which is 

referred to as a dyad. A set of three actors and their ties is referred to as a triad. A 

finite set of actors constitutes a group, theoretically defined by the researcher or the 

actors involved, as is explained in the next paragraph. Important features of analyses 

are the group’s cohesion, that is, the closeness, frequency and reciprocity of the links 

between the network members. A highly cohesive subgroup can be identified as a 

clique, the line that connects the clique with the rest of the network is a bridge and the 

node (actor) in the clique that connects it to the rest of the network via the bridge is 

referred to as a cutpoint (Bonvecchi and Scartascini, 2002). Identifying cliques and 

bridges in each of the three case studies is particularly important for this study. Doing 

so contributes to understanding a) factors that play a role in the implementation of the 

projects (cliques), and hence in the value creation and value capture mechanisms in 
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each individual project and b) factors that have (or can) facilitated value transfer 

(bridges) between value created through a BGI project (Room for the Waal) and value 

captured through two land development projects (Waalsprong and Waalfront). 

 

Figure 23 Graph representation of clique, cutpoint and bridge concepts in SNA (Source: 
Author, based on (Bonvecchi and Scartascini, 2002)) 

Social Network Analysis investigates the degree of influence of each actor within the 

network using centrality metrics (Zedan and Miller, 2017). SNA  in this study adopts 

two centrality analysis: Closeness centrality and Betweenness centrality. Closeness 

centrality refers to the quantitative measurement of the distance of an actor to all 

others in a network. The more central a stakeholder (node) the closer it is to all other 

stakeholders. Stakeholders who can reach others through shorter path lengths are 

considered to have a favourable position in the network.  However, stakeholders do 

not always reach each other by direct ties but also through other paths. Betweenness 

centrality measures the work and information flow between all stakeholders in a 

project. Stakeholders who are ‘between’ other stakeholders or on whom others must 

depend to conduct exchanges are in a favourable position and can translate this role 

into power (Ruan, 2007). 

 

2.7. Conceptual Framework 

 

There is growing evidence that integrating BGI into FRM as a means to better cope 

with the effects of climate change is not only beneficiary, but also a must. Literature 

evidence suggests that BGI implementation has a positive influence on residential 
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property market as a result of delivering an improved urban environment. Although 

BGI also helps mitigate flood risk, this positive influence is not always reflected on 

residential property markets. This study investigates the virtuous cycle of land value 

capture with respect to BGI implementation, seeking to address the identified gaps in 

knowledge. 

 

Figure 24 Overarching conceptual framework of the study. 

The virtuous cycle of land value capture is investigated on two dimensions: value 

creation and value capture, and on two levels: macro and micro/local. The inner circle 

in Figure 24 refers to the financial virtuous circle of value creation through BGI and 

value capture through LVC instruments. This part is investigated on a macro level, 

through Research Objective 1, examining factors that affect the way that residential 

property markets react to inland flood risk and flood events, and Research Objectives 

2 and 3 addressed in this Chapter.  

The outer circle refers to the policy arrangement within which this value is created and 

captured, which in this case is the Dutch land and water policy framework. This part is 

investigated on a micro/local level, focusing on Active Land Policy and BGI 

implementation in the Netherlands, and is addressed through Research Objectives 4, 

5 and 6 in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.  
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2.8. Philosophical Perspective 

 

 

This research is conducted with Critical Theory as its philosophical backdrop. Within 

the broader spectrum of Critical Theory discipline, this investigation adopts Critical 

Realist (CR) ontological take in exploring the stratified reality in which water and land 

policy unfold. CR emerged in the 70s and 80s through the works of Bhaskar (1998), 

during a time of 'paradigm clash' between positivism and interpretivism. CR identifies 

shortcomings in both philosophies and integrates aspects of both seeking to interpret 

the stratified reality in which the social world exists. Bhaskar (1998) critiqued positivism 

for its reduction of ontology to epistemology (reality is what can be known empirically) 

and constructivism for embracing the other end of this artificial dichotomy: 

understanding reality as entirely constructed through human knowledge and 

discourse. In Fletcher's words "Despite the seeming opposition between the 

constructivist and positivist perspectives, each reduces reality to human knowledge, 

whether that knowledge acts as lens or container for reality" (Fletcher, 2017, p. 182). 

A Critical Realist ontologically embraces the existence of reality independent of human 

experience, recognizing human reason and social structures as essential causal 

powers of social discourses towards emancipatory goals and rejects relativism in 

social and scientific discourses (Yeung, 1997). The latter contradicts critical theory's 

notion of incommensurability of different paradigms (Kuhn, 1970). In fact, critical 

realists, as Yeung (1997) explains, are against totalization as much as against 

relativism, asserting that while all knowledge is fallible, it is not equally fallible.  

In CR ontology is stratified in three levels: Empirical, Actual and Real. The first one, 

the Empirical, is the realm of events as we experience them, which are measurable 

and can be researched, albeit through the lens of human experience and 

interpretation. The second level is the Actual, where events unfold regardless of 

human experience and interpretation. The third one is the Real. At this level, causal 

structures and causal 'mechanisms' exist', which are inherent properties of a structure 

which explain events at the first level (Fletcher, 2017). The main goal of CR is to 
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explain social events and phenomena by identifying these underlying causal 

mechanisms.  

 

Figure 25 Stratified reality in Critical Realism (Source: Author) 

It is important to highlight that causal mechanisms do not exist in a static state of 

reality, although earlier referred to as 'inherent properties of a structure'. Social 

structures are supported by enduring features of the world that often precede and 

succeed individual lifetimes. In many ways such features are deeply rooted in human 

relations and modes of reaction that they seem natural, permanent and immutable 

(Horkheimer, 1986). One of the main purposes of scientific research and philosophy, 

as well as of this research work, is to challenge this false consciousness and enable 

social transitions towards a healthier future, by identifying and understanding the 

causal mechanisms that support current social and economic structures that 

reproduce flood risk.  

Bhaskar (1979) explains that social structures are activity-dependent and therefore, 

causal mechanisms can only exist as a result of the activities they govern and cannot 

be understood and identified independently of them. In other words, causal 

mechanisms are social constructs that can only be explored at an empirical level 

(Fletcher, 2017).  Hence the division between the different strata of reality as explained 

so far (depicted in Figure 25) is one that allows, if not calls for, diffusion, in which 

causal mechanisms in the Real layer affect the Social Empirical layer as much as the 

latter informs, through social transformation over time the causal mechanisms in the 

Real layer. 
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While classical and contemporary land theorists and researchers provide evidence as 

to how social and economic development is vastly capitalized in land values, many 

sectors of public importance, such as flood risk management and investment in BGI 

remain underfunded. Unpicking the stratified motives of this reality, also referred to as 

generative mechanisms, can be best achieved through the lens of Critical Realism. 

  

Figure 26 Applying the stratified reality in Critical Realism to examine how flood risk/events 
affect residential property market (left) and facilitating the mainstreaming of BGI through LVC 
(right) 

In his Frankfurt School theoretical manifesto "Traditional and Critical Theory", 

Horkheimer (1972a) takes issue with the then theoretical terrain and intellectual 

traditions, which although in the 1930s seemed diverse and open to radical 

articulations, ultimately contributed to reinforcing the socio-economic and political 

status-quo in which human beings were controlled by the very social arrangements 

and scientific practices they continued to recreate.  

 

“The assiduous collection of facts in all disciplines dealing with social life, the 
gathering of great masses of details in connection with problems, the empirical 
inquiries, through careful questionnaires and other means, which are a major 
part of scholarly activity, especially in the Anglo-Saxon universities since 
Spencer’s time – all this adds up to a pattern which is, outwardly, much like the 
rest of life in a society dominated by industrial production 
techniques.”(Horkheimer, 1972a, pp. 190–191) 

 

This is one of the reasons why, when assessing how the residential property market 

is affected by flood risk and events, the focus is not only in identifying causal 

mechanisms that reproduce the flood risk in society (mostly through the lens of 

behavioural economics (Prospect Theory) and housing market cycles) but also 
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identifying causal mechanisms produced or supported by the scholarly activity 

concerned with this topic (by critically examining Hedonic Pricing models). This is why 

this research considers Qualitative Meta-Synthesis as empirical research, with the unit 

of analysis being the published paper. 

2.9. Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter presented the state of the art in flood risk management, BGI 

implementation, LVC and Active Land Policy. Research Objectives 2 and 3 were 

addressed by systematizing and critically analysing existing literature on residential 

property markets, BGI implementation and Land Value Capture instruments. 

Concurrently, gaps in knowledge were identified, which highlight potential for new 

research. A conceptual framework guiding this research has been presented, where 

findings from this chapter and the research presented in the following chapters 

complement each other in tackling gaps in knowledge and policy. The following 

chapter presents the methodology followed for addressing RO 1, 4, 5 and 6.   
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Chapter 3 – Methodology 
 

3.1. Introduction 
 

The academic argument presented in Chapter 2 describes the nature of flooding, not 

just as a natural phenomenon but also one that is produced by the exiting socio-

economic and political power dynamics which benefits a fraction of society. The 

unbalanced share of incurred costs of flood risk/events and benefits from FRM 

measures is mostly evident when analysing the way residential property markets 

absorb such costs and benefits. The counterintuitive findings of studies analysing how 

the residential property market reacts to flood risk/events, some of which find 

premiums instead of price discounts for floodplain locations (Bin and Kruse, 2006),  

raise further questions on a) the veracity of traditional method utility and b) the factorss 

that support unsustainable patterns of development which reproduce flood risk in 

urban environments. Despite the contribution of various fields in explaining these 

findings, there is a deficit in literature in systematically identifying and examining such 

factors and the associated complexity that enables and manages flooding.  

The rich body of empirical work measuring the impact of various aspects of BGI on the 

residential property market, such as landscape, open spaces/ park and improved 

urban environments, establishes unequivocally a positive pattern: e.g., incremented 

residential property values as a result of BGI implementation in their vicinity. Yet, the 

evolution of FRM practices towards the integration of BGI, as mapped in Chapter 2, 

highlights the difficulty of access to land and finances as the main challenges to 

mainstreaming BGI. This discrepancy between property value increment through 

investment in public infrastructure on one hand, and difficult access to land and 

finances to support public investment (for BGI) on the other, has been the main 

argument behind the implementation of Land Value Capture Instruments, albeit the 

philosophical underpinning of value capture reflects a broader scope than the 

pragmatic approach commonly adopted for LVC implementation (Alterman, 2012). 

However, LVC instruments have rarely been used for the implementation of BGI and 
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the literature covering the implementation of LVC instruments to facilitate the 

mainstreaming of BGI is almost non-existent.  

The remainder of this chapter sets out the methodological approach that has been 

employed to investigate these gaps in literature. The research has been split into three 

phases of inquiry, which are interrelated and each one addresses one or two research 

questions presented in Chapter 1: 

• Phase 1 - Literature Review (Chapter 2): This phase supports the inquiry for 

addressing Research Objectives 1 and fully addresses Research Objectives 2 

and 3. Regarding Research Objective 1, the literature review contributes to the 

enquiry on how land markets are affected by flood risk and flood events by 

establishing the gap in knowledge, which is taken up by the Qualitative Meta-

Synthesis presented in Chapter 4. Regarding Research Objective 2, literature 

review examines how residential property markets are affected by improved 

urban quality through BGI. Simultaneously, in this phase current knowledge on 

LVC is systematized and LVC instruments are classified in an original 

framework (Table 2 and Figure 18). This supports the identification of the LVC 

instruments most suitable for BGI implementation.  

• Phase 2 – Qualitative meta-synthesis (Chapter 4): Having established the gap 

in knowledge in Phase 1, this phase addresses the Research Objective 1, to 

identify and examine the factors that affect 1) the way that residential property 

markets react to inland flood risk and flood events globally and 2) the accuracy 

with which empirical studies evaluate this relationship. This part sits alongside 

the literature review and examines in greater depth methods that have hitherto 

been used to understand the relationship between FRM and the market. It does 

so through an exhaustive content analyses of existing empirical studies 

covering this subject, as the main unit of investigation. In this phase of the 

research the factors that affect the interaction between residential property 

markets and flood risk/events that help reproduce flood risk are identified. 

• Phase 3 - Case Studies in Nijmegen, Netherlands (Chapter 5 and 6): This 

phase of the research covers Research Objectives 4, 5 and 6. Through the 

investigation of the "Room for the Waal", “Waalsprong” and “Waalfront” projects 
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in Nijmegen, Netherlands, this phase presents findings on how land value is 

created by the implementation of a BGI (RO4) and how this value is captured 

(RO5), identifying the factors that facilitate value creation and that constrain the 

financing of BGI through captured land value. 

The methodology adopted for the empirical research in Phase 2 and Phase 3 is 

described below, In line with the research philosophy underpinning this study and the 

theoretical arguments presented in Chapter 2. Then, the way in which findings in all 3 

phases of research contribute to new knowledge through grounded theory, is 

explained. Finally, this chapter presents considerations on the Research Quality, with 

regards to the validity and reliability of findings.  

3.2. Research Ethics and Positionality 

 

The research process that has unfolded throughout this study has been far from linear. 

The unpicking of the complex subjects that are the focus of this research has called 

for a reflexive approach, in which recognising one's own positionality in relation to the 

subject of research, as well as existing biases, has been paramount. This research 

has been led by the notion that social research cannot be value-free and hence it is 

highly sceptical of the added value of "neutral" research. 

“First, it (neutrality) assumes that one’s own theorizing is not a part of the 
reproduction of the social world in which one theorizes, and thereby it eschews 
its intimate ties to the conditions of power and exploitation that constantly 
circulate within that context (and, possibly, its connection to pathways of 
resistance and liberation); second, in ignoring its socio-political embeddedness, 
it helps to reproduce the very conditions of passivity and impotence that it 
inscribes in the very structure of its methodological precepts” (Macdonald, 
2017, p. 512). 
 

As a practicing urban planner, with a background in urban land governance, the 

researcher has initially approached the subject from a pragmatic position of 

recognising the immediacy of bridging the gap between land policy and water 

management, both in theory and practice, as a central stepping-stone towards 

sustainable and integrated water management. Further into the subject, the focus has 

expanded beyond the "how to bridge this gap?", to perhaps most importantly "why the 
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gap is still so predominant?" to begin with and "who does it benefit versus who does it 

burden?". This broader take on the subject has been inspired and informed by 

literature on critical theory, political ecology, environmental justice and so on. Albeit 

approaching the subject of research from this angle, meticulous effort has been made 

to present different perspectives on the subject, by selecting from a diversity of authors 

when constructing the theoretical argument in Chapter 2, covering all relevant 

empirical work related to the subject in Chapter 4 (including unpublished work), and 

reaching out to a diverse pool of authors for the expert interviews, as well as reaching 

out to the main stakeholders involved in the Case Studies presented in Chapter 5 and 

6 regardless of their positioning. Similarly, the conducted semi-structured interviews 

with stakeholders and the structured interviews with the experts have been phrased 

and delivered with a neutral positioning, giving the participants space and time to 

express themselves without being influenced by the researcher's positioning.   

 

Every participant of the interviews with stakeholders from the case studies and the 6 

international experts has been informed on the purpose of the study has been given 

background information about the study which included consideration of advantages 

and disadvantages of taking part in the study, confidentiality and anonymity of the 

information collected during this process, how data is analysed and stored and for how 

long, and their rights as participants. All this information was provided verbally as well 

as in written form through the Participant Information Sheet (Appendix 13). After 

answering any other questions that the participants had, they signed a Consent Form 

(Appendix 14) through which they agreed to take part in this study. All data has been 

stored in accordance with Northumbria University's guidelines and the Data Protection 

Act (2018).   

 

Data processing and interpretation has been carried out with careful considerations 

on matters of privacy. Interviews have been coded numerically and the interviewees 

are referred to by their respective job title unless it was considered to likely breach 

anonymity, in which case the description of their job position has been generalized 

(i.e. in the case of offices/ departments with a limited number of employees, instead 

of specifying the department and job position of the interviewee, only the institution 
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where they work was specified). Finally, site observations have taken place during 

October - December 2019, and updated during April – September 2021. Pictures taken 

on the site have deliberately left out people and business names, car plates and the 

like have been blurred.  

  

Figure 27 Picture from site with blurred business names and car plates (Source: Author) 

 

3.3. Research Design 
 

As stated in the previous section, the research process has been far from linear. The 

research scope and objectives have been subject to revision and refinement informed 

by findings emerging through different stages of research, i.e. new identified gaps in 

literature. Aside from the research scope and objectives revision emerging due to the 

iterative nature of theory production, aligned with Grounded theory of knowledge 

production, a major revision took place as a result of the Covid19 global pandemic 

outbreak (See Appendix 12).  

Figure 28 below depicts the research process, largely inspired by Yeung's (1997) work 

on providing guidelines applying critical realism through defined methods of research 

in human geography.  

“The realist method is basically a posteriori in that given the social reproduction 
of knowledge, a critical realist seeks to reconstruct causal structures and their 
properties on the basis of constant reflections and immanent critique.” (Yeung, 
1997, p. 57) 
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Figure 28 Research Process (Source: Author, based on (Yeung, 1997)) 
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The existing knowledge on flood risk management and the residential property market 

was thoroughly reviewed. This body of empirical work, albeit quantitatively assessing 

the impact that flood risk and flood events have on residential properties, did not fully 

address the factors that affect this interaction and contribute to the reproduction of 

risk. In this sense, this body of work represents CR ontology as the empirical level, 

what Fletcher (2017) refers to as the 'tip of the iceberg.' This first step informed the 

qualitative meta-synthesis undertaken to address the first research objective of this 

study: To identify and examine the factors that affect 1) the way that residential 

property markets react to inland flood risk and flood events globally and 2) the 

accuracy with which empirical studies evaluate this relationship. Through a process of 

itineration and abstraction involving the analysis of the content of 92 articles, common 

Factors emerged which were classified into themes. Findings were validated through 

interviews with 6 experts selected amongst the authors of the 92 papers reviewed. By 

investigating factors that exist in the third strata of reality, defined as the ‘real’ in CR 

ontology, findings of this phase of research contribute to the existing theory, the 

empirical strata. 

The systematization of LVC instruments in this stage of the research facilitated the 

identification of LVC instruments suitable for BGI, scoping new research on the field. 

The integration of this systematization with research on BGI earlier mentioned, 

recursively informed the emerging conceptual framework to be used for in-depth 

investigation in the Dutch case studies. It is worth mentioning that this conceptual 

framework (Figure 24) is applicable to any LVC instrument amongst the ones identified 

as suitable for BGI (Figure 18) and can be adapted for different contexts.  

Following this, in-depth analysis of the Room for the Waal, Waalsprong and Waalfront 

case studies was conducted in three steps. First, value creation through the 

implementation of Room for the Waal is examined and factors that facilitate the 

implementation of this BGI are identified through a policy arrangement approach. 

Second, the value capture process through Active Land Policy is investigated (in 

Waalsprong and Waalfront: two urban development sites located on both sides of 

Room for the Waal project), identifying the factors that support it and the factors that 

hinder value capture. Finally, the main constraints in employing this captured value in 
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BGI are identified and explained. Data is gathered through extensive analyses of 

official legal and financial reports, in-depth interviews with 30 stakeholders and two 

rounds of interviews conducted with 6 international experts. Findings from extensive 

and intensive enquiry are triangulated, to support the internal validity of information 

gathered and minimize the possibility of biases. This process was repeated until 

saturation of identified factors was achieved.  

3.4. Qualitative Meta-Synthesis 
 

3.4.1. Research Method applied in this study. 

 

There remains a confusion around terminology used to refer to systematic review 

when the results of primary studies are analysed and interpreted qualitatively but not 

statistically combined (meta-analysis). A popular method used initially in medicine and 

social sciences, the qualitative meta-synthesis refers specifically to qualitative 

synthesis of existing studies, the interpretation of which produces new knowledge 

(different from a literature review). Cochrane Collaboration’s Qualitative Research 

Methods Group promotes ‘qualitative evidence synthesis’ as a term used to refer to 

this type of research work (Grant and Booth, 2009). Other terms encountered are 

‘qualitative meta-synthesis’, which has been chosen for this study and ‘meta-

ethnography’ (Grant and Booth, 2009).  

Qualitative meta-synthesis and meta-analyses are less common in real estate market 

studies, especially when assessing the impact of natural hazard risk, such as flood 

risk, on residential property values. One of the reasons has to do with the fact that 

property markets are best studied as locally as possible, in terms of accurately 

identifying and measuring the weighted impact that various internal and external 

factors have on it. Hence, it is often considered inappropriate to combine the results 

of studies investigating the same phenomenon as there are no two property markets 

that operate the same. For this reason, this study will not indulge in a meta-regression 

(meta-analysis) and identify 'one size fits all' coefficients that describe global market 

trends. Instead, this part of the research is aimed towards unpicking the factors that 

influence the way residential property markets react to flood risk and flood events.  
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There are a few reasons that have motivated this methodological choice, making 

qualitative meta-synthesis (QMS) an adequate method of inquiry. Based on Sutton et 

al.’s article on Systematic Literature Review (which in essence is a similar 

methodology as qualitative meta-synthesis) the advantages of choosing this method 

of inquiry are: 

• it facilitates tracing the global experience with measuring the impact that Flood 

Risk and Flood Events have on residential property values. 

• Although findings in a specific location and covering a specific timeline might 

not be transferable, qualitative meta-synthesis helps with the identification of 

common themes/factors that influence the way in which flood risk and Events 

affect residential property values. Such findings, resulting from studies 

conducted in different locations and with different methodological/ design 

approaches, can be more easily generalised, while allowing for a full exploration 

of sub-groups  

• Cataloguing of common themes/Factors through qualitative meta-synthesis 

helps the identification of factors that affect the way Residential Property Market 

reacts to Flood Risk/Events. This being at the core of the first Research 

Objective, also informs future qualitative and quantitative research and 

contributes to updated models that can depict more accurately the various 

nuances of residential property markets, as well as buyers and sellers’ 

perception of flood risk/events. 

• Serves as a critique to the isolated quantitative approach, identifying in-depth 

its limitations. 

• Highlights deficiencies in the existing literature and methodological differences 

between studies, and to inform future research priorities  

Before initiating the selection of relevant sources (articles) for this QMS, a protocol of 

research was established. One of the most important parts was defining the scope of 

the study and exclusion criteria for studies that would not be included in this review. It 

was important to establish this set of exclusion criteria early on, to avoid any bias on 

the way. The scope of the study has informed the exclusion criteria used to exclude: 
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• Any studies not focusing on inland flooding. Studies reflecting on inland flooding 

and other types of flood or other types of hazards are included, such as Troy 

and Romm (2004) who investigate the price effects of flood hazard disclosure 

under the California Natural Hazard Disclosure Law, which includes inland and 

coastal flooding and Athukorala et al., (2016) who investigate the impact of 

wildfires and floods on property values in Queensland, Australia. In such cases, 

only information of relevance to inland flooding is identified and included in the 

coding process. 

• Any study that did not analyse residential property markets. Studies focusing 

on both residential property market and vacant land are included.  

• Studies focusing on the impact of flood risk and events on historic 

preservation/sites or agriculture land 

• Studies focusing on flood damage estimations - either actual or predicted 

damages. Estimated damages can be reflected in residential property market 

prices, but this is not necessarily the case. 

• Studies assessing the impact of flood risk on residential property prices through 

insurance premium cost. The link between insurance premiums and the market 

prices is not always reflective of the market, especially when insurance uptake 

is not mandatory and low. However studies which include insurance availability 

as a variable in their regression models to analyse the impact such markets 

have on residential property prices are included. 

Using Boolean operators, the search was undertaken in English only. The combination 

of words used for this exercise were: 

• (Flood* OR Inundat* OR Hurricane*) AND (Propert* OR Hous* OR Resident* 

OR “Real Estate”) AND  ( pric*  OR  value* ) 

The main search databasis and sources used for this study were: 

• Electronic database searching (Scopus, Science Web, Elsevier, Google 

Scholar). 

• Manual scoping in key journals and for studies cited in articles under review 
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• Reaching out to authors (usually via Research Gate) for articles that were not 

accessible online and other unpublished work. 

• This study also includes grey literature, such as conference papers, 

unpublished work, after careful quality related considerations. Grey literature 

too often gets neglected, as not all stakeholders are in a position to shoulder 

the burden of a fully-fledged peer-review process, but nevertheless can provide 

valuable sources of research. 

 

Figure 29 Iterative process of the Qualitative Meta-Synthesis 
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An excess of 6000 records from various electronic databases resulted from this 

search, out of which less than 400 were of some relevance to this study. These were 

then scrutinised, and 164 studies earmarked for further inspection. After a closer 

inspection of the abstracts and conclusion sections, 92 studies were finally selected 

to be reviewed in-depth and be a part of this study. 

3.4.2. Thematic analyses 

 

Thematic analyses of the selected articles was conducted using NVIVO 12 Pro. 

Articles were imported in the library and scrutinized, first focusing on identifying 

common themes. 

The main concepts were informed by the theoretical framework elaborated in Chapter 

2 and were later further re-formulated by the information emerging from the articles 

analysed in this QMS. Content analyses was conducted through codifying of Factors 

through a process of Open Coding. This means that these conceptual Codes (Factors) 

which have arisen from data, were subject to iterative abstraction and were not pre-

defined from literature, which would be against the nature of Grounded Theory 

(Robson, 2002). These codes were then linked together into themes, through what is 

referred to as Axial Coding. This process was navigated through the 'conceptual 

baggage' from pre-existing theory (Chapter 2) which have inevitably influenced to 

some extent the systematization of what was 'seen' in the data.  

Identified Factors affect the way residential property markets react to flood risk and 

events in the epistemological realm, hence what affects the way this correlation is 

perceived, and in the ontological realm, hence what affects the way this correlation 

unfolds.   

In the first case, Factors that affect the epistemological realm, relate to elements in 

Hedonic Pricing Models which are overlooked or misinterpreted and affect the way this 

correlation is abstracted epistemologically. Factors classified under the theme "Study 

Quality" for instance affect the transferability of such findings. Similarly, the way that 

structural, neighbourhood and flood attributes are abstracted in HPM models largely 
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affects the results, as well as the public perception and policies that these results 

inform. In the second case, factors that affect the ontological realm are identified within 

two main themes: Flood risk perception and Market efficiency. Overall, 24 Codes 

(factors) were identified and used in this QMS, the results of which are presented in 

Chapter 4.  

 

CONCEPTS THEMES CODES (FACTORS) 

 

 

 

 

 

Limitations of 

Hedonic Pricing 

Methods 

Study quality related CM 

Sampling 

Time of study 

Accuracy of assessing residential property value 

Structural attributes CM 

Selection of representative structural attributes 

Accounting for the quality of building at sale time, 

including floodproofing and post-flood renovations 

Neighbourhood and location 

attributes CM 

Selection of representative neighbourhood and 

location attributes 

Accounting for amenity value due to waterfront 

proximity 

Accounting for amenity value due to other locational 

factors 

Flood attributes CM 

The accuracy of defining flood risk 

Accounting for property specific innundation 

Severity of flooding 

Flood history 

Outdated flood risk information 

Market Efficiency 

Market elasticity and cycle 

Submarket dynamics in flood events 

Existing market elasticity and cycle 

Public policies Floodplain management policies 

Emerging from Theory Emerging from Iterative QMS 
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Disclosure of flood risk information 

Flood damage recovery schemes 

Insurance Insurance market design 

Bounded Rationality 

 

 

Flood Risk Perception 

Cognitive factors 

Personal experience with flood 

Information dissemination and understanding 

Distance from water bodies 

Economic, social and cultural factors 

Table 4 Main concepts, Themes and Codes identified and used for content analyses of QMS 

 

 

Figure 30 Content analyses and coding in NVivo 
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Figure 31 Example of content analyses using NVivo 

3.4.3. Deliberating findings with international expert interviews 

 

The identified factors from the QMS were shared with  6 international experts, selected 

from the pool of authors of the 92 articles that were reviewed.  This panel was part of 

a two stage interview process, through which they evaluated the identified factors. The 

authors selected make up 9.7% of the main authors of the articles reviewed in this 

qualitative meta-synthesis, and hence can be considered representative of the 

community of researchers that have explored the relationship between flood 

risk/events and residential property markets. 
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Figure 32 Validation of Qualitative Meta-Synthesis  findings through expert interviews 

The starting point (phase 1) was a questionnaire with semi-opened questions 

developed based on preliminary findings from QMS. Findings from this stage are 

summarized and sent back to the respondents, who were then invited for an in-depth 

interview to discuss these findings. Interviews (phase 2) provided a better 

understanding of the responses collected in Phase 1. Interviews were guided by the 

main themes emerging from QMS, as shown in Table 4, remaining cautious of new 

information emerging from the interviews that might redefine some of the themes or 

point to new ones. This method is in line with Strauss and Corbin (Brady, 2015) 

approach to rigorous qualitative analyses, utilizing categories and themes to move 

from specific participant responses to more explanatory ideas found in theme. 

Additionally, this method has allowed authors to reflect on their work, the shortcomings 

of selected methods of inquiry, focusing on HPM, and integrate the findings from this 

part of the study into future research.  

3.5. Case Studies 

 

3.5.1. Why a case study approach?  

 

Albeit this study embraces the Stakian (1995) position that a precise definition of a 

case study is not possible due to the broad uses of case studies as a research 
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strategy, the case studies at the focus of this research share characteristics of Yin's 

case study definition. Case study provides a strategy of empirical inquiry which 

investigates a phenomenon in-depth within its real-world context, especially when the 

boundaries between this phenomenon and the context are not clearly defined(Yin, 

2003). Hence the exploration of the context is important for an in-depth understanding 

of the case. The main reason for choosing this strategy of inquiry for this part of the 

research is that the investigation of real-life cases is the most adequate way to identify 

the factors that enable or hinder value creation and capture in BGI projects in their 

entirety. This study investigates three cases located in the Municipality of Nijmegen in 

Netherlands, of which one is a BGI project "Room for the Waal" and two are urban 

development projects where Active Land Policy has been implemented, "Waalsprong" 

and "Waalfront", located on both sides of the "Room for the Waal" project. In all three 

cases, actors and coalitions, power and resources, rules of the game and the 

discourse around land policy and water policy are key elements of inquiry to address 

three research objectives, RO4, RO5 and RO6. These can only be fully explored 

through a real-life case study within a given context. Albeit there are some limitations 

in knowledge transferability that this context-bound investigation might be constrained 

by (further explored in the following sections on the external validity of findings).  

3.5.2. Methodological Parameters  

 

It is often the case that discussions around climate justice focus on developing 

countries and the impact that climate change has or will have on marginalized 

communities and hence selecting Netherlands as a location for a case study of this 

nature can appear to be counter intuitive. Nevertheless, conducting empirical research 

on Land Value Capture and Flood Risk Mitigation calls for a context in which both 

these areas of policy have been implemented consistently and for a considerable 

amount of time. Netherlands is one of the world leading countries as far as their 

expertise in Flood Risk Management is concerned. With land reclamation dating back 

to the 11th century and water boards being the first democratic institution established 

in the country since the 13th century, it is internationally well-known that the Dutch take 

water safety very seriously(Kuks, 2009; Doorn-Hoekveld, 2014).  
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Accounting for the increasing challenges to manage water through traditional grey 

infrastructure only, the Dutch government is one of the first pioneers to make more 

room for rivers as a FRM strategy, since 1996 (Asselman and Klijn, 2016). In 2007 the 

Government of Netherlands launched Room for the River, an umbrella program for 34 

regional projects on all four rivers of the country: the Rhine, the Meuse, the Waal, and 

the Ijssel, making the Netherlands one of the first countries mainstreaming blue and 

green infrastructure projects at such a large scale (UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 

2013). Room for the Waalin Nijmegen (also referred to as the Dike relocation project 

in Lent, a neighbourhood in Nijmegen where the project is located), has been selected 

as a best case study by numerous European think tanks and independent researchers 

(Griffiths et al., no date; Natural Water Retention Measures, 2014; Quadros, 2016; 

Climate Adapt, 2020). The focus of these studies has been on the role the project 

plays in terms of reducing flood risk in Nijmegen and downstream as well as other 

ecosystem benefits it provides for the area. To the knowledge of the researcher, no 

previous studies have researched this case in relation to land policy and value capture.  

 

Figure 33 Room for the Waal project in Nijmegen. Dike relocation and the creation of the side 
channel to accommodate water during peak seasons. (Source: Author) 
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Figure 34 Room for the Waal project in Nijmegen. Dike relocation and the creation of the side 
channel to accommodate water during peak seasons. (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 35 Aerial picture of Room for the Waal project (Source: (Climate Adapt, 2020)) 
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On the other hand, Netherlands has long standing experience with the implementation 

of Land Value Capture instruments, most notably through Active Land Policy. Most 

Dutch local authorities have implemented Active Land Policy since after the Second 

World War, initially as an instrument to facilitate provision of affordable housing and 

later on, as an instrument which enables local authorities to achieve their planning 

objectives and cover infrastructure costs (Needham, 2016a). This juxtaposition of a 

Room for the Waal project in Nijmegen, in between two development areas where 

Active Land Policy principles underlie the land development scheme, namely 

Waalsprong and Waalfront, makes them representative cases through which the 

relation between water and land policy is scrutinized. 

 

Figure 36 Part of Waalfront project area, as constructed (Source: Author) 
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Figure 37 Part of Waalfront project, as designed (Source: (Orange Architects, 2018) 

Merriam (1998) highlights the importance of delimitating the case, since a case study 

is an object of inquiry of a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context. 

In the case of Nijmegen, the case study boundaries include the Waalsprong project 

boundaries, Waalfront project boundaries and Room for the Waal project boundaries. 

A broader scale (country wide) will be referred to in order to set the context of water 

and land policy interventions, such as the Room for the River program, however in-

depth investigation will only cover the aforementioned areas. 

 

3.5.3. Case study design – Policy Arrangement Approach 

 

Yin(Yin, 2003) suggests that a case study research design is composed of research 

question(s), proposition(s) if any, defined unit(s) of analysis, the logic linking the data 

to the propositions and the criteria for interpreting the findings. Additionally, he 

emphasizes the necessity to include theoretical propositions before starting to conduct 

data collection, which is not in line with grounded theory or ethnographic study 

design(Yazan, 2015). This research has adopted a Stakean(1995) approach, applying 

the notion of "progressive focus" and solidifying the design of the case study after the 

initial phases of inquiry. Nevertheless, the main phases of this inquiry are similar to 
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Yin's suggested components, albeit data collection and analyses have recursively 

informed each other. 

 

Figure 38 Main stages of case study research 

The conceptual framework presented in Chapter 2, Figure 24, indicates that Land 

Policy Arrangement and Water Policy Arrangement will be the lens through which 

Value Creation and Capture will be scrutinized. This part of the investigation has been 

carried out by adopting Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) as a methodologic 

framework.  

This framework will supports the identification of factors that constrain the financing of 

BGI through Active Land Policy in the Netherlands. The four key aspects of policy 

arrangements (discourse, rules of the game, actors and resources) have been used 

as key concepts that guide content analysis of the data collected from three case 

studies. Wiering and Immink (2006) offers an operationalization of these four key 

aspects, which were applied during the initial phase of content analysis, and were later 

replaced with the codes emerging from the analysis. 

The main dimensions of the PAA have informed the drafting of the semi-structured 

interviews and the navigation of the documents investigated during data collection. 

Data collection was carried out through a combination of desk and field research. 

Official documents, reports, academic articles, legal acts and reviews were the main 

source of data collection through desk research. Field research consisted of site 

observations and 30 interviews (Appendix 4) conducted in two phases, during October 

2019 – January 2020 and April 2021 - July 2021, with stakeholders from the 

Municipality of Nijmegen, Regional Water Boards, Rijkswaterstaat, academics and 

researchers directly involved in research and publishing on the subject matter of this 

article and representatives of the private sector, such as developers directly involved 

in the project areas of the case studies selected in the city of Nijmegen and real estate 
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agents. The data collected was analysed using thematic analyses, as described earlier 

in this chapter. The following chart shows the process of iteration and abstraction of 

findings in this phase: 

 

Figure 39 Findings through abstraction, triangulation and iteration with stakeholders  

 

3.5.4. Case study design - Social Network Analyses 

 

McCarthy and Molina (2014) classify SNA in two main types: whole networks (also 

referred to as socio-centric networks) and ego-centred networks. Whole networks 

analyse interactions of actors within a bounded space. Ego-centric network analysis 

starts from a specific unit of research moving towards other related actors, based on 

the research aims and resulting in a more ‘grounded’ determination of the boundary 

of the whole network (Ruan, 2007; McCarthy and Molina, 2014). Since the boundary 

of the network is defined thematically by the three case studies, this study adopts a 

whole network analysis. The unit of analysis are the institutions involved in each case 
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study; hence 3 social networks are visualised and analysed, first individually and then 

in relation to one another. Choosing to work with a whole network poses challenges 

regarding access to all the information needed, including identifying all the actors in 

the network and their individual interactions.  

According to McCarthy and Molina (2014) choosing who to talk to about the 

interactions can have consequences in the type of information collected. They explain 

the setbacks of two main approaches that can be used: randomly selecting the 

respondent from each unit (household, institution) can eliminate systematic bias but 

the respondent might not have all of the information required. On the other hand, 

strategically selecting a respondent who is believed to be the most knowledgeable in 

terms of all the interactions of the unit (institution) they represent involves a risk of 

systematic bias.  

For this study, interviewees were selected strategically, reaching out to crucial actors 

in the respective projects who are expected to be the most informed ones in terms of 

inter and intra-institutional social networks. The following methods of data collection 

and validation to control for individual bias were used: 

• Using two main sources of information: official reports of the projects 

and interviews with key respondents from the main stakeholders: 

o Room for the Waal report: Rijkswaterstaat’s (2017) “To 

collaborate is hard work”, 

o Waalsprong reports: “The battle for Waalsprong” (van der 

Krabben and de Feijter, 2014) and Municipality of Nijmegen’s 

yearly progress reports for the period 2016-2021  

o Waalfront reports: Municipality of Nijmegen’s yearly progress 

reports for the period 2016-2021 

• Information resulting from interviews is triangulated with data from 

official reports.  

• Information resulting from a specific interview is validated through the 

interview with the other stakeholders that are connected to the first 

stakeholder.  
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• Due to lack of resources, some stakeholders such as landowners and 

citizens have not been interviewed directly. Information on the 

relations of the stakeholders that have not been contacted derives 

from the aforementioned official reports and from studies conducted 

by independent researchers. 

 

3.6. Interview Codes 

 

The empirical research in three case studies included 30 interviews conducted with 

Dutch experts and stakeholders in BGI and Active Land Policy implementation, as well 

as two rounds of interviews with 6 international experts that elaborated on the findings 

from the case studies from a theoretical perspective.  

All the interviews conducted were coded through a coding system as described in this 

section. Interviews with Dutch stakeholders are coded through a code composed of 

two parts: the first one refers to the interview number (i.e. I14, I15 and so on) which 

have been numbered following a chronological order based on the time of the 

interview, and the second part of the code referring to the occupation of the 

interviewee. Regarding the latter, the following codes have been used: 

 Role Explanation 

RC Researcher and 

Consultant 

This group refers to researchers/ consultants that have been actively 

involved with one or more of the cases under investigation. 

LR Lecturer and 

Researcher 

This group refers to academics that conduct academic 

research/teaching on Blue and Green Infrastructure implementation 

and/or Active Land Policy implementation 

WB Water Board expert This group refers to experts working for Rivierenland Regional Water 

Authority or the Dutch Water Authorities Association 

M Municipality expert This group refers to experts working for the Municipality of Nijmegen 

PD Property Developer This group refers to property developers working for development 

companies which are directly involved in Active Land Policy in Nijmegen 

N National 

government expert 

This group refers to experts working for Rijkswaterstaat 

AL Architecture and 

Landscape expert 

This group refers to Architects and Landscape architects who worked 

in one or more of the cases under investigation 
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RE Real Estate agent This group refers to real estate agents working in Nijmegen 

HA Housing 

Association expert 

This group refers to experts working for Housing Associations directly 

involved in Waalsprong and/or Waalfront project areas 

S Subject expert This group refers to BGI and/or Active Land Policy experts who have 

not been directly involved in one of the cases under investigation 

Table 5 Coding of interviews with Dutch stakeholders 

This two-part coding system produced 30 unique codes for each one of the 30 

interviews conducted with Dutch stakeholders (more in Appendix 3). 

Interviews with international experts have been coded as IE (international expert) 

resulting in the following codes: IE1, IE2, IE3, IE4, IE5 and IE6 (more in Appendix 4).  

 

3.7. Research Quality 
 

"The real validity of the theory depends on the derived propositions being 

consonant with the actual facts. If experience and theory contradict each other, 

one of the two must be re-examined." (Horkheimer, 1972b, p. 118) 

There is at least as many takes on what constitutes a study's "trustworthiness"(Guba 

and Lincoln, 1989), hence validity and reliability, as there are variations in ontological 

and epistemological inclinations amongst researchers. Subjective valuing, which 

positivists would regard as a threat to the scientific objectivity, is considered an 

essential part of the evaluation process within the constructivist paradigm(Lay and 

Papadopoulos, 2007). In fact members of critical theory, constructivist and 

postmodernist schools of thought not only question the positivist criteria of evaluating 

work, but some completely reject such criteria, which they deem serves to reproduce 

only a certain kind of science which 'silences too many voices' (Denzin and Lincoln, 

2003). On the other hand, positivists regard interpretative methods of inquiry employed 

in qualitative research as unreliable and impressionistic. 

"But we must ask: on what basis are we to assess candidate insights? Simply 
in terms of their intrinsic appeal? Or must they be subjected to more searching 
empirical test? Are insights the end products of social research or does their 
value derive, for example, from their role as potential hypothesis that can be 
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developed and tested by more systematic and rigorous 
research?"(Hammersley, 1990, p. 599) 

Guba and Lincoln (Morse, 2008) recognize the difference of the nature of knowledge 

within the rationalistic (or quantitative) paradigm and the naturalistic (qualitative) one, 

as they put forward new criteria to address rigor in qualitative studies. They propose 

substituting the "validity" and "reliability" criteria to credibility, fittingness, auditability 

and confirmability - fourth generation evaluation (FGE) (Lay and Papadopoulos, 2007). 

Soon after, other authors developed alternative criteria to meet rigor goals for 

qualitative research differently from evaluation methods for quantitative ones, resulting 

in a plethora of terms and criteria which created more confusion and undermined the 

issue of rigor in qualitative research (Morse, 2008). This study regards concepts such 

as internal and external validity and reliability of findings as overarching ones that can 

be adequately used in all scientific paradigms, as a means to evaluate and obtain 

rigor. As Morse(2008) points out, verification takes into account the varying 

positionalities and inherently the strategies used for verification will be specific to the 

methodological approach. However, rather than checking for the validity and reliability 

of the study as a post hoc reflection on the finished research, these methods of 

verification have been applied throughout the research process, as previously 

mentioned in this chapter, through several rounds of triangulation and iteration.   

3.7.1. Validity and transferability of findings 

 

This study presents three main types of findings:  

• Findings from Literature Review 

• Findings from Qualitative Meta-Synthesis and international expert 

interviews 

• Findings from the three case studies 

The internal and external validity of these findings vary amongst the different types of 

findings mentioned above. The following sections further expand on this.  

3.7.1.1. Internal Validity  

One of the disadvantages in using existing data sources through desk research is that 

such data might not be adaptable to identified indicators during operationalization(Van 
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Thiel, 2014). Considering the Grounded Theory approach underpinning the research 

design of this study, this has not been the case.  

The findings from literature review are based on a thorough examination of the existing 

body of knowledge and can be considered to have high internal validity. The findings 

regarding how residential property markets are affected by improved urban quality 

through blue and green infrastructure presented in Table 1. represent a thorough 

summary of empirical studies published in reliable academic outlets. The 

conceptualization of LVC instruments in relation to BGI implementation presented in 

Table 2. also makes use of existing studies which in combination offer a novel 

theoretical framework. The classification of instruments in this case has been based 

on key publications for each instruments. Nevertheless, it is possible to argue for a 

different classification/grouping of LVC instruments, based on other characteristics of 

the instruments. The emergence of other, different, theoretical frameworks on LVC in 

relation to BGI, is possible and would be useful. Ultimately, the internal validity of the 

findings of this phase is embedded in the philosophical perspective and theoretical 

deliberations presented here and can be challenged when/if the later change. 

As far as the internal reliability of the QMS is concerned, the content analyses of the 

studies included in the QMS have guided the identification of Themes and Codes 

(factors) and not the other way around. During the phase of Codes identifications, 

considerations included checking whether identified codes appeared to form coherent 

patterns. The validity of each theme was frequently checked to make sure they 

accurately reflect the meaning of the codes. Hence, internal validation checks have 

been conducted iteratively throughout the identification and classification of codes, 

acting as a self-correcting mechanism (Morse, 2008). As Nowell (2017) suggests, 

whenever a relevant piece of information not corresponding to any of the identified 

codes was found, a new code was introduced; similarly, codes were merged if they 

were found to overlap or were deleted if they were found irrelevant to the content being 

analysed. Sometimes the identification of new codes led to reformulation of an existing 

theme or identification of a new one. The internal validity of these findings is further 

strengthened by their validation through a two-round interview process with 6 

international experts, which make up 9.7% of the main authors covered by the QMS. 
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These two rounds of interviews further refined the identified codes to their final state, 

as presented in Chapter 4. 

With regards to the case studies, internal validity refers to whether the findings of this 

study can explain real world events happening in these case studies. A reasonable 

level of internal validity is needed therefore in order to confidently consider RO4, RO5 

and RO6 addressed. Case studies as a method of inquiry, are considered to have 

advantages with regards to internal validity, due to the use of more diverse indicators 

allowing for inferences and theoretical interpretations (Given, 2008). The variety of 

data sources, from official documents, to interviews with various key stakeholders to 

independent social network analysis ensured triangulation of findings and helped 

identify and tackle personal biases of the interviewed stakeholders. Interviews with 

stakeholders were delivered in two phases which allowed for intermittent findings to 

emerge and be validated during the second phase of interviews. Finally, interviews 

with stakeholders continued until saturation was reached and new information 

emerging was negligible.  

 

3.7.1.2. External Validity and Transferability 

The extent to which findings are and should be generalisable is a matter of research 

approach. Generalizability is commonly a positivistic feature (Yazan, 2015), although 

it can be a feature of research through grounded theory so long as theory development 

is concerned.  

In case study research, there is a lot of discussion around the minimum level of 

external validity needed. Yin (1989) argues that theoretical generalization is possible: 

instead of generalizing for other populations, it is possible instead to generalize the 

theoretical propositions resulting from the case study.  

The theoretical findings emerging from Literature Review, including the LVC 

conceptual framework encompasses all main LVC instruments. Seven LVC 

instruments identified as the most adequate to facilitate BGI implementation are a 

finding which aims to stir future research on the field. Hence their external validity is 

to be tested through future research on each instrument.  
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It is reasonable to conclude that the findings from the QMS have high external validity. 

It is also important to highlight that the identified factors are not all valid simultaneously 

in every context, but rather that such findings represent an exhaustive list of factors, 

many of which are valid for various contexts. Nevertheless, the studies covered in this 

QMS are not globally representative (a preponderance of US based studies), with 

various regions being underrepresented, as explained in detail in Chapter 4. Hence 

the external validity of these findings is limited to the regions with higher representation 

in the QMS. 

In this case, the external validity is not proved by testing the findings emerging from a 

case study against another case study, but rather by testing the theoretical 

propositions emerging from the findings of this case study through other case studies. 

The three case studies presented here are embedded in the Dutch socioeconomic 

and political context, where water and land policy arrangements have evolved as a 

result of contextually embedded factors. To this end, it is reasonable to claim that 

findings from the three cases in Nijmegen have high external validity for other cases 

in Nijmegen and in the Netherlands at large. However, their validity is limited in other 

political and legal contexts. 

3.7.2. Replicability of the study  

To this end, to ensure the replicability and transparency, the methodology chosen to 

address the research objectives of this study has been laid out in Chapter 3 and the 

theories that informed content analyses have been presented in Chapter 2. This 

includes:  

• Protocols followed during the QMS 

• Criteria included in the conceptual framework to identify LVC instruments 

adequate for BGI implementation 

• Parameters followed for the case study selection 

• List of the (types of) stakeholders interviewed – since identity cannot be made 

public, this study can be replicated interviewing the same types of stakeholders 

interviewed here 

• List of the (types of) international experts interviewed (commentary same as 

above) 

• Theories and conceptual framework that have guided content analysis 
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• Other sources of data such as official reports, legislation, site observations. 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) explain that adhering to canons of research quality 

inherently applied in quantitative research, such as objectivity, validity and replicability 

would inhibit theorizing and the capacity of inductive qualitative research. In this study, 

an iterative process of data gathering and analysis has underlined the whole case 

study research. Preliminaryss study of official documents and first interviews have 

informed the selection of other stakeholders to be interviewed and shaped interview 

questions. Data collection through interview with stakeholders was carried out through 

two phases, to tackle any questions arising during analysis. To this end, a complete 

replicability of this part of the study might not be possible, as questions and codes 

arose organically throughout the data collection and analysis period. Nevertheless, 

interviews proceeded until saturation was reached, in terms of facilitating and 

constraining factors. 

 

3.7.3. Limitations 

This section expounds the limitations of this study, which should be read in conjunction 

with the research parameters and scope presented in Chapter 1 and opportunities for 

further research presented in the following section.  

An early decision was to investigate only BGI in relation to only inland flooding. 

Considering the differences between coastal and inland flood risk management, as 

well as the difference between coastal and inland property markets, some of the 

findings of this study might not be applicable for coastal areas. This distinction can be 

considered arbitrary for delta locations like the Netherlands, where FRM interventions 

on the coast and inland are interrelated.  

This study deliberately focused only on residential property markets. However, 

waterfront properties are often occupied by mixed uses, which include commercial 

uses such as retail, hotels and so on. This means that waterfront premiums are 

capitalized in rental values of properties other than residential. As property markets of 

non-residential uses operate differently from residential markets, findings in Chapter 

4 might not transferable to other types of markets.  

Some limitations of this study are related to data availability and language related 

restrictions. The qualitative meta-synthesis covers only studies published in English. 
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As a result there is a higher incidence of studies conducted in anglophone countries 

such as US, Australia and UK. The same is true for the interviewed international 

experts. Four out of six interviewed experts are based in English speaking countries 

(US and UK). Different legal and political frameworks, different associations to water 

(sometimes considered a source of pollution) and green spaces, as well as different 

interactions in the real estate sector (considering the informality dimension in some 

cases) can affect the validity of these findings in other parts of the world.  

The investigation of BGI implementation and active land policy focuses on three 

adjacent case studies located in Nijmegen. This choice was motivated, or rather 

limited, by the lack of other cases in which a large scale BGI was implemented 

adjacent to an active land policy development. To mitigate the limitations of focusing 

on one location, efforts have been made to scrutinize the larger national water and 

land policy framework. Hence the discourse, rules of the game and resources are 

discussed also to the whole country. However, the social network configuration of the 

three cases remains representative of  only these specific cases. 

The SNA is based on data collected through official reports, triangulated with 

interviews with key stakeholders. This data covers official interactions between these 

actors and lacks information on informal interactions, which sometimes reveal different 

power dynamics. Concurrently, interactions between the municipality and citizens, 

have been recorded only once in the three SNA analyses, although potentially these 

interactions must have been more frequent. Complementing these analyses with data 

on informal information flows, verbal agreements, informal meetings and interactions 

would undoubtedly reveal a more complex network and power dynamic. 

In line with the above, public institutions such as the municipality of Nijmegen, have 

been represented as a whole without allowing for further granularity, in terms of 

representation through the main directories within the institution. A closer investigation 

of the internal frictions that the role of the ‘municipality wearing two hats’ instigates 

would be of interest for a better understanding of the decision making process.  

Due to GDPR related restrictions, the author has not been able to identify the 

expropriated landowners and interview them. Information related to the citizens’ 

positioning in each one of the project has been accessed through researchers working 

in the area and official reports, not through direct conversations with interested parties.  
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When negotiating with private developers, the municipalities, including Nijmegen, 

prefer to establish agreements through private law contract, rather than making use of 

statutory planning law (Needham, 2016a). To the best of the author’s knowledge and 

based on interviews conducted with members of the municipality and developers (I14-

M, I28-M, I30-M, I10-PD, I19-PD) such legal and financial agreements between the 

various partners are not publicly available and were not made available for this 

research.  

3.8. Introduction of three case studies 
 

3.8.1. Room for the Waal 

 

The city of Nijmegen has attracted a lot of international attention as a result of the 

implementation of a dike relocation and river rehabilitation project “Room for Waal”. 

The focus of this investigation is to examine how land value, created by “Room for the 

Waal” is captured and to identify and examine the main factors that constrain the 

financing of BGI, such as “Room for the Waal” through this captured land value via 

Active Land Policy. For this reason, two urban development projects adjacent to 

“Room for the Waal” are also part of this investigation, namely “Waalsprong” and 

“Waalfront”.  
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Figure 40 Three case study projects locations: Waalsprong, Room for the Waal and Waalfront, in Njmegen Municipality (Source: Author)
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Room for the Waal, also known as the dike relocation project, is one of the 34 regional 

projects selected for the Room for the River Program, launched by the Government of 

Netherlands in 2007(UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013).  Of the 9 different 

types of interventions to make room for water in this program, Room for the Waal  

consisted of  relocating the Waal dike in Lent and constructing an ancillary channel, 

making room for more water in this location where the River Waal sharply bends 

creating a bottleneck, which threatened the city in the floods of 1993 and 1995 

(Municipality of Nijmegen, 2011). This intervention was coupled with the creation of an 

island in the Waal and the rehabilitation of both sides of the riverbed, resulting in an 

urban park accommodating recreational activities, nature, culture and water in the 

heart of Nijmegen. While calculations by the ministry to increase the discharge 

capacity of the river system with an additional 1,000 m3/s started in early 2000, 

followed by elaboration of options by Rijkswaterstaat and political discussions at local 

level, the political agreement for Room for the Waal was reached in 2007, when the 

Municipality of Nijmegen also took lead in the implementation of this project 

(Timmermans et al., 2018). Concurrently, the Central Government also financed a new 

city bridge over the river Waal, aiming to improve the connectivity between both sides 

of the river and address the traffic bottleneck in the main city entrance bridge.    
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Figure 41 3D Render of Room for the Waal project (Source Municipality of Nijmegen) 

 

3.8.2. Waalsprong 

 

In 1995, when the Municipality of Nijmegen decided to ‘jump the river’ and build the 

planned 12,000 homes for 30,000 inhabitants, it was projected that this urban 

development program would be fully implemented by 2016. Plans for the Waalsprong 

solidified in the Fourth National Policy Document on Spatial Planning (see Appendix 

1) in which the Central Government wanted to address housing shortage challenges 

through a national action plan: designating large new residential areas, also known as 

Vinex locations. Waalsprong area, including the existing village of Lent, covers an 

overall area of 1,300 hectares (1,700 football fields), and is considered a difficult 

location due to  its size, infrastructure in the area (including high-voltage lines), and 

existing developments such as housing in lent, natural values and a number of 

greenhouses (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014).  As many other Vinex  locations, 

Waalsprong urban development project was initially implemented through a public 

private joint venture scheme, which foresaw the collaboration between the Municipality 

of Nijmegen, private property developers and housing associations, jointly establishing 

the Joint Exploitation Company  (Gemeenschappelijke Exploitatie Maatschappij – 
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GEM).  This arrangement  was coupled with a financial scheme which allowed for land 

to be acquired, infrastructure and services to be provided and land for housing to be 

sold. The costs of public services and infrastructure in the area are to be  covered 

through the profits generated by the sale of serviced land for housing to construction 

companies (albeit supported by central government subsidies for infrastructure of 

national importance).  The GEM was dissolved in 2013 and since then the Municipality 

of Nijmegen is the only partner responsible for the land development of Waalsprong. 

The new projected deadline for the whole Waalsprong site is 2029, when more than a 

fifth of the residents of Nijmegen are expected to live in Waalsprong (Municipality of 

Nijmegen, 2021a).  

 

Figure 42 3D Render of Waalhoven, part of Waalsprong (Source:(Municipality of Nijmegen, 

2021a)) 

3.8.3. Waalfront 

 

Waalfront urban development project started in 2015, with the establishment of a 

limited partnership company OB Waalfront (OBW) between the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and a private property development company (BPD) on a 50%-50% basis.  

The goal of OBW is to develop the area of Waalfront through land and building 

acquisition, preparation of land development plans, implementation of public 
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infrastructure and services and issuance of land for housing and associated facilities. 

Similar to Waalsprong, this 50%-50% agreement means that decision making takes 

place jointly, as well as financing and risk are shared jointly (Municipality of Nijmegen, 

2020a).  

 

Figure 43 3D Render of Waalfront (Source: Regional manager of a property development 

company in Nijmegen,  I10-PD) 

 

 

3.9. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter presented the methodology implemented in each step of the empirical 

research conducted for this thesis. It initially outlined the research ethics and 

positionality, followed by the overall design of the research. The protocols followed to 

conduct the Qualitative Meta-Synthesis were presented seeking to assure the 

replicability of parts of the study. Additionally, the application of PAA and SNA 

frameworks in the three case studies were discussed. This Chapter concludes with 

deliberations on the research quality and the introduction of the three case studies.  
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Chapter 4 - Come hell or high-water, prices will not go down? A 

qualitative meta-synthesis of residential property markets' 

reaction to flood risk and flood events 
 

4.1. Introduction 

 

While classic economic theory suggests that in an efficient housing markets, 

residential properties facing flood risk should suffer a price discount, the reality of this 

relationship is more complex. Literature reviewed in chapter 2 presents empirical 

findings that not only challenge this theoretical assumption, but also present 

contradictory findings in different contexts. Understanding how flood risk and flood 

events affect the residential property market is imperative in any land value capture 

discourse. There is a gap in literature, evidenced in chapter 2, with regards to critically 

analysing the factors that affect the way residential property markets react to flood 

risk/events. This chapter systematically identifies and analyses these factors.  

This chapter explores the factors that affect 1) the way that residential property 

markets react to inland flood risk and flood events globally and 2) the accuracy with 

which empirical studies evaluate this relationship. The research method presented 

here is a qualitative meta-synthesis (QMS), carried out as described in Chapter 3. 

From property market inelasticity (Lux et al., 2017) to flood risk misconceptions 

(Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018) to publication bias (Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 

2018), the factors influencing the discrepancies in findings in different empirical studies 

have posed questions of internal reliability of the selected methods of data collection. 

Since the majority of research on the effect of floodplain location on residential 

property market is conducted in areas that have experienced recent flood events, most 

of these studies combine the impact of flood events and flood risk on the market 

together in the same study, although through separate variables.  

The remainder of this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 4.2 describes in detail 

the studies covered by this Qualitative meta-synthesis (QMS), followed by Section 4.3 

which summarizes the main trends of how residential property markets react to flood 

risk/events, based on the studies covered here. Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present the 
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findings in terms of identified factors that affect the way residential property markets 

react to flood risk/events. Section 4.4. focuses on epistemological factors, meaning it 

reflects on how the methodology and quality of empirical studies affect their findings 

and the degree to which these findings reflect reality. Sections 4.5. and 4.6. present 

ontological factors that cause diversity in the way Residential Property Markets react 

to flood risk/events in the real world. Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 reflect findings from 

both the QMS and expert interviews. International expert interviews with key authors 

covered by this QMS have validated these findings and supported their interpretation. 

Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.  

4.2. Description of articles analysed 
 

Following the established study protocol described in Chapter 3, 92 articles which 

focused on investigating the relationship between either Flood Risk or Flood Events 

(or both) and Residential Property Markets were finally selected as part of this 

Qualitative meta-synthesis. This database is composed of articles written over the last 

40 years, from 1978 (Barnard, 1978) to 2021 (Mahaprashasta, Mukhopadhyay and 

Pattanayak, 2021). More than 70% of the articles analysed are published during the 

last decade.  

 

Graph 1 Publication period of articles analysed in this QMS 

The majority of the work reviewed and selected for the final database consists of 

published articles and book chapters. However, a conscious effort was made to also 
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include unpublished work when it was considered relevant. Grey literature too often 

gets neglected, and it remains unpublished as not all stakeholders are in a position to 

shoulder the burden of a fully-fledged peer-review process. Hence, 9 articles/papers 

included in the final database fall into the 'grey literature' category, including 

conference proceedings, working and unpublished papers (Bartosova, Clark and 

Novotny, 2000; Dei-Tutu, 2002; Matczak, Manczak and Kundzewicz, 2007; Aliyu, 

Muhammad and Baba, 2016; Gharbia et al., 2016; Inoue and Daisuke, 2017; 

Anderson et al., 2019; Abd Hamid, Mar Iman and Sathiamurthy, 2020; Reich, 2020; 

Zulkarnain et al., 2020). Amongst the most popular journals for published work of this 

topic are Land Economics (9 articles of the database), Land Use Policy (4 articles), 

Southern Economic Journal (3 articles) and Housing Studies (3 articles).  

With the exception of 9 articles6, the rest consist of empirical studies in one or several 

locations within a city, several cities or country (sometimes continent) wide studies, 

such as across the EU (Haer et al., 2020), across US (Holway and Raymond, 1990; 

Fan and Davlasheridze, 2016; Miller, Gabe and Sklarz, 2019), across UK (Lamond, 

Proverbs and Hammond, 2010; Belanger and Bourdeau-Brien, 2018; Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2018), across France (Mauroux, 2018), across Czech Republic 

(Cupal, 2015) and across Malaysia (Ismail, Karim and Hasan-Basri, 2019). The 

distribution of geographical locations of the empirical studies covered by this QMS is 

shown in Figure 44. The preponderance of US based studies is evident with 39 studies 

focusing on case studies in one or several locations there, followed by Australia and 

UK with 8 and 7 studies, respectively. There is an underrepresentation of locations in 

South America, with only two articles focused in Brazil and one in Argentina. Africa 

also only has 3 studies focused in Nigeria, Central Asia has only two studies, one in 

China and one in India and Northern and Southern Europe, Middle East and Mexico 

have no studies. Although this QMS covers a variety of locations, findings might have 

limited validity in the afore-mentioned underrepresented locations.  

 
6 Consisting of Literature Reviews and Meta-analyses 
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Figure 44 Geographic distribution of empirical studies covered by QMS 

Unsurprisingly, almost half of the articles employ one form of HPM as their 

methodological underpinning. The rest of the articles consist of quantitative analysis 

making use of Descriptive and/or Inferential Statistics, Meta-regression, 

Geographically Weighted Regression or qualitative studies offering specific or general 

overviews and literature reviews.  

 

Two studies offer a Meta-regression analysis covering 19 published works (Daniel, 

Florax and Rietveld, 2009a) and 37 published works (Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 

2019). The focus of both studies was to summarize and explore the wide variation of 

results amongst the studies they cover, as well as to obtain a 'best estimate' price 

discount to guide policy making. Although these studies elaborate on some of the 

factors that produce discrepancies in findings, the identification of these factors is not 

the objective of the study and it is not approached systematically. The same applies 

also for literature review based studies (Aliyu, Muhammad and Baba, 2016; Anderson 

et al., 2019), which summarize findings of existing literature. Differently from literature 

review, the qualitative meta-synthesis constitutes primary empirical research, with the 

unit of analysis being the studies covered by it. Each unit of analysis (each article) is 
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analysed thematically, identifying common themes and codes which inform the 

research objective it tackles. As far as it can be inferred from existing literature, this is 

the first study that systematically identifies factors that affect the way that residential 

property markets react to inland flood risk/ events, internationally. 

 

4.3. Varying market reactions to flood risk and flood events 

 

Rational Choice Theory would have us assume that residential properties located 

inside a floodplain would suffer a price discount compared to the ones located outside 

floodplains, and that the price of properties affected by a flood event would depreciate 

compared to prices before the event and/or the prices of properties that were not 

subjected to a flood event, ceteris paribus. However, residential property markets' 

reaction to flood risk and flood events is very diverse and there is an increasing number 

of empirical studies that present different and sometimes conflicting findings 

(Bialaszewski and Newsome, 1990; Montz and Tobin, 1990; Tobin and Montz, 1994; 

Eves, 2002; Lamond and Proverbs, 2006a; Kousky, 2010; Atreya, Ferreira and 

Kriesel, 2013; Bin and Landry, 2013; Abd Hamid, Mar Iman and Sathiamurthy, 2020; 

Hennighausen and Suter, 2020). While the first indicator that reflects the residential 

property market’s reaction to flood events and risk is price (discount or premium), 

results from the content analyses of the studies included here reveal that there are 

some other indicators that are used to measure this impact:  

• price discount 

• time for price recovery (bouncing back period) 

• time in market (time it takes to close the sale) 

• insurance uptake 

The following sections elaborate further on each indicator, explaining how each one 

reflects residential property market’s reaction to flood risk/events.    

4.3.1. Price discount and recovery period 
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The majority of empirical studies measuring the impact of a flood event/risk on 

residential property values will cover a certain amount of time to not only calculate the 

price effect immediately after the flood event but also the time for price recovery. While 

it is natural to expect price discounts immediately after an event that is not always the 

case or even the overruling majority in most cases. Lamond and Proverbs (2006a) 

have summarized the price change of residential property market after a flood event 

into four main scenarios: 1) no change is identified, 2) prices decrease right after the 

event but bounce back to pre-flood values after sometime, 3) prices decrease right 

after the event and start gradually increasing with time but they never reach pre-flood 

values, 4) prices decrease right after the event but they "bounce forward" after a while, 

surpassing pre-flood values. While the incidence of flood events having no effect on 

property prices or prices bouncing forward to higher prices than pre-flood is not the 

most common scenario, it has been observed in a minority of studies, as shown in 

Table 6 (Note that the table 6 below presents a selection of cases. For a 

comprehensive table of results see Appendix 2). 

 

 

Cases: 

2014 flood in Kuala Krai, Kelantan, 

Malaysia (Abd Hamid, Mar Iman and 

Sathiamurthy, 2020) 

2016 flood in Agege, Lagos State, 

Nigeria (Ayedun et al., 2018) 

 

Cases: 

1972 Tropical Storm Flood in Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania, US (Montz and 

Tobin, 1990) 

1999 Hurricane Floyd, Pitt County, North 

Carolina (Bin and Landry, 2013) 
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2000 flash floods in Barlby, North 

Yorkshire, UK (Lamond and Proverbs, 

2006a) (this result only depicts the 

sitation in Barlby, not other affected 

areas in North Yorkshire) 

2011 floods in Brisbane, Australia(Eves 

and Wilkinson, 2014) 

Several floods during 2008-2013 in 

Gyeonggi Province, South Korea (Jung 

and Yoon, 2018) 

 

Cases: 

1986 Levee break, Linda and Olivehust, 

California, US (Montz and Tobin, 1988; 

Tobin and Montz, 1988) 

23 floods of different magnitude during 

1984-2000 in Sydney, Australia(Eves, 

2002) 

Flood Risk maps release in 2009 and 

actual floods in 2011 in Brisbane, 

Australia (Rajapaksa et al., 2016) 

2014 Langat River flood, State of 

Selangor, Malaysia (Razali et al., 2020) 

 

Cases: 

1994 flood in Dougherty County, 

Georgia, US (Atreya, Ferreira and 

Kriesel, 2013) 

1994 tropical storm Alberto flood in 

Albany, Georgia, US (Atreya and 

Ferreira, 2015) 

Multiple flood events in Zurich Canton, 

Switzerland (Reich, 2020) 

Table 6 Scenarios and cases of the different effect of a flood event /risk in residential 
property prices 

Immediate flood-induced price discounts can be devastating, with prices being 

affected down to -44% post-flood for a 100 year floodplain location (Atreya, Ferreira 

and Kriesel, 2013), -65% for houses affected more severely by the flood event (Montz 

and Tobin, 1988) to 87% price premiums for flood free locations (Dudzińska et al., 
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2020). However, even in severe cases like these, prices commonly bounce back within 

a few years 3-4 years (Eves and Wilkinson, 2014), 4-6 years (Bin and Landry, 2013; 

Atreya and Ferreira, 2015), 4-9 years (Atreya, Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013) but in very 

rare cases such severe price discounts are present for longer periods of time 

(Dudzińska et al., 2020).  

In some cases, estimates of price discounts exceed insurance premium costs, 

suggesting that they reflect a broader range of costs including non-monetary losses, 

the inconvenience and stress of being exposed to risk, long term detrimental impacts 

on physical and mental health, as well as the spillover effect that flood has in terms of 

disruptions of public services, such as electricity, water and sewage, road and public 

place damages (Lamond, Proverbs and Antwi, 2007; Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 

2009b; Kousky, 2010; Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond, 2010; Reich, 2020). 

Through a meta-regression encompassing data from 39 studies, Beltran et al. (2018) 

suggest the following figures to be used as a rule of thumb when calculating benefits 

of flood relief projects and policies:Inland flooding points to a discount of −5.6% and 

location inside the 100-year floodplain points to a −4.6% discount based on 314 

observations. Some authors have noted that although in some locations prices do not 

fall after a flood event, a flood-induced price discount can be observed in prices failing 

to keep up with the growth value of the rest of the properties not affected by flood 

(Montz and Tobin, 1990; Lamond and Proverbs, 2006a).  

In terms of recovery periods, it is common for market agents to 'overreact' immediately 

after a flood event, with price discounts estimated below risk-adjusted prices while 

underestimated or even forgot in the long run (Hirsch and Hahn, 2018). It is worth 

noting that sub-markets are observed, not only in the heterogenious price impact of 

flood events but also in their recovery pace. Non-uniform recovery can be a reflection 

of varying degree of damage experienced by the flood as well as difference in 

household income, with high-income areas recovering faster than lower-income ones 

(Tobin and Montz, 1994; Rajapaksa et al., 2016; Zhang, 2016; Rajapaksa, Zhu, et al., 

2017). 
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4.3.2. Other effects: Time in the market and insurance uptake  

 

Evaluating the effect of flood events/risk on residential property markets only through 

the lens of price discounts presents a limited view of the various ways in which the 

real estate market responds to shocks. Withholding of sales until the prices start to 

increase again is what residential property owners affected by flood events often 

decide to do. Only 7 articles incorporated liquidity capitalization as part of their market 

analyses. This is manifested through a fall in listings in flood-affected areas or 

presence of a property for a longer time in the market, when sellers are unable or 

reluctant to absorb a lower selling price (Turnbull, Zahirovic-Herbert and Mothorpe, 

2013; Eves and Wilkinson, 2014; Dudzińska et al., 2020). One testimony of a resident 

interviewed puts this as follows: 

"We own this property. When we bought it seven weeks ago it was worth £90,000. 
Today it’s worth [£58,000]. How can I walk away from £31,000? I can’t afford to 
walk away from that." (Lamond and Proverbs, 2006a, p. 371) 

Hence what is not fully capitalized in price discounts, is sometimes reflected in lower 

market activity.  

Although counter-intuitive, it is only a minoirty of studies that report a surge of 

insurance uptake in the immediate post-flood period (Bin and Polasky, 2004; 

Yiannakoulias et al., 2018).  After Hurricane Floyd for instance, FEMA report a 24% 

increase in sales of flood insurance policies in North Carolina (Bin and Polasky, 2004). 

However, this may not always be possible or preferable. While flood events increase 

flood risk perception in the general public, it can also result in insurance companies 

redesigning their insurance policies. In UK for instance, the cost of flood insurance has 

not been reflective of flood risk for two main reasons: the information on flood risk was 

not very acurate and differentiation of flood premiums were difficult as a result of 

writing of policies in blocks linked to mortgage purchase. However after the 1998 

floods this method was called into question and the conditions of these agreements 

were revised to reflect actual risks and lack of coverage for properties located in areas 

of flood probability greater than 1 in 75 years if there was no plan of risk alleviation 

within the next 5 years (Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond, 2010; Beltrán, Maddison 

and Elliott, 2018). Similarly, in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, many insurers 
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restricted their policies on homes viewed as risky (Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010). 

Hence changes in insurance policies can make post-flood insurance purchasing either 

impossible or very costly and does not appear as a common market effect of flood 

events.  

Regardless of how the residential property market’s reaction to flood risk/events is 

manifested, be it through price fluctuations, change of time in the market, change in 

insurance uptake and so on, the results of the studies covered here point at non-

homogeneous results, from very negative to suprisingly positive market reactions. The 

following sections present the factors that affect these variations. Overall, 21 Codes 

were identified. These codes represent the main factors that affect the way residential 

property markets react to flood risk/events. Codes were grouped into themes in 

connection to the 3 main concepts emerging from theory which affect this relationship: 

Limitations of Hedonic Pricing Models, Bounded Rationality and Market Efficiency: 
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CONCEPTS THEMES CODES (FACTORS) 

 

 

 

 

 

Limitations of 

Hedonic Pricing 

Methods 

Study quality related CM 

Sampling 

Time of study 

Accuracy of assessing residential property value 

Structural attributes CM 

Selection of representative structural attributes 

Accounting for the quality of building at sale time, 

including floodproofing and post-flood renovations 

Neighbourhood and location 

attributes CM 

Selection of representative neighbourhood and 

location attributes 

Accounting for amenity value due to waterfront 

proximity 

Accounting for amenity value due to other locational 

factors 

Flood attributes CM 

The accuracy of defining flood risk 

Accounting for property specific innundation 

Severity of flooding 

Flood history 

Outdated flood risk information 

Market Efficiency 

Market elasticity and cycle 

Submarket dynamics in flood events 

Existing market elasticity and cycle 

Public policies 

Floodplain management policies 

Disclosure of flood risk information 

Flood damage recovery schemes 

Insurance Insurance market design 

Bounded Rationality  Cognitive factors 

Emerging from Theory Emerging from Iterative QMS 
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Flood Risk Perception 

Personal experience with flood 

Information dissemination and understanding 

Distance from water bodies 

Economic, social and cultural factors 

Table 7 Main concepts, Themes and Codes identified and used for content analyses of QMS 

 

4.4. Epistemological Factors : Limitations of Hedonic Pricing Models 

 

Housing is commonly regarded as a composite good which is made up of various 

distinct characteristics. Hedonic estimations facilitate the evaluation of the contribution 

of each characteristic possessed by one particular property to its total value of real 

estate (Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010). In Hedonic Pricing Models the price of a 

property (P) is modelled as a function of characteristics which commonly include 

structural characteristics (s) (i.e. surface area of the building and lot, number of rooms, 

number of bathrooms, quality), Neighbourhood and Location characteristics (n) (i.e. 

distance from the CBD, rivers, parks, public transport stations, average neighbourhood 

household income) and an environmental variable of interest, in this case attributes 

related to flood risk and flood events (r) (Atreya, Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013; Rajapaksa 

et al., 2016) as shown below: 

P = P (s, n (t), r) 

Almost half of the studies covered here employ some form of HPM for their empirical 

study. The HPM of these studies follow a similar principle to the one explained above. 

Naturally, buyers in different markets have different priorities and appreciate certain 

housing characteristics. It is therefore to be expected that the models will be different, 

reflecting the variety of the contexts they simulate. However in many cases, key 

attributes ommitted from the models and/or the way the attributes have been 

measured, due to lack of available information or for simplicity's sake, results in 

distorted and urepresentative models, which then produce unreliable results. This is 

where this study has identified some of the factors that affect the findings reported in 
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literature. Appendix 3 presents a detailed overview of attributes included in each HPM 

model in these 41 studies. 

4.4.1. Factors related to the quality of the study 

 

Three factors related to the quality of the study affect the accuracy of HPM have been 

identified here: 

4.4.1.1. Time of the study  

The average time covered by the market data in the studies reviewed here is 9.2 years, 

with considerable variations. Some studies cover a period shorter than 5 years 

(Bartosova, Clark and Novotny, 2000; Dei-Tutu, 2002; Lamond, Proverbs and Antwi, 

2007; Troy and Grove, 2008; Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010; Palagi et al., 2014; 

Egbenta, Udo and Otegbulu, 2015; Hirsch and Hahn, 2018; Jung and Yoon, 2018; 

Razali et al., 2020), some of which as short as 1 year or less (Macdonald, Murdoch 

and Harry, 1987; MacDonald et al., 1990; Samarasinghe and Sharp, 2010; Seo, Oh 

and Kim, 2020; Mahaprashasta, Mukhopadhyay and Pattanayak, 2021). Other studies 

cover market data for periods longer than 20 years (Kousky, 2010; Atreya and 

Ferreira, 2015; Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and Dumestre, 2018; Netusil, Moeltner and 

Jarrad, 2019). The temporal precision, in terms of what defines an adequate time 

frame to be studied – hence the extent of data before/after a flood event or before/after 

the floodplain designation and introductions of regulations, is a reason for diverse 

findings. Hence some studies capture the effect of flood risk/events over time and 

other studies do not. Albeit this depends on data availability, as Aliyu et al.(Aliyu, 

Muhammad and Baba, 2016) recommend, lengthening the time period of analysis 

improves the quality of the study and informs how markets are affected in time.  

4.4.1.2. Representative Sampling 

The sampling process is dictated by the transactions occurred during the period 

covered by the study, in the majority of studies covered here. Property sales give the 

most accurate indication about the actual fluctuations in price of residential properties 

affected by a flood event or flood risk. Nevertheless, when a study covers a relatively 

short period of time, sometimes the number of transactions might result in small 

samples of i.e. 50 residential homes sold (Egbenta, Udo and Otegbulu, 2015), an 
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average of 37 transaction per municipality (Mauroux, 2018), or 93 properties listed 

(Schaefer, 1990) resulting in R square values being low, meaning low explanation of 

the price change from the variables measured.  

There are studies which use data from properties advertised for sale and/or rent, rather 

then the ones being sold/rented (Pilla, Gharbia and Lyons, 2019). This choice might 

enlarge the pool of available data but it comes with the cost of lower price accuracy, 

as often the asking price differs from the sale price (IE4). Finally, some studies rely on 

records of property values estimated by city assessor’s offices (or the equivalent 

institution), as a way to gain more control on the number and spatial distribution of the 

data selected (Barnard, 1978). While this helps with the latter, it runs the risk of 

presenting outdated information, depending on the frequency with which these 

databasis are updated (IE4). Lengthening the period covered in the study could be a 

solution to tackling the problem of unrepresentative samples of transactions. This can 

be beneficial also because in some cases, the time in the market can be a revealing 

indicator as much as the price, as discussed above (affected owners deciding to sell 

their properties at a later time after a disaster).  

4.4.1.3. Accuracy of assessing residential property value  

There are two main methods of assessing a consumer's willingness to pay: the stated 

preference method and the revealed preference method. The first one relies on 

information collected through interviews or surveys explicitly asking consumers about 

their WTP. This could be a preferred method of study of an area in contexts where 

market data is not readily available, however as Pilla et al. (2019) argue, its major 

disadvantage is that it is unclear if the actual behaviour of interviewees corresponds 

to what they reflect in their interviews. The second method is concerned with 

measuring the actual consumer behaviour in the markets (Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 

2009). The revealed preference method informs research with real market data, but 

its main drawback is the difficulty in controlling the information shaping risk perception 

of individuals (Pilla, Gharbia and Lyons, 2019). Both methods have been widely used 

to assess the impact of flood risk on property prices. A third, less popular, method is 

insurance cost-based valuation, which as the name suggests, is used to infer on flood 

risk/events impact on real estate market based on respective insurance cost. This 
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valuation method is only applicable in contexts where a flood risk insurance market 

exists, and even in these cases it has limited applicability because not all structures 

within flood zones require catastrophe insurance, not all structures are insurable and, 

also, the insurance cost paradigm assumes taxational efficiency and equality 

regarding locational variations in market prices (Harrison, Smersh and Schwartz Jr, 

2001).  

4.4.2. Factors related to Structural Attributes selected for Hedonic Pricing 

Models 

 

Two factors related to structural attributes that affect the accuracy of HPM have been 

identified here: 

 

Graph 2 Structure attributes frequency in HP Models 

4.4.2.1. Selection of representative structural attributes7 

The average number of structural attributes included in HPM in the studies covered 

here is 7. Some studies consider a higher number and a more comprehensive 

database, controlling for up to 15 attributes (Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and Dumestre, 

 
7 This is not important for Repeat Sales HPM 
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2018) others, possibly limited by available data, present limited Structural Attributes, 

which affects the quality of the model.  The most common attribute in the structural 

attributes category is the size of the house, presented as either building surface area 

(in 34 out of 41 HPM studies) or number of bedrooms (in 32 out of 41 HPM studies) 

or both. It is also common for HP Models to include information such as number of 

bathrooms, age of the building, lot size, number of garages and quality of the building. 

Some studies include attributes such as presence of pool, garden or patio and other 

studies, in less developed areas, inclusion of attributes such as electricity/internet 

access is common.  

4.4.2.2. Accounting for the quality of building at the sale time, including 

floodproofing and post-flood renovations 

Although many studies identify "the quality of the property" as an attribute, this is 

referred to as materials used, and not to the condition in which the property is sold 

post-flood. As Zhang (2019) explains, one of the limitations is data about the extent of 

flood damage at a parcel level. Additionally, there are no studies which include 

information about flood proofing elements that might be integrated in individual 

buildings, which is especially relevant in locations experiencing frequent flooding 

(Belanger and Bourdeau-Brien, 2018). One expert interviewed explains that these are 

trade-offs between the opportunity to study a large dataset, encompassing broader 

geographies and timespans, and fine tuned indicators at property level, such as flood-

proofing (IE1).  

 In some cases, flooded properties sell more than non-flooded ones because of 

renovations and repairs following a flood event (Aliyu, Muhammad and Baba, 2016). 

Although identified by many authors as a  factor (Tobin and Montz, 1988, 1994; Yeo, 

2003; Aliyu, Muhammad and Baba, 2016), this has not been factorised as an attribute 

in the HP Models covered in this QMS. Failing to control for this through Structural 

attributes can compromise the findings of an HPM study. 
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4.4.3. Factors related to neighbourhood and location attributes selected for 

hedonic pricing models 

 

Three factors related to neighbourhood and location attributes that affect the accuracy 

of HPM have been identified here: 

4.4.3.1. Selection of representative neighbourhood and location attributes 

The average number of neighbourhood and location attributes is 4. This might seem 

a small amount of attributes however, depending on how well studies define 

submarkets, this amount of attributes might be enough to control for neighbourhood 

and location attributes. In one study for instance, control and study areas were 

adjacent and similar so neighbourhood attributes were redundant and not included at 

all (Schaefer, 1990). Nevertheless, some oversimplifications and errors are noticed. 

For instance, the main attributes included to control for accessibility is distance from 

highways and main roads, while distance from metro/train and bus stations is only 

accounted for in 4 studies (Gharbia et al., 2016; Inoue and Daisuke, 2017; Ismail, 

Karim and Hasan-Basri, 2019; Seo, Oh and Kim, 2020). This could indicate an 

oversight considering the increasing amount of studies that reflect on the considerable 

impact that public transport stations have on residential property values. Also, 

proximity to roads and especially highways, can have a dual effect, in that they 

increase accessibility but also produce negative externalities, such as noise and 

pollution, that lead to adverse effects which are reflected in property prices (Cobián 

Álvarez and Resosudarmo, 2019).  

Two of the most common identified attributes in neighbourhood and location attributes 

bundle are distances from City center (CBD) and from rivers and various 

watercourses, included in 22 studies each, out of 41 HPM studies.  Distance to open 

space and parks, as well as the average houseshold income in the neighbourhood are 

also popular attributes included in 14 and 13 out of 41 HPM studies, respectively. 

In many cases distance is measured in km and not in communting time and only 5 

studies give indications about the traffic conditions, which is considered a very 

important consideration according to an interviewed expert (IE2). In rare occasions, 

distances are measured as aerial distances (Samarasinghe and Sharp, 2010). Finally, 
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only 2 studies include indicators about School Ranking (Troy and Romm, 2004; Yi and 

Choi, 2020), which can be an important consideration for certain household in chosing 

their neighbourhood. None of the studies include indicators about neighbourhood 

safety.   

 

Graph 3 Neighbourhood and Location Attributes frequency in HP Models 

4.4.3.2. Accounting for amenity value due to waterfront proximity  

25 studies mention the difficulty in controlling for the amenity value due to waterfront 

proximity as one of the main limitations of literature evaluating the impact of flood 

events/ risk on property values. For example, Belanger (2018) finds that houses with 

a good vieware worth 8.9% more than other properties, while this characteristic is 

overvalued by homeowners whose asking price premium for this characteristic goes 

over 15%. Daniel et al.,(2009a) and Beltran et al., (2018) in their meta-analyses 

covering 19 and 37 published works respectively, argue that many flood-related 

studies fail to account for the positive/ amenity effect of a waterfront location. Failing 

to control for the presence of amenities associated to location next to water bodies 

often results in unrealistic figures that cancel out the flood risk discount effect in other 
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properties within the floodplain, incorrectly suggesting a lower or null effect of flood 

risk in residential property prices. In the publications covered by this study, distance 

to rivers and watercourses is measured in 22 out of 41 HPM studies as an effort to 

control for the amenity value, but only 6 studies have identified waterfront/ waterview 

as an individual attribute. Only 1 study consideres the % of water in land as an indicator 

of amenity value due to waterfront proximity, discussed below. This can be a location 

specific indicator appropriate for contexts similar to the Netherlands, where this 

indicator was used (Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 2009b). Nevertheless the amenity 

value of proximity to water is much more significant in coastal areas than in inland 

riverine landscapes (IE1 and IE2).  

4.4.3.3. Accounting for amenity value due to other locational factors  

Controlling for amenity value due to proximity to other attractive locational features is 

equally as challenging. 10 studies mention this factor as one that might affect property 

prices more than flood events/risk, producing counter-intuitive results. In Kuala Krai, 

Kelantan, Malaysia, findings showed that high flood depth corresponded with high 

property values, because areas with deep flood inundation corresponded with urban 

centers where property values were the highest regardless of flood risk (Abd Hamid, 

Mar Iman and Sathiamurthy, 2020). A common concern in many studies is the non-

uniform and complex interaction of different locational characteristics which influences 

property values. Key variables are not hard to identify, however measuring precisly 

the extent to which each contributes to property values is difficult, which leads to mixed 

findings from Hedonic pricing models (Shrubsole and Scherer, 1996; Yeo, 2003; 

Rabassa and Zoloa, 2016). This can be the explanation behind increased flood 

exposure as a result of growth of the building stock in floodplains, which sometimes 

correspond to central and attractive locations (Lamond, Proverbs and Antwi, 2007; 

Oloke, Ayedun and Ignatus, 2013; Jongman et al., 2014; Rajapaksa, Wilson, et al., 

2017; Abd Hamid, Mar Iman and Sathiamurthy, 2020). 

4.4.4. Factors related to Flood Attributes selected for Hedonic Pricing Models 

 

The majority of studies covered by this QMS, regardless of whether they estimate the 

impact of floodplain location or flood events on property prices, focus their empirical 

investigation in areas that have experienced a flood event in the recent past. This 
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increased interest for researching areas affected by flood is a natural aftermath of flood 

events. Hence, even studies that seek to evaluate only the role of flood risk on 

residential property prices and not a flood event, might fail to isolate the effect of a 

previous flood event, if not controlling for it. This is a general underlying drawback of 

every study covered here. Five factors related to flood attributes that affect the 

accuracy of HPM have been identified here: 

4.4.4.1. The accuracy of defining flood risk 

23 of 41 HPM studies use floodplain location attributes to measure the effect that 100 

year floodplain location has on residential property prices (sometimes 500 year 

floodplain location is also included, as a separate attribute (Kousky, 2010; Atreya, 

Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013; Bin and Landry, 2013; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2019; 

Zhang and Leonard, 2019; Hennighausen and Suter, 2020; Yi and Choi, 2020). The 

floodplain location is presented as a dummy attribute, which takes a value of 0 or 1 

indicating whether the property is located inside or outside the floodplain. When 

assessing the impact of flood events on property prices, attributes linked to inundation 

are included in the HPMs, including information about the time of the sale (before or 

after the flood event). However, this is not always the case, and in many studies 

(Macdonald, Murdoch and Harry, 1987; MacDonald et al., 1990; Schaefer, 1990; 

Harrison, Smersh and Schwartz Jr, 2001; Dei-Tutu, 2002; Bin and Landry, 2013; 

Cupal, 2015; Egbenta, Udo and Otegbulu, 2015; Zhang, 2016; Rabassa and Zoloa, 

2016; Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and Dumestre, 2018), floodplain dummy attribute is 

the only attribute accounting for flood risk, which oversimplifies the way residents 

experience flood risk and flood events.  
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Graph 4 Flood related attributes frequency in HP Models 

Another  factor that affects the accuracy of defining the flood risk is accounting for the 

risk distribution within the floodplain. This is a factor identified in 19 studies. 

Delineating a floodplain is a complicated task which often involves the development of 

hydrologic/hydraulic models. A 100 year floodplain is an area where the annual chance 

of flooding (or annual return period) is 1% (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 2011). However, 

the flood risk within a floodplain varies and it usually increases with increased proximity 

to the water body (Bartosova, Clark and Novotny, 2000). Therefore, in a 100 year 

floodplain the 1% probability represents the flooding probability only for the periphery 

of the floodplain, with the rest of the properties being exposed to higher risk (Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2018).  

 

As one of the interviewed experts puts it, controlling for flood risk through just a dummy 

variable is not an accurate description of risk: “After all, that line on the map (floodplain 

line), is just a line on the map, you know? To say this is safe and and this is not safe 

is nonsense in a way.” (IE3). Failing to recognize these differences and inclusion of 

the floodplain location only as a dummy variable (inside or outside the floodplain) often 

produces misleading results. Some studies overcome this by indicating subareas of 
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study (Barnard, 1978; Eves, 2002) and/or accounting for the exact location of each 

property within the floodplain through GIS (Bartosova, Clark and Novotny, 2000; 

Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018; Abd Hamid, Mar Iman and Sathiamurthy, 2020; 

Dudzińska et al., 2020). 9 studies, out of 41 HPM studies, have included attributes 

such as Elevation and /or Slope to account for this variation within the floodplain. 4 

studies reflected on this challenge by measuring the distance of the property location 

to the flood  source.  

 

4.4.4.2. Accounting for property specific innundation 

A very important  factor that affects the way residential property prices are affected by 

flood risk/ events is property-specific innundation. 14 studies highlight that specifying 

whether or not a property has been innundated can make a difference in the reliability 

of findings. Again, a number of studies fail to distinguish between properties merely 

located in a floodplain and properties within an innudated area, properties innundated 

and the extent of damage cause by innundation, mostly due to lack of data readily 

available (Atreya and Ferreira, 2015; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018; Zhang and 

Leonard, 2019; Yi and Choi, 2020). Failing to control for this attribute can result in 

skewed estimations, as floodplains and innundations place a downward pressure on 

property prices, while in some contexts, non-innundated properties experience an 

upward pressure in the market due to this comparative advantage against their 

immediate environment (Aliyu, Muhammad and Baba, 2016; Yi and Choi, 2020). 

Despite this might not always be the case, with exceptions of catastrophic events 

which can affect the whole community and hence proximity to affected properties can 

discount prices as much as actual innundation (Tobin and Montz, 1994; Yeo, 2003), 

this is an important attribute to consider.  

Out of 41 HPM studies, 13 control for location of property inside or outside of the 

innundation area, 4 control for flood depth and only 2 for damage caused by flood 

event. One interviewed expert points out that accounting for the slope of the terrain on 

a property level is an important indicator that helps apprehend indundation risk/scale 

on a property level. However this information is often not available (IE4). Another one 

explains that the speed of the flood is an important indicator in terms of damages 

caused (IE5). Some authors have managed to control for property innundation by 
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creating data subsets and creating groups of properties "exposed and inundated", 

"exposed but not inundated" and so on (Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010; 

Mahaprashasta, Mukhopadhyay and Pattanayak, 2021). Mckenzie and Levendis 

(2010) find that houses that were flooded from Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana 

displayed a higher price sensitivity to future risk.  

In addition, the cost of repairs and the extent of flooding was linked to the extent of 

flooding, which were inferred from the high water marks on the buildings. Flood extent 

and property-specific damage also affects the recovery pace, as Montz and Tobin's 

(1988) findings in Linda and Oliverhust, California show: houses that experienced up 

to 18 inches of water recovered to pre-flood values in less than a year, differently from 

the ones that experienced more severe flooding, which indicates that capitalization 

and recovery does not happen homogeneously in flood affected areas. All these 

differences can be cancelled out in a HPM that does not differentiate attributes 

accordingly. 

4.4.4.3. Accounting for the severity of flooding 

Severity of flooding is similarly an important factor that affects the way residential 

property prices respond to flood risk/events. There is an identifiable relationship 

between post-flood property prices and recovery period on one hand and the severity 

of flood, on the other (Tobin and Montz, 1994; Yeo, 2003; Turnbull, Zahirovic-Herbert 

and Mothorpe, 2013; Zulkarnain et al., 2020). 13 studies mention the importance of 

flood severity in empirical studies but only 4 actually measure the flood depth, 2 the 

flood damage caused and only one study includes indundation duration in their HP 

Models. Inundation duration, flood depth and water velocity are the three main flood 

elements that affect the degree of property damage; with some authors suggesting 

that flood duration is more important than flood depth for resulting losses (Chinh et al., 

2016) and others insisting on flood depth being the main feature to be linked with 

losses  (Montz and Tobin, 1990; Tobin and Montz, 1994; Yeo, 2003; Cobián Álvarez 

and Resosudarmo, 2019; Zulkarnain et al., 2020) (IE1).  

Another important attribute is flood frequency (as is also seen in the Flood Risk 

Perception section), as residential property values tend to remain low in areas 

exposed to repeated flooding (Montz and Tobin, 1988). One of the interviewed experts 
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pointed out that one common limitation of HPM studies in controlling for the severity 

of the flood is that the majority of such studies focus on only one flood event. It is also 

common that the flood event covered by most studies is one big flood event which 

gets a lot of media and policy attention. Hence it becomes difficult to estimate the 

effect of the severity of the flood in the market, since most studies do not cover multiple 

floods (IE1).  

“Most floods are small floods, the majority of them. So in that sense, we could 
say that many of the estimates of the literature will be biased towards the effect 
of flash floods rather than small floods which will be more often floods that we 
see.” (IE1) 

Finally, Eves (2004) points out another aspect of flood severity with high importance:, 

visual impact. Severe floods cause a high visual impact on the property buyers, sellers 

and overall public, which can lead to higher rates of price discount for affected 

properties. 

4.4.4.4. Outdated flood risk information 

 

Authors in 5 articles argue that the accuracy of flood risk estimations in some cases is 

outdated and as a result is not reflected in the property. Flood risk maps, which are 

often outdated (Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and Dumestre, 2018), can get revisited 

after a flood event, such as the remapping of flood risk zones after hurricanes Fran 

and Floyd in North Carolina, for instance, which saw 22% of parcels being rezoned in 

a 100-year floodplain (Bin and Landry, 2013). Unfortunately, this is not the case for 

areas which have not been subject to recent flooding, where flood risk still exists.  

4.4.4.5. Flood history 

Flood history in a locality has an important impact in the way residential property 

market reacts after a flood event. Tobin and Newton (1986) highlight the impact that 

frequency of flooding has on land values. Land values in locations exposed to frequent 

flooding reflect the short flood return interval and have no time to recover, remaining 

low (Fig.45 left). This would also be dependent on the frequency of the flood event 

and the ability of the market to recover (Fig.45 center). Studies modelling only one 

flood event will consequently not be reflective of the whole picture. 
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Figure 45 The impact of frequent (left), periodic (center) and rare (right) flood events on land 
values (Tobin and Newton, 1986) 

Hedonic pricing models work under the assumptions of agents' rationality and buyers 

and sellers access to complete and perfect information in an efficient market (Rosen, 

1974). These assumptions describe real estate market choices by households as 

utility maximising choices given the price of alternatives, for which households are 

presumably well informed. In a market equilibrium the marginal price of an attribute of 

a property is the households' marginal willingness to pay for a change in the attribute 

(Rajapaksa et al., 2016). In other words, the marginal price of floodplain location, all 

else being equal, is the households' marginal willingness to pay to be located outside 

of the floodplain, hence their willingness to pay to reduce (or avoid altogether) flood 

risk. However, literature suggests that this is often not the case (Schaefer, 1990; Tobin 

and Montz, 1994; Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond, 2010; Oloke, Ayedun and 

Ignatus, 2013; Turnbull, Zahirovic-Herbert and Mothorpe, 2013). The assumption that 

buyers and sellers' decision-making is fully informed and rational is at odds with 

theories from cognitive psychology and behavioural economics. The following sections 

present findings with regards to the ontological factors that affect the way residential 

property market react to flood risk/events.   

4.5. Ontological Factors: Market Efficiency 

 

HPM models assume that the study area is one housing market and that buyers and 

sellers have perfect information (Bartosova, Clark and Novotny, 2000) and the 

property market is assumed to be in equilibrium, which is not often the case (Pryce, 

Chen and Galster, 2011; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018). However, the impact of 

flood risk on housing prices is just one piece of the puzzle in the bigger scheme of the 

housing market in which agents' behaviour is affected by a variety of factors. Housing 
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markets can be inefficient and as a result, the residential property prices might not 

always be a reflection of consumers' flood risk aversity. Spatial fixity and durability of 

housing, high transaciton costs, housing supply restrictions and other state regulations 

are specific features of the housing market that can result in price inelasticity, also 

referred to as 'price stickiness' (Maclennan, 1982; Lux et al., 2017). 

4.5.1. Existing Market Elasticity and Cycle 

 

In this QMS two market related factors that affect the way residential property markets 

react to flood risk/events have been identified:  

4.5.1.1. Existing Market Elasticity and Cycle 

It is harder to bargain the price of a residential property in a 'hot' market. And the 

opposite is true: it is harder to find a buyer when the market is down, and sellers are 

at a disadvantaged position. Hedonic literature largely overlooks the role of bargaining 

as a price setting factor in the market - an essential element in an increasingly 

heterogeneous market (Harding, Rosenthal and Sirmans, 2003). Therefore, it is 

probable that the value assigned to certain house characteristics is subject to change 

over time, especially depending on the market phase. In periods of market expansion 

for instance, when the demand is growing but supply has not fully responded fully, the 

bargaining power of buyers is weaker and therefore their ability to reflect any diss-

amenity of a house/location through their offer price is lower, due to high demand 

competition. In times of strong buyer demand and supply shortage sellers have a 

better bargaining position and the market does not consider flood affectivity to be a 

major investment consideration, especially in rapid growing cities where land for 

development is scarce (Tobin and Newton, 1986; Eves, 2002; Harding, Rosenthal and 

Sirmans, 2003; Piazzesi and Schneider, 2009). Razali et al.(2020) describe such a 

situation for the state of Selangor in Malaysia, where property prices have increased 

steadily in the last 4 years, both in flood risk free and risky areas. One of the 

interviewed experts shared a similar experience: 

“Penang is a very metropolitan area in Malaysia. The houses there are actually 
very expensive, even though in one year they can be flooded even up to three 
or four times. But it's a flash flood, lasts only a few hours. The house prices 
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there are actually increasing every year. So it's quite different. It depends on 
the state, it depends on other economic factors as well.” (IE5) 

The same was true for a few locations in the UK (Lamond and Proverbs, 2006b) and 

Thames in New South Wales, Australia (Yeo, 2003) where flood experience had no 

depreciating impact on the market. One of the interviewed experts mentioned the 

occupancy rate as an indicator for the price elasticity in the rental market. They claimed 

that if there is high occupancy rate, such as i.e. in a university town, prices are going 

to be high regardless of flood risk (IE2). Another interviewed expert explains: 

“If you look at one of our studies, which wasn't looking at the line on the map 
(floodplain), but was looking at frequency of flooding, and found that even with 
frequent flooding, the land values didn't go down very much, because of hot 
market.” (IE3) 

 

Figure 46 Four Phases of the Real Estate Market Cycle (Mueller, 1995) 

High housing market prices are by no means an exclusively post-crisis reality; quite 

the contrary they have been at the centre of economic and social transformations in 

almost all advanced economies globally, briefly coming to a halt through the financial 

crisis of 2008 (Lennartz, Baarsma and Vrieselaar, 2019). Demographic and 

econometric growth, i.e. growth of the number of households relative to new housing 

supply, ease of access to finance, increase of buy-to-let investors entering the market 

pursuing high returns on property investment have all contributed to the creation of hot 

property markets in major cities, and less dynamic markets in more peripheral 

cities/regions (Lennartz, Baarsma and Vrieselaar, 2019). Flood risk clearly affects 
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residential property prices in normal or down markets. Such is the case in Sandomierz 

for instance, which is only built 30% and finding flood risk free land is not a problem 

and therefore flood risk is capitalized in property prices (Dudzińska et al., 2020). 

Nevertheless, general housing market trends can be controlled through housing price 

indexes, but at a more disaggregate level market fluctuations would be hard to account 

for. An interviewed experts explains what this means for the results of HPM models: 

“Once I had a conversation with the Environment Agency during which we were 
discussing my results and they asked me whether they could use these results 
for policy…And of course I would say yes, you can trust the numbers of the 
(HPM) model but translating these numbers into policy would require a much 
more nuanced understanding of the reality.” (IE1) 

Additionally, buyer and seller socio-economic attributes are also seen as agents that 

affect bargaining power. Harding et al. (2003) find that traits like wealth, gender, 

ethnicity and other demographic traits influence bargaining power in the real estate 

market. Women have less bargaining power than men. Wealth and income are also 

inversely related to bargaining power (Harding, Rosenthal and Sirmans, 2003). Hence 

what is attributed to flood risk/ event through a traditional HPM model, can in reality 

be a reflection of the market cycle and/or bargaining power dynamics between buyers 

and sellers.  

While it is not often the case that market elasticity gets included as an attribute in HPM 

studies, Market Elasticity and Cycle has been referenced as a factor that affects the 

property market - flood risk/event relationship in 17 articles.  

Only 2 articles attempt to quantify an aspect of the market elasticity by including an 

attribute "seller in a hurry" (Belanger and Bourdeau-Brien, 2018; Belanger, Bourdeau-

Brien and Dumestre, 2018). In other situations when sellers are not under a pressure 

to sell, housing prices might not adjust as quicky as assumed by theory even when 

new information is released, i.e. updated flood risk maps, often because sellers refuse 

to sell a house for a lower price than what they paid for it (Lux et al., 2017) and chose 

to wait until the prices bounce back to pre-flood prices or higher in a few years (typically 

4-5 years) (Montz and Tobin, 1990; Lamond and Proverbs, 2006b; Atreya, Ferreira 

and Kriesel, 2013; Bin and Landry, 2013; Eves and Wilkinson, 2014; Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2018; Hennighausen and Suter, 2020). 
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4.5.1.2. Submarket dynamics during flood events 

Sometimes the price fluctuations within the same area affected by a flood event are 

varied, with only properties directly affected by the flood event suffering a price 

discount, while other properties (near misses) retaining their pre-flood prices 

(Hennighausen and Suter, 2020) and sometimes enjoying a relative price increase 

due to a temporary demand increase as residents affected by the flood seek for 

temporary accommodation. Damaging floods which destroy a region's housing stock 

lead to a temporary supply shortage which results in inflated prices amongst the 

existing undamaged stock (Frimpong et al., 2019). Hence the submarkets created 

during flood events can react in different and sometimes contradicting ways, and need 

to be carefully identified and delineated when assessing the impact of flooding in 

residential property prices.  

4.5.2. Public Policies 

 

In this QMS three public policy related factors that affect the way residential property 

markets react to flood risk/events have been identified:  

4.5.2.1. Floodplain management policies and implementation 

Protection from flood risk is generally considered a public good, for which public 

authorities have a vertain responsibility (Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 2009a). The 

diversity in housing market reaction to flood risk can also be understood as a reflection 

of flood risk management policies in place in the respective context, either via the local 

or national government. Generally, policies that alleviate flood risk and distribute the 

related costs to all taxpayers rather than the beneficiaries, have a positive impact on 

the residential property market, further incentivising development in precarious areas. 

On the other hand, policies and measures that require property owners to front the 

costs associated with floodplain locations are followed by price depreciation in the 

areas subject to the policy. 

The presence of flood defences or the proposal to build such defenses can have a 

positive impact in residential property markets in flood prone areas (Eves, 2004; Jung 

and Yoon, 2018). In some ocasions, government interventions in floodplains that are 

not of a flood mitigation nature can also skew the market. In Gyeonggi Province in 
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South Korea, for instance, issued plans to develop a public housing complex in a flood 

prone area resulted in increased market prices of residential properties in the existing 

neighborhoods, although the flood risk remained the same and unaddressed (Jung 

and Yoon, 2018). Public interventions like this can implicitly give missleading 

information about the existing flood risk.  

Other restrictive floodplain policies, including mandatory insurance purchase, can 

maintain the risk awareness long term and have an impact on the sensitivity of the 

residential property market to flood risk. FEMA designates areas with a yearly flood 

chance of 1% or higher as special flood hazard areas (SFHA). SFHA is an area where 

the National Flood Insurance Program’s (NFIP) floodplain management regulations 

are enforced. This includes the owners of properties being required to purchase flood 

insurance if the property is used as a collateral for federally backed loans. Seeking to 

measure the effect of this regulation on the residential property market in St. Louis 

County, Missouri, Posey and Rogers (2010)  find that being designated in a SFHA 

reduces the value of property by about 8.6%.  

The implementation of floodplain management policies is equally important. One 

interviewed expert explained that part of the NFIP was a buyout clause, which 

stipulated that houses suffering flood damage equivalent or more than 50% of the 

value of the house have to be bought out by the government. 

“This was cumulative. So if you had two or three floods, you soon hit that 50% 
mark. But very few politicians were keen to say “you will move you have to get 
off the floodplain”. It's a little tricky, right? Because you want to be re-elected if 
you're a politician. So it wasn't enforced very much… Also, if you give them the 
value of the property, which isn't worth very much at that point where can they 
go? What can they buy?” (IE3) 

Policies tackling flood risk through revised land use and building regulations can result 

in higher costs of rebuilding in flooded areas (Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010). This can 

further influence the price discount of vacant land in flooded areas where new land 

use regulations are in place, more than for similar events in locations where land use 

requirements and building practices do not change pre and post flood. 

A combination of policies and flood events results in aggregated effects on prices, 

which makes it more difficult to measure them independently. For example, the 
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dramatic price discounts of 32% in a 100 year floodplain in Johnson Creek in 2012, 

Oregon can be interpreted as the result of the overlap of the passage of the Biggert-

Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act which increased flood insurance rates and a flood 

event (Netusil, Moeltner and Jarrad, 2019), making it harder to isolate only the effect 

of the flood event on the market. 

The concept of integrated flood risk management requires varied and multiple options 

to be taken into consideration, including different hard and soft measures as well as 

different intervention locations in a riverstream. The costs and benefits of river basin 

management policies are frequently separated spatially and are borne by different 

parties, with upstream landowners providing the service and downstream landowners 

capturing the benefits (Chang, 2017). This is another element to be taken into 

consideration as it affects the extent to which risk alleviation is understood by the 

public and then reflected through market prices. Perception of flood risk influeces the 

public’s positioning with regards to the apportionment of costs and benefits of flood 

mitigation programs, insurance and overall to the acceptability of public policy changes 

(Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond, 2010). 

4.5.2.2. Flood damage recovery schemes 

Resilience of residential property market in flood affected areas can also be associated 

with shifting of a portion of the damage costs incurred by flood events/ risk from the 

private landowner to the public, through various schemes, including damage recovery 

ones (Jung and Yoon, 2018; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2019). As Tobin and Montz 

(1994) put it, the length of the recovery period depends also on the availability of 

capital to fuel recovery, amongst other things. Information about such programs makes 

buyers less reluctant to acquire housing in a floodplain. Post flood government 

assistance can distort people’s attitude towards risk bearing (Bin and Landry, 2013). 

In locations where government relief funds are in place, housing prices do not reflect 

flood risk similarly to locations where such schemes are not in place (Yeo, 2003; 

Frimpong et al., 2019). While this seemingly benefits property owners in such 

locations, it can burden renters who are faced with rent increases regardless of being 

affected by flood (Yi and Choi, 2020).  
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Sometimes benefits from post disaster damage alleviation programs are not equitably 

targenting the right beneficiaries. Miller et al., (2019) point out that in the case of 

Hurricane Harvey, it was investors who reaped most of the benefits from flood 

alleviation schemes, since they are better equipped to navigate the systems of federal 

support and insurance.  

4.5.2.3. Information disclosure 

The release of flood risk information is also accompanied by price fluctuations. Many 

governments, such as in France, US and Japan, have a mandate to make public 

records of previous disasters and the associated risks. This is not always the case, 

with many public authorities failing to do so because of strong civil complaints that 

such action would depreciate real estate values in disaster prone areas (Jung and 

Yoon, 2018). However, over the past decades, the ‘buyer beware’ attitude has shifted 

towards that of ‘’full disclosure’ by the sellers, with more governments enacting ‘seller 

disclosure’ laws, which sometimes go so far as to demand sellers to re-provide 

information that is already publicly available, in an attempt to reduce information 

asymmetries between sellers and buyers (Shrubsole and Scherer, 1996; Pope, 2008). 

Simply making risk information publicly available is considered not to be sufficient, if 

people do not know it exists and how to access it (Zhang, 2010)(IE2 and IE6). When 

asked on the extent to which information disclosure affects the reaction of the 

residential property market to flood risk, one of the interviewed experts says “Very, 

very, very important. Disclosure is key especially for new buyers.” (IE6).   

The implementation of the obligation to inform buyers and tenants of flood risk, 

introduced in 2006 in France, had a heterogeneous impact in the residential property 

market. Whilst the average price of the residential areas concerned remained 

unchanged, for a certain category of properties including ground flood apartments or 

some municipalities where the housing market is less pressured, the estimated impact 

was negative and significant (Mauroux, 2018). Similarly, the 1998 California Natural 

Hazard Disclosure Law had a heterogeneous impact on the market, with hispanic 

communities being the mostly affected. Albeit flood risk disclosure being also a 

requirement stemming from National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) this 

requirement is only applicable for residences financed through a federal backed loan. 
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As Troy (2004) explains, hispanics are significantly more likely to originate their 

mortgage through less-regulated mortgage sectors where flood disclosure is easier to 

bypass. Three of the interviewed experts explains that residing in flood prone areas is 

often an indicator of the inability to afford wealthier and safer areas (IE1, IE3, IE5). 

“There's still remnants of the Hurricane Andrew from 1992, in South Florida, 
just south of Miami. One community never really came back. So, again, it was 
a poor area. Whereas what we're seeing in Miami at the moment, in the rich 
part of Miami they're raising the roads because of coastal flooding. And they're 
talking now about a 20 foot wall. Again, for the wealthy areas more than the 
poor. So I sort of move much in the research into this social justice of who's 
impacted by these policies.” (IE3) 

In some cases, albeit the law requires full disclosure, its implementation can be flawed, 

as an interviewed expert accounts: 

“My colleague and I were researching floods in California and looking at 
different areas. And we went around several years afterwards and we looked 
at houses that were being for sale in risky areas and we would ask that real 
estate agents “any flood problems with flood?” and certainly they would say 
“no”... So I don't think it is working as well as it should, but that might be the 
unethical behavior by real estate agents rather than the law.” (IE3) 

These findings indicate that the assumption that buyers and sellers have perfect 

information and hedonic prices reflect willingness to pay (WTP) is not always true. 

4.5.3. Insurance  

 

In this QMS the following insurance related factor has been identified:  

4.5.3.1. Insurance market design 

Active insurance markets usually increase flood risk awareness (Eves, 2002; Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2018; de Koning, Filatova and Bin, 2019) however this might not 

always be reflected in lower prices, depending on the insurance policy design. Buyers 

in places where flood insurance is compulsory for developments exposed to high flood 

risk will very likely account for this extra cost in their purchasing offer. Similarly, with 

increased flood risk awareness, after a flood event for instance, insurance uptake also 

increases, such as the case of North Carolina, where flood insurance uptake increased 

with 24% after hurricane Floyd (Bin and Polasky, 2004).  
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In some cases, the floodplain location prices are discounted more than the insurance 

premium. This is the case in which buyers appreciate that there are non-insurable 

costs associated with flooding events and this is reflected in their willingness to pay 

(WTP) (Dei-Tutu, 2002). However in some markets this is the opposite case. 

Investigating transactions in Alachua County, Florida, Harrison et al. (2001) conclude 

that the price discount for floodplain location is lower than the flood insurance 

premiums. This is in line with the view that real estate transactions are based on the 

higherst and best use value estimate, while insurance premiums are based on cost 

evaluations. An interviwed expert based in US explains: 

“Typically the requirement for flood insurance scares people away. It's other 
amenities that might ameliorate that a little bit, that might lessen the impact a 
little bit, for example if it's in a good school district, if it's a good place near work, 
things like that. But the requirement for flood insurance tends to scare people 
away.” (IE2) 

The decline in residential property values is also linked to the availability and ability to 

access insurance. Hence in areas where insurance is difficult to obtain, flood risk is 

reflected with higher price discounts than otherwise (Eves, 2004). This is sometimes 

the case in post disaster locations, such as in some areas affected by Hurricane 

Katrina in New Orleans, for which insurers stopped writing policies for residences that 

were viewed as risky (Mckenzie and Levendis, 2010). 

On the other hand, subsidized insurance can result in low or negligible price difference 

between residential property located inside and outside a floodplain. In a study in 

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Colby and Zipp (2020) concluded that subsidizing 

floodplain premiums by ⅓ led to housing prices that are 4.9% too high and more 

houses in floodplains than what would be the case if stakeholders had appreciated the 

risks they were taking. Subsidized flood insurance inflates housing prices and as a 

result, society covers the related costs. 
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4.6. Ontological Factors: Bounded Rationality 
 

4.6.1.  Flood Risk Perception 

 

Hedonic Price Models are based on the utility maximization assumption, which 

suggests that people act rationally to attain the maximum benefit from a specific choice 

or decision. Expected Utility Theory (EUT) is widely used in studies regarding choice 

behaviour under uncertainty (Brookshire et al., 1985; Macdonald, Murdoch and Harry, 

1987; Tobin and Montz, 1994; De Moraes Ramos, Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2011). 

However, empirical research has challenged the validity of standard economic theory 

of expected utility when it comes to decision making behaviour under uncertainty 

(Simon, 1955). A person's decision-making process, accounting for their limited and 

ability, requires simplifications of the real world which introduce discrepancies between 

the simplified model and the reality. This decision-making behaviour can better be 

explained through the lens of bounded rationality: a concept that implies that people's 

rationality is bounded so long as there are limits to their thinking capacity, available 

information and time. Prospect Theory best characterizes this behaviour, and has 

been integrated recently in studies focusing on individual's willingness to implement 

adaptation measures and determinants of flood-preparedness behaviour (Aerts et al., 

2018). 

A recurring theme in studies covered here has to do with the extent to which market 

actors (buyers and sellers) are informed about the risk and how they understand it, in 

other words 'risk perception' or 'risk awareness' (Barnard, 1978; Botzen, Aerts and 

Van Den Bergh, 2009; Daniel, Florax and Rietveld, 2009a; Pryce, Chen and Galster, 

2011; Atreya, Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013; Bin and Landry, 2013; Becker, Aerts and 

Huitema, 2014; Fan and Davlasheridze, 2016; Aerts et al., 2018; Belanger, Bourdeau-

Brien and Dumestre, 2018; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2018; Dudzińska et al., 

2020). An interviewed expert explains that not accounting for flood risk perception is 

one important flaw of HPM: 

“We know all about cognitive dissonance. So there's always a difference 
between what people say and what they do. So I think that's the hard part is 
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how do you account for this? How do you quantify perception, and how do you 
get the data for it?” (IE2) 

Content analysis of the articles covered here point towards five main factors (causal 

mechanimsm) which affect one's risk perception: 

4.6.1.1. Cognitive factor 

The information processing from individuals is often described as a dual-process. 

There are two systems at work in the human brain that enable the apprehension of 

reality: the experiential system and the analytic system. The former is intuitive, 

automatic, nonverbal and experiental. The later involves deliberative, verbal and 

rational dimensions. Both systems operate interact and simultaneously process 

information to shape judgements (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den Bergh, 2009).  

On evaluating risk, people commonly rely on intuitive judgement and the readily 

available information, which is often not official/ scientific knowledge. Tversky and 

Kahneman(1973) refer to this as 'availability heuristics'. 

 

Figure 47 Availability Heuristics (Source:(The Decision Lab, 2021)) 

'Availability heuristics' is a very popular concept often referred to in the flood risk 

literature reviewed in this QMS (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den Bergh, 2009; Kousky, 

2010; Pryce, Chen and Galster, 2011; Atreya, Ferreira and Kriesel, 2013; Bin and 

Landry, 2013; Atreya and Ferreira, 2015; Mauroux, 2018; Shr, Zipp and Economics, 

2019; Zhang and Leonard, 2019; Beltrán, Maddison and Elliott, 2019; Miller, Gabe and 

Sklarz, 2019; Hennighausen and Suter, 2020). It was introduced by Tverksy and 
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Kahneman (1973) to describe a cognitive heuristic in which a decision is based on 

information readily available, and heavily influenced by what is recent or dramatic. 

When faced with a difficult task that requires judging the probability of an event, people 

typically simplify these judgements by relying on a limited number of heuristics. One 

could estimate the likelihood of the occurrence of an event by assessing the ease with 

which they can recall one (relevant mental operation of retrieval). In other words, 

availability heuristics refers to a cognitive illusion that is influenced by information and 

experiences that are recent or dramatic and that are not necessarily in line with what 

can be measured (i.e. calculated flood risk vs. flood risk perception) (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1973). 

Heterogenious reactions to flood risk and flood events are an extension of how people 

overreact to flood risk or how quickly the memory of these events fades away (Beltrán, 

Maddison and Elliott, 2019). These are strongly linked to several other factors 

described below. 

4.6.1.2. Information Dissemination and Understanding 

The first factor that influences flood risk perception is information. While the disclosure 

of flood risk information was discussed earlier in the realm of how public policies affect 

the residential property market, information dissemination and perception is the other 

side of the same coin which is closely linked to flood risk perception.  

Flood risk presented as a probabilistic prediction is sometimes missunderstood by 

existing and potential residents. For example, a 100 year floodplain can be 

erroneously understood to mean that flooding is likely to occur once per 100 years, 

rather than there is a 1% chance of flooding every year (Zhang and Leonard, 2019).  

“There is some discussion whether people understand what a 1% annual 
probability of being flooded means. If they understand that if an area was 
flooded this year, there is still a 1% probability of flooding for the next year and 
so on.” (IE1) 

“If a person experiences a flood and they are told they live in a 100 year 
floodplain, they believe they will not experience another one, they’ll be dead 
before it happens again… in fact our use of the term 100 year floodplain was 
probably the wrong thing to do” (IE3) 

Similarly, Rajapaksa et al.(2016) argue that some consumers appear to not have a 

good understanding of their insurance policies. One interviewed expert goes futher 
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than that, claiming that often people think that they have flood insurance covered by 

their house insurance, when they do not (IE3). Hence while flood risk information might 

be public and easily accessible, this does not guarantee a good understanding of it by 

the general public.  

Pryce et al. (2011) reflect on flood risk information dissemination through the concept 

of Myopia: progressive discounting in time of information from anticipated future 

events. Information further than approximately five years into the future is less likely 

to be taken seriously into account and therefore less likely to be salient. Trust is 

another element which shapes the information dissemination. Since flood risk 

information is usually expressed through statistical forecasting models produced by 

institutions, which are often associated with the same power structures which exert 

social control, some parts of the public can be reluctant to trusting flood risk information 

and associate such information with attempts by vested interest of the public sector 

(sometimes in compliance with the private) to exert power (Pryce, Chen and Galster, 

2011).  Lack of trust combined with a lack of knowledge about the causes of flooding 

leads to a distorted flood risk perception (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den Bergh, 2009) 

and cynical views on science associated with it.  

4.6.1.3. Personal experience with flood 

28 studies refer to flood history of an area and personal experience with flood as an 

important factor shaping flood risk perception. In a study conducted in the Netherlands, 

Botzen et al., (2009) concludes that individuals with previous experience with flooding 

and evacuation have a heightened perception of flood probability. This suggests that 

buyers behave in reactive manner and their risk perception is altered by recent 

experience rather than scientific probabilities (Tobin and Newton, 1986; Lamond, 

Proverbs and Hammond, 2010). Concurrently, buyers’ and sellers’ flood risk 

perception can differ when flood events are remote, but there is a converging tendency 

after a flood (Anderson et al., 2019). 

A number of studies show that the property prices respond faster to an inundation 

effect rather than pure information (seeing is believeing) (Eves, 2002; Kousky, 2010; 

Bin and Landry, 2013; Atreya and Ferreira, 2015; Belanger, Bourdeau-Brien and 

Dumestre, 2018). Surprisingly, there are also cases manifesting a tendency of lowered 
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flood risk perception sometime after a flood event, although calculated flood risk 

remains the same for the same location (within a year in some cases) (Botzen, Aerts 

and Van Den Bergh, 2009; Jung and Yoon, 2018). This is linked to the contradicting 

features that cognitive biases exhibit (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den Bergh, 2009). This 

is explained by the assumption that if someone experienced a flood once, they would 

not experience another one again any time soon. Also known as Gambler's fallacy, 

this heuristic-representativeness refers to the erroneous belief that "an event is 

probable to the extent that it represents the essential features of its parent population 

or generating process" (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). For example, a large majority 

of respondents in a study believe that the sequence of coin tosses HTTHTH is more 

plausible than TTTTHT or HHHHTT, although all three sequences are equally likely 

(Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). However, previous flood experience associated with 

evacuation is related to higher perceived flood probability (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den 

Bergh, 2009). An interviewed expert pointed out the importance of the severity of 

previous flood experiences: 

“They don't want to face that kind of thing anymore because, based on my 
interviews, they had a very bad experience. You need to do all the clean-up 
and so on, all of your your stuff is actually suddenly disappeared, vanished... 
They try to avoid this kind of thing, “we don't want to buy any property that has 
a flood risk” is the general sentiment, even though the government promised to 
do flood mitigation.” (IE5)  

It is important to account for both recent flood events and flood history in order to fully 

comprehend their effect on residential property prices. Areas with a flood history are 

less likely to suffer price discounts after a flood event, since risk awareness in 

residents of frequently flooded areas is appropriate and stable based on their 

experiences (Tobin and Montz, 1994; Inoue and Daisuke, 2017). 

Pryce et al. (2011) refer to the process of discounting information from past events 

over time as “amnesia”.  

“In 1999 Hurricane Floyd was huge. I mean, it flooded large parts of Eastern 
North Carolina, and including Greenville. And people remember that, and they 
talk about it all the time. But memories fade. Even political memories fade. So 
now they're talking about building in the town, on the local park, which is right 
next to the river, which they turned into a park because of Floyd.” (IE2) 
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For lesser known floods, there is an important distinction to be made between 

individual amnesia and market amnesia. The latter can occur even whilst individuals 

have intact memories of the event, due to assymetries between individual accounts 

and information. For instance, existing residents are aware of the flood risks due to 

the flood history of the area whereas potential buyers coming from outside might not 

be (Pryce, Chen and Galster, 2011; Aliyu, Muhammad and Baba, 2016)(IE1). Hence 

the rate of price discount is not necessarily a reflection of flood risk perception of all 

the residents in an area, sometimes not even the majority, but rather the flood risk 

perception of the active market agents (buyers and sellers).  

4.6.1.4. Distance from water bodies 

Distance from water bodies such as rivers and lakes, as well as elevation of the area 

are negatively correlated with flood risk perception (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den Bergh, 

2009). Closer distances to a water bodies and a view of the water body has increases 

flood risk perception. This is not always the case with other natural risks, such as 

earthquakes for which people have no visual reminder.  

“In work that I've done recently, in the last 10 years or so, people who live near 
the Delaware River in Pennsylvania, they follow the river. I mean, they go look 
at it. And when it's been raining a lot, they'll go look and see how high the water 
is. They'll see the rock across there and say “oh, look where the water is on that 
rock”. And that'll tell them what the flood risk is. So they're very aware of it… 
my colleague calls this “the stick”, you know, even with all the technology, we 
have people still go and look at the stick in the river to see how high the water 
is.” (IE2)  

4.6.1.5. Economic, Social and Cultural factors 

New lines of inquiry that integrate hydrological systems and human responses are 

gaining traction, such as agent-based models (ABM) which is identified as a prominent 

method of inquiry in recent studies covered in this paper (Botzen, Aerts and Van Den 

Bergh, 2009; Filatova, 2015; Aerts et al., 2018; de Koning, Filatova and Bin, 2019; 

Haer et al., 2020).  

Higher income and higher education residents are positively correlated to higher 

willingness to pay for safer areas (Ismail, Karim and Hasan-Basri, 2019). 

Nevertheless, willingness to pay is closely linked to the ability to pay, which means 

that the characteristics discussed above might not be entirely a reflection of a higher 

flood risk understanding but rather ability to access more expensive residential 
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property markets. Troy and Romm (2004) explain that the incidence of flood zone 

properties in neighborhoods with disproportionately higher percentages of Hispanic 

residents in California can be explained through the fact that Hispanics are more likely 

to originate their morgate through less regulated financing sectors, in which flood risk 

disclosure can be bypassed.  

Quite the opposite of this is the situation in Calgary, Canada, where Yiannakoulias et 

al.(Yiannakoulias et al., 2018) find that higher flood hazard areas correspond with 

higher household income and higher dwelling values. This can be explained by the 

available insurance scheme across the city, where low risk households cross-

subsidize premium for high risk ones. The result of this cross-subsidizing scheme is 

that middle and lower income households, who reside in less flood risky areas, would 

be subsidizing higher income households in high hazard areas (Yiannakoulias et al., 

2018).  

The emotive connection to a location also affects residents aversity (or lack of) towards 

flood risk. One of the interviewed experts describes this while suggesting that there is 

a difference in behaviour towards flood risk between urban and rural residents: 

“For people in rural areas living there for generations, they will stay no matter 
what because of the connection to the land of their father or their ancestor, so 
I mean, whatever happens, they will stay.” (IE5) 

This connection reflects the intertwining of the work place with the residing place in 

some cases. The interviewed expert pointed out the difficulties of relocation 

communities if their residential areas are closely linked to their livelihoods (IE5).  

4.7. Chapter summary  
 

Housing markets can be a valuable source of measuring how public services, such as 

flood mitigation measures, are capitalized in residential property values. In many 

cases, such studies have been the backdrop of public initiatives that implement land 

value capture instruments to cover the costs of infrastructure and services. In other 

cases, these studies have contributed to cost-benefit analyses which inform evidence-

based decision making. This is less the case when it comes to studies that estimate 

the residential property market reaction to inland flooding. The existence of flood risk 
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in floodplain locations, or the negative impact that flood events should have on 

property prices, is not always reflected in residential property markets.  

Market efficiency highly affects the extent to which flood risk/events are reflected 

through price discounts in the market. Bargaining power of a buyer fluctuates 

depending on market elasticity and cycle, and a property dissamenity such as 

floodplain location is less likely to result in a price discount in a ‘hot’ market, when the 

bargaining power of the buyers is weaker. Floodplain management policies also affect 

market efficiency. Policies that alleviate flood risk and distribute the related costs to all 

taxpayers rather than the beneficiaries, further incentive development in precarious 

areas. On the other hand, restrictive floodplain policies, including mandatory insurance 

purchase, can maintain the risk awareness long term and have an impact on the 

sensitivity of the residential property market to flood risk. Also, restrictive land use and 

building regulations in areas exposed to flood risk can result in price discounts 

reflecting flood risk associated costs. Other aspects of public policy, such as flood 

information disclosure, flood damage recovery schemes and insurance policy design, 

highly inform the market and can result in low or negligible price difference between 

residential property located inside and outside a floodplains. In the longer run, public 

policies that absorb most of the cost associated with flood risk maintain and can 

exacerbate future flood risk in society. 

Factors related to flood risk perception and the agents that shape this perception 

complement the understanding of residential property price formation from a cognitive 

perspective. Although this goes beyond the scope of this research, important factors 

on how public policy and information dissemination can affect risk perception have 

emerged. Aspects to do with how public policy affect market efficiency and flood risk 

perception are important considerations when designing and implementing LVC 

instruments to facilitate BGI. The following chapters explore more in-depth the 

institutional regime within which Active land policy is implemented in relation to 

facilitating BGI.  
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Chapter 5: Value Creation: Room for the Waal and Water 

Policy 

5.1. Introduction to the main findings 
 

Appendix 1 sets the scene, presenting an overview of the context in which the Dutch 

land and water policy have developed, while also identifying areas of policy integration 

and discrepancies. This chapter presents the findings of the first case study, 

addressing Research Objective 4: To identify and examine the factors that facilitate 

and constrain value creation through BGI implementation, focusing on the case of 

Room for the Waal project in Nijmegen. The investigation of this case study has been 

conducted based on the four key aspects of policy arrangement, with facilitating and 

constraining factors emerging for each key aspect through a content analyses of policy 

reports and official documents investigated during data collection, interviews 

conducted with stakeholders and international experts. One of the key aspects of PAA, 

Actors and Coalitions, includes also the SNA conducted for Room for the Waal case 

study. In some cases, such as when discussing discourse and legislation, the whole 

program Room for the River is referred to, since many policy aspects have been 

established at a program level, and then applied to Room for the Waal. During this 

investigation, not only facilitating factors but also factors that hinder value creation 

through BGI implementation emerged. These factors are included in the findings of 

this chapter and are taken up again in Chapter 7. The findings of this chapter are 

summarized in the Table 8 below.  

PAA 

dimension 

Factors favouring value creation 

through BGI implementation 

Factors hindering value creation 

through BGI implementation 

Discourse Paradigm shift A temporary change in discourse 

Change in public perception through 

improved spatial quality 

Initial low flood risk perception by the 

public 

Increased investments  Green safety paradox 

 Path dependent policy programs 

Rules of the 

game 

Availability of legal framework for 

integrated flood risk management 
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Introduction of higher flood safety 

standards 

Introduction of higher flood safety 

standards 

Inclusive procedures  

Property acquisition through negotiation Property acquisition through negotiation  

Compensation to the municipality for 

negative externalities 

Compensation to the municipality for 

negative externalities 

Actors and 

coalitions 

Coalition of public authorities and 

decentralized implementation 

Initial opposition 

Strong municipality negotiation position No direct representation of Active Land 

Policy key stakeholders  

High institutional cohesion  

Power and 

resources 

Public funds availability Questionable cost effectiveness 

Creation of multiple benefits Unbalanced sharing of costs and benefits 

Table 8 Findings of Room for the Waal case study: Factors that facilitate and hinder value 

creation through BGI implementation 

5.2. Discourse 

 

Thematic data analyses of interviews on the discourse elements that facilitated the 

implementation of Room for the Waal has indicated several main facilitating and 

constraining, summarized in Table 8. While paradigm shift is the keyword of the main 

public stakeholders involved in the design and implementation of Room for the Waal, 

some stakeholders view the project’s implementation as just a temporary change in 

discourse. Low flood risk perception as a result of a considerable time lapse from the 

last flood event, contributing to the “amnesia” effect (Pryce, Chen and Galster, 2011), 

hindered the initial public support for a rather invasive measure such as Room for the 

Waal. Nevertheless, integration of spatial quality improvement elements flipped the 

initial negative perception. Increased private investments exposed to flood risk which 

often motivate the implementation of flood risk management measures by the public 

sector, leading to ‘the levee effect’ (Bubeck et al., 2017; Di Baldassarre et al., 2018; 

Haer et al., 2020) or the ‘control paradox’(Wiering and Arts, 2006), have been a 

significant motivation for the implementation of Room for the Waal. However the cycle 

of the ‘levee effect’ repeated itself, in what this study refers to as ‘green safety 

paradox’. Even though its implementation significantly lowers flood risk, it attracted 
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new developments in its vicinity which contribute to higher flood exposure and as a 

result, higher calculated risk. Finally, while a shift towards ‘room for water’ in the public 

FRM discourse was accompanied by policy programs as a roadmap towards this shift, 

it is not reflected at a similar scale in the later endeavours of Rijkswaterstaat and 

Regional Water Authorities. 

5.2.1. Paradigm shift or a temporary change in discourse 

 

In line with most literature written on Room for the River program, most interviews 

mention the importance of the 1993 and 1995 floods in drawing the attention towards 

fluvial flooding and the importance of providing long term river safety. The 1995 flood 

in Waal, Maas and Rhine caused the evacuation of 250,000 people (Figure 48); the 

largest since World War II (Cuijpers, 2020).  

 

Figure 48 Evacuated residents in Nijmegen, 1995 (Source: (Cuijpers, 2020)) 

Room for the River program has been often been associated with a paradigm shift, 

towards ‘living with water’ narrative (I2-RC, I3-RC, I4-WB, I5-RC, I6-M, I8-RC, I9-RC, 

I15-AL, I16-WB, I17-RE, I24-RC, I25-RC, I27-RC, I28-M, I29-M, I30-M). However, the 
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degree to which this new approach constitutes a paradigm shift is debatable, with 

respondents from the public authorities supporting the ‘paradigm shift’ narrative and 

researchers/academic respondents having a more sceptical position. Explaining how 

Room for the River came to be, a program manager in Rijkswaterstaat mentioned that 

their inspiration for the program was the 1969 book “Designing with nature” by the 

American Professor Ian Mcharg, which promotes an ecologically sound approach to 

planning and design of communities. This paradigm shift does not only refer to the 

concept of moving dikes or assigning more land for water retention, but also to the 

shift in approaching the water system as a whole and proposing holistic solutions:  

“But the difference with the old school method is that with that method you repair 
the weak spot. We now say, by attracting water (in an area) we don't do 
anything at that spot. But it's not weak anymore. The idea with Room for the 
River was to be able to apply an interactive approach, because they (the 
projects) interact. It's like the stafette at the Olympics.” (Program manager at 
Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N) 

The discourse within the public institutions also changed: 

“It was also a culture shock for people in Rijkswaterstaat who were used to 
decide as a state within a state especially in the 60s, (it made them) take a 
more modest position and negotiate with other actors as to what would be the 
best regional solution.” (Researcher and Consultant based in Nijmegen, I8-RC) 

This shift in understanding the nature of the problem has also been informed by climate 

change related challenges and acknowledging that grey infrastructure has its limits, 

even amongst technical staff in Regional Water Authorities: 

“I think the climate will be getting worse. More downpour of rain will lead to more 
high waters than what we had in the past. So we always need dikes. But we 
cannot reinforce them into eternity. That won’t happen. Physically because 
geotechnical engineering has its limits. So you have to incorporate the 
surroundings one way or the other.” (Technical project manager at Rivierenland 
Regional Water Authority, I16-WB) 

However, the ‘ecological turn’ of the Dutch water management discourse can also be 

considered as a position between the old ‘battle against water’ and the more radical 

‘system ecology’ discourses (Wiering and Arts, 2006). Hence this shift is viewed more 

as discursive than factual. Whilst acknowledging an ontological shift in how flood risk 

is understood by the main stakeholders, some respondents also debate whether there 

is a paradigm shift or just a temporary change in discourse.   
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“In that sense I agree that there is a shift in thinking that might have affected 
spatial planning and multi stakeholder negotiation in practice and land planning 
in general – not necessarily just the wet part but also the roads and life cycle of 
land works and water works“ (Researcher and Consultant based in Nijmegen, 
I8-RC) 

Scepticism around the degree to which Making Room for the River was motivated by 

environmental sustainability and climate adaptation concerns was also present. One 

senior researcher and consultant highlighted the economic motivation linked to the 

amenity value of water in the real estate market: “we can do that by making the river 

more economic profitable which they now call spatial quality” (I8-RC), whilst another 

researcher mentioned the legal compliance to EU legislation as an important driver of 

the project (Researcher and Consultant working closely with Room for the Waal, I27-

RC).  

5.2.2. Initial low flood risk perception by the public 

 

One factor that can slow down the uptake of FRM measures, including BGI, can be 

low flood risk perception of the general public. In the Dutch case, the awareness that 

more than half of the country is below sea level seems to go hand in hand with a proud 

feeling of safety and trust that the water authorities have everything under control. In 

line with findings in Chapter 4, availability heuristics (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973) 

was discussed by many interviewees as being the reason behind these contradicting 

flood risk perceptions in Nijmegen (I4-WB, I11-N, I16-WB, I17-RE). Two respondents 

mention that the successful management of flood risk over the past decades has 

lowered perception of risk in time, - the “amnesia effect” (Pryce, Chen and Galster, 

2011). As a geotechnical engineer from Rivierenland Regional Water Authority 

explains: 

“People know they have to pay taxes, and they are getting grumpy about the 
money. And they do not know the exact amount of work we have to do to keep 
our inhabitants safe from flooding. "Why are you reinforcing the dikes, we 
haven't had high water since 1995.” - they say” (Technical project manager at 
Rivierenland Regional Water Authority, I16-WB) 

5.2.3. Change in public perception through improved spatial quality 
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Different from the low flood risk perception, the appreciation of improved spatial quality 

was a factor that gained public support for BGI implementation. This resulted in a shift 

from viewing Room for the Waal project as a threat to their communities to viewing it 

as an opportunity, in terms of improved urban spatial quality. A program manager from 

Rijkswaterstaat acknowledged that combining flood safety with improved spatial 

quality was a leap for public authorities as well, who usually tend to be incremental 

and path dependent (I11-N).  

“But what happens with dike reinforcement projects is that they usually lead to 
a lot of debates because people don’t find something of their interest in these 
programs and oppose them. Whereas the Room for the River was able in all 
these projects, like Nijmegen, to appeal people.”  

(Program manager at Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N) 
 

During the implementation of Room for the Waal citizens’ positioning during the project 

shifted tremendously, with ‘Nijmegen embraces the river’ becoming not only the slogan 

of urban developments implemented by the local authority on both sides of river Waal, 

but also a metaphor of the overall public appreciation of the project (I6-M, I10-PD, I11-

N, I14-M, I15-AL, I16-WB, I17-RE, I24-RC, I25-RC, I27-RC, I28-M, I29-M, I30-M). 

“It is an example for international water management. We get almost 30 
delegations internationally who come here to see the project. Also the view the 
people had regarding the river changed.”(Stakeholder Manager of Room for the 
Waal at the Municipality of Nijmegen, I6-M) 

  

Figure 49 Media coverage of Room for the River program (Source: BBC and The Guardian) 

5.2.4. Increased investments in the area 
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Increased investments in the area was a major motivator behind Room for the Waal 

project (I11-N): 

“You should not look at the (flood) chance, you should look at the avoided 
damage. And so if you spend, for instance, with Room for the River 2.3 billion 
euro to avoid a damage of 300 billion euro, it's cost-efficient. And this cost-
efficient perspective is a bit cynical, because if flooding happens there is also 
casualties which is much more severe. With Room for the river you protect 4 
million people, which is a quarter of our population.” (Program manager at 
Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N) 

Interviewed participants indicate that historic government investment in flood 

protection and scarcity of available land are two main reasons which have increased 

the value of assets and investment exposed to flood risk. Such investments play an 

important role in decision making, being crucial inputs in cost-benefit analyses 

conducted by public authorities (Bos and Zwaneveld, 2017). The concentration of 

assets and people has also been detrimental in establishing flood protection levels 

specified by law (Researcher and consultant of Room for the River program, I5-RC), 

which is 1/1250 per year in the eastern part of the country (Kind, 2014).  

In this case, existing investments in the area have played the role of a facilitating factor 

for BGI implementation rather than a ‘lock-in’ factor, as the reviewed literature 

suggests is commonly the case with regards to maladaptation (Hegger et al., 2014; 

Kaufmann et al., 2016; Kaufmann, 2018; Wiering, Liefferink and Crabbé, 2018; 

Parsons et al., 2019).  

5.2.5. Green safety paradox 

 

It seems that BGI implementation has a similar impact as grey infrastructure when it 

comes to inviting more investments in its proximity and perpetuating the ‘control 

paradox’. Reflecting on the new developments in Waalsprong, two researchers 

working closely with land and water policy in the Netherlands (I9-RC, I27-RC) question 

the long term effect of the Room for the Waal project in reducing flood risk. Waalsprong 

project area which used to accommodate low density developments of village Lent, is 

currently the location of new high density developments.  
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Figure 50 high-rise buildings along the city bridge De Oversteek (Source: www.gelderlander.nl 

, © Plomp) 

 

5.2.6. Path dependent policy programs 

 

Room for the River program was in essence a program that reflected the shift towards 

more blue and green infrastructure in flood risk management, as well as brought about 

different stakeholder constellations and power distribution in the actor network (I4WB). 

However, one researcher and consultant who worked closely with the program 

highlights that this shift is not reflected in the later endeavours of Rijkswaterstaat and 

Regional Water Authorities. Additionally, they questioned whether Room for the River 

was more a green-washed method of delivering the same old goals (focusing mostly 

on water discharge quantities) rather than a shift towards more Blue and Green 

Infrastructure.  

“I think one issue is that Rijkswaterstaat and regional water authorities have a 
very quantitative way of approaching flooding. So they do their calculations... 
And everything left and right of these calculations is basically not 
considered…So they rely very much on these quantitative calculations that are 
related to the safety standards. Now this becomes a problem with green and 
blue infrastructure because vegetation is sometimes simply developing in a 
floodplain. And so currently they have approved a program which removes all 
kinds of vegetation in the floodplain.” (Researcher and consultant of Room for 
the River program, I5-RC) 
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Concurrently, some respondents suggest that Room for the River might have been a 

one-off program for blue and green infrastructure at this scale, and point at the planned 

measures of the National Delta Programme as an indicator that the shift in discourse 

is not equally reflected in practice. 

5.3. Rules of the game 
 

Availability of a legal framework in support of integrated flood risk management is 

considered an important facilitating factor in Room for the Waal implementation. 

Concurrently, an increased awareness of public authorities regarding the limits of the 

predictions of hydrologic models, as indicated in literature (Jha, Bloch and Lamond, 

2011) lead to the approval of higher safety standards. Interviewed stakeholders 

identify this as one of the main motivations for the diversification of flood risk 

management measures beyond the traditional defence infrastructure, introducing 

large scale BGI such as Room for the Waal. However, higher safety standards are 

also accompanied by higher requirements for reinforcing existing grey infrastructure, 

which draws attention and funding away from BGI.   

In terms of access to land, opting to access the necessary private property through 

amicable negotiation has had both a facilitating and constraining effect. On one hand, 

it has facilitated the implementation of Room for the Waal and addressed tensions with 

property owners. On the other hand, compensation values were higher than the value 

of the property at its current use, indicating an appropriation of part of the incremented 

value brought about by Room for the Waal project by affected property owners. 

Similarly, compensation to the municipality for negative externalities has facilitated the 

implementation of the project, since the municipality of Nijmegen was a key 

stakeholder on which the Rijkwaterstaat depended for the project’s implementation. 

Nevertheless, the positive externalities, in terms of quantifiable benefits, were not 

accounted for. These last factors have decreased the cost-efficiency of the project.  

5.3.1. Availability of legal framework for integrated flood risk management 
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In terms of water management, The Dutch constitution designates flood safety as a 

responsibility of public authorities, whilst further defining it through the Water Act 

(Waterwet), Article 2.1. (The Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1983; 

Ministry of Transport Public Works and Water Management, 2009). The latter 

elaborates what flood risk protection means in terms of standards, plans, measures 

barring activities that could jeopardize flood safety and measures that increase safety 

(van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012).  

The Dutch Spatial Planning Act makes municipalities responsible for the 

consequences of spatial planning in water management, in line with the EU water 

legislation (The European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2000; 

European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2007), and it stipulates the 

use of a procedure called “water test” to evaluate the water robustness of the spatial 

proposals. The Dutch Water Act makes the municipalities responsible for rainwater 

management, but leaves management standards up to their discretion, which varies 

a lot from one municipality to the other. 

“If you talk about pluvial flooding it looks different (from coastal and fluvial flood 
risk management) because with pluvial flooding the municipality has a duty of 
care.”(Researcher and consultant of Room for the River program, I5-RC) 

To this end, it is worth mentioning that the Room for the River regulations around 

property compensation were not based on the Water Act (which is the legal basis for 

compensation of private property affected by water management infrastructure). This 

is the measures of the project were carried out by different competent authorities, 

including the municipality which had to review their spatial plan and provided the 

spatial permission in their spatial zoning plans. Hence compensation was based on 

the Spatial Planning Act, which incurred higher compensation values, including loss 

of development rights (Interview with Lawyer and Academic, I3-LR). 

In 2016 the Dutch Parliament made another crucial step towards the integration of 

various pieces of legislation on spatial and environmental planning in one integrated 

piece of legislation, the Environment and Planning Act. Aiming to harmonize the 

existing rules on land use planning, environmental protection, nature conservation, 

water management and so on, this Act has integrated 26 laws including the Water Act 
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(Waterwet), the Spatial Planning Act (Wet ruimtelijke ordening), the Municipalities Act 

(Wet voorkeursrecht gemeenten), the Environmental Management Act (Wet 

milieubeheer), the Public Works Act 1900 (Waterstaatswet 1900) and the 

Expropriation Act (Onteigeningswet). With this new legislation coming into force in 

2021, all zoning plans including national, provincial, municipal and water board plans 

are integrated into one Spatial Plan, although different stakeholders still maintain 

different legal responsibilities (I15-AL, I28-M).  

5.3.2. Introduction of higher flood safety standards 

 

During 2014 - 2017 new flood safety standards were approved, which foresee the 

chance of dying from flooding of 1/100 000 year for the whole country by 2050. These 

new standards are based on the assumption that the probability of flooding due to high 

water levels is small compared to the risk due to failure of flood protection 

mechanisms, such as piping which can undermine the stability of levees (Delta 

Commissioner, 2014). A senior advisor at the Dutch Water Authorities Association 

comments as follows on these new approved standards: 

“I don’t know any other country in the world with this standards. London and 
Shanghai have a standard of 1/ 1 000 year, New York has a standard of 1/ 200 
years. And in our case it is 1/ 100 000, written in law.” (Senior advisor in the 
Dutch Water Authorities Association, I4-WB) 

All the interviewed international experts unanimously mention that one of the main 

hindering factors for BGI implementation is short term thinking, which one of them 

refers to as ‘myopia’ (IE4) especially by decision makers and politicians. This is 

especially the case for programs or projects that take longer to implement, since “a 

politician will not see the ‘return’ of that investments because they will probably leave 

office before it is implemented” (IE4). From this perspective, increasing of flood safety 

standards and the implementation of an engaging project like Room for the Waal in 

Nijmegen constitutes a rather isolated best practice (IE2, IE3, IE4, IE5).  

5.3.3. Inclusive Procedures 

 

Room for the Waal, as part of Room for the River program, brough about some 

changes in the procedures of decision making, pointing towards some institutional 
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shifts within the water sector. RfR program lasted for more than two decades and 

some phases of the process were more decentralized than procedures followed in 

other central government-led programs (such as Delta Programme). The Research 

Phase (1996-2000) when the program viability was  assessed was carried out 

centrally. The regional authorities, provinces and municipalities were approached for 

advice on how to implement the program during the exploratory phase (2001-2006) 

(Botger and Beekmans, 2017). During this phase, a hydrologic model was designed 

to help narrow down 34 projects out of 600 possible ones. This model factored in not 

only technical indicators but also cost-benefit analysis, to provide clarity on the value 

for money each project provided. In an interview with a program manager of 

Rijkswaterstaat, they explained that this model was not only used to facilitate central 

government decision making, but perhaps most importantly, as a communication tool 

to facilitate co-designing with regional and local partners: 

“We decided to use this (hydrologic model) with local governors. And if a mayor 
said, "Of course I support RfR but not in my community." We could then respond 
“Okay, let’s switch this project off (in the hydrologic model). But you have to find 
a solution on how to address our water discharge objectives.” And then you 
switch their neighbour’s project on. And then we gave him information, he 
realized what the consequences could be…What happened here is that they 
were transformed from potential consumers of central government policy to co-
designers. And if you are a co-designer, you start to feel responsible. It’s 
something different.” (Program manager at Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N) 

It was particularly during the design phase (2006-2012) and the implementation phase 

(2009-2019) that the gravity centre shifted more to the regional/local level, on a project 

level (Botger and Beekmans, 2017).  

5.3.4. Property acquisition through negotiation 

 

To deal with the private properties affected by the implementation of the Room for the 

Waal project, an administrative task force was established in 2000. According to 

Agreement No. ON-1421 (Agreement ON-1421 - Dike relocation agreement in Lent, 

2002) between the main stakeholders of Room for the Waal project8, the Ministry of 

 
8 State Secretary for Transport, Public Works and Water Management, State Secretary for Housing, 
Spatial Planning and the Environment, Deputy Mayor of the Municipality of Nijmegen, dike warden of 
Rivierenland Water Board, Queen’s Commissioner of the Province of Gelderland and the president of 
the Regional Public Entity Junction Arnhem-Nijmegen 
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Transport, Public Works and Water Management was in charge of covering the 

damage arising from the implementation of the project, including compensation 

towards the GEM due to the impact that the dike relocation had on Waalsprong project, 

as well as compensation for affected private landowners. According to this agreement, 

property acquisition should take place as much as possible on an amicable basis, and 

if not otherwise possible, through expropriation. Land acquisition was the responsibility 

of the Municipality of Nijmegen (Art. 8).  

 

Figure 51 Properties affected by the dike relocation in Room for the Waal project (Source:(van 

der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014), highlights by author) 

Overall, 50 private landowners were bought out to make way for the dike relocation 

project in Nijmegen (Room for the Waal). Additionally, housing areas were to be 

developed in the framework of Waalsprong project were postponed due to their 

proximity to the river Waal and they could only be developed after the Room for the 

Waal Spatial Planning Decision was approved. The negotiations on the amount of 
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compensation between the municipality and the central government, and between the 

municipality and private property owners, carried on even after the administrative 

agreements had been signed. In May 2005 the final compensation agreements were 

reached and the Room for the Waal Spatial Planning Decision was approved in 2007 

(van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). 

The compensation amount paid to the owner will be at least the present value of the 

plot and at most the corresponding future price (the price of a building plot) minus all 

costs to be incurred for servicing the plot (infrastructure and service costs) (van der 

Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). All the properties were negotiated and acquired 

amicably, with every property going through an individual and private negotiation 

process with the Municipality of Nijmegen (I6-M, I28-M). Data on the compensation 

values for each property is not publicly available, however numerous respondents 

highlight that the property owners were able to negotiate high compensation values 

(in comparison to compensation incurring from other public works in the country): 

“Property owners always argue about the calculations... Because it is about 
assumptions and it depends on whether you want to be an optimist or a 
pessimist.” (Researcher and Consultant based in Nijmegen, I8-RC) 

“The people who live in the Old City of Lent, which was captured by Nijmegen, 
they earned a lot of money by selling their plots to the municipality and the 
government” (Real Estate Agent based in Nijmegen, I17-RE) 

In short, the original owners of properties that were impacted by the dike relocation, 

through proper negotiation managed to be compensated higher values than the value 

of the property at its current use, appropriating part of the incremented value brought 

about by Room for the Waal project (I1-S, I3-LR, I4-WB, I5-RC, I8-RC, I12-RC, I17-

RE, I28-M). 

5.3.5. Compensation to the municipality for negative externalities 

 

Besides from compensation for the land acquired from GEM, compensation was also 

paid to the Municipality of Nijmegen for the planning adjustments required for 

Waalsprong as a result of the Room for the Waal project implementation (Art.12). This 

included developments that were delayed, development that could not take place or 

that needed to be readjusted, as well as infrastructure that needed to be adapted to 
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the new Spatial Planning Decision. All these elements were evaluated and 

compensated from the national government. This was then distributed amongst 

partners of the GEM, proportional to how much each partner’s properties were affected 

(Interview with Senior Advisor at the Municipality of Nijmegen, I28-M). However, the 

positive externalities that the project brought about were not part of these calculations. 

 

Figure 52 Island created as a result of dike relocation in Room for the Waal project, now owned 

by the Municipality of Nijmegen (source: https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/) 

 

5.4. Actors and Coalitions 
 

Findings from Room for the Waal reconfirm the importance of effective cooperation 

and partnerships amongst different stakeholders as a key success factor for BGI 

implementation (O’Donnell, Lamond and Thorne, 2017). Hence the established 

coalitions between different levels of public governance at the early stages of Room 

for the River program deliberations were a facilitating factor for the successful 

implementation of the program and its measures. High institutional cohesion is also 
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demonstrated by the Social Network Analyses, which indicates an increased 

collaboration and coalition between authorities that have historically worked in 

isolation on water issues, such as Rijskwaterstaat , Regional Water Authorities ad the 

municipality. Considering the local complexities of the  project, including the ongoing 

urban developments on both sides of the river (Waalfront and Waalsprong), the role 

of the Municipality of Nijmegen in implementing the project was a key facilitating factor. 

However, this institutional collaboration was anything but linear and findings from 

stakeholder interviews suggest different perspectives on how such coalitions 

emerged.  

Additionally, key stakeholders in Waalsprong and Waalfront, such as property 

developers and housing associations, were not directly involved in the consultation 

and/or decision making process of Room for the Waal project. This did not affect the 

implementation the project itself but it points to gaps between design and 

implementation of BGI projects on one hand and land development through Active 

Land Policy on the other, even when geographically adjacent.  

5.4.1. Coalition of public authorities and decentralized implementation 

 

There are five main stakeholders identified by the interviewees that were directly 

engaged with the Room for the Waal project (I2-RC, I4-WB, I5-RC, I6-M, I8-RC, I11-

N, I15-AL, I16-WB, I17-RC, I24-RC, I27-RC, I28-M, I29-M, I30-M): 

• Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) 

• Gelderland Province 

• Rivierenland Water Authority 

• The Municipality of Nijmegen 

• Citizens of Nijmegen and Lent 

In terms of decision making, the leading authorities were Rijkswaterstaat and the 

Municipality of Nijmegen. Gelderland Province and Rivierenland Regional Water 

Authority (RWA) were also part of the steering committee for the project. As consulting 

partners, they were involved mostly during the discussions regarding three alternative 

solutions (I4-WB, I16-WB, I21-RC, I6-M).  
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Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat): 

The Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management was the initiator of the RfR 

program and chaired the decision making for the selection of project sites. In the case 

of Room for the Waal project, the need to intervene in this location was straightforward, 

as a geotechnical engineer from Rivierenland Regional Water Authority explains: 

“To start with Rijkswaterstaat, it is responsible for river management. So simply 
explained they need to get the water from Germany as fast as they can to the 
north Sea. That's it. That’s their responsibility. Nijmegen is a bottleneck. And 
that was a main reason for Rijkswaterstaat to intervene there, just to broaden 
the bottleneck.” (Technical project manager at Rivierenland Regional Water 
Authority, I16-WB) 
 

Albeit the ministry being the sole financing authority, the process is described as being 

a bottom-up one by a program manager of the executive agency of the Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Water Management, also referred to as Rijkswaterstaat (I11-N). 

They explained that local and regional authorities were part of the decision making 

process, although the final decisions for the project locations were taken by the 

Ministry and Rijkswaterstaat was the main authority to oversee the implementation of 

the program. 

 

Municipality of Nijmegen: 

Once the location of the project had been decided, the municipality took the lead of 

the project and of the steering committee. This role included responsibilities on 

managing stakeholder coordination, communication with residents and citizens, 

adopting the land use plan and managing the permitting processes, writing ToRs and 

managing the procurement processes for the design and implementation of the 

project, supervising and collaborating with contractors and maintaining a constant 

relationship with Rijskwaterstaat (I6-M). This is the only project amongst the 34 

projects in the Room for the River program in which the leading implementation partner 

is a local authority. All of the interviewees agreed that this choice was partly 

constrained by the local complexity of the project, including the ongoing and planned 
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developments on both sides of the river, which can be better understood and managed 

by the local authority: 

 

“They asked us to take this role because this is the project that is in the most 
crowded area... We knew all the sensitivities in the area so Rijswaterstaat 
asked us to take this role. In the end it was a very good thing to do.” 
(Stakeholder Manager of Room for the Waal at the Municipality of Nijmegen, 
I6-M) 

“Meanwhile the municipality was developing in Lent, so the two projects were 
intertwined and the role of the municipality increased. The Regional Water 
Authority had a minor role in this case.” (Technical project manager at 
Rivierenland Regional Water Authority, I16-WB) 

 

Another reason behind the central role of the Municipality of Nijmegen in the 

implementation of the project has to do with managing the private property affected by 

the project implementation. One of the interviewed international experts (IE2) highlight 

the importance of the local authority when it comes to property buy outs and 

negotiations with local landowners. 

 

However there is scepticism around on the extent to which this can set a precedent 

on the decentralization of future water safety related projects elsewhere in the 

Netherlands: 

 

“I think in a sense, it's an isolated case. Because even if you look at different 
projects within the Room for the River program, there are very few where the 
municipality took such an active role. The other thing is also not a lot of 
municipalities would have the capacity to actually do this.” (Researcher and 
consultant of Room for the River program, I5-RC) 

One senior researcher and consultant explains that the choice for the leading partner 

is mostly motivated by pragmatic reasons. The goal of the responsible authority, in this 

case Rijkswaterstaat, is to implement the project whilst engaging with the interested 

stakeholders in an efficient fashion. Considering the scale of the program, it was only 

natural that Rijkswaterstaat would seek regional and local authorities to take the lead, 

to increase the overall efficiency and acceptance of the projects by the public, not to 

make it more inclusive: 
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“It is my impression that the governments have now become more top down 
than 15 years ago, when the Dutch were all talking about co-management or 
participatory management or multi stakeholder involvement. So that was quite 
hot for some time. In 2009 the Dutch Government published a report titled 
“Limits to participation” which I think says enough. Basically they want to get 
things done and in Holland things can take up to 30-40 years if you know all the 
administrative tricks on how to stop or delay a project.” (Researcher and 
Consultant based in Nijmegen, I8-RC) 

 

5.4.2. Initial oppositions  

 

Whenever the project-idea of a river expansion project in Lent was proposed to new 

stakeholders for the first time, it was met with a lot of resistance (I2-RC, I5-RC, I6-M, 

I15-AL, I27-RC, I28-M). When the Municipality of Nijmegen became part of the 

conversation for Room for the Waal initially, the city expansion project Waalsprong 

was already being implemented, and the Joint Exploitation Company which the 

municipality was a part of had already purchased land next to the river and was about 

to start selling it to developers (I6-M, I28-M). Hence initially the municipality was not in 

favour of this intervention. 

Similarly, when the project-idea was introduced to the public, a number of citizens 

opposed it. The citizens of Nijmegen and Lent were undoubtedly affected in different 

ways and scales by the project, which influenced the way they engaged with the 

process. In this regard, interviewees (I2-RC, I6-M, I11-N, I12-RC, I27-RC, I28-M), 

have identified three main subgroups: 

• Citizens of Nijmegen and Lent at large 

• Citizens of Lent in the vicinity of the project 

• Citizens directly affected by the implementation of the project (property owners/ 

business owners) 

Overall, the citizens of the Municipality of Nijmegen were included in the project 

discussion, once the location of the intervention had already been decided (I15-Al, I28-

M). The location of the residents, hence the extent to which they were affected by the 

project, influenced their position, with citizens/landowners closer to the project being 

the most outspoken opposition initially (I2-RC, I6-M, I9-RC, I12-RC, I15-AL, I27-RC, 

I28-M, I29-M, I30-M). 
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“Back then there was quite a lot of protest against it. So there was also a whole 
initiative of citizens that even got professors from the University on their side. 
And they were developing an alternative plan to the plan of the 
Rijkswaterstaat.”( Researcher and consultant of Room for the River program, 
I5-RC) 

There were several and diverse concerns that motivated this opposition, including the 

loss of historical identity, threat of expropriation and the worry of the water coming 

closer to their properties and affecting the underground water levels (I6-M).  In turn, 

the local communities offered two different alternatives that were less land intensive 

and hence less intrusive on private property. After considering these alternatives, 

Rijkswaterstaat decided to reject these alternative and stick to the original plan, as a 

longer term solution to flood risk (I2-RC, I5-RC, I6-M, I8-RC, I11-N, I28-M). 

5.4.3. No direct representation of Active Land Policy key stakeholders  

 

When asked about their involvement in the Room for the Waal project consultations, 

the regional manager of one of the main development companies involved both in 

Waalsprong and Waalfront development projects explained that the project was more 

sensitive for the landowners directly affected but not for the development companies 

(Regional manager of a property development company in Nijmegen, I10-PD). The 

development companies were not part of the project consultations. Interviewed urban 

planners and project managers from the Municipality of Nijmegen (I6-M, I28-M, I29-

M) also confirm that the development companies did not actively participate in the 

Room for the Waal discussions, but rather their interests were represented by the 

Municipality itself, as a project partner in both Waalsprong and Waalfront development 

projects.  

 

5.4.4. SNA Interaction Pattern Analyses indicate high institutional cohesion 

 

As explained in Chapter 3, this study adopts a whole-network analyses by including 

all of the main stakeholders identified through official reports and triangulated with 

information from interviews. There are two main groups of stakeholders identified in 

the process: the main stakeholders of Room for the River program, who were involved 

with Room for the Waal project as part of the program, and the main stakeholders who 
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were involved with the process of implementing the project. All the stakeholders 

identified are presented in Appendix 6, together with a brief explanation on information 

included in this SNA. In terms of interactions recorded in this SNA, otherwise referred 

to as edges, this study has included official agreements, creation of steering 

committees, exchange of information and capacities, negotiation of alternatives, 

decisions made, reporting, consultations, negotiations on property compensation 

claims and financial transfers. Data on the frequency of these interactions (i.e. number 

of meetings with one land owner to negotiate the compensation value) was not readily 

available, hence every main interaction has only been recorded once. The weight of 

edges observed in the graph is a result of different types of interactions between two 

stakeholders (nodes), i.e. the interaction between the Municipality of Nijmegen and 

Directorate General of Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat) includes negotiations on 

compensation for the affected properties owned by the Municipality, transferring of 

finances for the implementation of the project, transferring of compensation for private 

landowners, and so on.  
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Figure 53 Social Network of the Room for the Waal project in the Municipality of Nijmegen (Source: Author’s own) 3 
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Figure 53 illustrates the social network of Room for the Waal project, from its inception 

as part of Room for the River program, until its implementation. The network illustrated 

can be read from left to right, with constellations on the left representing central 

government authorities collaborating with other government levels for the 

implementation Room for the River program. The close collaboration between Ministry 

of Water Management and Ministry of Spatial Planning since the first phases of the 

program reflects the two goals of the program: flood risk management and improved 

spatial quality. Moving towards the right, the Room for the Waal project implementation 

is illustrated, with local level stakeholders taking a central stage.  

The graph illustrates the formation of some cliques - highly cohesive groups of 

stakeholders (Bonvecchi and Scartascini, 2002), such as: 

• (decision making phase) Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 

Management – Directorate General Water – National Steering Committee – 

Regional Steering Committee 

• (implementation phase) Municipality of Nijmegen – Gelderland Province- 

Rivierenland Waterboard – Directorate General Water – Directorate General 

Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat) 

• implementation phase) Municipality of Nijmegen - Directorate General Public 

Works (Rijkswaterstaat) – Citizens Opposing the project 

As shown in the graph, the Municipality of Nijmegen is a central stakeholder. The 

Municipality of Nijmegen acts as a bridge between two cliques as well as between 

these two cliques and the local stakeholders, including the affected property owners 

and citizens of Nijmegen at large. This position increases its influence on the network 

and decision making process, but it can also lower efficiency, in terms of information 

between two or more subgroups passing through only one stakeholder (Zedan and 

Miller, 2017).  Finally, it is worth highlighting an increased collaboration and coalition 

between authorities that have historically worked in isolation on water issues, such as 

Rijskwaterstaat and RWA and local authorities.  
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5.4.5. SNA Closeness and Centrality analyses indicate strong municipality 

negotiation position 

 

Social Network Analysis investigates the degree of influence of each actor within the 

network using centrality metrics (Zedan and Miller, 2017). This SNA adopts two 

centrality analysis: Closeness centrality and Betweenness centrality. Closeness 

centrality refers to the quantitative measurement of the distance of an actor to all 

others in a network. The more central a stakeholder (node) the closer it is to all other 

stakeholders. Stakeholders who can reach others through shorter path lengths are 

considered to have a favourable position in the network.  However, stakeholders do 

not always reach each other by direct ties but also through other paths. Betweenness 

centrality measures the work and information flow between all stakeholders in a 

project. Stakeholders who are ‘between’ other stakeholders or on whom others must 

depend to conduct exchanges are in a favourable position and can translate this role 

into power (Ruan, 2007). 

The tables in Appendix 7 shows the ranking of the top 10 stakeholders in terms of 

closeness and betweenness centrality. In both cases, the stakeholders closer to the 

others in the network and through which the work and information flows are the 

Municipality of Nijmegen, followed by the central government (Directorate General 

Water, MTPW and Rijkswaterstaat).These results are confirmed by interviewed 

stakeholders. The Municipality of Nijmegen was part of an ongoing negotiation 

process with Rijkswaterstaat. Researchers and consultants that worked closely with 

the project claim that the Municipality of Nijmegen negotiated firmly for a deal which 

went beyond water safety, and included considerable budget for improving the spatial 

quality of the area and constructing a new bridge (I2-RC, I5-RC, I9-RC, I15-Al, I27-

RC); a claim also supported by interviewed municipal experts (I6-M, I14-M, I28-M, I29-

M, I30-M). Media and international attention on the project was leveraged to support 

the Municipality’s position in negotiations (Landscape Architect involved with Room 

for the Waal, I15-AL).  
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5.5. Power and Resources 
 

Room for the Waal was implemented during a period of economic growth. As such its 

costs were fronted by public funds, allowing for the selection of design alternatives 

that provided the highest quality rather than the most cost-effective solution. Many of 

the interviewed stakeholders are sceptical on the viability of a program similar to Room 

for the river nowadays. The program’s cost effectiveness is questionable, which could 

set a negative precedent for similar future endeavours. Albeit the numerous benefits 

brought about by the project, such as improved flood resilience, city image, landscape 

and recreation areas, property market, connectivity and so on, the costs and benefits 

of the project are not shared equally amongst stakeholders.  

5.5.1. Public funds availability 

 

The total cost of the Room for the Waal project is estimated to be €351 million, of 

which €278 million include costs for the river intervention itself and the rest was 

allocated to finance the new city bridge De Oversteek (Royal Haskoning, 2010, 2011; 

Climate Adapt, 2020). More than half of the costs (of €278) cover soil works and works 

on the secondary channel in Lent, almost 18% of the costs are incurred by the 

adaptation of existing bridges and construction of new bridges (here the new city 

bridge De Oversteek is not included).  

Interviewed researchers, consultants and national government officials claim that 

Room for the River Program was implemented during a period of economic growth, 

which had an impact on resource allocation and the overall scope of the program (I5-

RC, I11-N, I15-AL). As a senior program manager at Rijkswaterstaat recalls from a 

conversation with a high ranking Dutch political figure: 

"We realize that if we now don't take the opportunity to make Room for the 
River, in a period that our society feel rich, then it would have never happened” 
(Program manager at Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N) 
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5.5.2. Questionable cost effectiveness 

 

Royal Haskoning, the consultant company contracted to design the Room for the Waal 

project, presented three options to the Municipality and citizens of Nijmegen. The 

decision was made to select the alternative which was the most preferred by the 

citizens of Nijmegen and had the highest scores in the Environmental Impact 

Assessment report (Royal Haskoning, 2011). This was also the costliest alternative, 

reflecting that the cost of the project was a secondary concern for the central 

government, which financed the project through the Ministry of Transport, Public 

Works and Water Management. When asked about the project’s cost-efficiency, 

respondents claimed that this had not been a priority at the time: 

“Room for the river was also special in the way that there was a lot of money available. 
And the money didn't really matter, they were not that fixed on spending the money on 
flood protection measures. So the money could be and was also invested in special 
things.” (Researcher and consultant of Room for the River program, I5-RC) 
 

“I think that this project (Room for the Waal) became so big so it had to be a 
success. Extra money was put there and all kinds of extra amenities were 
made part of the project.” (Researcher and Consultant based in Nijmegen, I8-
RC) 

These perceptions are in line with the evaluation presented by the EU funded project 

StarFlood, which concludes that the economic efficiency is perceived lacking, also 

because non-monetary benefits are not taken into consideration (Kaufmann et al., 

2016). This perspective is shared by an interviewed Landscape Architect involved in 

the project: 

“I think Room For the River projects are cost-efficient but not the most cost-
efficient, in case one does not take into account the benefits of the project.” 
(Landscape Architect involved with Room for the Waal, I15-AL) 

The expected benefits of the project, identified from the interviews with main 

stakeholders and triangulated with the Cost-Benefit Analyses report (Royal 

Haskoning, 2010) are presented in the following section. 
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5.5.3. Creation of multiple benefits 

 

All stakeholders interviewed on Room for the Waal project agreed that the project has 

created multiple benefits, which have also influenced the real estate market in both 

sides of the river: 

• Improved city image: Nijmegen embraces the river (I6-M, I11-N, I28-M, I29-M, 

I30-M, I14-M, I26-HA, I7-S) 

The project caused a “change in attitude towards the city” (Stakeholder Manager of 

Room for the Waal at the Municipality of Nijmegen, I6-M) and gave the opportunity to 

“repair the mistakes of the past” (Program manager at Rijkswaterstaat, I11-N). Up until 

this intervention, Nijmegen was a city located with its back to the river. While plans to 

integrate the river more into the cityscape preceded Room for the Waal, it is the 

implementation of the later that made this possible. This shift from ‘river as a barrier’ 

to ‘river as a part of the city’ also had its impact on bridging the divide between the city 

of Nijmegen (south of the river) and Lent (north of the river. This has influenced 

people’s location perception and housing choices as well, as two interviewees explain: 

“Maybe 10 years ago, if you said you were going to live in Waalsprong, 
everyone would say “Why are you doing this?” And now it's really normal. It's 
part of the city now.” (Project manager for Active Land Policy in Nijmegen 
Municipality, I14-M) 

 
“What you can say in general is that the Waalsprong used to be far away from 
the city in the minds of people. And since the project in the river Waal and the 
parks and the beach area in the river, there is less barrier between the city and 
Waalsprong.” (Project manager in a Housing Association in Nijmegen, I26-HA)  

 

• Recreational areas and improved landscape (I14-M, I17-RE, I15-AL, I20-PD, 

I22-AL, I29-M) 

The numerous urban and landscape design elements incorporated in Room for the 

Waal have been identified by many interviewees as an added value of the project. The 

combination of elements such as bicycle paths, vegetation, open spaces, a beach area 

that penetrates the city from the riverside has not only increased the connectivity, but 

also integrated different natural/rural elements into the urban areas: 
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“You can walk with your bare feet, from your house to the river, that's really, 
really interesting. You're out in the middle of a big city and yet you can live so 
rural… Nowadays, it's crazy if you cycle by bike here, there are like rows of four 
or five bikes towards the bridge, because people park their bike here and they 
go downstairs to swim.” (Urban Planner at Nijmegen Municipality, I29-M) 

  

Figure 54 Recreational areas integrated in the river project (Source: http://summercapital.nl/) 

The riverscape has been designed has incorporated the main elements that citizens 

said they appreciated from sitting and looking at the river: the dynamics of the river, 

with ships coming and going and the water level changing everyday (Landscape 

Architect involved with Room for the Waal, I15-AL). 

 

• Solves the bottleneck problem (I10-PD, I11-N, I17-RE) 

 

Evidently, the main contribution of the project is flood safety. Tackling the bottleneck 

problem in the river Waal has significantly decreased the likelihood of a flood event 

affecting the residential areas on both sides of it.  Moreover, complementing a flood 

risk management project with improved spatial quality elements increases the 

acceptance of these interventions by the public. It is easier for people to see the benefit 

of a FRM intervention if they improve the urban quality of the area where it is 

implemented, rather than the opposite. Hence elements of BGI have a dual role of 

increasing people’s awareness of flood risk and water management issues and solving 

the NIMBY problem usually associated with large scale interventions (I11-N, I4-WB, 

I17-RE).  
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• Improved connectivity, traffic and air quality (I15-AL, I17-RE, I6-M) 

Although not part of the Room for the Waal project, the new bridge (De Oversteek) 

was financed and constructed as part of the negotiation between the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and Rijkswaterstaat during the river project. De Oversteek has also played 

an important role in improving the connection, not only on both sides of the river, but 

also improving the connectivity of the city as a whole to the rest of the region (I6-M, 

I28-M, I10-PD, I14-M, I17-RE). Its construction has solved the traffic problems, since 

it offers another alternative city entrance (Landscape Architect involved with Room for 

the Waal, I15-AL). 

 

 

 

Figure 55 The new bridges (De Oversteek, Citadelbrug, Brug veur Lent) financed and 

constructed alongside Room for the Waal project (Source: Personal archive) 

 

5.5.4. Unbalanced sharing of costs and benefits 

 

Room for the Waal project, together with the new city bridge, were financed entirely 

by the central government. The multiple benefits brought about by the project point 

towards a diversified pool of beneficiaries. Interviewees differentiate between those 

who benefit from the enhanced flood safety and those who benefit from the additional 
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features of the project. Regarding the first, a geotechnical engineer from Rivierenland 

Regional Water Authority explains: 

“In the Netherlands we have dike rings. So that's a complete area surrounded 
by dikes. It's more or less like a bath tub. So when there is breach, that bath 
tub will fill up with water and those scenarios we can calculate. So, what if in 
the East there is a breach, we know how much how high the water level will be 
in the east, but also in the West, North and South.”( Technical project manager 
at Rivierenland Regional Water Authority, I16-WB) 

Hence, the location of the intervention and the beneficiaries of the enhanced flood 

safety are not necessarily geographically adjacent. In the case of Room for the Waal, 

the intervention affects two dike rings, namely 41 and 43 as is illustrated in Figure 56. 

As a result, the conversation on who pays and who benefits for water safety related 

problems becomes more fuzzy.  “In the Netherlands, I wouldn’t say we are more public 

spirited, but we live in a country that’s below sea level and there is more a sense of 

joint interest, of “being in the same boat”(Researcher and Consultant based in 

Nijmegen, I8-RC). 

 

Figure 56 Dike ring areas in Nijmegen (Source:(Kind, 2014)) 
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Nevertheless, some of the interviewees can clearly identify stakeholders that have 

benefited more than others, such as property owners, the municipality of Nijmegen 

and private developers, as a result of the influence that the project has had on the real 

estate market.  

“Nowadays, in this area the prices of the houses are sky high, because people 
want to live there. So, besides the nice project (the river project) the municipality 
of Nijmegen is selling the land parcels, the plots, at much higher prices than 
they could do before this project, and they're actually making nice money at this 
moment. In fact, if they would have known this beforehand, the national 
government would have acted differently in the negotiations.”(Landscape 
Architect involved with Room for the Waal, I15-AL) 

However, the implications this can have on the financing approach for future projects 

is not straightforward. An interviewed researcher explains that the ‘beneficiaries pay’ 

principle can be easier implemented for pluvial flooding, where the correlation is more 

straightforward and it is fully a municipal responsibility (Researcher and consultant of 

Room for the River program, I5-RC). 

Finally, the Room for the Waal is not been embraced without any concerns. Two 

interviewees (I8-RC, I25-RC) discussed about gentrification as the ‘dark side’ of the 

project which is not widely discussed. Regardless of the general success and positive 

pubic perception, Room for the Waal remains controversial in terms of who it benefits 

and who is left behind: 

“Lent has a history of being independent from Nijmegen and they have a strong 
local identity, in terms of not wanting to be part of Nijmegen and certainly, not 
wanting to be pushed out of their homes from Nijmegen. There are very 
controversial views on this project.”( Researcher and Consultant based in 
Nijmegen, I8-RC) 

“And indeed, other type of families came in and are enjoying those benefits 
while lower income ones have to find their way. And yeah, it's a bit difficult. So, 
green is the idea of providing healthier environments and all those co-benefits 
into the whole society. But who are the real beneficiaries of it? It's difficult to 
say. And it's such a very delicate point in the political agenda. Because you can 
win or lose votes because of that. Of course, now, all cities want to become 
green and all cities are promoting it now…But they are not mentioning 
gentrification.”(I25-RC) 
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5.6. Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter analysed Room for the Waal project and identified factors that facilitated 

and constrained the implementation of the project, and value creation through it. The 

change in discourse towards making more room for water has certainly been a crucial 

drive for the implementation of this project. This shift in approach towards more BGI 

implementation was reflected in two main policy areas: generous public funding made 

available for the implementation of Room for the River program (including Room for 

the Waal project) and a reconfiguration of stakeholders involved with decision making 

and implementation. Regarding the first, public funding availability made possible not 

only the implementation of a project that solves a bottleneck problem from a FRM 

perspective, but also one that highly improved the urban quality of the area, including 

the construction of a bridge that was not part of the project. This facilitated the public 

embracing of the project as well as improved its quality. 

Regarding the second,  the central role that the Municipality of Nijmegen played in the 

implementation of the project was unprecedented for a FRM project, which are usually 

managed by the regional and national governments. This gave the Municipality of 

Nijmegen a favourable negotiating position, which bridged the communication 

between local stakeholders and the national program. Nevertheless, the project was 

implemented through traditional financing means and is deemed to be questionable in 

terms of cost effectiveness. The costs of the project were covered by the central 

government while the value created was captured locally. The extent to which this 

value was captured and used to finance other BGI is presented in the following 

Chapter, through two case studies, Waalsprong and Waalfront.  
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Chapter 6 Value Capture through Active Land Policy in Nijmegen 

 

6.1. Introduction to the main findings 

 

This chapter presents the findings of two case studies: Waalsprong and Waalfront, 

addressing Research Objective 5: To identify and examine factors that facilitate and 

constrain land value capture through Active Land Policy, focusing on Waalsprong and 

Waalfront projects in Nijmegen. The investigation of these case studies has been 

conducted based on the four key aspects of policy arrangement, with facilitating and 

constraining factors emerging for each key aspect through a content analyses of policy 

reports and official documents investigated during data collection, interviews 

conducted with stakeholders and international experts. One of the key aspects of PAA, 

Actors and Coalitions, includes also the SNA conducted for Waalsprong and 

Waalfront. The findings of this chapter are summarized in the Table 9 below. 

PAA 

dimension 

Factors facilitating value capture 

through Active Land Policy 

Factors hindering value 

capture through Active Land 

Policy 

Discourse The pipeline effect Discursive shifts towards less 

public involvement in land 

development 

Low financial risk perception National government housing 

policy 

Effective instrument for achieving 

planning goals 

Infill and densification land 

development strategy 

Rules of 

the game 

Legal framework in place for 

negotiated plans 

Exclusive right of private 

developers to purchase building 

plots 

Combination of private and public 

law for land acquisition 

Exclusion of other private 

developers from participating 

Establishment of limited liability 

companies (partnerships) 

Unbalanced sharing of risks 
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Possibility to finance in/off site 

infrastructure 

 

Actors 

and 

coalitions 

SNA Interaction Pattern Analyses 

indicate limited liability companies as 

a highly cohesive groups  

Coalition amongst partners with 

different interests 

SNA Closeness and Centrality 

analyses highlight central role of 

municipality and of the private 

developer (in Waalfront) 

Conditioned selection of 

partners 

 SNA Closeness and Centrality 

analyses highlight central role of 

municipality and of the private 

developer (in Waalfront) 

Power and 

resources 

Introduction of temporary land uses Land exploitation scheme - 

Indirect value captured by the 

municipality and private partners 

Strategic land acquisition (Zebra 

tactic) 

Excluding major non-profitable 

facilities  

Financing on-site flood risk 

management infrastructure and other 

FRM measures 

Costly land acquisition - The 

‘bathtub’ effect 

 Financing social housing 

 Strategic land acquisition (Zebra 

tactic) 

 Land exploitation schemes 

resulting in financial deficit 

Table 9 Findings Waalsprong and Waalfront case study: Factors that facilitate and hinder 

land value capture through Active Land Policy, focusing on Waalsprong and Waalfront 

projects in Nijmegen 
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6.2. Discourse 

 

Early 1990’s brought about a shift in Active Land Policy towards more liberal ways of 

land development, towards pubic private partnership schemes in which the 

municipality is no longer the only and main stakeholder (more context on land and 

water policy in the Netherlands in Appendix 1). Additionally, central government 

housing program together with increased market competition has  made access to 

land more costly for municipalities, reinforcing the liberal land policy discourse. Also, 

shifting from greenfield development to brownfield and infill development in the 

municipality of Nijmegen has made urban development more costly and discouraged 

active involvement of local authorities.  

Interviewed stakeholders confirm this shift in land policy discourse for the whole 

country, but they also indicate some important reasons why the municipality of 

Nijmegen (and other Dutch municipalities) still actively engage with land policy. First, 

Active Land Policy is the main instrument that enables the municipality to achieve their 

planning goals. Second, large land development areas can take decades to 

implement, such as Waalsprong, creating a pipeline effect which maintains 

engagement with this instrument. Third, albeit high risk being one of the main 

arguments against high involvement of local authorities with Active Land Policy, 

financial risk perception, similarly to flood risk, decreases with considerable time 

lapsing since the last market crisis.  

 

6.2.1. Discursive shifts towards less public involvement in land 

development 

 

The late 1980s mark a shift of the land development paradigm from a public sector 

dominated one towards a market oriented one (I9-RC, I12-RC, I18-RC, I21-RC, I23-

RC). It is at this turning point in the land development paradigm that Waalsprong land 

development project was initiated. A senior land policy researcher and consultant 

describes this shift as follows: 
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“The idea in the late 1980s was that the market will provide affordable housing. 
Can you imagine? So what happened because of these changes in housing 
policy is that the profit of real estate development increased very much. So 
developers started to buy the land, which was a way to make sure that they are 
part of new developments… Since then, the financial risk of active policy for the 
municipalities became larger, because suddenly they have to compete with 
developers for land. So that's why they started to do the PPP.” (Senior land 
policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC) 

The risk involved with this mode of development, exacerbated by the 2008 financial 

crisis, raised questions about Active Land Policy. An interviewed land developer in 

Nijmegen describes the debate as ideological and questions the role of the 

government: “Would you pay your tax money for the government to invest in land 

development project which can go under the water?” (Regional manager of a property 

development company in Nijmegen, I10-PD).  

6.2.2. National government housing policy 

 

Waalsprong was defined as a city expansion project by the central government 

Supplement to the Fourth National Policy Document on Spatial Planning in 1991, in 

which defined new housing areas (Vinex locations).   

“So as a city we were part of the national plan of city expansions that started in 
the early 90s.. We looked for a place to expand and we decided to jump over 
the river Waal (in Lent)... So we have a town expansion program tasked to build 
about 12,000 houses and we started building in 1998. The initial plan was to be 
finished by 2015”( Senior Advisor at the Municipality of Nijmegen, I28-M) 

This resulted in private developers buying property in these areas, making it 

impossible for municipalities to be the main land developer in the area.  

“All investors, also the municipality, knew they can invest buying land there, 
because the central government defined it as expansion area. So that's 
important, because that's the start of a lot of private public partnerships, 
including Waalsprong”( Regional manager of a property development company 
in Nijmegen, I10-PD) 

Land policy researcher and consultants are not sure to what degree publishing the 
Vinex locations actually affected developers buying land there. An interviewed author 
of the Fourth National Policy Document has a different perspective: 

“It is always a question of what comes first? These locations were chosen 
because they were prime locations… If you made all kinds of location searches, 
say 10 years before the publication, you would also end up with this location. I 
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mean, there were not that many alternatives. So, expectations were there, and 
the market was doing quite well.”(Senior land policy Researcher and 
Consultant, I18-RC) 

Nevertheless, the shift in discourse and the liberalization of the housing market had 
their impact on increased land prices: 

“Developers buy land that they think could be developed based on whatever 
speculation but the fact that the central government pointed to those locations, 
yes, that was for sure influential. How much we don't know.”(Senior land policy 
Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC) 

 

6.2.3. The pipeline effect 

 

Regardless of discursive shifts towards less public involvement in land development, 

researchers and local urban planners interviewed claim that many municipalities, 

including the Municipality of Nijmegen, still engage with various active land 

development schemes (I6-M, I14-M, I18-RC, I21-RC, I23-RC, I28-M, I30-M).  

“If you study the formal documents, they suggest a major shift towards the 
markets. But if you study the actual developments, that is what do municipality 
do, in all their varieties some do more and obviously less than active, then 
Active Land Policy has never been away. And you have to imagine that it cannot 
go away overnight.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I21-RC) 

Interviewees list a few reasons why municipalities still engage with different forms of 

Active Land Policy. First, ‘the pipeline effect’ (Senior land policy Researcher and 

Consultant, I21-RC): there are still ongoing projects being developed through Active 

Land Policy. Large areas such as Waalsprong can take decades from preparation to 

development – in the case of Waalsprong the project started in 1994 and will be 

completed by 2030. Hence such land development schemes cannot change overnight 

(I21-RC, I23-RC).  

6.2.4. Low financial risk perception 

 

Second, financial risk perception of the public and institutions can fade away with time 

lapsing from the latest crisis (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC). 

Indeed, while municipalities are being formally cautious with their future policies, they 
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do not pass the opportunity for an attractive land investment, as shared in this 

anecdote by a senior land policy consultant: 

 “I was making a plan for a Dutch municipality and they really lost a lot of money 
during the banking crisis of 2008. And this was in 2012 or 2013. We were writing 
the financial paragraph and the alderman told us he was not going to buy land 
anymore and that we should write it down. So as a strategy, we are going to 
facilitate land policy, but we won’t do Active Land Policy anymore, so we won't 
buy any more land. Next week, he bought a large parcel of land. It was an 
opportunity.”(Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I21-RC) 

 

6.2.5. Effective instrument for achieving planning goals 

 

Another reason why municipalities continue engaging with Active Land Policy is 

because they see it as an effective instrument to achieve their planning goals (I21-RC, 

I23-RC, I28-M, I30-M). The municipality of Nijmegen still needs to support the delivery 

of 800 residential units yearly to meet the growing housing demand (Senior Advisor at 

the Municipality of Nijmegen, I28-M). Interviewed land policy researchers and 

consultants agree that there are limitations to the degree to which the municipalities 

can fulfil their housing agendas by passive land policy only (I18-RC, I21-RC, I23-RC, 

I28-M). An urban planner from the Municipality of Nijmegen adds another perspective. 

They claim that Active Land Policy is needed when the private investors are hesitant 

or not interested in the development, when the private party ‘is tight fisted’ and the 

development is needed and affects the city at large (Senior land policy program 

manager in the Municipality of Nijmegen, I30-M).  

Some of these planning goals are achieved through (partial) cost recovery of 

infrastructure and services through Active Land Policy. Although it is hard to decipher 

the rationale behind Active Land Policy for the case for Waalsprong and Waalfront 

without a deep dive into the financial. The following explanation hints towards a cost 

recovery one.  

“We were used to just get everything done by the municipality. So sewage, 
roads, lighting, everything was done by the municipality, and then we sold that 
land to the developer. But after crisis we sold bigger pieces of land to 
developers. And we also ask them to make a full plan for it all and put sewage 
in, roads, greenery.”( Project manager for Active Land Policy in Nijmegen 
Municipality, I14-M) 
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6.2.6. Infill and densification land development strategy 

 

In the recent years the discourse is shifting further towards market land development, 

due to increased costs of providing buildable plots as a result of infill strategies. The 

land development strategy in Nijmegen is shifting from city expansion to smaller scale 

infill and densification projects (I28-M, I30-M). This affects the costs of new 

developments with infill/ urban development projects being more expensive then 

greenfield developments, hence there will be less value increment: 

“So until 2040 we need to build 15,000 new residential units. And in the city vision 
we say, well, in the past we did we did a lot of expansions. But now we really want 
to build the new houses in the cities itself.”(Senior land policy program manager in 
the Municipality of Nijmegen, I30-M) 

Not all respondents agree that infill developments are more expensive than greenfield 

ones. The regional manager of a property development company in Nijmegen (I10-

PD) claims that infrastructure provision is easier in already urbanized areas. However, 

they refer to the case of Waalfront in which the private developer and the municipality 

opted to keep the existing infrastructure although accommodating a higher density of 

urban developments, which might not be possible in many other cases. 

6.3. Rules of the game 

 

In terms of legislation, the municipality of Nijmegen takes advantage of the existing 

legal framework in place for negotiated plans. The initial Active Land Policy model 

applied in both Waalsprong and Waalfront was a joint-venture one (Needham, 2016a), 

implemented through the establishment of limited liability companies with private 

partners (and housing associations in the case of Waalsprong). With the dissolution 

of the limited liability company in Waalsprong, Active Land Policy proceeded as a 

combination of the building claim model and the concession model. Although there is 

legal scope to account for BGI costs within the land exploitation scheme, other 

regulations, such as contracts with private developers and regulation around land 

acquisition, limit the capacity of Active Land Policy to facilitate in/off-site BGI 

implementation.  
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6.3.1. Legal framework in place for negotiated plans 

 

The municipality of Nijmegen fulfils its planning goals through pro-active planning: by 

acquiring the necessary land and/or by entering into agreements with commercial 

developers. Often the municipality adopts the land-use plan to accommodate new 

developments agreed upon through negotiations with the developers; also referred to 

as ‘development led’ planning. Both Waalsprong and Waalfront can be considered 

‘development led’ areas. A senior land policy consultant explains that negotiated plans 

are one of the main tools Dutch municipalities have to finance their planning agendas: 

 “If the municipality can wait and not negotiate then we're going to wait until a 
developer fulfils what is planned for an area. But usually we (the municipality) 
also want things to happen because we have goals and we want more housing, 
we want revitalization of somewhere etc. And that (negotiated plans) is what 
makes our negotiation position valid.” (Senior land policy Researcher and 
Consultant, I23-RC) 

 

An interviewed senior land policy researcher and consultant explains how this 

negotiation typically unravels: 

 “They start with the general idea, we want to build in this huge area, say 25,000 
dwellings and five hectares of industrial areas, and some services etc. But they 
do not say where everything be located. So they start in general terms, and they 
fill up it gradually, during the process..”(Senior land policy Researcher and 
Consultant, I21-RC) 

Private developers are interested in participating in Active Land Policy schemes since 

this puts them in advantageous positions to influence the land use plan: 

 “Of course the land use plan is something the local authority must decide... But 
in practice, if you are there you have an opportunity to negotiate. Maintaining 
the balance between private and public interest is a difficult issue. It's often very 
good if this local authority has clear guidelines based on the context.”(Senior 
land policy Researcher and Consultant, I18-RC) 
 

 

6.3.2. Combination of private law and public law for land acquisition 

 

The municipality has a variety of instruments at its disposal to access land owned 

privately (Needham, 2016a). These instruments stem from private law, such as free 

market purchase, and public law such as compulsory purchase (Onteigeningswet) and 
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pre-emption right (Wet coorkeusrecht gemeenten). Albeit Dutch municipalities refrain 

from using compulsory purchase and pre-emption rights, these are important 

instruments in realizing the ‘voluntary purchase of land’ (Shahab et al., 2021, p. 1140). 

The combination of private law and public law puts the municipality in a favourable 

position to access private land required for the development. They can also use their 

land-use planning powers to negotiate with difficult private developers who own land 

in a project area. However most Dutch municipalities prefer to acquire land amicably: 

 “Expropriation I don’t think it has been used very often. Many local authorities 
aren’t that happy to use it.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I18-
RC) 

 

 “Mostly pre-emption rights do not end up towards evaluation but towards 

voluntary agreements” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I18-RC) 

 

The value of land is always negotiated based on the fact that landowners legally share 

some of the ‘development gain’ resulting form (future) zoning changes (Krabben, 

2021), i.e. from agriculture to housing. This makes land acquisition a costly operation.  

 

6.3.3. Establishment of limited liability companies (partnerships) 

 

Limited liability companird established in Waalsprong and Waalfornt carry out activities 

independently from the municipality. Although the land development plan is elaborated 

by the Municipality and approved by the Local Council, parts of this plan are negotiated 

with the private partners. This process can be complex since the negotiations are 

made by the municipality executive whereas the land-use plan needs to be approved 

by the municipal council (Needham, 2016a). This company is charged also with the 

responsibility of elaborating a joint structural plan and exploitation plan, distribution of 

construction rights, buying the land, providing the services and infrastructure and 

selling back the land for construction (Schimmel, 2017).  

Waalsprong 

In 1997 the Municipality of Nijmegen signed an agreement to participate in a Limited 

Liability Company GEM Waalsprong with five developers: Amstelland Vastgoed BV 
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(today part of AM Grondbedrijf), Bouwfonds Woningbouw BV (today BPD) , Heijmans 

Projectontwikkeling BV, Mabon BV (acquired by BAM BV) and Wilma Vastgoed BV 

(today part of AM Grondbedrijf) and two housing associations: housing association 

Kolping (merged into Talis) and Woningstichting Nijmegen (merged into Portaal) 

(Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I12-RC).  

GEM Waalsprong was dissolved in 2013, after disagreements arising during the 2008 

crisis. Since 2013 the Municipality of Nijmegen is the only land development 

stakeholder. The 2013 Development Strategy has given way to a new form of invitation 

planning procedure which is being implemented at large by local authorities in the 

Netherlands (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014).  

Waalfront 

In 2007 the Municipality of Nijmengen signed an agreement, resulting from a European 

tender, to participate in a limited liability company (partnership) for Waalfront project 

with one private partner, Rabo Vastgoed (now BPD), on a 50%/50% funding 

partnership (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2010).  

6.3.4. Possibility to finance in/off site infrastructure 

 

The extent to which a municipality can recover development costs through Active Land 

Policy depends on a few factors such as the financial feasibility of the project, the 

municipality’s negotiation abilities and position, and whether a clear link between the 

development site and the infrastructure/service to be provided can be made. If it is 

feasible and the municipality can negotiate well, and a link between infrastructure and 

site can be proven, there is no legal restriction in providing different types of 

infrastructure through Active Land Policy (I23-RC). Regarding the link between 

infrastructure and site, interviewees agree that it is easier to make a case for in-site 

infrastructure and services, than off-site ones: 

“To include certain costs in the ground exploitation plan, the municipality has to 
fulfil some criteria… One of such criteria would be, for example, if a road is 
necessary only because of the Waalsprong or also for other areas. If the latter is 
the case,  then the municipality cannot charge the whole cost of that road to 
Waalsprong project site.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC) 
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However there is legal scope to facilitate access to land for off-site infrastructure. 

Interviewees pointed out that building costs for social facilities, such as schools, 

cannot be included in the land exploitation plans, but the cost of land for these facilities 

can be included (I23-RC, I28-M).  

Cross-subsidies between sub-projects within the same project area (Waalsprong and 

Waalfront) are permissible and are applied, such as between land exploitation 

schemes that foresee residential areas which are usually profitable, and land 

exploitation schemes that focus on larger scale infrastructure: 

“There is a positive outcome of the sub-project Waalhoven, which is part of 
Waalsprong. And we use it for example to increase the green, not necessarily in 
Waalhoven but more for the whole area of the Waalsprong.” (Senior land policy 
program manager in the Municipality of Nijmegen, I30-M) 

 

6.3.5. Exclusive right of private developers (partners) to purchase building 

plots 

 

In exchange for sharing the risks of land development, market parties and housing 

associations that were part of GEM Waalsprong and OB Waalfront were given 

exclusive rights to purchase the building plots at pre-agreed prices. Through this right 

of first refusal, private partners assured themselves long-term housing production and 

avoided any external competition (I10-PD, I12-RC, I14-M, I28-M, I29-M, I30-M). In the 

case of Waalsprong, the five developers had exclusive development rights over 62.5% 

of the building plots, the two housing associations had exclusive development rights 

over 28.5% of the building plots and the Municipality of Nijmegen had exclusive 

development rights over the remainder 9% of the building plots. The selling prices 

were settled through the construction claim agreement, with stipulations of price 

renegotiation if the market price deviates more than 10% from the pre-settled one.  

After the dissolution of GEM in 2013, it was agreed that the private partners would 

purchase 420 building plots over the coming three years and they would have the right 

of first refusal for another 1,200 plots. If the market parties do not wish to make use of 

this option, the municipality is free to sell to other candidates (van der Krabben and de 

Feijter, 2014). 
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In the case of Waalfront, BPD originally obtained 30% of the development rights as a 

risk compensation for participation in the land development scheme (now the 

percentage is approximately 70% after various renegotiations) (Schimmel, 2017b).  

6.3.6. Exclusion of other private developers from participating 

 

In Waalsprong and Waalfront, it is difficult for private individuals to acquire building 

plots. In order to create some possibility for private individuals to access the land 

market at a smaller scale, some space has been reserved for private commissioning 

in Waalsprong; the so-called free plots. However, the share in the total is limited to a 

maximum of a few percent (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). 

6.3.7. Unbalanced sharing of risks 

 

Contractual agreements signed between partners were similarly important in defining 

the “rules of the game” in Waalsprong and in. These agreements stipulate the way risk 

is shared between parties, and can “make or break” a land development project.  

Waalsprong 

During the implementation period of Waalsprong, its development has stagnated in 

three key moments, risking in various degrees the stability of the project (refer to 

Appendix 10 for a complete picture of implementation milestones of Waalsprong):  

• Construction halt due to Environmental Impact Assessment 

A delay in the completion of the Environmental Impact Assessment of the project area 

delayed the implementation of Waalsprong with almost three years (2000-2003) (van 

der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). The consequences of this risk was shared amongst 

the partners of GEM Waalsprong. 

• Construction halt due to the Room for the Waal project (Dike relocation 

in Lent) 

In the year 2000, at the request of the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 

Management, the implementation of the development plans located close to river Waal 

was halted. This was followed by compensation agreements for this delay and the land 
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lost to the river project (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). Additionally, the 

municipality and other GEM parties decided to add additional construction sites to 

compensate for the damage suffered. The consequences of this risk were mitigated 

by compensation measures. 

 

 

Figure 57 Developments postponed due to the Dike relocation project in Lent 
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• Housing market crisis 

During the global housing market crisis of 2008 the new-built  of houses in Waalsprong 

stalled. Also, the selling prices for land plots fell significantly (van der Krabben and de 

Feijter, 2014). Every day of delay in the sale of building plots cost GEM an estimated 

€37,000 in financial costs. This had dire consequences for the land development 

scheme in Waalsprong, and was the most significant disruption in the whole project 

timeline (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I12-RC). A project manager 

for Active Land Policy in the municipality of Nijmegen explains that there was an 

agreement that the land would be initially bought by the municipality through a loan, 

which would then be paid back by the revenues from building plot sales to the same 

private partners participating in GEM. An interviewed regional manager of a key land 

development company in Nijmegen describes the consequences of the crisis as 

follows: 

“In 2013 with the crisis on top, the ground expectation of Waalsprong was losing 
some hundred millions, so the private companies wanted to opt out. Since the 
municipality had the highest amount of land and had financed most of the 
development of land until that point, then the municipality had a problem, so the 
municipality had to take it over. They bought it (the shares) from the 
developers.” (Regional manager of a property development company in 
Nijmegen, I10-PD) 

The same is recounted by a project manager in the Municipality of Nijmegen: 

“We had to pay like €100 million. They (private partners) only paid somewhat 
between €10 - €15 million, a very small part…” (I14-M). 

Part of this decision had to do with the contractual agreement discussed above (I12-

RC, I14-M,  I28-M).   

 “And the biggest reason was that contract that we had was not as watertight as 
we thought. Most of the investments for the land and services were done by the 
municipality. The other parties had some sort of obligation to share the debt 
that we were paying by buying the plots (through their right of first refusal). But 
during the crisis experts were really looking what the contract said, and the 
contract did not oblige them to buy, if they didn’t want to. Most of the GEMs in 
Holland exploded during the crisis.” (Project manager for Active Land Policy in 
Nijmegen Municipality, I14-M) 

 

The consequences of this risk were fronted almost entirely by the municipality of 

Nijmegen. 
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In Waalfront the 2008 housing market crisis delayed the start of the development 

works in the area, while radically changing the provisions of the land use plan. In this 

case non-profitable facilities were strongly negotiated. These negotiations lead to 

concessions made by the municipality of Nijmegen,  which resulted in a decrease of 

more than 80% in space for facilities. In addition, the partners opted for preserving the 

existing underground infrastructure. However, the development of 40% affordable 

rental and owner-occupied homes was maintained (Verwayen and Verheul, 2020). 

Although these negotiations are considered a factor which saved the partnership, the 

financial risk was largely absorbed by the public partner, this time in kind, with a 

considerable decrease in type and amount of facilities.  

 

6.4. Actors and coalitions 

 

As Active Land Policy implementation shifts towards more market inclusion, it highly 

depends on healthy coalitions between partners that work well together. However, 

maintaining such coalitions can be challenging as they are composed of parties with 

different agendas and the selection of partners is sometimes conditioned by 

landownership. The option to operate under public law as well as private law puts the 

municipality at a powerful position. However the same is true for the private 

developers, operating as both land developers and property developers.  This dual 

interest can cap the potential of full capture of incremented land values.  

SNA closeness and centrality analyses indicates that the municipality of Nijmegen is 

a central stakeholder in Waalsprong development project with a strong negotiating 

position. Nevertheless this calls for a nuanced interpretation. While the role of the 

municipality of Nijmegen definitely became central after the dissolution of GEM 

Waalsprong in 2013, its negotiating power was considerably conditioned by the 

partnership agreements in place. On the other hand, the SNA closeness and centrality 

analyses for Waalfront indicates that both the municipality of Nijmegen and the private 

partner (BPD) are equally central stakeholders with strong negotiating positions. 

Although a strong negotiating position of the private partner in this partnership can be 
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considered a justified outcome of a public private partnership, it can be seen as a 

hindering factor in terms of public value capture, as the latter is not the goal of the 

private partner.  

 

6.4.1. Coalitions amongst partners with different interests 

 

The identified stakeholders involved in the decision making and implementation of 

Waalsprong and Waalfront are listed in Appendix 8. A diverse composition of 

partnerships increases inclusiveness but it also increases complexity with regards to 

managing different, and sometimes opposing, interests of stakeholders. At a first 

glance it becomes apparent that some stakeholders represent public interest and 

others private ones. On a closer look, public stakeholders also represent different 

agendas, with the municipalities being more concerned with housing provision and 

increased quality of urban environments, the water authority being concerned with the 

water management in the area, the central and regional (province) governments 

focusing more on the implementation of large scale infrastructure. The interests of the 

municipality of Nijmegen are also multiple: 

 “You have to make a distinction about the different roles of the municipality: 
their public role and their private role. But the public role is also more diverse. 
They have an economic department, the have a planning department, they 
have a legal department, and they have the politicians, but they have different 
roles in that development process.” (Senior land policy Researcher and 
Consultant, I21-RC) 

There is also the ‘municipality wearing two hats’ factor. For a state agency such as the 

municipality to be able to influence land not only by public powers but also by acting 

as a private party in the land market (buying and selling land and buildings) is a very 

powerful position and this combination of powers can be misused (Needham, 2016). 

“One of the main criticism against Active Land Policy in the Dutch system is 
exactly that, or what we call “the two hats” problem. Because the municipality 
very often has two different goals, one as a local authority and one as part of 
the consortium with the private developers.” (Senior land policy Researcher and 
Consultant, I23-RC) 

 
“The problem is that if you are working in the company, also if you are in the 
board, decisions are taken in the interest of the company, and not in the interest 
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of the shareholders… The municipality cannot sit there and say this is in the 
interest of the local authority, it's not allowed.”( Senior land policy Researcher 
and Consultant, I18-RC) 

Similarly, private stakeholders also have different agendas. Some land policy 

researchers and consultants consider this as the ‘developer wearing two hats’: 

“Not in between public interests and private interests, but between two different 
private interests. As a land developer you want to sell the land for the highest 
possible price but as a real estate developer that means less profit.”( Senior 
land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC) 
 

 “They (private developers) have many different ways to earn money. They can 
work in the land development, but if the land price is low they can earn money 
developing the land themselves… That conflict is an issue.” (Senior land policy 
Researcher and Consultant, I18-RC) 

 

6.4.2. Conditioned selection of partners 

 

In search for market parties (private developers) to collaborate with, public authorities 

look for partners that can contribute to safeguarding each other’s short-term and long-

term interests. In the case of Waalfront, the collaboration with Rabo Vastgoed (now 

BPD) resulted from a European tender in 2007 (Schimmel, 2017). In the case of 

Waalsprong, initial discussions with market parties started in the early 90s and the 

collaboration was initially prompted by the dependence on parties owning land 

properties in the development site. Hence, this was considered as a ‘marriage that 

had a forced character’ by an interviewed regional manager of a key land development 

company in Nijmegen (Regional manager of a property development company in 

Nijmegen, I10-PD).  

When asked about the reason why Waalfront did not suffer a similar crack in the 

partnership during the housing crisis, a regional manager of a property development 

company in Nijmegen (I10-PD) points to the number of partners as a potential factor 

that could have contributed to the success of Waalfront partnership as opposed to 

Waalsprong, being that the first one involved only one private partner and the later 

involved five private partners and two housing associations.  
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6.4.3. SNA Interaction Pattern Analyses indicate limited liability 

companies as a highly cohesive groups 

 

Figure 58 reflects the Social Network of Waalsprong land development project. The 

size of nodes increases with the increase of  the number of edges connected to that 

particular node. The enhanced connection (edges) between the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and the Ministry of Housing (VROM) reflects interactions since the early 

stages of VINEX location definition, to the Environmental Impact Assessment 

requirements and subsidies transferred in support of the land development project. 

The enhanced connection between the Municipality of Nijmegen and the 

Rijkswaterstaat reflects interactions regarding the implementation of Room for the 

Waal project which affected the ongoing Waalsprong project implementation. Finally, 

enhanced connections between the Municipality of Nijmegen and the seven partner 

companies/ associations reflect not only interactions between members of GEM 

Waalsprong but also the interactions after the dissolution of GEM Waalsprong, through 

land sales. 

 

Figure 58 Social Network of Waalsprong land development project in the Municipality of 

Nijmegen 
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As shown in Figure 58 implementation of Waalsprong land development has mostly 

been shaped by local stakeholders, in collaboration with some central stakeholders 

and regional stakeholders. The graph illustrates the formation of one clique - highly 

cohesive groups of stakeholders (Bonvecchi and Scartascini, 2002), which is the GEM 

Waalsprong constellation. Nevertheless, the graph’s configuration reflects 

characteristics of the ‘star network’ with the central stakeholder being the Municipality 

of Nijmegen with more opportunities (degree) than other stakeholders, in a closer 

position to other stakeholders in the network (closeness), acting as a ‘reference point’, 

and bridging the relations between different stakeholders in the network 

(betweenness) (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). Differently from Room for the Waal 

Social Network, in which the center of the star network was shared between the 

Municipality of Nijmegen and the Rijkswaterstaat, in this case the Municipality of 

Nijmegen is clearly the main central stakeholder. 

Figure 59 below reflects the Social Network of Waalfront land development project 

 

Figure 59 Social Network of Waalfront land development project in the Municipality of 

Nijmegen 

The visualisation of the SNA indicates that, differently from Room for the Water and 

Waalsprong projects, in Waalfront there are two main stakeholders: the Municipality 

of Nijmegen and BPD, having the highest number of interactions with other 

stakeholders. These two stakeholders create a dominating dyad in the SNA which is 
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central to the project implementation. The configuration of the Social Network of 

Waalfront reflects characteristics of the star networks, with both the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and BPD being at the centre of the network. This position in the network 

presents these two stakeholders with more opportunities (degree) than others, in a 

closer position to other stakeholders in the network (closeness), acting as a ‘reference 

point’, and bridging the relations between different stakeholders in the network 

(betweenness) (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). 

 

6.4.4. SNA Closeness and Centrality analyses highlight central role of 

municipality and of the private developer (in Waalfront) 

 

The central position of the municipality of Nijmegen in both projects is also reinforced 

by the results of the closeness and betweenness analysis for both project sites (tabular 

results in Appendix 9). Closeness centrality measures the distance of an actor of the 

network to all others by focusing on the geodesic distance (Ruan, 2007) As expected 

from a ‘star network’, the central stakeholder, the Municipality of Nijmegen has the 

highest closeness centrality score, whilst the rest of the stakeholders have lower 

scores with no drastic differences amongst themselves. Predictably, the betweenness 

centrality results indicate that the Municipality of Nijmegen is the only intermediary in 

the network. In this respect, the municipality is in a favourable position between other 

pairs of actors in the network: the higher the betweenness factor the higher the power 

of the actor in the network (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005).  

This can be explained not only by the power vested in them as the central decision 

making authorities with regards to land use, but also by the support they receive from 

both the central government and the Association of Dutch Municipalities: 

 “The Netherlands is a very small country, so it is natural that the developers are 

eager to please the municipality, because if they end up with a conflict they won’t 

get any other projects within that same municipality. And the Association of Dutch 

Municipalities is very powerful, and cities ‘talk’ to each other” (Senior land policy 

Researcher and Consultant, I21-RC) 
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However, supporting the central and intermediary role of the municipality is also 

beneficiary for the private partners.  

 “And the project developers in the Netherlands are very keen that the 

municipality always takes the lead in development. And I always thought that 

was strange. But they said to me, it's really important that the municipality does 

that, because they can force third parties to participate and pay... We had some 

experiments, I think it was in Waalsprong, that municipality would like a large 

project developer to take the lead and make the plans for a certain site and the 

project developer refused.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I21-

RC) 

 

Differently from Waalsprong, the SNA analysis in Waalfront indicate that the highest 

closeness and betweenness centrality scores are calculated for the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and BPD (the partner private developer). These scores reveal an 

advantageous position of the private partner in the network alongside the municipality, 

as information and resources flow between all stakeholders need to pass through 

these two ‘bridging’ stakeholders.  

 

6.5. Power and Resources 

 

Value capture through Active Land Policy in the Netherlands follows Alterman’s 

(Alterman, 2012) indirect rationale, based on which value capture is motivated by cost 

recovery reasons rather than an ideologic positioning on unearned increments. 

Additionally, the captured value is shared with the private partners who are part of the 

land development company, who are not motivated to reinvest it in public infrastructure 

such as BGI.  

High land acquisition costs and acquiring of the land in the early stages of the 

development results in the ‘bathtub’ effect: an increased financial risk assumed by the 

municipality of Nijmegen. In large integrated areas such as Waalsprong, the ‘bathtub’ 

is often deep, while in the case of Waalfront is comparatively smaller. The ‘bathtub’ 

effect not only increases the financial risk of the land exploitation scheme, but also the 
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costs of financing the project, reducing the value captured in the end. Competition 

between private developers to acquire land, often using the zebra tactic to increase 

their presence in the market, also increases land prices, making the land development 

projects more expensive. In turn, the municipality constantly seeks to strategically buy 

property ahead of time for lower prices. 

A number of on-site BGI have been implemented in Waalsprong regardless of the 

many challenges faced by the project. Albeit both land development projects resulting 

in (expected) deficit, they both covered on site infrastructure, including a series BGI, 

as well as social housing. 

 

6.5.1. Land exploitation scheme – Land value captured by the 

municipality and private partners  

 

A land exploitation plan is an implementation-oriented plan aiming at fulfilling the 

objectives of the planning policy by means of producing land ready for construction 

and developing public space (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2010). Both Waalsprong and 

Waalfront were implemented based on the joint-venture model, which for Waalsprong 

changed into a combination of building claim model and concession model after 2013. 

An interviewed regional manager of a property development company active in 

Nijmegen explains that typically the following are the main steps to provide 

infrastructure and serviced land: 

 

Figure 60 Land Development steps (Author, based on interview with Regional manager of a 

property development company in Nijmegen, I10-PD) 

The land development model is similar in concept for both Waalsprong and Waalfront. 

The main costs of the development include the land acquisition costs, preparation of 

construction plots including: demolition of existing structures, costs of infrastructure 
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and services provision, financing costs, any additional costs and a profit margin 

(Regional manager of a property development company in Nijmegen, I10-PD). These 

costs are expected to be covered by the revenues from the sale of building plots (the 

residual value of land) and subsidies from the regional and national government/ 

agencies. The residual value of land, as calculated by the real estate developer buying 

the land (which is often the private land developer partner in the GEM), equals the 

expected market value of the new development subtracting the construction costs, 

financing costs, any other additional costs and the building operation profit, calculated 

between 8%-12% (Regional manager of a property development company in 

Nijmegen, I10-PD). The residual value of land is determined based on assumptions 

about the future housing prices. Both parties (municipality and the private developers) 

negotiate on these assumptions. The development gains are not necessarily fully 

distributed in the land exploitation plan, but they are part of a negotiation process. This 

means that part of the land development profit ends up with the private developers 

and construction companies, and part of the development profit may end up with the 

ultimate buyer of the house.  

“And remember that most private partners do not lose money on development. 

Why would they be so eager to participate? So, they really make sometimes 

huge profits. I evaluated for the national parliament the Waalsprong and Utrecht 

development areas. I talked to a lot of developers, and realized they make 

profits in diverse steps development process. So, they cash in, over and over 

and over and over again.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I21-

RC) 

If the residual value of land together with subsidies fail to match the costs of land 

development, the ground expectation scheme will have a deficit and vice versa, if the 

residual value of land and subsidies surpass the costs, the ground expectation scheme 

will have a surplus which will be shared between all shareholders in the limited liability 

companies.  

The value capture through Active Land Policy in the Netherlands follows Alterman’s 

(Alterman, 2012) indirect rationale. Interviewees claim that value capture is motivated 

by cost recovery reasons rather than an ideologic positioning on the public capturing 

some or all of the unearned increments (I9-RC, I10-PD, I12-RC, I18-RC, I21-RC, I23-
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RC, I29-M, I30-M). In both Waalsprong and Waalfront the main goal of the municipality 

was to deliver new residential areas in a high quality urban environment (I29-M, I30-

M).  

Nevertheless, this changed in Waalsprong after the dissolution of GEM, when the 

municipality as a the sole developer could negotiate market prices with interested 

parties, at least for the areas for which former private partners of GEM do not have 

exclusive purchasing rights (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I21-RC) 
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Figure 61 Land exploitation scheme (Source: Regional manager of a property development 

company in Nijmegen,  I10-PD) 

 

6.5.2. Excluding major non-profitable facilities – Waalsprong 

 

A bottleneck in negotiations about the cooperation agreement between the 

municipality and private developers laid in financing larger scale non-profitable 
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facilities in Waalsprong. The private developers were reluctant in assuming the risk of 

financing facilities such as main road infrastructure and water retention ponds, since 

they are dependent on political and administrative decision-making and on 

governmental contributions in the form of subsidies. From their perspective, the risk in 

this case would be too far removed from their core business of housing provision (van 

der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014). For this reason two land exploitation plans were 

established as shown in the figure 62 below: Municipality GREX and GEM GREX (I12-

RC, I14-M).  

 

Figure 62 The Municipal GREX (left) and the GEM GREX (right) (Source:(van der Krabben 

and de Feijter, 2014)). 

Municipality GREX includes large scale infrastructure such as the main city entrance 

highway from the north (Provincial Road N325) and a landscape zone. The landscape 

zone includes 57 water houses, 20,000m² leisure area and 96 ha of open space, of 

which 0.7ha pavement and the rest blue and green infrastructure (water retention pond 

Lentse plas and Zandse plas) (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2019). As an interviewed 

international expert pointed out, larger scale blue and green infrastructure: 

“…are not popular with developers at all. That’s not to say that all developers 

are not environmentally sensitive, many are. But larger scale blue and green 

infrastructure can take time to be implemented and poses many risks” (IE2). 
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The second land exploitation plan, GEM GREX, includes over 11,000 residential units 

with complementary services such as shops, offices, schools and health centres. 25% 

of the built residences are designated as social housing (van der Krabben and de 

Feijter, 2014). 

After the numerous obstacles leading to the dissolution of GEM, the municipality of 

Nijmegen has taken over 100% of the shares in GEM GREX as well. This means that 

the land ownership in GEM GREX was transferred entirely to the municipality, which 

services the main infrastructure and sells it back to housing associations or 

development companies. The municipality cross subsidizes the Municipal GREX with 

revenues from GEM GREX. (Project manager for Active Land Policy in Nijmegen 

Municipality, I14-M).  

 

6.5.3. Costly land acquisition - The ‘bathtub’ effect 

 

Land acquisition in Waalsprong and Waalfront has been a costly operation. 97% of 

the land was acquired by the Municipality of Nijmegen on behalf of the GEM 

Waalsprong within the first years of GEM’s existence. The ownership of the land 

stayed with the Municipality until the land had been made ready for construction, a 

time in which the ownership was transferred to GEM Waalsprong (Project manager 

for Active Land Policy in Nijmegen Municipality, I14-M).  

During land acquisition, the price that the municipality pays depends on both the 

current and future use. The compensation value will at least equal the market value of 

the plot in its current use up to a maximum price of the value of the plot at the future 

use (building plot) deducting costs that are incurred to prepare the land for construction 

(I3-LR, I23-RC). Usually the highest appraised value is the value which the original 

landowners are compensated for (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-

RC).  

In the case of Waalsprong, much of the acquired land was used for greenhouse 

horticulture and landowners/ company owners claimed compensation also to support 

business continuity. Depending on the cultivation cycle, greenhouse horticulturists 

sometimes asked for overlapping business operations: at the old property and on the 
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new location for a period of two or three years. In this sense, the Municipality of 

Nijmegen ended up paying much more for the acquisition of land in Waalsprong in 

comparison to other Vinex locations (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014).  

Costly land acquisition and buying of the land in the early phases of the project leads 

to the so-called ‘bathtub’ effect. In other words, the ‘bathtub’ effect describes cases in 

which the majority of the costs are incurred at the initial phase whereas revenues are 

collected at the later stages. In large areas such as Waalsprong, the ‘bathtub’ is often 

deep.  

 

 

Figure 63 The bathtub effect (Source: (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014) 

The bathtub effect is the main source of financial risk. Alternatives on how to tackle it 

vary from radical propositions of substituting Active Land Policy with a different 

instrument, to other moderate mitigation measures (I23-RC, I14-M): 

 
 “Active Land Policy implies a lot of financial risk especially when you don't have 
any legislation that allows public administrations to acquire the land for a 
reasonable lower price or access it in different ways without acquiring it. Which 
legislation that could be: well a kind of land readjustment…Landowners would 
have to put their land into “a common bag” without compensation, and reap 
some of the development benefit once the project is complete. That's them, it's 
their investment and risk.”( Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-
RC) 

 

Mitigation measures proposed include dividing the costs into smaller ‘tea cups’ by sub-

dividing large areas into smaller ‘cycles’ of development: first realizing revenues for a 
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particular plan component then moving onto costs for a subsequent plan component 

(I14-M). 

 

6.5.4. Introduction of temporary land uses 

 

One way of generating revenues since the early phases of the project is by introducing 

temporary land uses in the existing urban fabric. Waalfront is an old industrial area, at 

the heart of which is the former Honig factory, which the municipality and BPD bought 

in 2010. Since the transformation of the area did not start for a few years, the Honig 

factory was rented out for 8 years on low rent, with the vision of attracting local creative 

businesses that would contribute to changing the identity of the area. Explaining the 

land development process,  a regional manager of a key land development company 

in Nijmegen mentioned: 

“We buy land or an old fabric like Honig. In the case of Honig, we keep it for start-
ups for a few years until development starts. We do the soil rehabilitation for 
brown field and supply all the basic infrastructure which goes to the ownership of 
the municipality.” (I10-PD) 

This strategy turned out to be a great success, with this area being considered as very 

attractive to visit and live in (I28-M, I10-PD) (Janssen, 2020). Regardless of the 

positive impact, revealed plans indicate that part of Honig complex will have to be 

demolished to give way to the construction of 775 homes of the Waalkwartier (KCAP, 

2017). This raises concerns of the gentrifying effect of these urban development 

projects (I9-RC, I25-RC) 

 

6.5.5. Strategic land acquisition - Zebra tactic   

 

An interviewed senior land policy researcher and consultant reveals that one strategy 

followed by developers is to buy small lots of land in dispersed locations, in different 

areas where they believe there might be future developments happening. They 

explained that by buying small and long strips of land, “or what I refer to as ‘Zebra 
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tactic’, they (market parties) cannot be smoked out” (Senior land policy Researcher 

and Consultant, I21-RC), so they become unavoidable. 

Similarly, the municipality also seeks to possess strategic properties in urban 

development areas. Land Policy Framework Memorandum adopted by the Nijmegen 

Municipal Council in June 2010 states that an active acquisition policy is part of the 

deployment of an Active Land Policy. One such example is the acquisition of the 

Wegener building purchased by the municipality of Nijmegen, in anticipation of the 

Waalfront development area. In such a situation, the purchase value is lower than 

having to acquire it when plans for the site are ready, as the negotiating position is 

stronger in the early phase (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2010). 

 

6.5.6. Financing on-site blue and green Infrastructure and other FRM 

measures 

 

In terms of flood risk management infrastructure, the Dutch Water Act assigns the 

rainwater management responsibility to the municipalities (Appendix 1). 

Neighbourhood scale infrastructure cost supporting this function is accounted for in 

the land exploitation plans for Waalsprong and Waalfront. Debates on the nature and 

scale of this infrastructure covered by Active Land Policy is explained as follows: 

“The municipality can only charge to the land exploitation plan those costs that are 
proportionally related to that specific area. If a green or water area is supposed to 
serve a specific land development area for 10%, then they can only charge that 
much on the land exploitation plan…The more regional and large the infrastructure 
is, the more difficult it is to argue to what extent this infrastructure benefits the 
specific land development area.” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, 
I23-RC) 

“If it would not have been a large river such as River Waal but a small river, I think 
we could have managed (to finance it through Waalsprong/Waalfront revenues) 
and we could have made basins and side channels and overflows and everything 
in the land exploitation plan. But with a feature as large as the river Waal the 
investment was not that much in land as it was in infrastructure. So it was the dikes 
and the adjoining roads and everything else that really was the where the money 
went into. So the land costs are not that high compared to that.” (Senior Advisor at 
the Municipality of Nijmegen, I28-M) 
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Nevertheless, the rainwater water management infrastructure provided on-site 

through Active Land Policy in Waalsprong and Waalfront is a combination of grey 

(drainage canals, also referred to as gracht or single) and blue/green infrastructure 

(water retention ponds). Both these areas are developed behind the dikes so rainwater 

water cannot be discharged directly on the Waal, therefore it needs to be managed on 

the site (I14-M, I28-M, I29-M). 

“There are two systems. The water system in urban areas which is being caught 
by water retention ponds the national water streams, the bigger rivers like Waal. 
So all the rainwater that's falling on this part (in Waalsprong) there's no drop 
that goes to the river. It's all being caught here and that's why the Singel 
structure (channel) is so important... Even rainwater in sand or gravel naturally 
gravitates towards the Singel channel and the Singel goes to the ponds, the 
ponds are actually connected with a northern stream towards a smaller river in 
the north. Because we have a lot of clay surfaces in Waalsprong it makes it 
possible to really use the natural gravitation system of water flow.” (Urban 
Planner at Nijmegen Municipality, I29-M) 

As an interviewed international expert explains, it is more common for land 

development projects to cover water infrastructure, either grey or blue/green, when it 

is serving the same land development area. In this case, developers are asked to 

cover the costs: 

“Our Environmental Protection Agency has a requirement for storm water 
control for developments of a certain size… Developers have to do it if they are 
going to introduce so many houses and cover up so many acres of land…They 
have to set aside land for that, land which would otherwise be developed. But 
for larger blue and green infrastructure this is less common.” (IE2). 
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Figure 64 Rainwater circulation in Waalsprong (Source: (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2020b)) 

As explained, the water retention ponds are part of Municipal GREX, cross-subsidized 

by revenues from GEM GREX.  

“They are part of Waalsprong land exploitation plan… We bought the farm land 
and the owners got the same price for the land for ponds as for the land for 
housing or motorways. Everybody got the same price.”( Project manager for 
Active Land Policy in Nijmegen Municipality, I14-M) 

The water is separated into clean rainwater cycles and polluted rainwater and 

wastewater, which are kept apart. The clean rainwater that flows from roofs, foot and 

bicycle paths and from quiet streets is drained into the water ponds through a system 

of gutters and canals. Through natural drainage, the water is purified in a natural way. 

Vegetation and aquatic animals in the canals purify the water. This system can absorb 

both drought and flooding in the area, without burdening rivers such as the Waal and 

the Linge. For a balanced ecosystem of aquatic plants and animals, water quality is 

essential. Thus the Municipality does not use weed killers and only sprinkles on busy 
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motorized roads which are connected to the wastewater collection system. As a result, 

rainwater management in Waalsprong is facilitated by water canals with nature-

friendly banks that gradually transition from dry to moist to wet, allowing different plants 

and species to maintain a healthy place to live (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2020b). 

 Besides from their main role in regulating rainwater in Waalsprong, water ponds also 

serve recreational purposes, such as the case with Lentse Plas (Figure 65) (I14-M, 

I28-M). 

  

Figure 65 Recreational uses around Lentse Plas (Source: https://www.gelderlander.nl/ ) 

 

 

Figure 66 Rainwater collecting canals with nature-friendly banks in Waalsprong (Source: 

(Municipality of Nijmegen, 2020b) 
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Rainwater management requirements apply through all the stages and scales of 

planning and design of the new residential areas. One of the sub-projects in 

Waalsprong, the Waalhoven project area, includes a detailed rainwater management 

plan (Figure 67). An interviewed senior architect working for Waalhoven explained the 

way rainwater is managed within the project area: 

 “As you see here, these arrows show the water draining from the roofs, 
collected in the courts, from there it goes to these intermediate zones, and then 
to the canal.” (Senior architect working for Waalhoven, I22-AL) 
 

 

Figure 67 Rainwater management plan in Waalhoven project (part of Waalsprong) 

(Source:(BPD Development BV; and VanWonen Projects BV, 2020) 

Since all the rainwater can only be discharged locally, interviewees pointed out 

numerous requirements that need to be fulfilled through different design/ on-site water 

management solutions (I20-PD, I22-AL). Many of these solutions involve small scale 

BGI: 

“All the rainwater that lands in Waalhoven (buildings, public space) needs to be 
infiltrated naturally or be drained to surface water nearby. Therefore a 
calculation has to be made and provided to the government for the building 
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permit. In a lot of plans we make green roofs to retain water a bit longer to avoid 
lots of water has to be drained at once. …Overall we are increasingly 
introducing green roofs, pervious pavements, roof gardens and so on.” (Project 
manager in a property development company in Waalsprong, I20-PD) 

Amongst different strategies to decrease water runoff in urban area, reducing the 

footprint of the built up area remains the favourite design strategy for the interviewed 

senior architect working for Waalhoven: 

“I think green roofs and green roof parks add quality. However, there's nothing 
better than full soil solutions. So rather we chose to minimize (building) footprint 
and take care of nature connected to uninterrupted soil” (Senior architect 
working for Waalhoven, I22-AL) 

Other rainwater retention strategies include using harvesting rainwater for irrigation 

purposes. Draining of the remaining rainwater to the terrain, canals and ditches not 

only helps with managing the effects of prolonged heavy rainfall but also droughts, 

and ensures that the groundwater supply remains at the correct level. The abundance 

of greenery in the plan also slows drainage and retains water longer (BPD 

Development BV; and VanWonen Projects BV, 2020).  

 

Figure 68 Permeable surfacing to decrease water runoff (Source: (BPD Development BV; 

and VanWonen Projects BV, 2020) 
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6.5.7. Financing social housing 

 

The so called ‘heydays’ of social rental housing in the Netherlands gradually came to 

an end in the 1980s, when the housing associations received more autonomy and by 

mid 1990s gained full financial independence (Hoekstra, 2013). A senior land policy 

researcher and consultant describes the result of these changes as follows: 

“Until the end of the 80s, the national policy was 70% social housing, 30% free 
market. And since then there is no obligatory percentage anymore. There are 
still some kind of rule of thumb, which is not the legally binding, that about 30% 
should be social housing. But this can change, depending on the specifics of 
the area” (Senior land policy Researcher and Consultant, I23-RC) 

In Waalsprong 25% of the housing program is dedicated to social housing. In 

Waalfront 40% of the housing provision is dedicated to affordable housing 

(Municipality of Nijmegen, 2021b). According to a community worker and a project 

manager working for one of the housing associations active in Waalsprong which was 

also part of GEM Waalsprong: 

 “Since then (GEM dissolution) we have an agreement with the local authority 
to build about 3000 social houses in the Waalsprong. And we (this housing 
association) do about 2000. And in the agreement, we also are allowed to buy 
grounds from the local authorities for a special price, a lower price than the 
commercial price.” (Project manager in a Housing Association in Nijmegen, I26-
HA) 

 
This indicates that the municipality of Nijmegen is focused on using Active Land Policy 

to fulfil a local policy priority such as social housing and is more reluctant to using it to 

facilitate a central government priority such as Room for the Waal project. 

 
 

6.5.8. Land exploitation schemes resulting in financial deficit 

The whole Waalsprong area is subdivided into smaller projects which constitute 

individual Land exploitation Schemes. The map below (Figure 69) shows the project 

areas in Waalsprong and summarizes the expected surplus/deficit for each sub-project 

by 2033. By this new deadline Waalsprong will be hosting 12,134 residential units and 

456,000 sqm of business area (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2021b).  
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Figure 69 Sub-projects in Waalsprong active in 2019 (Source: author based on (Municipality 

of Nijmegen, 2020a, 2021b)) 

Waalsprong development is expected to be fully implemented by the end of 2033 with 

a financial deficit of € 13,378,300 (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2021b).  

Similarly the Waalfront land exploitation plan consists of a number of sub-projects, as 

illustrated in Figure 70.  

 

Figure 70 Sub-projects in Waalfront (Source: (Municipality of Nijmegen, 2020a)) 
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In financial terms, forecasts indicate a €32.2 million deficit by mid-2029. This deficit is 

shared 50%/50% between the two partners, namely the Municipality of Nijmegen and 

BPD. An interviewed regional manager of a key land development company in 

Nijmegen explains the result of the land exploitation in Waalfront as follows: 

“Waalfront started in 2005 and was affected by the crisis and has a €32+ million 
deficit in the land expectation, which we share 50%/50% with the municipality. 
But we (the private developer) have €75 million surplus from the building 
expectation so that compensates. The Municipality still has a €16 million deficit 
but its ok because the area is well developed.” (Regional manager of a property 
development company in Nijmegen, I10-PD) 

In conclusion, both land exploitation schemes forecast financial deficit while they both 

cover all on-site infrastructure and 25%-40% social housing.  

 

6.6. Chapter Summary 

The legal framework, including the new Environment and Spatial Planning Act, call for 

the integration of water and land policy, and this is also the case for Active Land Policy 

projects such as Waalsprong and Waalfront. The ‘water test, an instrument which 

evaluates the water robustness of spatial plans, has played a key role in the integration 

of BGI solutions at a neighbourhood scale in both projects, such as: a natural system 

of gutters and canals, permeable surfacing of leisure areas, rainwater harvesting 

through green roofs and facades and water retention ponds. However, the 

implementation of these two development areas was not linear, and a number of 

factors hindered the potential of the instrument to further support the implementation 

of off-site BGI, such as Room for river Waal. These factors include a shift towards less 

public involvement in land development, which lead to the creation of public private 

partnerships in both Waalsprong and Waalfront. This means that the value captured 

is shared amongst public and private partners, and therefore not all of it can get 

reinvested in the form of public services and infrastructure.  

Although partnerships were created to reduce the risk associated with land 

development for the public sector, this did not result to be the case in either 

Waalsprong or Waalfront. The aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis was the dissolution 

of the partnership in Waalsprong and reducing the amount of public services included 
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in the land development scheme in Waalfront. Even though the instrument presents a 

good opportunity to facilitate a number of public services, balancing risk sharing 

remains an important challenge to be overcome. The next Chapter discusses more at 

length the role of Active Land Policy in supporting BGI, both at a neighbourhood and 

at a larger scale, such as Room for river Waal. 
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Chapter 7 – The role of Active Land Policy in making room for 

water in Nijmegen 

 

7.1. Introduction 

The last two chapters present facilitating and hindering factors for value creation 

through BGI implementation (Chapter 5) and for value capture through active land 

policy (Chapter 6). These two chapters tackle the two main parts of the ‘virtuous cycle’ 

of value creation and capture which constitutes the overarching conceptual framework 

of this study (Figure 71). This chapter takes stock of the findings of these two chapters, 

highlighting factors that facilitate or hinder (forces for change and forces for stability 

(Kaufmann, 2017)) the functioning of the whole cycle of value creation and capture 

with respect to BGI. Whilst the previous chapters presented an in-depth evaluation of 

one part of the cycle, this chapter looks at the interface between BGI implementation 

and active land policy.   

 

Figure 71 Overarching conceptual framework of the study. 

In doing so, this chapter addresses Research Objective 6: To identify and examine the 

main factors that facilitate and constrain the financing of BGI through captured land 

value via active land policy focusing on Room for the Waal project, Waalsprong and 
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Waalfront in Nijmegen. The main findings indicate that smaller scale BGI can be 

facilitated through Active Land Policy, so long as they are an integral part of the new 

urban development. The implementation of larger scale BGI such as Room for the 

Waal cannot be supported by Active Land Policy, mostly due to factors related to 

discourse and the power dynamic between different stakeholders.    

7.2. The influence of Room for the Waal on the property market 

 

There is a consensus amongst almost all interviewees on the positive influence that 

the Room for the Waal had on the property values (I2-RC, I5-RC, I6-M, I9-RC,  I11-N, 

I14-M, I15-AL, I17-RE, I18-RC, I27-RC, I30-M, I28-M,  I28-M, I29-M). Some experts 

and architects suggested that the price of the properties in the vicinity of the river have 

increased multifold. “Nowadays they sell their houses at maybe three times the price 

they would have received before the project.” (Landscape Architect involved with 

Room for the Waal, I15-AL). A local real estate agent shared the following testimony: 

“There is an area next to the river called Koningsdaal (in Waalfront). It has 
become so popular and prices increased so heavily. Not long ago, I was on a 
valuation for of one of the properties that I sold there. Before the construction, 
they bought the property for €450,000 euros and they didn't do anything to the 
house. When it was finished it was worth €100,000 more than the price they got 
it for. So they decided to sell it, obviously had major benefits of that.”( Real 
Estate Agent based in Nijmegen, I17-RE) 
 

Nevertheless, it is hard to isolate Room for the Waal as the main factor influencing the 

incremented property values. Interviewees mentioned that overall the housing prices 

in the Netherlands have increased due to a housing shortage (I5-RC, I30-M, I28-M, 

I10-PD). Also, the prices can be a reflection of the advantageous position in relation 

to the city centre and train station that both sides of the river have, especially with the 

improved connectivity provided by the new bridge (I17-RE) and overall improved 

public services (Regional manager of a property development company in Nijmegen, 

I10-PD). The shift in the perception of Lent as part of the city has also been reflected 

in the prices: 

“If there is a land value increase because of this project, I think it is for all the 
Waalsprong. Maybe in percentage it may be bigger in the second and third row, 
not in the areas next to the river. I don't know if you can prove it but people 
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believe that it's true.”(Project manager for active land policy in Nijmegen 
Municipality, I14-M) 

 

A nationally operating geo-ICT company, Geodan, concluded that Lent was the best 

residential area in the Netherlands in 2019 based on 5 sets of criteria: greenery, 

housing value, accessibility, housing quality and facilities (Figure 72) attributed to 

projects such as Room for the Waal (The Economic Board, 2019 Para. 2)..Lent also 

scored as “Excellent” in the liveability score of the Ministry of Interior and Kingdom 

Relations in 2018, which compares 5 indicators against the national average: housing, 

residents, services, safety and physical environment. Figure 73 presents these 

findings, where Lent is seen to have scored higher than Nijmegen in 4 out of 5 

indicators, especially housing and safety. The overall scoring  increased right after the 

Room for the Waal project was finalised in 2016. 

Unsurprisingly, an interviewed property developer recognizes the positive impact the 

Room for the Waal on property prices but argues that causality cannot be established 

(I10_PD).   
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Figure 72 Lent evaluated the best residential area in the Netherlands for 2019 by Geodan, a location intelligence company (source: 

https://www.themeridian.nl/nl/issue-2/als-god-in-lent-haarlem-of-zijtaart/) 
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Figure 73 Liveability Score for Lent district (left) and Nijmegen Municipality (right) (Source: 

(Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations, 2018) 

7.3. Types of BGI which can be financed through Active Land 

Policy  

 

Waalsprong and Waalfront investigation revealed a number of on-site BGI 

implemented through active land policy (especially in the case of Waalsprong).  

A recap of the on-site BGI implemented in Waalsprong has been presented below, 

classified following the different typologies of BGI identified in Chapter 2 (Jha, Bloch 

and Lamond, 2011; Liu, Li and Li, 2017; Hans-Otto Pörtner, Debra C. Roberts, Valérie 

Masson-Delmotte, 2019; Nkwunonwo, Whitworth and Baily, 2020). These BGI were 

implemented in a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas 

delivering a decentralized rainwater management network (European Commission, 

2013; Hartmann, Slavikova and McCarthy, 2019). The majority of them score very high 

in terms of impact on water quantity mitigation, based on Elliott et al. (2020) study as 

discussed in Chapter 2.  

Types of BGI for FRM from literature 

(Chapter 2) 

Types of BGI for FRM implemented through active land 

policy in Waalsprong 

Conveyance: a natural or semi-natural 

route to direct water away from risky 

A natural system of gutters and canals (Municipality of Nijmegen, 

2020b): 
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areas or urban environments (Jha, Bloch 

and Lamond, 2011) 

 

Permeable surfacing materials: reduces 

water runoff (Hans-Otto Pörtner, Debra 

C. Roberts, Valérie Masson-Delmotte, 

2019; Nkwunonwo, Whitworth and Baily, 

2020) 

Permeable surfacing to decrease water run-off (I22-AL, (BPD 

Development BV; and VanWonen Projects BV, 2020): 

 

 

Retention ponds: rainwater storage (Jha, 

Bloch and Lamond, 2011; Liu, Li and Li, 

2017) 

3 large water retention ponds (I14-M, I28-M, (Municipality of 

Nijmegen, 2020b) 

 

Green roofing, rainwater harvesting: 

improved capacity to retain rainwater 

and reduce peak storm runoff discharge 

(Liu, Li and Li, 2017) 

Rainwater harvesting through green roofing and 

facades (I22-AL, (BPD Development BV; and 

VanWonen Projects BV, 2020) 
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Table 10 Summary of BGI types provided in Waalsprong, based on the type 

A number of these measures, such as three large water retention ponds, require 

considerable amounts of land, provided through active land policy, as discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

7.4. Factors hindering the financing of large scale (off-site) BGI 

through Active Land Policy 

 

Discourse mismatch  

The research on the juxtapositioning of these three cases in Nijmegen exposes a 

contradiction in discourse between seeking to provide more land for BGI 

implementation, and promoting a more liberal agenda in terms of land policy. Programs 

such as Room for the River have temporarily repositioned spatial planning alongside 

flood management measures. Room for the Waal, although not part of an active land 

policy program, has largely influenced the design of the urban transformation projects 

in Waalsprong and Waalfront (Senior architect working for Waalhoven, I22-AL). A shift 

in discourse in the Dutch water policy, endorsing the ‘living with water philosophy is no 

longer reflected in later water management endeavours, such as the recent Flood 

Protection Program within the Delta Program, which focuses primarily on dike 

improvement projects (I4-WB, I5-RC, I15-AL, I16-WB) or the approval of 

Zuidplaspolder: a new urban development in the lowest lying terrain of the 

Netherlands. 

Even this temporary change in water discourse has had a limited impact in the land 

discourse, with the latter progressively leaning towards less public involvement in land 
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development (I23-RC, I10-PD, I12-RC, (Needham, 2016a). An increasing reliance on 

public private partnerships has limited the potential of active land policy to expand 

towards facilitating off-site BGI implementation, due to different and often conflicting 

agendas of stakeholders of these partnerships (Senior land policy Researcher and 

Consultant, I23-RC). While active land policy has successfully facilitated the 

implementation of on-site smaller scale BGI, it has not done much for larger scale 

projects such as Room for the Waal.  

Mismatch of sociological and ecological scales 

A total reliance on central government funding for projects like Room for the Waal 

represents a mismatch of sociological and ecological scales. Room for the Waal 

tackles flood resilience on a broad scale – its ecological scale, seeking to improve flood 

resilience not only in Nijmegen but in the whole country (UNESCO-IHE and 

Rijkswaterstaat, 2013) and it was managed on a broad social scale ( with revenues 

from general taxes). From a strictly water management perspective, the environmental 

and social scales here are matched (Cumming, Cumming and Redman, 2006). 

Nevertheless, the second goal of the Room for the Waal project was to improve spatial 

quality (van Ruiten and Hartmann, 2016). As this dimension of the project only 

improves the quality of urban environment locally it is an objective of a local (fine) 

ecological scale, an aspect of the project also managed on a broad social scale 

(revenues from general taxes). Hence seeking to shift some of these costs on local 

stakeholders through active land policy, would not only be a pragmatic solution to 

reduced public funding availability, but it would also tackle the currently unbalanced 

share of costs and benefits of the project, with local stakeholders in Waalsprong and 

Waalfront capturing the value created by the project while bearing none of its costs.  

Legal limitations on using ALP for off-site BGI 

Although Room for the Waal partially overlaps with Waalsprong project area, the whole 

BGI can be considered an off-site infrastructure, considering it contributes to flood 

resilience at a much larger scale than Waalsprong. Local stakeholders maintain that 

there is legal scope to facilitate access to land for off-site infrastructure through active 

land policy (I23-RC, I30-M) however it becomes harder to accurately define the impact 
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scale that such infrastructure has within the land exploitation scheme area. Justifying 

this from a cost-recovery perspective could be easier.  

Unbalanced share of risks between public and private partners 

Waalsprong and Waalfront are examples of contractual agreements between private 

and public parties that have not worked well in terms of distributing risk equally 

amongst partners, although this is the main argumentation behind the very existence 

of such development schemes. This ‘oversight’ by the local authority has had its toll on 

funding availability for BGI. In Waalsprong, the elaborate BGI network has been 

afforded as a result of an influx of public subsidies in the land development scheme 

(Waalsprong development is expected to be fully implemented by the end of 2033 with 

a financial deficit of €13,378,000). In Waalfront the housing crisis lead to a change in 

the timeframe for the implementation of the project, as well as a revised land use plan, 

negotiated with the private partner to accommodate more buildings paired with a 

decrease of more than 80% in space for public facilities (Verwayen and Verheul, 2020). 

Unsurprisingly, in neither one of the cases, financially contributing to off-site BGI such 

as Room for the Waal was never part of negotiations. 

Public funding availability  

In most cases, public funding availability for BGI implementation is good news. Room 

for the Waal project was implemented during a period of economic growth (I5-RC, I11-

N, I15-AL). Consequently the costs of the project were a secondary consideration 

which lead to a not very cost-effective project from a financial perspective 

(notwithstanding non-monetary benefits of the project) (I22-AL, (Kaufmann et al., 

2016). In this case, public funding availability limited the need of public authorities to 

lean on land value capture instruments such as active land policy to facilitate the 

implementation of the project (I11-N, I28-M).  

Large scale BGI are not a local investment priority 

A decentralized implementation of Room for the Waal presented a good opportunity to 

utilize active land policy to facilitate access to privately owned land. Nevertheless, the 

municipality of Nijmegen was not interested in fronting any of the costs for this project 

(I10-PD, I14-M, I28-M). Quite the contrary, the municipality of Nijmegen used its 
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strategic position to negotiate for additional investments from the central government, 

such as the construction of a new bridge (I2-RC, I5-RC, I9-RC, I15-Al, I27-RC). There 

are several reasons for this. First, Room for the Waal had already been allocated a 

budget from the central government. Second, the interest and role of the municipality 

as a shareholder in Waalsprong and Waalfront land development projects can be 

different from the interest of the municipality as a public authority. In the first case, the 

municipality works within the company and prioritizes decisions in favour of the 

company (I18-RC, I23-RC) which do not comprise facilitating access to land for a 

regional project. Hence agenda setting for active land policy projects is more immune 

to external influences (Verwayen and Verheul, 2020) which can be both advantageous, 

providing stability in the project, as well as disadvantageous, more path-dependent. 

Public value captured by private stakeholders 

Two active land policy development schemes on both sides of the river provided the 

opportunity to capture (some) of the value created from Room for the Waal project, 

even though if it did not get invested back in the RfR. In both land development 

schemes the captured value is shared 50%/50% between the public and private 

partners (I12-RC, I10-PD, I14-M, I28-M, I30-M, (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014; 

Schimmel, 2017). This means that half of the value is captured by a private 

stakeholder, whose interest is not to reintroduce this value to the community which 

contributes to its creation, which is the main raison d’être of a land value capture 

instrument (Smolka and Amborski, 2000; Alterman, 2012). The central role of the 

private partner is exacerbated by the closer access they have to the land use planning 

process, as well as having exclusive development rights on considerable parts of the 

building areas (62.5% in Waalsprong and 50% in Waalfront) (I10-PD, I12-RC, I14-M, 

I28-M, I29-M, I30-M).  

From a social reproduction of risk perspective, both developments are examples of 

structural forces enabling some stakeholders to pursue environmental benefits without 

participating in the associated costs or risks (Collins, 2010; Oulahen, 2021). This does 

not mean that private developers are not environmentally conscious and do not have 

a sustainable development vision (IE 2) but rather that existing social networks around 

active land policy in Nijmegen facilitate the implementation of priorities of the private 
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partner(s) which do not necessarily coincide with the BGI implementation goals of the 

public sector. 

Rigid property rights 

Property understood as a bundle of rights and obligations remains a dominant 

paradigm of contemporary property law (Duncan, 2002; Jacobs, 2017). The extent to 

which these rights and obligations are shared with the government, the community and 

the private individual is constantly under negotiation due to ever changing social, 

political, technological and economic conditions (Davy, 2012). In the Dutch case, 

discussions on reinterpreting property rights and obligations in the face of rising 

demand for environmental services is lagging behind.  

Land exploitation schemes suffered from ‘the bathtub effect’ (van der Krabben and de 

Feijter, 2014): the incurring of considerable costs for land acquisition upfront. The value 

calculated for land acquisition is referenced to the market value of the property, which 

includes future development potential and excludes costs of providing infrastructure. 

This is usually subject to negotiations between the public authority and the landowner 

(I3-LR). Although Waalsprong development includes a number of on-site BGI, the 

costs of providing off-site BGI such as Room for the Waal were not accounted for in 

the negotiations between the municipality and private landowners.  

 

7.5. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter discussed the main factors that facilitate/ constrain the financing of BGI 

through captured land value via active land policy focusing on Room for the Waal 

project, Waalsprong and Waalfront in Nijmegen. Examining some of the main findings 

in Chapter 6 and 7, this chapter outlines the factors that have constrained the 

facilitation of Room for the Waal project through the captured value in Waasprong and 

Waalfront. Concurrently, factors facilitating the implementation of on-site BGI have 

been outlined and examined. In line with the PAA framework, factors have been 

analysed in terms of discourse integration between land and water policy, the 

facilitating and constraining legal framework that supports this ‘virtuous cycle’ of value 
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creation and value capturing and the main stakeholder constellations that have 

supported smaller scale BGI implementation through active land policy but have 

hindered facilitation of larger scale projects such as Room for the Waal. Finally, the 

power and resource distribution are discussed, highlighting need to reimagine the 

distribution of property rights and obligations between the government, the community 

and the private individual facing larger climate challenges.  

The next chapter summarizes the overall findings of this study, identifies study 

limitations and scope for future research.    
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions 

 

8.1. Introduction 

This work presents a journey of rethinking land and water policy for flood risk mitigation 

by investigating the role of active land policy in making room for water in Nijmegen. 

This chapter draws this research to a close and focuses on summarizing and 

interpreting the main findings, in relation to addressing the gap in knowledge which 

motivated this study, as well as in terms of their implications in future land and water 

policy. Inevitably, the findings of this study should also be considered within their 

contextual and methodological limitations, which feed into opportunities for further 

research in the field.  

 

8.2. A number Land Value Capture Instruments can facilitate the 

implementation of Blue and Green Infrastructure 

 

The conceptual framework of this study is embedded in the premise that land value 

capture instruments can create a virtuous cycle (Blanco et al., 2017; Grafakos, 

Tsatsou, Luca D’, et al., 2019). Investing in infrastructure and services improves the 

quality of urban area, which gets reflected in higher real estate prices and further 

capitalized into building plot prices (land value), generating higher returns through 

value capture and more fiscal space to invest in additional infrastructure and public 

services.  

The quality of urban environment is becoming a crucial determinant for property prices 

in contemporary cityscapes which are increasingly shifting away from the monocentric 

city model (D’Acci, 2019). Our findings show that there is the positive correlation 

between the residential property market and improved urban quality, brought about by 

BGI implementation. The range of impact is context dependent, varying based on the 

market conditions, type of BGI and distance of property in relation to BGI. Regarding 

the latter, impact areas are defined as a radius of up to 500m, decreasing for smaller 

interventions. It is important highlighting that findings reflect primarily cities in the 
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Global North. They might not be accurate for contexts in which parks and green spaces 

are associated with unsafe areas, the proximity to which leads to a decline in values 

of the adjacent residential property market (Troy and Grove, 2008).  

This study presented an original conceptual framework which combines the result of 

the identified LVC instruments suitable for BGI implementation with the BGI that have 

higher impact on water quantity mitigation. Based on it, a number of LVC instruments 

which can facilitate BGI implementation have been identified. These instruments are 

betterment levies/ special assessment, property tax, developer exactions and impact 

fees, tax increment financing, transferable development rights/ sale of development 

rights, land readjustment/ land pooling and active land policy.  

 

8.3. Market inefficiency and some Flood Risk Management policies 

maintain flood risk in society 

 

Findings show that existing market elasticity and submarket dynamics in flood events 

can restrict the margins within which residential property market reacts to flood 

risk/events. In times of strong buyer demand and supply shortage sellers have a better 

bargaining position and the market does not reflect flood risk as an investment 

consideration. 

Market efficiency is also affected by FRM policies. Alleviating flood risk while distribute 

the related costs to all taxpayers rather than the beneficiaries, further incentivise 

development in precarious areas (Eves, 2004; Jung and Yoon, 2018). Similarly, 

subsidized insurance market alters flood risk information dissemination and results in 

underestimated public perception of flood risk and its effects (Colby and Zipp, 2020). 

Costs and benefits of river basin management policies are frequently borne by different 

parties – upstream service provision, downstream beneficiaries (Chang, 2017). Post 

flood government assistance also distorts people’s attitude towards risk bearing (Bin 

and Landry, 2013) and incentivises floodplain development. These type of FRM 

policies distort public perception of flood risk, affect how risk is reflected through market 

prices and support the vicious cycle of social reproduction of flood risk. To this end, 
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accounting for factors affecting flood risk perception, such as information 

dissemination, personal experience with flood, distance from water bodies and socio-

economic and cultural factors, can expedite the implementation of sustainable FRM. 

8.4. There  is scope to improve existing empirical evidence on 

residential property markets and inland flood risk interaction  

 

“All models are wrong, but some are useful” is an aphorism which refers to the way 

scientific models fall short of the complexities of reality, but yet not all knowledge “is 

equally fallible” (Yeung, 1997). Findings of this study highlight a number of factors that 

affect the quality and reliability of hedonic pricing models used to assess the residential 

property market’s reaction to flood risk/events. These factors have to do with timeframe 

of a study, the challenges of accessing a representative sampling, possible pitfalls 

when assessing the residential property value and a series of important elements to 

be taken into account when identifying structural, neighbourhood and flood related 

attributes.  

Improving such models depends on data availability, as well as in finding a balance 

between a model that does not oversimplify reality and a model which is workable. 

Empirical evidence on this relationship is often the backdrop of many public initiatives 

that promote land value capture instruments. Therefore improving these models, as 

well as understanding their limitations, can better inform land and water policy 

regarding flood risk management. This study provides some recommendations in this 

regard. 

 

8.5.  Active land policy can facilitate small scale Blue and Green 

Infrastructure implementation 

 

Waalsprong and Waalfront cases indicate that there is scope for Active Land Policy to 

be used to facilitate the implementation of neighbourhood scale BGI, such as a natural 

system of gutters and canals, permeable surfacing to decrease water run-off, rainwater 

harvesting through green roofing and facades. The Municipality of Nijmegen utilized 
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proceedings from the land development schemes in Waalsprong to finance three large 

water retention ponds, as well. A number of factors have facilitated the implementation 

of BGI through Active Land Policy in these two cases.  

First, the existing legal framework supports negotiated plans, which is one of the 

strongest instruments that Dutch municipalities have to address planning challenges, 

including BGI implementation. Second, a clear shift towards integrated flood risk 

management, incorporated also in the new Environment and Spatial Planning Act, 

suggest a commitment towards integrated management of water and land. Coupled 

with instruments such as the ‘water test’, this legal framework provides grounds for the 

absorption of costs for rainwater management infrastructure within the urban 

development area it serves. Third, Nijmegen, similar to most Dutch Municipalities, is 

operating in a ‘hot market’ exacerbated by both housing shortage and a growing 

demand for housing. This has been reflected in increased residential property prices. 

In combination with improved urban quality related to BGI implemented in Waalsprong 

and Waalfront, increased land values create financial scope for Active Land Policy 

schemes to facilitate neighbourhood scale BGI implementation.  

Finally, the Social network analyses reveals increased collaboration and high 

institutional cohesion between cross-scale authorities that have historically worked in 

isolation on water issues. Decentralized implementation of larger scale BGI, such as 

Room for river Waal, has established social networks which can be utilized to expedite 

the further implementation of BGI.  

 

8.6. Land and water policy (mis)alignment stands in the way of Active 

Land Policy facilitating the implementation of larger scale Blue and Green 

Infrastructure 

 

The research on the juxtapositioning of the three cases in Nijmegen exposes a 

contradiction in discourse between seeking to provide more land for BGI 

implementation on the one hand, and promoting a more liberal agenda in terms of land 

policy on the other. This leaves public authorities with only few traditional options, such 
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as expropriation and/or land acquisition, to access private land for water related 

projects.  

A shift towards less public involvement in land development has resulted in Public 

Private Partnerships, composed of combination of partners with different interests. This 

has reduced the reduced the potential of active land policy to capture value, since the 

captured value is now shared between public and private partners. As a result, the 

instrument as it is right now presents less opportunity to expand towards facilitating 

traditionally centrally/regionally implemented projects. As part of a limited liability 

company, the municipality cooperates under corporate law, albeit it represents public 

interest in these partnerships. Municipality “wearing two hats” is perceived with 

scepticism with regards to its legitimacy and the extent to which contributing to larger 

scale BGI is within its scope. 

The decentralized implementation of Room for River Waal has set a successful model 

for more involvement of local authorities in large scale BGI implementation. However, 

the agenda of different public stakeholders involved in this project was not unified. For 

instance, the municipality of Nijmegen was not interested in fronting the costs of land 

this project through Waalsprong or Waalfront active land policy schemes,  especially 

considering central public funding availability and local resistance against Room for 

the river Waal. This lead to active land policy contributing only on local policy 

challenges, such as on-site infrastructure provision and social housing.  

 

8.7. Power relationships between public and private stakeholders 

reduces the potential of Active Land Policy to fund public services, 

including BGI 

 

Social Network Analyses indicate that the municipality of Nijmegen is a central 

stakeholder in all three projects. However, the municipality’s negotiating power in 

active land policy projects was considerably restricted by the partnership agreements 

in place with private partners. Sometimes, such as in the case of Waalsprong, the 

selection of partners is conditioned by landownership. This can lead to forced 
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partnerships and oppositions during difficult periods. A strong negotiating position of 

the private partner can be considered a justified outcome of a public private 

partnership. The implementation of Active Land Policy through PPPs means that some 

of the value is captured by the private partners, whose interest is not to reintroduce it 

to the community in the form of public investments, which is the main raison d’être of 

a land value capture instrument (Smolka and Amborski, 2000; Alterman, 2012). As part 

of a PPP, private partners have close access to land use decision-making process. 

Concurrently, having exclusive development rights on considerable parts of the 

building areas is another way the private partners shape the outcomes of active land 

policy.  

The cases of Waalsprong and Waalfront point to one of the main flaws of active land 

policy implemented in the form of PPPs. A limited number of developers have access 

to prime location for development while not sharing equally the associated risk, 

considering that 1) land which was not already owned in the project area was acquired 

by the municipality of Nijmegen (creating the ‘bathtub effect’), 2) contractual 

agreements did not oblige developers to buy plots at pre-agreed prices in the case of 

a market drop/ crisis, 3) land use plans were up for renegotiation in the case of a market 

drop/ crisis, increasing the amount of profitable uses and ‘sacrificing’ non-profitable 

and 4) excluding from the scheme larger on-site BGI, such as water retention ponds 

(which were later financed from the land development project, after the dissolution of 

the PPP agreement, once the sole stakeholder was the Municipality of Nijmegen). 

Although transition towards less public involvement in land development was 

supposed to shift some of the risks associated with it towards private parties, this has 

not happened in the two cases studied here. From a social reproduction of risk 

perspective, previous Waalsprong and current Waalfront partnership agreements can 

be interpreted through the lens of facilitation/marginalization construct, in which 

structural forces enable some stakeholders to pursue environmental benefits without 

participating in the associated costs or risks (Collins, 2010; Oulahen, 2021). Hence it 

can be concluded that the policy gap between large scale BGI and active land policy,  

is one of discourse and power relations between stakeholders rather than a legal or 

financial gap. 
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8.8. Recommendations 

  

Recommendations for future HPM studies assessing the way residential 

property markets react to flood risk/events: 

These recommendations focus on elements which can improve the study quality, 

structural attributes, locational and neighbourhood attributes and flood risk attributes.  

A list of detailed recommendations on each of these areas is presented in Appendix 

15. 

Rethinking the role of property in the 21st century: One of the main costs of active 

land policy schemes researched here is land acquisition, since landowners have a 

share in the ‘development gain’ resulting from zoning changes. Whilst this protects 

current property rights, it poses challenges in terms of the affordability of the 

development of the area and facilitation of the necessary infrastructure, including BGI. 

Faced with scarcity of land and a growing need to provide blue and green infrastructure 

to adapt to climate change, there is a call for public deliberation of whether a form of 

property invented in the 18th century, which facilitated the creation of modern world, 

remains still appropriate to address 21st century challenges (Jacobs, 2017). Such 

deliberations can include legal reforms that redefine property rights and obligations, to 

embody notions of the social function of property (Smolka, 2013), not only as a political 

principle, but as a social fact; an extension of the fact that the interdependence 

between people is the central element of social reality (Foster and Bonilla, 2011), 

especially when faced with challenges related to climate change.  

In the shorter run, municipalities should avoid purchasing all the necessary land for 

development upfront, risk facing a ‘deep bathtub effect’ (such as the case with 

Waalsprong), which increases the costs of financing and associated risks. Land 

acquisition should be managed in phases, making use of pre-emption rights to 

‘reserve’ land which is to be purchased during the later stages.  

BGI as part of the basic infrastructure: Inclusion of larger scale BGI in the land 

exploitation schemes is often resisted from private parties, even when this 

infrastructure is on-site (i.e. the retention ponds in Waalsprong). Integrating BGI early 
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on in the land use plans and establishing the positive role they have on the residential 

property market is an important step towards ensuring their implementation through 

active land policy. 

A closer collaboration between water and land management authorities: The 

case of Room for the Waal implementation is a success story especially because it 

brought together stakeholders which traditionally work in isolation: central government 

authorities, regional authorities (provinces), water authorities and the municipality. 

However, this is more an exception rather than the rule. BGI projects, depending on 

the scale and location of implementation, can be initiated by any public authority. 

Integrating initiatives can help maximise their benefits and improve the connectivity 

between different BGIs. 

Diversifying the pool of private partners: Findings suggest that there is a handful of 

private developers that engage in public private partnerships for land development. 

Participation in active land policy, combined with exclusive rights to buy some of the 

building plots, gives these private parties a lot of market power, i.e. in terms of 

negotiating the construction phases seeking to develop profitable uses first. Selecting 

from a larger pool of private developers could help improve competition as well as 

avoid a situation of having ‘all the eggs in one basket’.  

Collaboration under carefully defined conditions: Investing time and resources to 

guarantee that the contractual agreements include clear provisions on risk sharing 

between partners is crucial. 

Municipalities should buy more land, strategically: A municipality can become a 

strong participant in area development through land ownership. Buying land at the right 

time provides for higher revenues from land development, hence more scope for in 

and off-site BGI provision. But haste is advised; otherwise the land can get sold quickly. 

Consideration on how public policies affect the market: The publication of Vinex 

locations supposedly had an impact on increased land prices in such locations. 

Similarly, findings from the Qualitative Meta-Synthesis reveal that floodplain 

management policies can boost property prices. Hence, considerations on how various 

public policies affect the market are very important to municipalities, being an active 
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agent in the market. Policies and measures that require property owners to contribute 

to the costs associated with floodplain management are followed by price depreciation 

in the areas subject to the policy. A combination of policies should be implemented 

with attention to the message given to future floodplain development.  

Capturing incremented values in a ‘hot market’: Establishing causality between a 

public investment and property prices is difficult. Investments in FRM are less likely to 

yield incremented property prices in a ‘hot market’. Nevertheless, numerous land value 

capture instruments are implemented regardless of the ability to establish this 

causality. Instruments embedded in the direct value capture rationale such as property 

tax, transfer of property title tax and sale of development rights should be considered 

to capture the ‘unearned increment’. Concurrently, instruments designed for cost 

recovery - indirect value capture - such as the case with active land policy, developer 

exactions/CIL and impact fees should also be further explored to facilitate BGI 

implementation.  

8.9. Contributions to knowledge 

 

Practice and research on LVC instruments as facilitators for the implementation of BGI 

for flood risk mitigation is limited to a handful of cases and publications. This research 

contributes to this gap in knowledge by presenting an original conceptual framework 

for identifying which Land Value Capture Instruments can facilitate BGI implementation 

in the realm of flood risk management. 

An important part of land value capture research in relation to flood risk management 

relies on understanding the impact that FRM measures have on the residential 

property market. This research tackles the discrepancies in literature on how 

residential property markets are affected by a) flood risk and b) flood events. It does 

so on both an ontological plane, identifying factors that influence this relationship, as 

well as on an epistemological plane, identifying factors that affect the quality of studies 

assessing this relationship. Some recommendations on improving the quality of HPM 

studies are included in Recommendation section as a contribution to existing literature.  
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As far as can be inferred from literature, this is the first study that examines the 

potential of active land policy to facilitate the implementation of blue and green 

infrastructure. Additionally, policy arrangement approach has been used for the first 

time as a framework to examine land policy. As such, both findings and methodology 

used contribute to the existing body of knowledge on active land policy, especially 

through the BGI facilitation lens. 

Finally, this study expands on the ontology of social reproduction theory, by identifying 

factors that support the facilitation of a fraction of society enjoying the amenity value 

of proximity to water, without equally sharing the costs of risk alleviation. Policy 

arrangement approach has facilitated the identification of such factors, stemming from 

public discourse and power relations between stakeholders in active land policy, which 

contribute to an unbalanced share of costs and benefits provided by BGI 

implementation.  

 

8.10. Avenues for future research 

Opportunities for future research have become evident since defining the scope and 

parameters of this study. Aspects of flood risk and LVC instruments not being 

investigated in depth in this thesis can naturally inspire future research endeavours in 

the field. Additionally, findings of this research have often raised new questions and 

paths of inquiry. The following sections briefly outline avenues of future research 

aiming to advance knowledge and practice in BGI implementation through LVC. 

Recent studies suggest that rising sea levels can be slowed by increasing water on 

land. Additionally coastal floodplain properties enjoy an average price premium of 

36.3%. Future research can contribute to investigate how some of this premium value 

can contribute to mitigation measures. Furthermore, existing bias to publish studies 

with smaller premium estimates for coastal need to be addressed by research and 

publishing. 

A variety of other LVC instruments, such as betterment fee, property tax, developer 

exactions, impact fees and TDR remain under-researched with regards to BGI 

implementation. These are promising instruments which can be used to guide 
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development in desired areas. Exploring their potential can help expedite land based 

solutions to climate change in the future.  

There is still scope for future research on active land policy in other locations 

throughout the Netherlands. A broader, cross-country study, could further help adapt 

active land policy implementation to accommodate investments in BGI and advance 

water and land policy integration.  

Quantitative research can complement this study through measuring the impact that 

BGI has on residential property markets, i.e. in Waalsprong and Waalfront. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to address the challenges identified in Chapter 4 with 

Hedonic Pricing Models first.   

An interesting line of inquiry includes furthering our understanding on how risk 

perception and availability heuristics affect the way people react to flood risk. This 

type of research is also relevant for public decision-makers and it should be 

investigated in relation to public policy elaboration. There is scope for future research 

also in terms of sophisticating the way flood risk perception is quantified and measured.  

On many occasions, government interventions in floodplain can skew the market and 

can distort people’s attitude towards risk bearing, information disclosure and insurance 

design. Advancing research on the impact that such policies have in supporting 

unsustainable floodplain development patterns is necessary to shed light on 

policies that are made in the interest of maintaining risk, rather than alleviating it.  

One of the ‘side effects’ of BGI implementation is what in literature is referred to as 

“environmental gentrification” or “greentrification”. Additionally, sceptics of LVC argue 

that applying one or more LVC instruments would be reflected in higher housing prices, 

exacerbating gentrification. Classic urban economics authors suggest quite the 

opposite (it is the high price of corn which increases land rent and not the other way 

around (Ricardo, 1817)). This holds true for the housing market as well. When 

developers to buy a plot of land, they calculate the residual value of land as a result of 

total income (the price they can sell the houses for) minus development costs and their 

profit. The application of a LVC instrument would therefore be reflected in a lower 

residual value of land, rather than higher housing prices. Regardless of the sound 
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theory, empirical evidence on this scarce. Therefore there is opportunity for further 

research investigating the role of LVC in housing values and gentrification.  

Finally, expanding on SNA research by investigating stakeholder configuration and 

power relations in the implementation of other LVC instruments can contribute to a 

better understanding of the efficiency, efficacy and legitimacy of these instruments.  
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Appendix 1 -  Land and Water Policy Arrangements: Setting the scene for The Dutch 

case 

[1]. Introduction 

This appendix provides a context for the evolution of water policy in the Netherlands, 

within which the implementation of the BGI “Room for the river Waal” takes place, as 

well as the evolution of land policy within which Active Land Policy is implemented. 

This context is presented following the policy arrangement approach (PAA) framework. 

Aligned with PAA, the context presentation covers the four interwoven dimensions of 

policy arrangement (more on this in Chapter 3) across two fields of policy, namely 

water and land: 

• Discourse 

• Rules of the game 

• Actors and coalitions 

• Power and resources 

Hence after a brief introduction, the chapter follows the PAA structure presenting the 

discursive shifts in land and water policy in the Netherlands, overlapping legal 

frameworks of water and land policy and the relevant implications, stakeholder 

constellation and resource allocation. It is worth noting that water policy is analysed in 

so far as fluvial flood risk management is concerned. Hence aspects of water policy 

that have to do with coastal erosion, drinking water and waste water management and 

so on are only covered if of relevance to fluvial flood risk management. 

[2]. Between land and water 

When discussing the water topic in the Netherlands, nine out of ten times the 

expression "God created the world but the Dutch created Netherlands" will come up, 

as a manifestation of a perhaps justified sense of pride about their longstanding and 

mostly successful struggle with "taming the untameable". The location of a 

considerable part of the country on the sediments from the catchment areas of the 

rivers Rhine and Meuse to the North Sea basin has presented several-fold water-

related challenges: both against the sea as well as inland waters. The first land 

reclamation practices started as early as the 11th century, to prevent loss of highly 

compressible peat or clay soils on the western side of the country to post glacial rising 
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sea levels as well as to transform this peat soil into arable farm land (Hoeksema, 2007). 

The District Water Boards were established in the 13th century to manage the process 

of land reclamation and maintenance (flood protection).  

Water Boards were composed of locally elected representatives of the farming 

communities and are considered the oldest democratic institutions in the Netherlands 

(Kuks, 2009). The widening of the lakes in north of Amsterdam to the point of 

threatening the region in the 16th and 17th century incentivised the draining of a series 

of lakes through a system of ring canals, dikes and wind-powered pumps (polder mills), 

which have later been replaced with steam pumps and now diesel pumps (Hoeksema, 

2007). To a large extent, these initiatives were financed by rich urban merchants who 

formed limited companies to finance the draining of lakes, which in turn resulted in land 

to be used for housing or farming. This transformed wealthy urban merchants into large 

landowners with a significant influence on the regional water authorities (Kaijser, 

2002). The initial lake draining projects were primarily of a commercial nature, albeit 

they tackled flood related issues. Land reclamation projects undertaken during the 

nineteenth century and onwards were bigger and generally funded by public funds, 

including the reclamation of Lake Harleem and the reclamation of Zuiderzee 

(Hoeksema, 2007).   
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Figure 74 Land Reclamation of Zuiderzee (Source: (Hoeksema, 2007)) 

In the 18th century the improvement of the course of Rivers Rhine and Meuse was 

deemed necessary, following frequent river floods resulting from sand banks 

hampering the free flow of water. It is indeed river flood management that asked for 

the cooperation of various provinces and marked the beginning of the national 

organization for water management, together with the establishment of a national 

level public authority, which is nowadays known as Rijkswatersaat (Directorate 

General for Public Works and Water Management) (Borger and Ligtendag, 1998). 
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“I always start the presentations with a map of Roman area, because in Utrecht 
there was a line across the border of the Roman Empire. And there was a 
Roman writer that said, you know, don't go north of that border. Because you 
cannot fight a fight in mud. You can only fight in mountains. And it's interesting 
to see over the years that the map of our country changes even until the 70s, 
even until late 90s when we developed a new harbour near Rotterdam. We 
enlarge the country you know.” (I11-N) 
 

Currently, Netherlands is a highly populated country with 20% of its total area under 

sea level, where 21% of the country’s population reside. Additionally, 50% of its total 

area is located within the range of one meter lower or above sea level (World 

Population Review, 2020). Simultaneously, two thirds of the gross domestic product is 

earned in areas exposed to flood risk (van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012). As explained, 

the Dutch have been very successful at ‘keeping their feet dry’ through structural 

measures: more than 60% of the country consists of man-made polders (Pieterse et 

al., 2015), a robust man-made system of 3,500 km of primary flood defence (dunes, 

dykes, dams), which reduce the probability of flooding but which simultaneously make 

the country more vulnerable to the catastrophic impact of a potential flood (Kaufmann 

et al., 2016).  
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Figure 75 Dike-ring areas and protection standards in the Netherlands (Source: (Kind, 

2014)) 

Protection standards in the dike-ring areas varies from 1/1 250 per year in the upper 

streams of rivers Rhine and Meuse, including the cities of Nijmegen and Arnhem, to 

1/10 000 per year downstream, for the most densely populated areas in the western 

part of the country including cities such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the Hague. 

Since 1996, flood protection standards of dike ring areas are statutory, and all flood 

defence is tested every 6 years. In case of noncompliance, reinforcement projects are 

initiated, largely funded by the central government (Kind, 2014).  

Netherlands became an international point of reference in terms of water management 

especially as a result of the Zuiderzee works and subsequently with the Delta Works 

(based on the Delta Plan followed by the Delta Act) in response to the devastating 

storm surge that affected the southwestern part of the country in 1953 (Doorn-

Hoekveld, 2014). Although it is hard to predict how the Netherlands would have looked 

Nijmegen 
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like without these interventions today, Rijkswaterstaat (Executive agency of the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management) and the Association of Dutch Water 

Authorities (Rijkswaterstaat and The Association of Dutch Water Authorities, 2019) 

claim that the coastline has stopped moving slowly eastwards, partly due to these 

interventions.  

[3]. Room for the river program 

The room for the River (RfR) Program was approved by the Dutch Senate in 2006, 

when it also started its detailed design phase, and was fully implemented by 2016. The 

aim of the program was two-fold: to improve flood safety in the riverine areas of Rivers 

Rhine, Meuse, Waal, Ijssel and Lek by increasing the discharge capacity up to 16.000 

m3/s (an additional 1,000 m3/s) and to contribute to the improvement of the spatial 

quality of the areas where the program intervenes (Rijke et al., 2012; UNESCO-IHE 

and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013). With a budget of EUR 2.3 billion, this program increases 

the safety of 4 million inhabitants to a level of 1/ 1,250 per year flood through 34 

strategic interventions (UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013).  
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Figure 76 Figures and Facts for Room for the River Programme (Source: based on 

(UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013; Quadros, 2016) 

9 different types of interventions were implemented to make more room for water, 

many of which call for land to be made available to accommodate water temporarily or 

permanently. As a result, 150 houses and 40 businesses/ farmers were relocated in 

total (Room for the River, 2012). More than 25% of these relocations occurred in the 

Municipality of Nijmegen, where the implementation of the dike relocation, for the 

Room for the Waal project, took place in an urban area.  
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Figure 77 Nine different measures implemented in Room for the River Program 

(Source:(Room for the River, 2012) 
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Figure 78 The restoration of the floodplain of the Noordwaard polder, the Netherlands, 

part of Room for the River Program (Source:(European Commission, 2015) 

 

[4]. Discourse  

 

a. Water Policy 

Discursive shifts regarding flood risk management, especially in reference to the highly 

engineered flood defence approach the country had adopted historically, started in the 

70’s, triggered by three main discourses: an environmental discourse, a democratic 

discourse and a new public management discourse (Kaufmann, 2017). As the 

recognition and sensitivity towards the environmental consequences of the hydro 

technocratic approach towards Flood Risk Management increased, the composition of 

Rijkswaterstaat diversified with the inclusion of professionals from other disciplines, 

such as environmental scientists and biologists. Similarly, the social impact of many 

FRM projects, often resulting in relocation of houses, was another factor that 

contributed to the scepticism surrounding the traditional approach towards water in the 
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Netherlands. However, these debates evolved at a time during which river 

management was overshadowed by coastal protection, as a political aftermath of the 

1953 storm surge that struck the coast of Netherlands, which brought about the Delta 

Plan followed by the Delta Act (Van Doorn-Hoekveld, 2014; Wiering, 2006). The 

attention was redirected to river management after the 1993-1995 in the Meuse delta, 

which caused 250,000 people and one million livestock to be evacuated in 1995 

(Rijskwaterstaat, 2016).  

As the former Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment, Melanie Schultz van 

Haegen noted, Room for the River program began with the image of extreme high 

water levels in 1993 and 1995 (UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013), which 

although did not result in dike failure, amounted to considerable costs (Jak and Kok, 

2000) and generated public concern about the sufficiency of existing defence system 

in providing safety, as well as its role in creating more vulnerability; a phenomenon 

which some authors refer to as Control Paradox (Wiering, 2006).  

"Rather than continuing to channelize rivers by building higher dikes in 34 areas 
in the Netherlands, we are literally affording these rivers more space. As nature 
had intended, in fact – but with better human direction…I am a great advocate 
of building together with nature." (UNESCO-IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013) 

 

Another trend that initiated debates on diversification of FRM strategies was the 

appearance of a risk discourse. The risk discourse which calls for a scenario approach, 

builds on the idea that flood risk is not static and therefore different risk-based 

scenarios should be presented in FRM plans, to manage both probabilities and 

consequences of flood risk. One of the main management approaches in this respect 

is integrating FRM with spatial planning measures, especially in terms of land use 

(Kaufmann et al., 2017; Van Ruiten and Hartmann, 2016).  

On paper, FRM practices in the Netherlands seem to have shifted from a flood defence 

approach, totally dependent on hydro technical solutions, towards FRM integrating 

ecosystem-based measures, hence utilizing blue and green infrastructure to deliver 

the required safety standard (Kaufmann et al., 2017; Van Ruiten and Hartmann, 2016). 

Indeed, the concept ‘accommodating water’ which has been the center piece of policy 

aims and goals in the realm of RfR program, indicates a normative discourse shift in 
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flood risk management (Wiering, 2006). However, making land available to 

accommodate water, especially in urban contexts where vested interests in land are 

prominent and land scarcity is perhaps one of the main urban development challenges, 

can risk to sabotage the feasibility of such shifts in a comprehensive manner. Hence 

discourse analyses around land management in the Netherlands is paramount in 

understanding the implementability of blue and green infrastructure in the realm of 

water discursive shifts.  

 

b. Land Policy 

The basic principle underlying land use legislation in the Netherlands is that a 

landowner cannot change the use of their land without prior permission issued by the 

relevant planning agencies. An important consequence of this principle is that the 

planned land use only takes effect when someone applies to change the use of their 

land; hence the land use plan does not determine the use of land, it only restricts the 

changes that can be applied to it (Needham, 2016). Therefore, planning agencies in 

the Netherlands, especially municipalities, have constantly sought for ways to 

efficiently implement their land use planning objectives. This is why, Dutch land use 

planning is characterized by a pro-active approach, usually through public 

landownership, as a way to increase control on the development and property market, 

capture some of the increased value of land and thus create additional sources of 

income (Valtonen, Falkenbach and Van Der Krabben, 2017; Needham, 2016; Munoz-

Gielen, 2010). Active land policy is usually pursued alongside traditional land-use 

planning tools such as zoning. Active land policy implies that the municipality is actively 

involved in land development through buying land on the market, with or without the 

help of “compulsory purchase” (onteigening), servicing the land and developing it 

before selling it to property developers, housing associations, individual households or 

businesses (Buitelaar, 2010) for a higher price, aiming to capture some or all of the 

incremented value of land resulting from the development process. Regardless of the 

advantages brought about by direct involvement of public agencies in land 

development, these practices also involve a lot of risk. Scepticism towards the degree 

of public involvement in land development, mostly regarding its implications in terms 
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of public interference with the private market, as well as the related risks, have been 

the main triggers of discursive shifts in land policy in the Netherlands. 

For the first 40 years after the Second World War, housing shortage was the main 

driver behind Active land policy. The development scheme was straight forward: the 

municipality buys raw land, which is to be developed, services the building plots with 

infrastructure, retains the land occupied by infrastructure and public spaces, and sells 

the serviced building plots to developers. During this period, a lot of social housing was 

included in the plan, which limited the value of the serviced building plots. Hence 

Municipalities could cover the costs of developing land but did not maximize their 

profits. The development gain was too low to attract private developers, therefore 

during this period municipalities were the only major actor in the land market – a period 

during which 80% of all building land was bought from the municipalities (Needham, 

2016). 

The publication of the Supplement to the Fourth National Policy Document on Spatial 

Planning in 1991 was a game changer. As with previous policies, it focused strongly 

on the housing sector, but it limited development within defined urban growth limits. 

Additionally, the focus shifted from social housing to free market housing, in specified 

areas also known as Vinex locations (Janssen-Jansen, 2016; van der Krabben and de 

Feijter, 2014). As a result, on the one hand the average price of building land increased 

substantially, while on the other hand municipalities carried on with the assumption of 

being unchallenged in the land market and did not buy land in advance (Needham, 

2016). As Needham (2016) states, this great naivety of public authorities made way for 

private developers to actively buy land, also facilitated by the development directions 

delineated within the Vinex locations which translated into less risky investments for 

the private sector.  

This resulted in a shift towards public private partnership schemes for land 

development, in which the Municipality is no longer the only and main stakeholder; 

rather the municipality has to collaborate with private developers to fulfil its land 

development objectives. While there are advantages such as the shared risk of 

development, municipalities are no longer free to chose to whom to sell the building 

plots (pre-emption rights in favour of the private developers in the PPP scheme) and 
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there is a higher degree of influence of the private partners on the land use plans, 

making non profitable land uses less desirable and harder to implement.  

The land policy discourse kept steering towards more liberal ways of land 

development, with the 2001 Fifth National Policy Document on Spatial Planning. The 

2008 financial crisis was another shock force which triggered further debates 

surrounding the risk involved with active land policy. Finally, the new Environmental 

and Planning Act (Omgevingswet) (Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, 2016) 

also reflects an orientation towards the promotion of a more market-based planning 

agenda, much to the concern of environmental/ecological parties which fear that such 

market involvement in land development might lead to a deterioration of landscape and 

environmental quality of urban areas (Janssen-Jansen, 2016).  

Hence, while the flood risk management discourse advocates making more room for 

water, land policy discourse is stirring towards more market-led development, posing 

conflicting agendas in terms of desirable and attainable land uses at a local level.  The 

following sections will complement the Policy Arrangement analyses for the Water and 

Land Policy in the Netherlands, and set the scene for the presentation of the findings 

of the empirical case studies in Nijmegen. 

 

[5]. Rules of the game 

 

a. Overlapping legal frameworks in Water Policy and Land Policy 

Following the EU Water legislation, in particular the WFD, the Water Act bill was 

introduced in the Dutch Parliament in 2006 and entered into force in 2009, integrating 

eight water management statutes such as Surface Water Act, Seawater Act, Flood 

Defence Structures Act and so on (van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012). In line with Room 

for the River Programs, attempts at integrating Water Management with Spatial 

Planning are present in the Water Act, according to which the designation of spatial 

planning aspects within water management plans are addressed through Structure 

Plans, within the meaning of the Spatial Planning Act (van Rijswick and Havekes, 

2012). Nevertheless, environmental legislation was deemed to be too fragmented, and 
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the Dutch Parliament has already approved The Environment and Planning Act 

(Omgevingswet) (Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, 2016): a piece of 

legislation which combines 15 existing laws, including the Water Act, Crisis and 

Recover Act and the Spatial Planning Act, into a single law. The Act seeks to 

"…modernise, harmonise and simplify current rules on land use planning, 

environmental protection, … water management…development of major public and 

private works…into one legal framework" (Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, 

2014). The Act has taken effect in 2021, and it is too early to assess its full impact of 

land and water policy integration. 

There are three main crosscutting instruments between water management and spatial 

planning: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), an instrument introduced in the 

Netherlands since 1974, which involves decisions at a project rather than a strategic 

level; Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) adopted in 2001 to integrate 

environmental considerations into strategic plans and programs; and Water 

Assessment (WA), introduced in 2001, also included in the National Spatial Strategy 

(Van Dijk, 2008). Every spatial development is subject to the water test: an instrument 

which enables the water authority to give advice related to water resilience to the 

spatial planning authority in a comprehensive manner, considering integrally the whole 

spatial plan (Wiering and Arts, 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2016).  
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Figure 79 Water test applied on Spatial plans as a way to prevent flood risk (Source: 

(Kaufmann et al., 2016)) 

 

The right to develop private property in the Netherlands is managed through spatial 

planning instruments. However, private property rights can also be affected by projects 

carried out in the realm of flood risk management, such as the ones implemented in 

Room for the River Program. The following section gives an overview of the legal 

instruments that are available to make room for the river in private property in the 

Netherlands. 

b. Instruments to deal with private property 

Dutch Civil Code defines ownership as “The most comprehensive right that a person 

can have over an object”. However ownership is never absolute, as the Civil Code also 

restricts property rights by stating ‘The owner (of the object) is free to use the object, 

excluding all other persons, as long as this is not in conflict with the rights of others, 

and taking into account restrictions based on legal rules and unwritten law.’ 

Nevertheless, based on the French principle of equality before public burdens, every 
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damage or devaluation of the property caused by an Act or a lawful action of the public 

authorities is subject of compensation.  

Depending on the type of damage, there are four main compensation schemes that 

cover damage occurred to private property due to flood protection measures, as shown 

in the scheme below: 

 

Figure 80 Legal framework to compensate damage caused to private property by flood 

protection measures (van Doorn-Hoekveld, 2014) 

Devaluation of property can be caused by three main interventions related to flood 

prevention: reinforcement of dikes, designation of retention areas and dike relocation. 

Similarly, loss of income is also subject of compensation, if the income is proven to be 

missed due to water related works, such as for example when a road is closed because 

of reinforcement works. Real damage property is usually caused during the 

operationalization of retention areas; in other words, when a property is designated as 

retention and can be flooded or swamped deliberately in the event of high water. The 

difference between this kind of damage and the ones mentioned above, is that real 

damage refers to physical damage that is not just ‘assumed’. Finally, expropriation is 

used when the property becomes permanently part of a water body and therefore can 

no longer be enjoyed as a private property (Doorn-Hoekveld, 2014).  
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Surprisingly, there is a distinction between the compensation that an affected property 

owner can receive according to the provisions of RfR program and Spatial Planning 

Act on one hand, and Water Act on the other. In the first case, the flood prevention 

measures proposed in the RfR program need to be incorporated in a Spatial Plan, 

which means that the property damage is treated as a planning blight.  In this case, a 

‘fair compensation’ must be paid according to the material provisions of the Spatial 

Planning Act. For all other types of damage caused by water management related 

decisions, compensations are made based on the Water Act provisions (van Doorn-

Hoekveld, 2014). 

There are three main instruments that support compensation schemes when dealing 

with private property for public work purposes: communicative instruments, coercive 

instruments and financial instruments (Kaufmann and Wiering, 2019). Communicative 

instruments refer to embedded processes aiming to understand citizens concerns and 

tapping into their local knowledge and insights. That facilitates the finding of solutions 

that consider citizens’ position whenever possible. Mainly, coercive instruments refer 

to expropriation: the Dutch government can take private property in exchange for a fair 

compensation when there is a clear public interest involved. Expropriation must be 

considered as a last resort, after other alternatives, such as amicable acquisition, are 

negotiated (article 17 Expropriation Act). Finally, financial instruments such as buying 

or exchanging property can be used to facilitate the access to private property for public 

works. Albeit buying of the property is likely to yield less resistance from the private 

landowners give impetus to the process, it is generally costly and not always efficient. 

Usually a combination of instruments is used in the process of accessing private 

property, during which communication paves the way towards negotiation and (often) 

amicable purchasing, although this takes place with the threat of expropriation in the 

background. 

Nonetheless, there are no regulations or instruments in place to capture property 

windfalls from the benefiting private properties. This means that incremented value of 

a private property, caused as a result of a land use change or newly introduced 

blue/green infrastructure, belongs to the landowner. Through Active Land Policy, many 

Dutch local governments have been able to capture some of the incremented value of 
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land, resulting during the land development process. However, no such mechanisms 

are in place about capturing the incremented value of land resulting from investments 

in FRM.  

 

[6]. Actors and Coalitions 

 

a. Stakeholder constellation in Water Policy  

In the Netherlands, water management is a public responsibility which cannot be left 

to market forces (van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012). The public responsibility on 

keeping the country safe, which includes water safety, is enshrined in the Dutch 

Constitution, Article 21 of which states: “It shall be the concern of the authorities to 

keep the country habitable and to protect and improve the environment.” (The 

Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 1983, Article 21). 

The Dutch constitution defines three layers of governance: national, provincial and 

municipal administration. Only water management has a fourth layer: the regional 

water authorities, also known as water boards (Havekes et al., 2017; Wiering, 2006). 

Netherlands is a decentralized unitary state, where two forms of decentralization can 

be observed: territorial decentralization and functional decentralization. The former 

concerns provinces and municipalities, which in principle have unlimited responsibility, 

as opposed to the later, functionally decentralized authorities such as the regional 

water authorities. In time, regional water authorities have received a higher level of 

autonomy, especially since 1980s, when the decentralization policy of successive 

Dutch cabinets has consistently included functional decentralization (van Rijswick and 

Havekes, 2012). 

Regional water authorities are a sector-based layer of regional government, 

democratically elected and with a high degree of financial independence (Kaufmann 

et al., 2016). In terms of river flood management, the responsibilities of the national 

government are confined within the main water infrastructure of large rivers and canals; 

a responsibility overseen by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management. On 

a regional level, provinces are responsible for groundwater management and the 
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planning aspects of regional water management, whereas regional water authorities’ 

responsibilities include management of regional water quantity and water quality. 

Finally, municipalities deal with urban water and sewerage (Wiering and Arts, 2006; 

van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012).  

These public authorities together with Drinking Water Companies are part of the Water 

Steering Committee (Stuurgroep Water), which aims to coordinate the implementation 

and monitoring of water policy (Rijkswaterstaat, 2021). 

The Water Act (Ministry of Transport Public Works and Water Management, 2009) 

defines the following types of plans relevant for river basin management:  

1. National water plans elaborated by the central government, including the Dutch 

part of the river basin management plans as per WFD. This plan is informed by 

regional water plans and management plans.  

2. Management plan for national water elaborated by the Ministry of Infrastructure 

and Water Management 

3. Regional water plans elaborated by the relevant province. 

4. Management plans for regional waters elaborated by the relevant regional water 

authority. 

While there is no mandatory hierarchical impact, meaning that the national plan 

provisions are not mandatory for regional plans, it is assumed that the process of 

elaboration of all these documents will be done in coordination with all relevant water 

authorities, since water management in the Netherlands has traditionally featured 

cooperation amongst water authorities and other public authorities, as well as between 

public authorities and private individuals (van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012). This 

includes internal horizontal and vertical coordination amongst authorities responsible 

for water management, external coordination with other policy areas, as well as with 

other water competent authorities in neighbouring countries. 
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Figure 81 Stakeholder constellation in fluvial flood risk management (Source: author, 

based on (van Rijswick and Havekes, 2012; Doorn-Hoekveld, 2014; OECD, 2014)) 

From a decision-making perspective, the water sector was traditionally governed 

through a relatively authoritarian and autonomous way. That is what is meant when 

regional water authorities are referred to as “a state within a state” (Kaufmann, 2017). 

Up until the ‘80s, during the Delta Works, the Executive Agency of the Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) ruled almost by blueprint (Dik 

and Warner, 2007). The shifts in discourse mentioned earlier also changed the nature 

of coalitions in the ‘80s, during which the department went through a ‘greening’ 

process, including ecologists and biologists in the work teams developing more 

sustainable approaches to river management (Kaufmann, 2017; Dik and Warner, 

2007; Wiering, 2006). During the ‘90s went through a downsizing and decentralizing 
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process, which had regional water authorities strengthen furthermore their role in FRM 

(Kaufmann and Weiring, 2019).  

With the Room for the River program, the role of regional water authorities was 

prominent. Throughout the implementation of the projects in the program, regional and 

national water managers cooperated increasingly with other actors. In the past, 

regional water authorities could clearly be described as autonomous bodies taking 

decisions based on their hydro-engineering expertise and quantitative calculations and 

models. Over time, regional water authorities have increasingly opened up to other 

perspectives, values and interests in their decision making process, albeit the degree 

of integration differs amongst the 22 regional water authorities (Kaufmann et al., 2016). 

As flood protection has always been an overriding interest, the Dutch have a long 

history with the so-called “polder model” of decision making. The term, applicable in all 

areas of policy, refers to a water management model, applied initially by the water 

boards to manage polders; an area of land enclosed by a dike that needs to be treated 

as one unit for water management purposes. Managing a polder requires ongoing 

consultation between all stakeholders, especially landowners which might have 

conflicting interests amongst themselves and in terms of water management overall 

(Needham, 2016). In this perspective, ‘the polder model’ symbolizes an effort to 

resolve conflicts amongst opposing interests in a manner that benefits everyone 

involved (Kaijser, 2002).  

b. Stakeholder constellation in Land Policy 

In terms of planning agencies, a term used to refer to a public body whose statutory 

responsibilities include preparing and executing land use plans for a specific area, 

there are three layers of governance: national, provincial and municipal. At all levels it 

is the executive body which are charged to make a statutory plan, but it is the municipal 

planning authority which ultimately controls what is built and therefore has a higher 

impact on land use (Needham, 2016).  
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Figure 82 Relationship between the plans and what is built (Needham, 2016) 

Nevertheless, there are several public agencies that steer land use change, such as: 

housing associations, which own 32% of all dwellings, private trusts, the National 

Forestry Agency and various regional or central government agencies. An important 

role is also played by the Executive Agency of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 

Management (Rijkswaterstaat) and water boards, regarding the main infrastructural 

and water management structures implemented (Needham, 2016). It is important 

highlighting that while planning authorities are accountable for fulfilling safety 

standards, including flood safety, FRM is not the main priority of spatial planning 

authorities. In fact, sometimes their spatial planning objectives, such as economic 

growth, housing, mobility and the like, might conflict with FRM measures (Kaufmann, 

2017).  

Different from the water policy where responsibilities are shared amongst several 

public authorities, active land policy – the ‘what is built on the ground’- sees the 

municipality at the center of stakeholder constellation.  However,  the role of 

commercial developers has become increasingly important, as the main types of 

development arrangements involve some kind of public private partnership, as further 

elaborated in the following section (Hartmann and Spit, 2015).  
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Figure 83 Stakeholder constellation in active land policy (Source: author’s own) 

As Dutch municipalities implement spatial policies by getting directly involved in land 

development, and becoming land developers, as well as closely cooperating with 

private actors whose priorities are different from those of municipalities, the legitimacy 

of these processes and especially of the municipality ‘wearing two hats’ has been 

evoked in the last two decades (Louw, van der Krabben and Priemus, 2003; Hartmann 

and Spit, 2015).  

 

[7]. Power and resources  

 

a. Power and Resource allocation in Water Policy 

Room for the River program had a budget allocated from the central government of 2.3 

billion € (Rijkswaterstaat and UNESCO-IHE, 2013). All the interventions foreseen in 

this program jointly contribute to a safer environment regarding fluvial flooding in the 

whole country. Besides the fact that the program benefits the whole country in terms 

of safety, there is also a general public expectation with regards to such projects being 

funded with public funds which is linked to a historical narrative that defines the 

government as the responsible of providing safety in terms of coastal, fluvial and pluvial 

flood based in the principle of solidarity (Keessen et al, 2016). Nevertheless, some 

projects, like Room for the Waal, also had an added value in terms of improved quality 

of urban environment, creation of open and green spaces for the local citizens and an 
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overall positive impact on the city image. Quality of life and quality of urban 

environments are becoming increasingly determining factors of property valuation or 

depreciation as well (D’Acci, 2018). D’Acci’s (2018) review of various case studies 

around the world, concluded that there is an appreciation of 5%-117% of property 

values as a result of proximity to green areas and 4.9%-23.1% resulting from the 

property overviewing a park or green space. Although it is difficult to isolate the impact 

of one variable, such as Room for the Waal project, in the land and real estate market, 

it is widely accepted that the implementation of this project has transformed the 

surrounding urban areas into prime locations for residences and commercial units 

(interview 7, 10). While there is no instrument that straightforwardly captures the 

incremented value of land resulting from such interventions, an indirect way of doing it 

is the water charge collected by the Regional Water Authority. The water charge is 

paid by households, property owners, owners of nature areas and owners of open land. 

Property owners pay about 47%-49% of the total revenues collected from this tax 

(Vollebergh and Dijk, 2016; Havekes et al., 2017). While this is not a direct instrument 

of land value capture, it may in part play this role given that incremented property 

values would result in increased revenues through the water tax. 

 

b. Power and Resource allocation in land policy 

Quite different is the cost and benefit nexus in the land development process. Through 

active land policy, the municipality seeks to cover all the costs related to infrastructure 

and service provision, and when it is the case, make profit (Needham, 2016). Currently 

there are three main models of active land policy that Dutch municipalities engage with, 

as explained more at length in Chapter 2: the building claim model, the joint-venture 

model and the concession model (Needham, 2016b; Krabben and Lenferink, 2018). 

Although such practices involve a financial risk and have been subject to debate, many 

municipalities still engage in land development through PPPs and Active Land Policy 

as a way to capture the incremented value of land. This is not a practice adopted in 

water related projects, where the incremented value of land generated as a result of 

investments in flood risk management, including BGI, is captured by the landowners 

(private or public) that own land in the vicinity. Indeed, the economic efficiency of the 

Room for the River project is in general described as not cost-efficient, mainly because 
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non-monetary values such as the increased aesthetic quality and the environmental 

benefits are not included in the calculations (Kaufmann, 2016). 

 

[8]. Summary 

Netherlands is considered as an international point of reference in terms of flood risk 

management. Flood events of the early 1990’s redirected the attention towards fluvial 

flood risk and motivated the introduction of ‘Room for the river’ program in 2006 

(Rijkswaterstaat, 2016). The public debate leading to the introduction and subsequent 

approval of this program points towards a shift in paradigm in the Dutch flood risk 

management discourse. Room for the river program includes 34 interventions of 

various types of BGI such as dyke reallocation, depoldering, increasing the surface 

area of temporary water storage and so on (Room for the River, 2012). Most of these 

measures largely interfere with the spatial development of the areas where they are 

implemented and require large amounts of land available to accommodate water. 

Hence the water policy discourse is moving towards further integration with spatial 

planning, as a way to align efforts in making more room for water (Kaufmann, 2017). 

While the water policy discourse seeks more integration with land policy and more 

available land for water, land policy discourse over the last few decades is stirring 

towards more market-led development, restricting the public authorities access to land. 

Scepticism towards the active involvement of public authorities in land development, 

through what is referred to as active land policy, and the promotion of more liberal 

ways of land development have triggered concern amongst environmental parties 

which fear that such market involvement in land development might lead to 

deterioration of landscape and environmental quality of urban areas (Janssen-Jansen, 

2016). Indeed this shift discourse shift in land policy poses conflicting agendas with the 

assumed shifts in water policy, making the alignment of desirable and attainable land 

uses at a local level challenging. 

The legal framework, referred to as ‘the rules of the game’ in the PAA literature, reflect 

attempts to align water management with land policy. This is done primarily through 

three main instruments: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), Strategic 

Environmental Assessment (SEA) and the Water Assessment (water test). Every 

spatial development is subject to instruments that scrutinize the effect that this new 
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development has on the water system. To some extent, these measures seek not only 

to improve water performance in new developments but also to internalize the costs of 

providing surface water management in these areas, which goes in line with the cost 

recovery rationale of indirect value capture instruments(Alterman, 2012), as suggested 

in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, these instruments do not facilitate the implementation of 

BGI off-site, which remains necessary to address flood risk mitigation measures that 

cannot be addressed by on-site infrastructure. The legal instruments that deal with 

private ownership of property for BGI do not reflect the paradigm shift of water policy, 

with the most prominent instruments being the traditional expropriation and property 

buy-outs by the government.  

Water management in the Netherlands remains a public responsibility, with a fourth 

layer of governance, regional water authorities, complementing the main three layers: 

national, provincial and municipal. The water sector has traditionally been governed 

through a relatively authoritarian and autonomous way, with regional water authorities 

being the first democratic institutions in the country and financially autonomous (van 

Rijswick and Havekes, 2012; Kaufmann and Wiering, 2019). Differently from flood risk 

management sector for which responsibilities are shared amongst several public 

authorities, with regional water authorities having a prominent role, it is the municipality 

and private partners (commercial developers) that take the central stage in active land 

policy implementation. A whole network analysis, as suggested in Chapter 3, of the 

stakeholders in both water and land policy implementation is required for a better 

understanding on how the convergences/divergences between these networks affect 

water and land policy integration, and in turn facilitate or hinder accessing land for BGI 

implementation through active land policy. 

Finally, in terms of power and resource allocation, it is worth highlighting that the flood 

risk management remains heavily dependent on public resources. Room for the river 

program for instance has been entirely funded by the central government (UNESCO-

IHE and Rijkswaterstaat, 2013). The program’s objectives were to improve flood safety 

and the quality of urban environment. Albeit the later has become increasingly 

determining factors of property valuation, with considerable property appreciation rates 

as a result of proximity to green and open spaces (D’Acci, 2019), Room for the River 

program did not include any instruments to capture some of the incremented value. 
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Quite different is the cost and benefit nexus in land development processes. Through 

active land policy Dutch municipalities seek not only to recover development costs, but 

also to make a profit in some cases (Needham, 2016a).  
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Appendix 2 - Summary of results from each study 
 

Author(s), Year Result Location 

(Abd Hamid, Mar 

Iman and 

Sathiamurthy, 2020) 

• No evidence of declining property value 
neither among flood-hit or nor flood-free 

locations. 

• Even, there was indication that property 
value had continued to increase in those 

neighbourhoods over time, reflecting 
people’s ignorance of flood risk within their 

living neighbourhoods. 

• High flood depth and high property value 
have also co-existed in almost all locations 

in the study area. 

Kuala Krai, Kelantan, 

Malaysia 

(Athukorala et al., 

2016) 
• Flood decreased the average house values 

by 6.1% in 2011 when compared to the 

average house prices in 2009 (two years 

before the flood event) 

Queensland, 

Australia 

(Atreya and 

Ferreira, 2015) 
• Weakly significant preflood discount of 9%, 

larger than the flood insurance premium 
which in this case are 3%,5% and 7% for an 

average house. 

• Immediately after the flood (1994) there is a 
32% discount for the 100-year floodplain 

properties and 23% for the 500-year 
floodplain properties. 

• Our results suggest that it is an inundation 
effect rather than a pure information effect 

that is capitalized into property prices 
(captures potential uninsurable 

reconstruction and psychological costs) 

Albany, Georgia, 

USA 

(Atreya, Ferreira 

and Kriesel, 2013) 
• Discount for properties in the 100-year 

floodplain of 25%-44%. (this is the total 

price discount including the preflood 

baseline flood zone effect) 

Dougherty County, 

Georgia, USA 

(Ayedun et al., 

2018) 
• No statistical difference in price between 

prices prior and immediately after the 
flooding 

• The study also hinged the continue stay in 
the estate by resident on the reason that 

bother on the inability of residents to raise 
enough money to pay for alternative 

accommodation 

Agege, Lagos State, 

Nigeria 

(Bartosova, Clark 

and Novotny, 2000) 
• Properties at the edge of the river would sell 

for approximately 7.8% than those outside 
the floodplain. As flood risk diminishes by 10 

years property values would increase by 
2.3%. The detrimental effect of the flood risk 

is eliminated after the expected flood risk 
falls to once every 33.3 years. 

• Properties at the edge of the river prior to 
the flood sold for 5.1% less and after the 

Milwaukee County, 

Wisconsin, USA 
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flood for 18.9% less than comparable 
properties outside the floodplain prior to the 

flood. 

• No price discount for 200, 300, 500- year 
floodplains 

(Belanger, 

Bourdeau-Brien and 

Dumestre, 2018) 

• Waterfront amenity value: worth 8.9% more 
than other properties. Asking price from 

landowners over 15% 

• Asking prices of houses for sale at flood risk 
are about 2.2% lower, even larger for the 
sold sample. Properties located in a high-

risk area are worth 4.1% less than the 
others. Most discounted: houses with a 

finished basement, houses located nearer to 
a body of water, and houses located below 

water level 

Quebec, Canada 

(Belanger and 

Bourdeau-Brien, 

2018) 

• A waterfront property is worth about 2.8% 
more than the average property. 

• Dwellings within an area that have been 
flooded in the three years preceding their 

sale see their value reduced on average by 
2.5% 

• In the absence of flood risk, the solid line 
reveals that the water proximity premium is 
much higher in the immediate vicinity of a 
water course and gradually decreases to 
zero. The distance to the water has an 

insignificant effect on houses located further 
from the water. 

• Waterfront + Floodplain: negative coefficient 
of about 2.0%. The clear-cut difference 

between waterfront house prices located 
within and outside flood zones. 

Across UK 

(Beltrán, Maddison 

and Elliott, 2018) 

 

 

• Inland flooding points to a discount of −5.6% 

• Inland flooding in the 100-year floodplain: 
before the flood event, discount of −2.9%, 

after a flood event the discount rises to 
−6.9%. 

• 500-year floodplain: before a flood event 
price differential is +0.3%, after a flood 

event there is a discount of −5.2% 

• Overall, location inside the 100-year 
floodplain points to a −4.6% discount based 

on 314 observations 

Meta-regression of 

37 published works 

(Beltrán, Maddison 

and Elliott, 2019) 
• Inland flooding reduces the price by 31.3% 

(semi-detached properties by 29.9%, flats 
by 17.4%) Sewer flooding price discount is 
around 20.3% greater than other types of 

inland flooding. 

• Price discount for affected properties is 
11.8% less in locations where flood 

defences are in place. 

Across UK 

(Bin and Landry, 

2013) 
• (In Model A, no differentiation between 100 

and 500-year floodplains, in Model B there 
is) 

Pitt County, North 
Carolina, USA 
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• Model A: A home in the flood zone sells for 
5.7% less after Hurricane Fran and 8.8% 

less after Hurricane Floyd. 

• Model B: In a 100-year floodplain property 
price decreases by 8.8% after Hurricane 

Fran and 13% after Hurricane Floyd. 
Findings in 500-year floodplain are not 

statistically significant. 

• The presence in the floodplain decreases 
prices by 6-20.2% in the wake of Hurricane 

Floyd. 

(Bin and Polasky, 

2004) 

• Location in a floodplain reduces prices by 
5.7% when located in a floodplain. 

Estimated discount for location in the 
floodplain more than doubled after the 

Hurricane Floyd. 

Pitt County, North 
Carolina, USA 

(Cobián Álvarez and 

Resosudarmo, 

2019) 

• No premium monthly rental price to live in 

an unflooded area (possible explanation: 

40% of Jakarta lies below sea level and is 

continuously under severe threat of flooding 

every year) 

Jakarta, Indonesia 

(Cupal, 2015) • The analysed market does not consider 

flood risk too important 

Across Czech 

Republic 

(Daniel, Florax and 

Rietveld, 2009a) 
• An increase in the probability of flood risk of 

0.01 in a year leads to price discount of –
0.6% 

• The marginal willingness to pay for lowering 
risk exposure has increased over time and it 

is slightly lower for areas with a higher 
income. 

Meta-regression of 

19 publications 

(Daniel, Florax and 

Rietveld, 2009b) 
• Properties within 500 m of the river 

experience a positive effect of 2.7% 

• A location that was affected by one or both 
of the floods in 1993 and 1995 was 

devalued by 7.4%. Before the first flood the 
houses at risk had no price differences. 
Between the two floods the decrease in 

house value was 4.6 %. After the second 
flood we found a doubling of the effect at 9.1 

%. 

7 Municipalities in the 

Netherlands 

(Dei-Tutu, 2002) • Floodplain location is discounted by 6.6 % 

while the capitalized insurance premium 

value is 316pprox... 4 %t of the house’s 

selling price. 

Pitt County, North 

Carolina, USA 

(Dudzińska et al., 

2020) 
• (Zone A- Very Favourable) Risk Free area 

• (Zone B- Favourable) Premium for risk free 
land: in 2006 to 2010, 87%, in 2011 to 2014, 

62%, in2015 to 2019, 53%. 

• (Zone C-Less Favourable) Premium for risk 
free land: 72%-85% 

• (Sandomierz is only built 30% so there is no 
problem in finding risk-free land) 

Sandomierz, Poland 
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(Egbenta, Udo and 

Otegbulu, 2015) 
• Floodplain location properties are 

discounted by 6.8% 

Lokoja, Nigeria 

(Eves, 2002) • During the study period there has been 23 
floods. The highest difference in price 

discount between Flooded/Non flooded was 
20% 

Sydney, Australia 

(Eves and 

Wilkinson, 2014) 
• Following month after the flood:7.8 % drop 

in the number of sales listings flooded areas 
and 3.8 % increase in sales listings in the 

flood-free suburbs. 

• 3 months after the flood: Low-value flood-
affected suburbs had price discount of 22.7 

% 

• 12 months after the flood: High value flood-
affected suburbs had price discount of 

15.94% compared to high value non-flood-
affected which were discounted by 7.11% 

• There was a significant decrease in rental 
listings following the flood (affected parties 

sought temporary accommodation) 

Brisbane, Sydney 

(Gharbia et al., 

2016) 
• Little evidence that 100-year floodplain 

location has any impact on house prices 

• evidence of a mild river amenity 

Dublin, Ireland 

(Gibbons, Mourato 

and Resende, 2014) 
• 1 Km increased Distance to rivers 0.93% fall 

in house prices 

Across England 

(Harrison, Smersh 

and Schwartz Jr, 

2001) 

• Floodplain location discounts residential 
property prices; the discount is less than 
present value of future flood insurance 

premiums. 

Alachua County, 

Florida, USA 

(Hennighausen and 

Suter, 2020) 
• Prior to flood, 100-year floodplain location 

discounted for 6.5% 

• Inundated properties inside the floodplain 
suffered a discount of 21% 

• Near misses saw a relative price increase of 
1.1% 

• The average 500-year floodplain property 
underwent a relative increase in price 

similar to near misses. 

Boulder County, 

Colorado, USA 

(Hirsch and Hahn, 

2018) 
• 100-year floodplain location discounted up 

to 1% (300 euro/sq meter) for sales and 
−1.88 % on rents 

Regensburg, 

Germany 

(Ismail, Karim and 

Hasan-Basri, 2019)s 
• Flood risk discounts for urban and rural 

residential properties is 18.5% and 13.6% 
respectively. 

• Risk averse residents willing to pay 35.4% 
more than risk takers for flood control 

measures 

Across Malaysia 

(Jongman et al., 

2014) 

• 1-6% difference in price between flood-
prone and non-flood prone areas 

Across Netherlands 

(Jung and Yoon, 

2018) 
• Values of properties located 0–100, 100–

200, and 200–300 m from inundated areas 
were discounted by 11.0%, 7.4%, and 6.3%, 

Gyeonggi, South 

Korea. 
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respectively, than counterparts in the control 
group 

(Kousky, 2010) • All property prices in municipalities located 
on the rivers (affected by Missouri and 

Mississippi river floods) fell post flood by 6% 
to 10%. 

• Property prices in 100-year floodplains did 
not change significantly, but prices in 500-
year flood plains were discounted by 2% -

5% 

St. Louis County, 
Missouri, USA 

 
 

(Lamond and 

Proverbs, 2006a) 
• Shortly after the flood affected properties' 

prices did not fall but failed to keep up with 
the growth in value of the rest of the market. 

• After two years flooded property caught up 
with the market. 

Barlby, North 

Yorkshire, UK 

(Lamond, Proverbs 

and Antwi, 2007) 

• (from raw data) Terraced and semi-
detached houses in 1000-year floodplain 

sell more than those outside. For flats this is 
the opposite. 

• (from regression model) Decrease by 4% on 
sales for the 1000-year floodplain 

• Five years on from the event there is still 
some impact on growth in house prices 

perhaps explained by a smaller flood event 
in 2004. 

Bewdley, UK 
 

(Lamond, Proverbs 

and Hammond, 

2010) 

• Flood designation no impact on property 
prices. When all categories of flood site 

were combined there was no difference in 
property prices inside or outside the 1000-

year floodplain 

• Shrewsbury: Inside and outside the 
floodplain-similar prices. No impact of the 

2000 flood, 2005 has a 5% discount, which 
disappears in 2006. 

• Bewdley and Mold, showed significant flood 
index variables which disappeared within 

three years of flooding. At the end of the six 
years only Lewes demonstrated any effect 

of floodplain location. 

• Immediately after the 2000 flood event, 
price discounts varied from no impact to a 
maximum of 30 %, no long-term effects. 

• Even for the most at risk properties in the 
areas with the most frequent flood history 

small impacts are noticed, averaging only 9 
per cent decrease in the price growth rate 

13 locations across 

UK 

(MacDonald et al., 

1990) 

• Flood hazard zone location is discounted by 
2.47 % to 3.78 % rate in perpetuity, similar 

to insurance costs 

Monroe, Louisiana, 

USA 

(Macdonald, 

Murdoch and Harry, 

1987) 

• Flood hazard zone location is discounted by 
2.8 % to 2.9 % rate in perpetuity, similar to 

insurance costs 

Monroe, Louisiana, 

USA 
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(Mahaprashasta, 

Mukhopadhyay and 

Pattanayak, 2021) 

• 4.4% reduction in rent in comparison to a 
situation where there was no waterlogging. 

Cuttack, India 

(Mauroux, 2018) • Flood risk information disclosure has no 
effect on prices. 

• Flood regulation enforcement led to a 9% 
fall in the price of ground-floor apartments in 

flood risk areas. 

• In the municipalities that experienced a 
flood in the year preceding the sale, 

enforcement of flood regulations led to a 
depreciation of -7% on the price of 

apartments subject to these regulations 

Across France 

(Mckenzie and 

Levendis, 2010) 

• Prior to Katrina, one foot of elevation in 
flood-prone areas led to a premium of 0.9%. 

• After Katrina, each foot of elevation in flood-
prone areas commands a 4.5% premium 

New Orleans, 

Louisiana, USA 

(Miller, Gabe and 

Sklarz, 2019) 
• Lakefront homes have premiums of just 

over 25% and riverfront homes 24% 
(accounting for both waterfront amenity 

value and flood risk) 

Across USA 

(Montz and Tobin, 

1988) 

• Flood was capitalized into housing values, 
selling prices dropped immediately after the 

flood. 

• Capitalization of flood in property values 
across floodplain is not uniform: 65% of the 

houses in the neighbourhood that 
experienced the worst flooding sold below 

the median selling price. 

• The neighbourhood that was worse affected 
by flood experienced more real estate 

activity - interest from buyers in the area 
continued, albeit prices had declined 

Linda and Olivehust, 
California, USA 

 
 

(Montz and Tobin, 

1990) 
• All the market was affected post-flood. Short 

lived effects in the non-flooded areas (pre-
flood values reached within 6-12 months 

after the flood) 

• Properties experiencing the highest flood 
depths were discounted by 40% for the first 

6 months. 

• Capitalization of flood in property values 
across floodplain is not uniform: During pre-

flood to end of study period, properties 
flooded 9 feet or less experienced the 

greatest proportional increase, followed by 
non-flooded properties. 

Wilkes-Barre, 

Pennsylvania, USA 

(Netusil, Moeltner 

and Jarrad, 2019) 
• 100-year floodplain experienced an 
estimated price discount range from 32% in 
2012 to 14% in 2014 (during the study time: 
1) a flood insurance reform act was passed, 

2) a flood event occurred, 3) floodplain 
restoration project was completed) 

Johnson Creek, 

Oregon, USA 

(Palagi et al., 2014) • Flood-prone areas led to a price discount of 
16% 

Lajeado, Brazil 
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(Pilla, Gharbia and 

Lyons, 2019) 
• Location on historically flooded areas 
discounts properties with 3% while being at 
1% risk has no effect once past flood events 

are controlled for 

Dublin, Ireland 

(Pope, 2008) • Flood risk disclosure led to a 4% discount of 
property prices located in 1% flood risk 

areas 

Wake County, North 

Carolina, USA 

(Posey and Rogers, 

2010) 

• 100-year floodplain location depreciates 
values by 8.6%, including both direct and 

indirect effects. 

St. Louis County, 

Missouri, USA 

(Rabassa and 

Zoloa, 2016) 
• The reduction in property values for houses 

and undeveloped land in inundation-prone 
areas is about 3.5 % and 10.3 % 

respectively. 

La Plata, Argentina 

(Rajapaksa et al., 

2016) 
• Releasing flood maps decreased property 

values by 1–4 %. 

• Flood events decreased property values by 
18–19 %. 

Brisbane Australia 

(Rajapaksa, Zhu, et 

al., 2017) 

• The properties with river views have 
substantially higher prices (20%). 

• Flood affected properties reflect discounts of 
5% 

• Environmental variables impact on property 
values nonlinearly, and in particularly 

distance to the river. However, property 
price increases linearly with higher elevation 

Brisbane Australia 

(Razali et al., 2020) • Flood-liable residential properties are 
slightly more expensive compared to non-

flood-liable. 

• Detrimental effect of house prices in the 
Langat River flood area, which had a lower 
initial purchase price - however it has been 

increasing over the last 4 years. 

Selangor, Malaysia 

(Reich, 2020) • The introduction of hazard maps increased 
the prices of buildings outside the hazard 

zone by almost 7%. 

• After a flood event there is a price drop, for 
affected houses as well as near missed. 

Zurich canton, 

Switzerland 

(Sado-Inamura and 

Fukushi, 2019) 
• The land value of the most vulnerable area 

has increased more than that of less 
vulnerable area 

Tokyo, Japan 

(Samarasinghe and 

Sharp, 2010) 
• A residential property inside a flood prone 

area is significantly discounted. 

• Price discount as a result of flood hazard 
information disclosure is consistent with 

(individual) risk averse preferences 

North Shore City, 

New Zealand 

(Schaefer, 1990) • The results are mixed, inconclusive and 
highly dependent on the specific analytical 

model. 

• (First model) Floodplain designation and 
(SPA) regulations implementation 

contributed minimally to aggregate selling 
price. 

• (Second model) Floodplain designation 
discounted prices by 0.5%, implementation 

North York, Ontario, 

Canada 
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of regulations (SPA) discounted prices by 
6% 

(Seo, Oh and Kim, 

2020) 
• Flood map disclosure did not alter prices. 

Before flood map publication, residential 
property prices within hazard zones were 
2.79% lower than those outside of hazard 

areas 

Seoul, South Korea 

(Shr, Zipp and 

Economics, 2019) 
• Housing values decrease by more than 11% 

when a property is assigned into a flood 
zone (comparable to flood insurance 

premiums). Values do not rebound when 
flood zone status is removed. 

Centre County, 

Pennsylvania, USA 

(Shrubsole and 

Scherer, 1996) 
• Floodplain regulation did not have an impact 

in property prices. 

• Floodplain regulations, flood location or 
flood history are not amongst the top 5 site 

characteristics that contribute to price 
formation according to appraisers. 

• Floodplain regulation not important in loan 
decision-making 

• In Cambridge, 25% of surveyed view river 
proximity as an advantage and no one as a 
disadvantage. In Brantford these rates are 

10% and 6% respectively 

• Most of respondents were not aware that 
their house is located in a flood hazard 

designated area (SPA). The majority of the 
ones that knew, were not aware of what the 

regulations are. 

Cambridge and 

Brantford, Ontario, 

Canada 

(Tobin and Montz, 

1988) 
• Housing prices in Linda and Olivehurst 

dropped (effectively to zero) immediately 
after the flood, recovered quickly to a level 

significantly lower than before. 

• Immediately after the flood, no market 
existed. Within a few months, houses were 
put on the market again but with a lower list 
price. The difference between list price and 

selling price has also increased. 

Linda and 

Oliverhurst, Northern 

California, US 

(Tobin and Montz, 

1994) 
• In all study sites, selling prices fell 

immediately after flooding. 

• When the floods were seen as once-in-a-
lifetime events, prices rebounded by the end 

of the study period to pre-flood values. 
Otherwise, in frequent flooded locations, 

prices were not affected after the first flood, 
but they were after the second. 

Linda and Olivehurst 
in California, Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania, 

and Des Plaines, 
Illinois, USA 

(Troy and Romm, 

2004) 
• 1998 California Natural Hazard Disclosure 

Law affected floodplain properties by a 4.2% 
discount in price. 

• These effects were higher in 
neighbourhoods with a higher % of Hispanic 

residents 

Across California, 

USA 

(Turnbull, Zahirovic-

Herbert and 

Mothorpe, 2013) 

• Properties in 1% or higher flood risk areas 
exhibit price discounts of 2.8% and longer 

expected selling times. 

East Baton Rouge 

Parish, Louisiana, 

USA 
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(Yeo, 2003) • 11% price discount for highly flood prone 
properties in Sydney’s west, though flood 

prone properties in the largest data set were 
valued only 4% less than comparable 

properties situated above the 100-year flood 
level 

Sydney, Australia 

(Yi and Choi, 2020) • There is a price discount effect of pre-flood 
risk information. However, it is 

overestimated when unobservable 
neighbourhood effects are not controlled for. 

• The average property prices in 100-year 
floodplains not actually inundated increased 

by 28.4%. 

Iowa, USA 

(Zhang, 2016) • 100-year floodplain location does not have 
an impact on prices. 

• Prices are affected a year after a major 
flood, however, the effect quickly diminished 
after 2010. In particular, the 2009 flood has 
more impact on lower-priced than higher-

priced homes. 

Fargo, North Dakota; 

Moorhead, 

Minnesota; USA 

(Zhang and 

Leonard, 2019) 
• In the year following a major and non-major 

flood event, the price discount increased by 

over 13%. This combination of flood events 

has triggered the market participants flood 
risk re-assessment, with the second event 

affecting a more extreme adjustment. 

• Floodplain location estimated to price 
discounts of 3.5% to 12.2% 

Fargo, North Dakota, 

Moorhead, 

Minnesota, USA 

(Zhang, 2010) • (Survey results) In residential property price 
setting, flood risk plays a more important 

role than accessibility but less important role 
than neighbourhood quality. 

Harris County, 

Texas, USA 

(Zhang, Hwang and 

Lindell, 2010) 

• (Survey results) One unit increase in the risk 
perception scale (1 to 5) represented a 

3.3% drop in housing value, holding all else 
constant. 

• The regression analysis showed that every 
mile away from the flood hazard, housing 

value would increase by 8.0% 

Harris County, 

Texas, USA 
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Appendix 3 - Attributes of HP Models from 41 studies using HPM 
Notes on the Attribute table: 

1) In some studies, "fireplace" is a separate attribute from heating. Also, other 

studies have AC as a separate attribute. For simplicity, these three attributes 

have been grouped into "heating" attribute in the table 

2) Seldom, floodplain location is specified in detail for 1%, 2% and 10% risk 

(Gharbia et al., 2016). This has not been specified in the table, being an 

isolated case. 

3) If HP Models were aided by GIS, specific coordinates of locations were 

included in the model (Hirsch and Hahn, 2018) 

4) Submarkets are sometimes identified by administrative borders (towns or  city 

and so on) and sometimes by quality of an area, such as high, medium and 

low endowment areas (MacDonald et al., 1990) 

5) In one study, currency was specified as an attribute, indicating quality of 

building ($ referring to higher quality buildings) (Rabassa and Zoloa, 2016) 

6) One study has excluded the top and bottom 5% of values as outliers (Reich, 

2020) 

7) "Waterview" attribute also refers to other valued views such as park/ golf/ 

suburban views (which are specified as attributes in one study (Samarasinghe 

and Sharp, 2010) 

8) In one study, control and study areas were adjacent and similar so 

neighbourhood attributes were redundant and not included (Schaefer, 1990) 

9) "School ranking" is included as an attribute in only two studies (Troy and 

Romm, 2004; Yi and Choi, 2020) 

10) In two studies, "type of foundation" was identified as a separate attribute 

(Zhang, 2016; Zhang and Leonard, 2019). In the table this has been 

incorporated in "construction material/ quality" attribute, for simplicity.   

11) "Additional improved housing area" was identified as an attribute in one 

isolated case (Harrison, Smersh and Schwartz Jr, 2001), but not included in 

the table for simplicity. 
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(Abd Hamid, 

Mar Iman and 

Sathiamurthy, 

2020) 

✓      ✓    ✓    ✓               ✓     ✓                 ✓    ✓   ✓    

(Athukorala et 

al., 2016) 

   ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓      ✓  ✓                  ✓ ✓  ✓    ✓              ✓      

(Atreya and 

Ferreira, 2015) 

 ✓     ✓ ✓  ✓                      ✓   ✓   ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓        ✓      

(Atreya, Ferreira 

and Kriesel, 

2013) 

✓   ✓   ✓ ✓                        ✓  ✓    ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓    ✓      ✓      ✓   

(Barnard, 1978) ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓           ✓            ✓        ✓     ✓ ✓       ✓   ✓         

(Bartosova, 

Clark and 

Novotny, 2000) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓                    ✓        ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ 

(Belanger and 

Bourdeau-Brien, 

2018) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓       ✓   ✓          ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓     ✓        ✓     

(Belanger, 

Bourdeau-Brien 

and Dumestre, 

2018) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓    ✓   ✓       ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓          ✓     

(Bin and Landry, 

2013) 
✓  ✓                 ✓         ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓         ✓         ✓      

(Bin and 

Polasky, 2004) 
✓  ✓    ✓ ✓     ✓     ✓  ✓    ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓      ✓   ✓       ✓ ✓              

(Cobián Álvarez 

and 

Resosudarmo, 

2019) 

✓   ✓   ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓    ✓        ✓    ✓        ✓  ✓ ✓    ✓       ✓           

(Cupal, 2015) ✓ ✓  ✓      ✓ ✓       ✓                              ✓               

(Daniel, Florax 

and Rietveld, 

2009b) 

  ✓    ✓  ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓   ✓  ✓  ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓              

(Dei-Tutu, 2002) ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓     ✓     ✓  ✓     ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓      ✓   ✓       ✓               

(Egbenta, Udo 

and Otegbulu, 

2015) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓          ✓      ✓ ✓    ✓      ✓   ✓          ✓         ✓      

(Gharbia et al., 

2016) 

      ✓ ✓       ✓       ✓  ✓     ✓ ✓   ✓   ✓  ✓       ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓      ✓     ✓    
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(Harrison, 

Smersh and 

Schwartz Jr, 

2001) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓                     ✓                   ✓         ✓   ✓   

(Hennighausen 

and Suter, 2020) 
✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓                 ✓   ✓ ✓         ✓ ✓     ✓   ✓      

(Hirsch and 

Hahn, 2018) 
✓  ✓        ✓    ✓             ✓          ✓          ✓    ✓           

(Inoue and 

Daisuke, 2017) 

   ✓ ✓ ✓                       ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓                      ✓      

(Ismail, Karim 

and Hasan-Basri, 

2019) 

✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓                      ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓             ✓              

(Kousky, 2010) ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓    ✓ ✓   ✓      ✓     ✓         ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓         ✓      ✓         

(MacDonald et 

al., 1990) 
✓ ✓      ✓            ✓         ✓                   ✓             ✓  

(Macdonald, 

Murdoch and 

Harry, 1987) 

✓       ✓            ✓         ✓                   ✓               

(Mahaprashasta, 

Mukhopadhyay 

and Pattanayak, 

2021) 

✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓         ✓  ✓         ✓      ✓ ✓            ✓    ✓ ✓         

(Mckenzie and 

Levendis, 2010) 
✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓       ✓   ✓             ✓ ✓     ✓     ✓     ✓    

(Palagi et al., 

2014) 
✓  ✓ ✓              ✓                               ✓              

(Pilla, Gharbia 

and Lyons, 2019) 

      ✓ ✓       ✓    ✓   ✓        ✓        ✓          ✓ ✓          ✓    

(Rabassa and 

Zoloa, 2016) 
✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓        ✓        ✓    ✓                  ✓               

(Rajapaksa, 

Wilson, et al., 

2017) 

✓      ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓    ✓     ✓     ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓         ✓ ✓              

(Rajapaksa et al., 

2016) 
✓      ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓    ✓     ✓   ✓  ✓  ✓   ✓  ✓    ✓       ✓    ✓         

(Reich, 2020)   ✓    ✓        ✓             ✓ ✓ ✓        ✓ ✓        ✓         ✓ ✓    ✓  

(Samarasinghe 

and Sharp, 2010) 
✓  ✓ ✓      ✓    ✓ ✓   ✓         ✓  ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓   ✓          ✓      

(Schaefer, 1990) ✓   ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓                            ✓           ✓  ✓  

(Seo, Oh and 

Kim, 2020) 
✓  ✓   ✓         ✓               ✓   ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓          ✓     ✓   ✓      

(Tobin and 

Montz, 1994) 
✓  ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓                   ✓                    ✓ ✓  ✓       ✓  ✓  

(Troy and 

Romm, 2004) 
✓   ✓   ✓ ✓                ✓      ✓     ✓ ✓ ✓      ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓                

(Yi and Choi, 

2020) 
✓   ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓    ✓     ✓                ✓            ✓ ✓        ✓      

(Zhang, 2016) ✓  ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓       ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓                ✓ ✓         ✓               
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(Zhang and 

Leonard, 2019) 
✓  ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓       ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓        ✓ ✓       ✓ ✓         ✓       ✓  ✓      

(Zhang, Hwang 

and Lindell, 

2010) 

✓  ✓    ✓ ✓            ✓          ✓ ✓       ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓      ✓     ✓        
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Appendix 4 – Interviews with Dutch stakeholders  

Affiliation Case study Date of 
interview 

Interview 
coding 

Project role 

University of Antwerp Flanders 22/10/2019 I1 - S Research 

Radboud University Case 1: Room for the River 28/10/2019 I2 - RC Research/ Consultant 

University of Utrecht Case 1: Room for the River 24/10/2019 I3 - LR Research 

Dutch Water Authorities 
Association 

Case 1: Room for the River 20/11/2019 I4 - WB Senior Advisor 

Radboud University Case 1: Room for the River 20/11/2019 I5 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Municipality of Nijmegen Case 1: Room for the River 09/01/2020 I6 - M Stakeholder Manager 

Karresenbrands Park Lingezegen 10/01/2020 I7 - S Supervisor/landscape Architect 

Wageningen University and 
Research 

Case 1: Room for the River 13/01/2020 I8 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Wageningen University and 
Research 

Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 13/01/2020 I9 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Property Development 
Company 

Case 2 and 3 14/01/2020 I10 - PD Commercial Developer 

Rijkswaterstaat Case 1: Room for the River 15/01/2020 I11 - N Licencing Authority 

Radboud University Case 2: Waalsprong 20/01/2020 I12 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Municipality of Overbetuwe Park Lingezegen 22/01/2020 I13 - S Politician 

Municipality of Nijmegen Case 2: Waalsprong 26/02/2020 I14 - M Project Manager 

Royal Haskoning DHV Case 1: Room for the River 13/11/2020 I15 - AL Project leader/Landscape Architect 

Rivierenland Regional Water 
Authority 

Case 1: Room for the River 12/08/2020 I16 - WB Technical Project Manager 

Expat Desk Nijmegen Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 23/12/2020 I17 - RE Real Estate Agent 

Delft University Case 2: Waalsprong 12/01/2021 I18 - RC Research/ Consultant 

BPD Case 2: Waalsprong 06/07/2021 I19 - PD Senior Area Economist 

BPD Case 2: Waalsprong 29/07/2021 I20 - PD Project Manager 

University of Utrecht Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 23/06/2021 I21 - RC Research 

KCAP Architects Case 2: Waalsprong 02/07/2021 I22 - AL Senior Architect 

Radboud University Case 2: Waalsprong 05/07/2021 I23 - RC Research/ Consultant 
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H2O People Case 1: Room for the River 13/07/2021 I24 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Wageningen University and 
Research 

Case 1: Room for the River 13/07/2021 I25 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Housing Association in 
Nijmegen 

Case 2: Waalsprong 14/07/2021 I26 - HA Project Manager and Community 
worker 

Institute of Housing and Urban 
Development Studies 

Case 1: Room for the River 19/07/2021 I27 - RC Research/ Consultant 

Municipality of Nijmegen Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 15/07/2021 I28 - M Senior Advisor 

Municipality of Nijmegen Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 22/07/2021 I29 - M Urban Planner 

Municipality of Nijmegen Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 18/08/2021 I30 - M Program Manager 
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Appendix 5 – Interviews with international experts 

Affiliation Location Date of first 
interview 

Date of second 
interview 

Code No of papers 
as author/ 
co-author 

Primary 
author 

University of 
Birmingham, 
Department of 
Economics 

UK 23/07/2021 28/07/2021 IE1 2 2 

East Carolina 
University, Department 
of Geography, Planning 
and Environment 

USA 07/07/2021 26/07/2021 IE2 4 2 

(retired) University of 
South Florida, 
Department of 
Geography 

USA 07/07/2021 27/07/2021 IE3 5 3 

Universidad Nacional 
de La Plata, 
Department of 
Economics 

Argentina 08/07/2021 27/07/2021 IE4 1 0 

Universiti Utara, School 
of Economics, Finance 
and Banking 

Malaysia 01/07/2021 31/07/2021 IE5 1 1 

University of San 
Diego, School of 
Business 

 
07/07/2021 29/07/2021 IE6 1 1 

Total 
    

14 9 

% to all papers 
    

15% 10% 
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Appendix 6 – Stakeholders list included in the Social Network Analysis of Room for the 

Waal 
 

The table below lists the stakeholders participating in the implementation of Room for 

the Waal project. In this study, the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 

Management is represented by the institution as a whole, during the first Phase of the 

program, and through Directorate General Water and Directorate General Public 

Works (Rijkswaterstaat), as part of the ministry, during the other phases of the 

program. Also, all 50 affected property owners have been included as individual 

stakeholders in this analyses. This is due to their individual negotiation of 

compensation claims with the Municipality of Nijmegen. Unfortunately, the same level 

of granularity was not possible for other groups of citizens, such as the citizens 

opposing the project and the citizens in favour of the project, although these groups 

are not homogeneous. This resulted due to lack of information on sub-groups and their 

interaction with the rest of the network. Hence the group ‘Citizens opposing the project’ 

only refers to the stakeholders who proposed different alternatives from the one 

implemented. The group ‘All citizens of Nijmegen Municipality” refers to the citizens 

that were part of the consultation meetings with the Municipality of Nijmegen and the 

project design partners, Royal Haskoning.  

National Regional Local 

House of Representatives Regional Steering committee Municipality of Nijmegen 

MTPW (Ministry of Transport, 

Public Works and Water 

Management) 

Upper rivers steering group Royal Haskoning 

VROM (Ministry of Housing, 

Spatial Planning and 

Environment)  

Lower rivers steering group Citizens opposing the project 

Ministry of Economic Affairs Gelderland Province All Citizens of Nijmegen 

Municipality 

Directorate General Water Rivierenland Water Board Affected Property Owners 

Directorate General Public 

Works (Rijkswaterstaat) 

  

National Steering Committee   
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Interest groups   

 

SNA Waalsprong includes interactions (otherwise known as edges) over the whole 

period of the project implementation, such as interactions with the central government 

with regards to the definition of VINEX locations, subsidies and so on, cooperation 

agreement between the partners of GEM Waalsprong on land development in 

Waalsprong until 2013, plans and decisions taken by the Local Council, land 

acquisitions and land sales conducted by the Municipality of Nijmegen during the initial 

phases of the project (as part of GEM Waalsprong) and after the dissolution of the 

agreement, interactions regarding Environmental Impact Assessment, compensations 

towards Waalsprong project area due to the Room for the Waal intervention and 

consultations regarding water management behind the dike. Data on the frequency of 

these interactions (i.e. number of meetings between the GEM Waalsprong partners) 

was not readily available, hence every main interaction has only been recorded once. 

The weight of edges observed in the graph is a result of different types of interactions 

between two stakeholders (nodes), i.e. the interaction between the Municipality of 

Nijmegen and Talis housing association includes negotiations as partners in GEM 

Waalsprong (before 2013) as well as negotiations on land sales after the dissolution 

of the agreement, but not the number of interactions for each type of interaction.  
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Appendix 7 –Closeness and Betweenness centrality analysis results for the Social 

Network of Room for the Waal 
 

Stakeholder Closeness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 0.848101 

Directorate General Water 0.515385 

MTPW 0.496296 

Directorate General Public 

Works (Rijkswaterstaat) 

0.496296 

Rivierenland Water Board 0.492647 

Gelderland Province 0.482014 

Citizens opposing the 

project 

0.471831 

Interest groups 0.468531 

Royal Haskoning 0.465278 

All Citizens of Nijmegen 

Municipality 

0.465278 

 

Stakeholder Betweenness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 2130.5 

Directorate General Water 196.33 

MTPW 188.83 

Directorate General Public 

Works (Rijkswaterstaat) 

132.5 

Rivierenland Water Board 132.17 

Gelderland Province 66 

Citizens opposing the 

project 

66 

Interest groups 4.5 

Royal Haskoning 3.83 

All Citizens of Nijmegen 

Municipality 

1.33 
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Appendix 8 – Stakeholders list included in the Social Network Analysis of Waalsprong 

and Waalfront 
 

The table below lists the stakeholders participating in the implementation of 

Waalsprong project. 

National Regional Local 

VROM (Ministry of Housing, 

Spatial Planning and 

Environment) 

Arnhem-Nijmegen region Municipality of Nijmegen 

MTPW/Rijkswaterstaat (Ministry 

of Transport, Public Works and 

Water Management) 

Gelderland Province Amstelland Vastgoed BV 

(Today part of AM 

Grondbedrijf) 

ABRS (Administrative 

Jurisdiction Division of the 

council of State) 

Rivierenland Regional Water 

Authority Bouwfonds Woningbouw BV 

(BPD) 

  Heijmans 

Projectontwikkeling BV 

  Mabon BV (Acquired by BAM 

BV) 

  Wilma Vastgoed BV (Today 

part of AM) 

  Kolping (merged into Talis) 

  Woningstichting Nijmegen 

(Merged into Portaal) 

  Original landowners 

  Small scale developers 

  Over-Betuwse Aannemers 

Combinatie 

  Other private developers 

Local stakeholders, such as private developers and housing associations that have 

been acquired or merged with other companies are referred to by the name of the 

company they presently are part of (such as Kolping which is merged into Talis). This 

is not the case with Amstelland Vastgoed BV and Wilma Vastgoed BV, both of which 

today are part of AM Grondbedrijf. To avoid any confusion with the number of 

stakeholders, these two companies are referred to by their previous name.   
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The table below lists the stakeholders participating in the implementation of Waalfront 

project. In terms of interactions, SNA Waalfront includes cooperation with the regional 

level authorities with regards to subsidies for non-profitable developments (supported 

by Gelderland Province) and technical and financial support from Rivierenland 

Regional Water Authority for heightening a flood defence (I30-M). Other interactions 

reflected in this SNA include agreements on the area development between the 

Municipality of Nijmegen and BPD, approval of plans by the Local Council, agreements 

to fulfil social housing quotas between BPD and Talis and Portal social housing 

associations, land sales for development (to BPD and/or other developers) and 

management of temporary uses for Honig complex.  

 

Regional Local 

Gelderland Province Municipality of Nijmegen 

Rivierenland Regional Water 

Authority BPD 

 Local Council 

 Honig Factory 

 Other Developers 

 Talis 

 Portaal 
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Appendix 9 - Closeness and Betweenness centrality analysis results for the Social 

Network of Waalsprong and Waalfront 
 

Closeness and centrality analysis results for the SNA of Waalsprong (top 10 

stakeholders). 

Label Closeness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 1 

Amstelland Vastgoed BV 0.62069 

BPD 0.62069 

Heijmans 

Projectontwikkeling BV 0.62069 

Mabon BV 0.62069 

Wilma Vastgoed BV 0.62069 

Talis 0.62069 

Portaal 0.62069 

VROM 0.545455 

Arnhem-Nijmegen region 0.545455 

 

Label Betweenness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 129 

Amstelland Vastgoed BV 0 

BPD 0 

Heijmans Projectontwikkeling 

BV 0 

Mabon BV 0 

Wilma Vastgoed BV 0 

Talis 0 

Portaal 0 

VROM 0 

Arnhem-Nijmegen region 0 
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Closeness and centrality analysis results for the SNA of Waalfront (all 9 

stakeholders). 

 

Label Closeness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 0.8 

BPD 0.727273 

Honig Factory 0.571429 

Other Developers 0.571429 

Local Council 0.470588 

Gelderland Province 0.470588 

Rivierenland Regional 

Water Authority 0.470588 

Talis 0.444444 

Portaal 0.444444 

 

Label Betweenness 

centrality 

Municipality of Nijmegen 18.5 

BPD 13.5 

Honig Factory 0 

Other Developers 0 

Local Council 0 

Gelderland Province 0 

Rivierenland Regional Water 

Authority 0 

Talis 0 

Portaal 0 
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Appendix 10 - Waalsprong land development implementation milestones 

 

Source: Author based on (van der Krabben and de Feijter, 2014; Municipality of Nijmegen, 

2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020a) 
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Appendix 11 – Types of flood events based on their triggering factor 
 

Natural and Human Induced Causes Artificial Causes 

Riverine or 
non-
riverine 

Rainfall floods. They are often the outcome of four main 
factors: the intensity and duration of the precipitation, 
the saturation of the ground with water and the 
response of the rainfall catchment (DEFRA and 
Environment Agency, 2002) 

Grey 
infrastructure 
failure 

Dam failures (overtopping): Due to factors 
such as: flood event, piping, landslides, 
earthquakes, foundation failure, equipment 
failure (i.e.gates), structural failure, upstream 
dam failure (Brunner, 2014) 

Riverine or 
non-
riverine 

Snowmelt: certain conditions, such as heavy rain in 
conjunction with snowmelt creates runoff in a short time 
and can cause flooding, especially in alpine regions, 
such as Switzerland (Voigt, Kleindienst and 
Baumgartner, 2003). 

Blue/ Green 
infrastructure 
failure 

Failure of natural dam: Such as landslide, 
glacier, moraine, volcanic, fluviatile, eolian, 
coastal and organic dams. Costa and 
Schuster (1987) suggest that only three types 
of dams pose a threat in terms of flooding: 
landslide dams, glacier dams and alpine 
moraine dams. 

Riverine or 
non- 
riverine 

Icemelt: caused by a sudden release of a significant 
amount of water retained in a glacier due to glacier 
activity or glacier retreat, for ex: glacial lake (Emmer, 
2017) 

Grey 
infrastructure 
failure 

Sewer/urban drain flood: Commonly due to 
rain discharge to sewers and drains, 
exceeding their capacity and causing 
overflowing/flooding (Green, Parker and 
Tunstall, 2000) 

Riverine Flooding during ice breakup: Ice cover breaks up along 
the river, accumulates in segments of small slope, or 
next to barriers such as bridges, and can lead to 
backwater effect, increased water levels and overbank 
flooding (Lindenschmidt, 2019) 

Grey 
infrastructure 
failure 

Water distribution failure: Burst water mains, 
breaches in canals (Green, Parker and 
Tunstall, 2000) 

Riverine Mud floods: Floods with high sediment content or floods 
induced by volcanic activity (Green, Parker and 
Tunstall, 2000) 
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Coastal Strom surge: abnormal rise of water induced by a 
storm, caused mainly by strong winds in a hurricane or 
a tropical storm (US National HurricaneCenter, no date) 

  

Coastal Tsunamis: induced by geological process (Green, 
Parker and Tunstall, 2000) 

  

Riverine or 
non- 
riverine 

Rising underground water levels (groundwater flood) 
When heavy rainfalls saturate the soil, surplus water 
flows out to rivers or land. Such types of flooding can 
last for long since groundwater responds slowly to 
rainfalls (City of London, 2018). 

  

Source: Table elaborated by the author, based on the classification of Green, Parker and Tunstall, 2000; with additional information 

from DEFRA and Environment Agency, 2002; Voigt, et al, 2003; Emmer, 2017; Lindenschmidt, 2019; US National Hurricane 

Centre, n.d.; City of London, 2018; Brunner, 2014; Costa and Schuster, 1987 
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Appendix 12 – COVID 19 impact statement 
 

The original (pre-Covid19) research method included a multi-case study approach, 

with three selected international case studies covering three types of Land Value 

Capture instruments identified through the Literature Review. As shown below, the 

three case studies planned were in Brazil to research Betterment Fee, as a 

representative instrument amongst the Fiscal Instruments bundle, in the USA to 

research Transferable Development Rights, as a representative instrument amongst 

the Property Rights Management Instruments bundle and the third one in the 

Netherlands to research Active Land Policy as a representative instrument amongst 

the Urban Transformation Instruments bundle.  

 

Figure 84 Pre-Covid19 Research Scope including 3 international case studies 

Due to the pandemic outbreak, field research for two case studies planned for March-

September 2020, could not take place. Instead, the research scope was revised and 

the methodology redesigned. From a three international case study, this research was 

reconceptualized to include extensive research based on qualitative meta-synthesis 

and intensive in-depth research for three adjacent case studies in the Netherlands. 

Expanding of the research in the three Dutch case studies occurred primarily through 

online interviews of key stakeholders. Similarly, the qualitative meta-synthesis was 
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complemented with two rounds of interviews with international experts conducted 

online. 

Additionally, Covid-19 limited the opportunity to present the findings from the case 

studies in Nijmegen in the annual World Bank “Land and Poverty 2020” conference, 

which was cancelled.  
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Appendix 13 - Participant Information Sheet 
 

You are being invited to take part in this research study.  Before you decide it is 

important for you to read this leaflet so you understand why the study is being 

carried out and what it will involve. 

 

Reading this leaflet, discussing it with others or asking any questions you might have 

will help you decide whether or not you would like to take part. 

 

What is the Purpose of the Study 

 

 

 

Why have I been invited? 

 

 

 

Do I have to take part? 

 

 

 

 

What will happen if I take part? 

 

 

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part? 

 

 

 

What are the possible benefits of taking part? 

The main goal of this thesis is to explore international best practice in relation to Land Value 

Capture (LVC) as an instrument to finance Flood Risk Mitigation (FRM) infrastructure, with a 

focus on Blue and Green Infrastructure.  

 

You represent/work/are involved with an institution/organization identified as an important 

stakeholder in Flood Risk Management in the Netherlands, or you are an independent expert in the 

field.  

 

No. It is up to you whether you would like to take part in the study.  I am giving you this information 

sheet to help you make that decision.  If you do decide to take part, remember that you can stop 

being involved in the study whenever you choose, without telling me why.  You are completely free 

to decide whether or not to take part, or to take part and then leave the study before completion.  

 

You will be interviewed on matters related to Flood Risk Management in the Netherlands. You are free to 

share as much information as you deem reasonable.  

 

Some time will be occupied for the interview – not more than 1 hour. 
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Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential and anonymous? 

 

 

 

 

How will my data be stored, and how long will it be stored for? 

 

 

 

 

What categories of personal data will be collected and processed in this 

study? 

 

 

What is the legal basis for processing personal data? 

 

 

 

Who are the recipients or categories of recipients of personal data, if any? 

 

 

What will happen to the results of the study and could personal data collected 

be used in future research? 

 

 

 

 

By taking part in the study you will be providing information and support required for the completion of 

this study and contribute to scientific research in the field of water and land management. 

 

Yes. Your name will not be written on any of the data we collect; the written information you provide will 

have an ID number, not your name.  Your name will not be written on the recorded interviews, or on the 

typed up versions of your discussions from the interview, and your name will not appear in any reports 

or documents resulting from this study. The consent form you have signed will be stored separately from 

your other data. The data collected from you in this study will be confidential.   

 

The general findings might be reported in scientific journals and presented at research conferences, 

however the data will be anonymized and you or the data you have provided will not be personally 

identifiable, unless we have asked for your specific consent for this beforehand. The findings may also 

be shared with other organizations/institutions that have been involved with the study. We can provide 

you with a summary of the findings from the study if you email the researcher at the address listed 

below.  

All paper data, including the questionnaires, the typed up transcripts from your interview and your 

consent forms will be kept in locked storage.  All electronic data; including the recordings from your 

interview, will be stored on a password protected drive.  All data will be stored in accordance with 

University guidelines and the Data Protection Act (2018).   

Your current employment and your involvement with the institution/organization which is a stakeholder 

in Flood Risk Management in the Netherlands. No other personal data are collected. 

 

The Phd candidate (main researcher) and the supervisory team. 

 

Article 6.1.(e) of the General Data Protection Directive (GDPR) “processing is necessary for the 

performance of a task carried out in the public interest”. 
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Who is Organizing and Funding the Study? 

 

 

 

Who has reviewed this study? 

 

What are my rights as a participant in this study? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact for further information: 

Main Researcher: Besmira Dyca  

email: besmira.dyca@northumbria.ac.uk 

Main Supervisor: Kevin Muldoon-Smith 

email: k.muldoon-smith@northumbria.ac.uk  

 

You can find out more about how we use your information at: 

www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/leadership-governance/vice-chancellors-

office/legal-services-team/gdpr/gdpr---privacy-notices/  

or by contacting a member of the research team 

 

 

 

  

The organizer and funder of this Phd project is Northumbria University in Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK. 

The research project with Submission Ref: 17901 has been approved by Northumbria University’s Ethics 

Commission.  

 

Individual rights under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are: right to be informed, right of 

access, right to rectification, right to erasure/to be forgotten, right to restrict processing, right to data 

portability, right to object and rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling. Also you 

have a right of access to a copy of the information comprised in their personal data (to do so individuals 

should submit a Subject Access Request) 

 If you are dissatisfied with the University’s processing of personal data, they have the right to complain 

to the Information Commissioner’s Office. For more information see the ICO website. 

mailto:besmira.dyca@northumbria.ac.uk
mailto:k.muldoon-smith@northumbria.ac.uk
file:///C:/Users/glkw7/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/9LGTAO4U/www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/leadership-governance/vice-chancellors-office/legal-services-team/gdpr/gdpr---privacy-notices/
file:///C:/Users/glkw7/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/9LGTAO4U/www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/leadership-governance/vice-chancellors-office/legal-services-team/gdpr/gdpr---privacy-notices/
https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/leadership-governance/vice-chancellors-office/legal-services-team/gdpr/gdpr---rights-of-the-individual/right-to-subject-access/
http://www.ico.org.uk/
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Appendix 14 - Consent form where no personal data is collected 
 

Project title: Rethinking land and water policy for flood risk mitigation: Investigating the 

role of Active Land Policy in making room for water in Nijmegen 

Principal investigator (Phd candidate): Besmira Dyca 

                        please tick or initial  

  where applicable 

I have carefully read and understood the Participant Information Sheet.  

I have had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study and I have received 

satisfactory answers. 
 

I understand I am free to withdraw from the study at any time, without having to give a 

reason for withdrawing, and without prejudice. 
 

I agree to take part in this study.  

I also consent to the retention of this data under the condition that any subsequent use 

also be restricted to research projects that have gained ethical approval from 

Northumbria University.   

 

I agree to the University of Northumbria at Newcastle recording and processing this 

information about me.  I understand that this information will be used only for the 

purpose(s) set out in the information sheet supplied to me, and my consent is conditional 

upon the University complying with its duties and obligations under the Data Protection 
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Appendix 15 – Recommendations for future HPM studies measuring the effect of 

flood risk and/or events on residential property markets 

Sampling Sample based on data availability on 

property sales (rather than ‘asking 

prices’ or city assesor’s office, unless 

the latter is frequently updated). 

Time of study Lengthening the time covered by the 

analysis 

Accuracy of assessing residential 

property value 

Using revealed preference method 

whenever possible 

Selection of representative structural 

attributes 

Whenever a sample of homogeneous 

buildings is not available, select 

strucural attributes based on 

information about buyers’ preference in 

the area 

Accounting for the quality of building at 

sale time, including floodproofing and 

post-flood renovations 

Include attributes on the quality of the 

building at the time of the sale 

(incuding whether it has floodproofing 

and/or has undergoone post-flood 

renovations) 

Selection of representative 

neighbourhood and location attributes 

Distance from public transport stations 

is important. 

Whenever possible, include travel time 

rather than distance, as an attribute. 

Account for negative externalities as 

well (noise and pollution due to 

proximity to motorways) 

Include attributes of location in relation 

to CBD, rivers, watercourses, open 
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spaces, parks, schools, main shops 

(depending on the context, other 

elements can be added/removed)  

Accounting for amenity value due to 

waterfront proximity 

Include attributes related to waterfront 

view 

Distance to water bodies and/or % of 

water in land can be used as an 

indicator for waterfront proximity 

Accounting for amenity value due to 

other locational factors 

Include other location specific attributes 

that can influence buyers choice 

The accuracy of defining flood risk Consider the uneven distribution of 

flood risk within the floodplain (avoid 

dummy variables to measure flood 

risk). 

Include elevation and slope as an 

attribute 

Accounting for property specific 

innundation 

Include property specific innundation 

as an attribute 

Severity of flooding Include (one or more of) the following 

attributes: 

• Flood depth 

• Flood duration 

• Flood speed 

Flood history Include attributes related to the 

frequency of flooding (time elapsed 

from the last flood) 
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Outdated flood risk information Consider the accuracy of flood risk 

information included in the study 
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Glossary 
 

ABRS - Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the council of State 

ALP - Active Land Policy 

BGI - Blue Green Infrastructure 

CNHDL - California Natural Hazard Disclosure Law 

CBD – Central Business District 

CEPAC - Certificates of Additional Construction Potential 

CM -  Causal mechanisms 

CR - Critical Realism 

CRED - Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters 

CWAA - Clean Water America Alliance 

DCA - Damage Costs Avoided 

DEFRA – UK Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs 

DRR - Disaster Risk Reduction 

EU - European Union 

EC - European Commission 

EP - European Parliament 

EUT - Expected Utility Theory 

RfR - Room for the River 

FAR - Floor Area Ratio 

FEMA - US Federal Emergency Management Agency 

FDSA - Flood Defence Structures Act 

FRM – Flood Risk Management 

GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation 

GEM - Joint Exploitation Company 

GI - Green Infrastructure 

GIS – Geographic Information Systems 

GWR - Geographically Weighted Regression 

HPM - Hedonic Pricing Models  

IPCC – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

IUCN - International Union for Conservation of Nature 

IE - Interviewed Expert 

LPA - Land Policy Arrangement 

LVC – Land Value Capture 

NFA - National Forestry Agency 

NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NHA - National Hurricane Agency 

MTPW - Ministry of Transport Public Works and Water Management 

PAA - Policy Arrangement Approach 

PPP - Public Private Partnership 

QMS - Qualitative Meta-Synthesis 

RC - Research Consultant 

RO - Research Objective 
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RPM - Residential Property Market 

RWA – Regional Water Authority 

SA - Structural Attributes 

SLR - Systematic Literature Review 

SPKD - Spatial Planning Key Decision 

SNA - Social Network Analysis 

SWA - Surface Water Act 

TDR - Transfer of Development Rights 

VCC - Value Creation and Capture 

VINEX – Urban expansion areas 

VROM - Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment 

WPA - Water Policy Arrangement 

WQM - Water Quantity Mitigation 

WFD – Water Framework Directive 

WTP - Willingness To Pay 
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